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editor’s Preface

The second number of The New Educational Review in 2013 is the thirty second 
issue of our journal since the start of its foundation in 2003� In this issue there are 
mainly papers from: China, the Czech Republic, Korea, Malaya, Poland, Romania, 
Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine and the USA, because our journal is 
open for presentation of scientific papers from all over the world� 

In the present issue the Editors’ Board have proposed the following subject ses-
sions: Social Pedagogy, Didactics, Pedeutology, Review, and Chronicle� 

In this issue the subject session “Social Pedagogy” contains the most articles in 
comparison to other sessions� The most important paper by Byung Kwon Cheong 
and his co-workers, presents the history of the development of education and 
research on Polish studies carried out in the Department of Polish Studies at 
Hankuk University of Foreign Studies� It is the only academic department in Korea 
which teaches and studies the politics, economy, history, and culture of Poland, as 
well as the Polish language and literature� Vasile Dinu and his co-workers model 
the constructed perception by students, related to the probability of finding an 
adequate job, through Ordered Logit models� The study by Tomáš Kincl, Michal 
Novák, and Pavel Štrach addresses a question whether there is a difference between 
communicated characteristics of international programs among universities from 
various cultures� The article by Agata Chudzicka-Czupała, Silna Borter and Nadiya 
Hapon discusses the problem of academic dishonesty, which has been growing 
in Western Europe, North America, in the transitional economies of Eastern and 
Central Asia� Anna Seredyńska presents a study on the relationship between the 
intensity of defence mechanisms and the level of spiritual involvement� The study 
results concerning secondary school students’ attitudes to life, which are treated as 
a mechanism of revealing aggressive behaviour in interpersonal relations, are pre-
sented by Joanna Góźdź and Ewa Wysocka� In her article Barbara Moraczewska tries 
to answer the following question: is the pedagogy of the heart still needed in child 

Stanisław Juszczyk
Editor in Chief
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upbringing in the times which not are only difficult, but sometimes even hostile to 
contemporary man?� The paper by Maria Świątkiewicz-Mośny attempts to answer 
the question about the relation between the construction of national identity in the 
contemporary world and children’s literature� The problem of juvenile delinquency 
and crime as well as the problem of crime against juveniles have been described 
by Ingrid Emmerová� In their paper, Jana Kratochvílová and Jiři Havel carry out 
qualitative and quantitative analyses of data obtained from six selected indicators 
relating to respect in Czech primary schools, which were perceived as a necessary 
condition for inclusive education� The aim of the research carried out by Olivera 
Knežević Florić and Stefan Ninković is to provide empirical data on the existence 
or non-existence of a connection between doing sport and prosocial behaviour of 
the young� The article by Stefan Hronec and Jana Štrangfeldová presents the issue of 
the evaluation of economic and non-economic effects of education� Agata Pradela 
presents the results of research on the evaluation of important aspects of vocational 
education conducted among employers and students� The article by Diana Svo-
bodová deals with specific symptoms of formal adaptation of modern loanwords 
within various spheres of language and their usage and assessment by contemporary 
Czech pupils and students� Zahra Masood Bhutta and Minjuan Zhao explore the 
under-examined relationship between work attitudes and work outcomes (work 
satisfaction and internal work motivation) among the teachers of Northwest A&F 
University, China� The aim of the study by Krzysztof Sas-Nowosielski, Małgorzata 
Grabara and Andrzej Hadzik is to measure the association among Health Belief 
Model variables and self-reported physical activity of young adults�

The subject session “Didactics” consists of four articles� The paper by Tomáš 
Sadílek describes the method of satisfaction measurement as one of the marketing 
techniques used for detecting student satisfaction with study programs� Farrah Dina 
Yusop and Ana-Paula Correira report on the benefits and challenges of integrating 
service-learning pedagogy into a professional course taught at a US Midwestern 
university� The purpose of the study by GyeongAe Seomun and his co-workers is to 
compare the effects of digital textbooks and conventional paper textbooks on brain 
activation during problem solving among elementary-school students� M� Raposo-
Rivas and E� Martinez-Figueira try to answer the question: what is important in 
mentoring student training?� The goal of the article by Jan Petr is to present the results 
of research on the level of use of (non)living things in primary science education� 
The purpose of the study by June Lee, Yangmi Koo and Yong-Lyun Kimis to identify 
educational effects of a new learning method that integrates mobile-technology-
based science learning with activity-oriented discovery learning� The paper by Marius 
Cioca, Lucian-Ionel Cioca, Cosmin Cioranu and Daniela Gifu presents an application 
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for extracting features used in the process of education of politicians based on Open 
Source technologies, for extracting features from the public press; it enables the user 
to analyse data from text files and from the Internet� The practical aim of the research 
by Slavica Mitrovic and her co-workers is to propose measures in educational pro-
cesses that contribute to the development of entrepreneurial potentials�

In the subject session “Pedeutology” we publish four articles� The paper by 
Stanislav Bendl, Hana Voňková and Michal Zvírotský characterizes opinions of 
the academic staff and students at the Faculty of Education of Charles University 
in Prague about the implementation of the two-cycle education system: bachelor’s 
and master’s, at their faculty� Francisco Esteban, Maria Rosa Buxarrais and Teodor 
Mellen attempt to answer the following question: what do university teachers think 
about the teaching of ethics and citizenship in the European higher education 
area?� The article by Eunika Baron-Polańczyk presents the results of diagnostic-
correlative research of quantitative/qualitative character, related to information 
competence in teachers in the scope of the application of ICT methods and tools 
in the context of new trends in technology and the accompanying civilizational 
transformations� Issues concerning the e-university teacher in the context of 
e-learning as an implemented from-method of education are solved on the basis 
of literature and quality environmental research� 

In the subject session “Review” we publish the opinion of Arleta Suwalska on 
the principles of education described in “Studying education, an introduction to 
the key disciplines in education studies”, edited by Barry Dufour and Will Curtis 
in Open University press in 2011, in the UK�

In the subject session “Chronicle” we publish two texts� The first of them is a 
curriculum vitae of professor Byung Kwon Cheong, the creator of the Department of 
Polish Studies at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies in 1987� Today, this depart-
ment is one of the most well known departments in the world, which are teaching 
the politics, economy, history, and culture of Poland, as well as the Polish language� 
Prof� B�K� Cheong has great achievements in the dissemination of the Polish culture 
and language� Zdena Kráľová and Andrea Kubalíková characterize the results of the 
project “Partnership around continuous training of teachers”� 

We hope that this edition, like previous ones, will encourage new readers not 
only from the Middle European countries to participate in an open international 
discussion� On behalf of the Editors’ Board I would like to invite representatives 
of different pedagogical sub-disciplines and related sciences to publish their texts 
in The New Educational Review�
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education and research on Polish studies in Korea

Abstract

Polish education and research in Korea has become systematic since the estab-
lishment of the Department of Polish Studies at Hankuk University of Foreign 
Studies (HUFS)� The Department of Polish Studies at HUFS is the only academic 
department in Korea which teaches and studies the politics, economy, history, and 
culture of Poland, as well as the Polish language and literature� Since its establish-
ment in 1987, the department has produced more than 800 graduates� The Depart-
ment of Polish Studies forms and maintains a close relationship with universities 
in Poland� It also makes continuous effort for more students to study the Polish 
language at universities in Poland�

Keyword: Polish studies, Korea, Department of Polish Studies, HUFS.

i. background of the establishment of the Department of Polish 
studies

Polish education and research in Korea has become systematic since the estab-
lishment of the Department of Polish Studies at Hankuk University of Foreign 
Studies (HUFS)� The Department of Polish Studies of HUFS is the only academic 
department in Korea which teaches and studies the politics, economy, history, and 
culture of Poland, as well as the Polish language and literature� Since its establish-
ment in 1987, the department has produced more than 800 graduates� Poland and 
Korea did not have diplomatic relations until 1989, so the department could not 
invite Polish professors at the time of its establishment� Until 1989 Koreans could 
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not go to Poland to study, either� Until then, lectures of the department were given 
by two professors: prof� Cheong Byung Kwon, who studied in West Berlin, and Pol-
ish professor Rafał Goździk� Prof� Cheong Byung Kwon, who was the chairperson 
of the department, played a leading role in establishing the department� He could 
not study in Poland because there were no diplomatic relations between Korea and 
Poland� Thus, he studied the Polish language and literature (Polonistyka), Eastern 
European history and politics within the national scholarship program of Korea 
in West Berlin, which is geographically and historically close to Poland� Polish 
professor Rafał Goździk studied in Russia, and taught courses for the Department 
of Polish Studies while serving as a professor in the Department of Russian Studies 
at HUFS� The Department of Polish Studies accepted 26 new students in 1987; 
30 students in 1988; and 40 students each year since 1989� Since diplomatic rela-
tions between Korea and Poland were established in 1989, the department started 
inviting Polish professors from the Jagiellonian University in Kraków in 1990�

ii. Curricula of the Department of Polish studies

1. Undergraduate Courses
The average acceptance rate for new students entering the Department of Pol-

ish Studies is 17%� Applicants should take entrance tests in the Korean language, 
English, mathematics, social science, natural science, and a foreign language� New 
students are selected based on the score of entrance tests and high school academic 
achievement�

  Students of the department receive a Bachelor of Arts (B�A�) degree after 
completing 8 semesters of course work (2 semesters a year)� For the first two years, 
students concentrate on learning the basics of the Polish language� Because most 
students do not have sufficient knowledge about the Polish language and Poland, 
more course hours are assigned to Polish elementary grammar, conversation, read-
ing, and composition during the first and second years� For the first two years, new 
students take courses in conversation, grammar, writing, and translation, which 
are needed to learn the Polish language at elementary and intermediate levels; 
and they take introductory courses in Polish studies to acquire basic knowledge 
about Poland� Polish professors teach elementary and intermediate conversation 
courses� Korean instructors teach other courses, except for conversation courses, so 
students who learn the Polish language and courses related to Poland for the first 
time can acquire knowledge with no stress� As such, taking two years of intensive 
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Table 1. Curriculum of the Department of Polish Studies at HUFS

School
Year

1st Semester 2nd Semester

Course Name Credit Hour Course Name Credit Hour

1 Elementary Polish (A/V) 
Elementary Polish Gram-

mar (1)
Practice in Elementary Pol-

ish Translation (1) 
Elementary Polish Conver-

sation (1)
Introduction to Polish 

Studies (1)

1

3

2

1

2

1

3

2

2

2

Elementary Polish Gram-
mar (2)

Practice in Elementary Pol-
ish Translation (2)

Elementary Polish Conver-
sation (2)

Introduction to Polish Stud-
ies (2)

3

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

2 Intermediate Polish Gram-
mar (1) 

Practice in Intermediate 
Polish Translation (1)

Intermediate Polish Con-
versation (1)

Research on Polish Cultural 
Heritage

3

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

Intermediate Polish Gram-
mar (2)

Practice in Intermediate Pol-
ish Translation (2)

Intermediate Polish Conver-
sation (2)

History of Polish Culture

2

2

1
2

2

2

2
2

3 Advanced Polish Conversa-
tion & Composition (1)

Current Polish (1)
History of Polish Literature
Polish Linguistics
Selected Polish Literary 

Works 
Practice in Polish-Korean 

Translation
Advanced Polish Vocabu-

lary
FLEX Polish (1)

2
2
2
2

2

2

2
2

2
2
2
2

2

2

2
2

Advanced Polish Conversa-
tion & Composition (2)

Current Polish (2)
20th Century Polish Writers
History of Poland (in Polish)
Polish Contemporary His-

tory
History of Polish Language
Polish Syntax
FLEX Polish (2)

2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
3

2
2
2
2

4 Practical Polish (1)
Screen Polish
Polish Romanticism
Polish Positivism
Practice in Polish Discus-

sion
Seminar on Area Study of 

Poland (1)
Modern Polish Novels

2
2
2
2

2

3
3

2
2
2
2

2

3
3

Practical Polish (2)
Post-War Polish Literature
Polish Poetry
Polish Performing Arts
A Study On “Pan Tadeusz” 
Advanced Polish Composi-

tion
Seminar on Area Study of 

Poland (2)

2
2
2
2
2

2

3

2
2
2
2
2

2

3
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language courses is essential for students to take in-depth courses in various areas, 
which start from their third year at the department� Third – and fourth-year stu-
dents take courses in Polish literature, history, and linguistics� They study Polish 
literature, linguistics, history, politics, society, and culture more in-depth� They also 
learn high-level practical conversation, which can be used in business, not basic 
conversation that they learn during their first and second years at the department� 
These courses help graduates to be more successful in their career related to Poland� 
In addition, students are required to take FLEX (Foreign Language Examination) 
in Polish, which was introduced in 2010 as a new curriculum� They also need to 
take such courses as Polish Romanticism, Polish Positivism, Polish Poetry, and the 
History of Polish Literature� To graduate from the Department of Polish Stud-
ies, students are required to take a total of 134 credit hours, but they must take 
a minimum of 54 credit hours related to Poland among the total credit hours� After 
one year at the department, students should choose either an in-depth major course 
or a dual-major course� Students who choose an in-depth major course in Polish 
literature are required to take a minimum of 75 credit hours before graduation, 
whereas those who choose a dual-major course are required to take 54 credit hours 
in courses related to their second major� Popular second majors chosen by the 
students of the Department of Polish Studies are law, business administration, 
journalism, and English� To be able to graduate from the department, students 
must acquire more than 50% on the FLEX in Polish and must pass tests on the 
History of Polish Literature and the History of Poland, which are core courses of 
the Department of Polish Studies�

2.2. Graduate Courses
People with a BA degree who have passed the graduate school entrance examina-

tion can apply to the Department of Central and East European Language and 
Literature of the graduate course at HUFS� The department consists of several 
specialty areas such as Polish Literature, Czech & Slovak Literature, Romanian Lit-
erature, Hungarian Literature, Serbian & Croatian Literature, Ukrainian Literature, 
and Bulgarian Literature� In 2012, seven graduates were conferred a Master’s degree 
and one graduate was conferred a doctorate in Polish Literature (Polonistyka)� At 
present, one graduate student is specializing in Polish Literature�

  Master’s programs consist of four semesters (2 semesters a year)� Students 
should complete 9–12 credits a semester and more than 24 credits in four semes-
ters� In the master’s program, each course is worth 3 credits� Students in the master’s 
program must pass English language tests� They must also pass comprehensive 
examinations (qualifying examinations) during the final semester of their graduate 
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program� Depending on their major, students take examinations in three subjects 
of their choice among Research Methodology of Polish Literature (required for 
literature major), History of Polish Literature, Research Methodology of Polish 
Linguistics (required for the Polish language major), and History of Poland� Gradu-
ate students must present their thesis in addition to comprehensive examinations� 
They present the content and research methodology of their thesis in front of 
professors and other graduate students and get evaluations� Master’s students who 
have completed coursework and passed all examinations can get a Master’s degree 
after submitting a thesis within 5 years and passing evaluation by the defense 
committee, consisting of three faculty members�

Like master’s programs, doctoral programs consist of four semesters� People 
with a Master’s degree can apply to a doctoral program� An admission require-
ment for a doctoral course is passing an oral examination� To be able to write 
a doctoral dissertation, students must acquire 36 credits, pass examinations in the 
English language and their major language, and pass the following comprehensive 
examinations:

Table 2. Doctoral Comprehensive Examinations

Students who major in Polish language Students who major in Polish Literature
History of Polish Language
Polish Semantics
Polish Syntax
History of Polish Literature

Polish Romanticism, Polish Positivism
Polish Literature of the 20th Century
History of the Polish Language

In addition, doctoral students must present their dissertation proposal twice 
before writing their doctoral dissertation� After completing all the coursework 
required for a doctoral degree, students must submit their dissertation within 10 
years� The submitted dissertation must pass evaluation by the defense committee 
consisting of five faculty members�

Master’s and doctoral programs offer the following courses:

Table 3. Core courses of Polish Literature Major

Degree Course Name Note Course Name Note
M History of Polish Required History of Polish Literature Required
M Introduction to the Study of 

Polish Linguistics
Required Introduction to the Study of 

Polish Literature
Required

M Polish Stylistics Polish Literature of the 19th 
Century
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Degree Course Name Note Course Name Note
M Polish Phonology Polish Literature of the 20th 

Century
M Polish Semantics Polish Drama of the 20th 

Century
M Seminar in Computational 

Linguistics
Postwar Polish Literature

M Polish Syntax Polish Romanticism
M Polish Morphology Seminar on Polish Literature
M Comparative Grammar of 

West Slavic Languages
Polish Positivism

M Polish Pragmatics Studies in Polish Major 
Writers

M Seminar on Polish Linguis-
tics

D Studies of Polish Folklore Studies in Lexicology

D Studies of Spoken Literature 
in Poland

Studies in Polish Syntactic 
Theory

D Studies on Polish Idioms Studies in Polish Proverbs
D Studies of Cognitive Linguis-

tics in Polish
Studies in Polish Semantics

D Studies of Polish Dialect Studies in Polish Morphology
D Studies in Polish Sociolin-

guistics
Studies in Polish Pragmatics

D Studies in Polish Lexicog-
raphy

Studies in Polish Phonetics

D Studies in Modern Polish 
Linguistics

Table 4. Core courses of the Department of Central and 
East European Languages and Literatures

Degree Course Name
M Intensive Course of a Second Central & East European Language
M Contrastive Grammar of Central & East European Languages
M Seminar on Central & East European Linguistics
M Comparative Studies of Central & East European Literatures
M Special Topic in Central & East European Literatures
M Seminar on Central & East European Literatures
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Degree Course Name
M Comparative Grammar of Slavic Languages
M Comparative Studies of Central & East European Cultures
M Comparative Studies of Central & East European Folklores
M Introduction to Area Studies of Central & East European Region
M Special Topic in Central & East European Area Studies
M Seminar on Comparative Central & East European Area Studies

iii. Faculty Members

As of the 1st semester of 2013, the Department of Polish Studies offers 20 courses 
taught by 10 professors and lecturers� Seven members of the teaching staff are 
graduates of the Department of Polish Studies at HUFS, and two members are 
invited professors from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland� Three 
members majored in Polish literature, four in Polish linguistics; one in the his-
tory of Polish art; and two in the history of Poland� The invited professors from 
universities of Poland stay in Korea for one year under an academic exchange 
agreement between HUFS and universities in Poland� However, their stay can be 
extended up to 4 years�

 • Prof� Cheong Byung Kwon – B�A� (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, 
Seoul) M� A� (Freie Universität, Berlin)� PhD (Jagiellonian University)� 
Courses Taught: History of Polish Literature, Polish Romanticism, Polish 
Positivism, A Study On “Pan Tadeusz”�

 • Prof� Choi Sung Eun (Estera Czoj) – B� A�/M� A�(Hankuk University of 
Foreign Studies, Seoul), PhD (University of Warsaw)� Courses Taught: 
Elementary Polish (A/V), Practice in advanced Polish-Korean Translation, 
Screen Polish, Advanced Polish Conversation & Composition, Current 
Polish, Polish Poetry�

 • Prof� Kim Jong Suck – B�A� (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul), 
M�A/PhD (University of Warsaw)� Courses Taught: Practice in Intermediate 
Polish Translation, Seminar on Area Study of Poland�

 • Prof� Kim Yong Deog – B�A� (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul), 
M�A/PhD (Jagiellonian University)� Courses Taught: Introduction to Polish 
Studies, Research on Polish Cultural Heritage, Polish Contemporary History, 
History of Poland (in Polish), Current Polish�
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 • Kim Ji Young – B�A� (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul), M�A� 
(Jagiellonian University)� Courses Taught: Elementary Polish Grammar�

 • Lee Okjin – B�A�/M�A/PhD (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul)� 
Courses Taught: Practice in Elementary Polish Translation, 20th Century 
Polish Writers, Selected Polish Literary Works�

 • Lee Ji Wone – B�A� (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul), M�A� 
(Jagiellonian University), PhD (Adam Mickiewicz University)� Courses 
Taught: Introduction to Polish Studies, Intermediate Polish Grammar, His-
tory of Polish Culture�

 • Koh Seung Hui – B�A�/M�A�/PhD (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, 
Seoul)� Courses Taught: Intermediate Polish Grammar, Polish Syntax�

 • Emilia Szakowska-Kim – M�A/PhD (Adam Mickiewicz University)� Courses 
Taught: Polish Conversation, Advanced Polish Conversation & Composi-
tion, Practice in Polish Discussion, FLEX Polish, Polish Performing Arts, 
Advanced Polish Composition, Polish Linguistics�

 • Tomasz Lisowski – M�A�/PhD (Adam Mickiewicz University)� Courses 
Taught: Polish Conversation, History of the Polish Language, Practical Pol-
ish, Advanced Polish Vocabulary�

  
  The professors and lecturers of the Department of Polish Studies are members 

of the Korean Association of the Central and East European & Balkan Studies 
(KACEEBS: changed to the Asian Association of Central & Eastern European 
Studies in 2013) and of the East European and Balkan Institute HUFS (EEBI), and 
they participate in academic conferences at least three times a year and report 
papers more than three times a year� KACEEBS holds an academic conference 
three times a year, and it held international academic conferences 12 sessions in 
Canada and countries of Eastern Europe until 2012, jointly with universities of 
host countries� EEBI also holds academic conferences three times a year� Many 
scholars from Poland, Germany, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, 
Serbia, and Croatia, as well as Korean scholars, participate in academic confer-
ences hosted by KACEEBS and EEBI� Papers presented at the conferences are 
published as books�
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iV. Cooperation with Foreign institutes

4.1. Exchange with Polish universities and government agencies
 The first academic exchange agreement between Polish universities and HUFS 

was made in June 1989� It was an agreement between the Jagiellonian University 
and HUFS after professor Cheong Byung Kwon was invited to the Jagiellonian 
University in January 1989� Since this first agreement, HUFS has made such an 
agreement with the University of Warsaw (UW), Adam Mickiewicz University 
(UAM), and the University of Silesia (UŚ), respectively, for the exchange of students 
and professors�

 The students of the Department of Polish Studies at HUFS have been participat-
ing in language courses of universities in Poland since 1990� Polish universities 
mainly offer 4-week, 6-month, 1-year, and 2-year courses� Approximately 85% of 
the students of the department complete language courses offered by universi-
ties in Poland, such as the Jagiellonian University, Adam Mickiewicz University 
(UAM), the University of Silesia (UŚ), the Catholic University of Lublin(KUL), he 
University of Lodz(UŁ), and the University of Warsaw(UW)� Language courses in 
Poland provide great opportunities for students who study the Polish language in 
Korea to personally experience Polish culture and have direct interactions with 
Polish people in Poland�

Until 2012, 27 Polish professors taught in the department, and 17 of them were 
invited professors from the Jagiellonian University, Adam Mickiewicz University (in 
Poznań), and the University of Silesia (in Katowice) under an academic exchange 
program between HUFS and universities in Poland�

In addition to its mutual exchange and cooperation with universities in Poland, 
the Department of Polish Studies has a good partnership with Polish government 
agencies through various programs� Since a few years ago, the Polish Parliament 
and Adam Mickiewicz Institute have been operating internship programs in which 
students of the Department of Polish Studies can participate� Adam Mickiewicz 
Institute is also providing very useful books and educational materials to the 
department� The Book Institute of Poland (Instytut Książki) invites professors of 
the Department of Polish Studies to the World Congress of Translators of Polish 
Literature�

The Department of Polish Studies keeps a close cooperative relationship with 
the Bureau for Academic Recognition and International Exchange (BURIE) as 
well� The students of the Department of Polish Studies receive Polish government 
scholarships through BURIE� They can also take “Common European Framework 
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of Reference for Languages (CEFR)” offered by BURIE in Korea� Approximately 50 
Korean students have already received high scores on the examination which was 
offered twice in Korea� This Polish state certificate examination serves as a good 
motivator for students to study the Polish language and culture�

4.2. Exchange with universities in Northeast Asia (SPTK)
To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the establishment of the Department of 

Polish Studies, HUFS held an event for two days between October 26 and 27, 
2007� The department invited more than 20 Polish scholars from Poland, Japan, 
China, and Germany to the event� Some 340 people attended the event� During 
the event, the ceremony of unveiling an 8m high marble obelisk, which was built 
by donations made by the graduates of the Department of Polish Studies, was 
held� On the upper part of the obelisk, there is a relief of an arrow, indicating 
the direction of Poland, as well as an inscription “7736km”, showing the distance 
between Poland and Korea� At the base of the obelisk, there are inscriptions, such 
as the establishment year of the Department of Polish Studies, as well as the names 
of the alumni who sponsored the production of the obelisk�

  Upon the 20th anniversary of its establishment, the Department of Polish 
Studies held an international academic conference, jointly with the East European 
and Balkan Institute HUFS (EEBI), on October 26, 2007 at Yongin Campus of 
HUFS titled “Polish Studies in Asia”� Distinguished scholars from Beijing Foreign 
Studies University, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Kyoto Sangyo University, 
the Jagiellonian University, the University of Warsaw, Adam Mickiewicz University, 
the University of Silesia, and Freie Universität, Berlin, as well as Korean scholars, 
attended the conference� Various academic papers on Polish studies were presented 
during this conference�

  Polish scholars from China, Japan, and Korea met for the first time at the 
event, and they organized ‘SPTK’ – Spoktanie Polonistyk Trzech Krajów (Meeting 
of the Departments of Polish in East Asia) as a result of this event� Through SPTK, 
academic exchanges between students and professors from these three countries 
are very active� SPTK holds an international academic conference each year� The 
first conference was held in Tokyo in 2009; the second one, in Beijing in 2010; 
and the 3rd one, at HUFS to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the establishment of 
the Department of Polish Studies� SPTK is receiving a lot of assistance from the 
Polish Government and host universities� In particular, the Embassies of Poland 
in Korea, China, and Japan are generously assisting the activities of SPTK� Polish 
First Lady Anna Komorowska, as well as Polish government officials from the three 
countries, such as the Polish ambassador to Korea, the Head of the delegation of 
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the European Union to the Republic of Korea, the Polish ambassador to China, 
and the Director of the Polish Cultural Center in Tokyo, attended the event of 
SPTK, which was held in Seoul in 2012� At academic conferences, researchers of 
Polish studies from East Asia, as well as scholars from Poland, deliver presentations 
on Polish literature, language, history, culture, and teaching Polish as a foreign 
language, and they exchange their research accomplishments� It can be said that 
SPTK is presenting a good model to revitalize international academic exchanges 
within the regions�

  Japan, China, and Korea used to have frequent cultural exchanges in the past, 
but they have had a victim-inflictor relationship for several years, and even now, 
territorial disputes are heightening political tensions between the countries� How-
ever, during academic meetings such as SPTK, which uses only the Polish language, 
Polish is considered a language of peace and friendship�

5. research Achievement and Publications

The faculty members of the Department of Polish Studies published the follow-
ing books:

1� Cheong, B�, Polish Conversation, Seoul: Hankuk University of Foreign Studies 
Press 2002�

2� Cheong, B�, History of Poland, Seolu: Daehan Kyokwaseo 1997�
3� Cheong, B�, Polish-Korean Dictionary, Seoul: Hankuk University of Foreign 

Studies Press 2012�
4� Cheong, B�, Comparative Studies on the Folk Literature of Korean and Central 

& East European Countries, Seoul: Wolin 2003�
5� Cheong, B�, East Europe and Balkans, Democratization and Cultural Conflicts, 

Seoul: Hankuk University of Foreign Studies Press 2005�
6� Estera Czoj (Co-author), Mythology of Eastern Europe, Seoul: Hankuk 

University of Foreign Studies Press 2008�
7� Estera Czoj (Co-author), Movie Stories of Eastern Europe, Seoul: Hankuk 

University of Foreign Studies Press 2009�
8� Estra Czoj (Co-author), Entranced by the World’s Universities, Seoul: Maum-

sup, 2011�
9� Kim, Y�, Kolonia polska w Mandżurii 1897–1949, Kraków: Promo 2001�

10� Kim, Y�, Interesting Polish History, Seoul: Dahae 2006�
11� Kim, Y� (Co-author), Eastern Europe vol� I–II, Seoul: Daekyo 2007�
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12� Kim, Y� (Co-author), Beyond Differentiation Between Inflictors and Victims� 
Germany-Poland: Path to Reconciliation, Seoul: Northeast Asian History 
Foundation 2008�

13� Kim, Y� (Co-author), Diversity and Complexity of the Habsburg Empire, Seoul: 
Dahae 2011�

14� Kim, Y� History stories of Poland, Seoul: Huebooks 2013�
15� Kim, J�, Polish for beginners, Seoul: Booker’s Bergen 2011�
16� Kim, J� & Koh, S�, Polish Grammar, Seoul: Hankuk University of Foreign 

Studies Press 2013�

The following literary works were published in the Korean language�
1� Several poems of polish poets printed in Korean magazines – by L� Staff, 

A� Słonimski, K� I� Gałczyński, A� Ważyk, T� Różewicz, M� Białoszewski, T� 
Nowak, Cz� Miłosz, J� Harasymowicz, S� Barańczak (trans� Cheong, B�, O, K�)

2� “Brzezina,” „Panny z Wilka”, J� Iwaszkiewicz (trans� Cheong, B�)
3� “Nawrócony,” B� Prus (trans� Cheong, B�)
4� ”Narzeczony Beaty,” A� Rudnicki (trans� Cheong, B�)
5� ”Grzech,” S� Mrożek (trans� Cheong, B�)
6�  ”Pan Tadeusz,” A� Mickiewicz (trans� Cheong, B�, Estera Czoj, Lee, J�, O, K�)
7� An Anthology of poems, Z� Herbert (trans� Cheong, B� & Estera Czoj)
8� ”Quo vadis,” H� Sienkiewicz (trans� Estera Czoj)
9� An Anthology of poems, W� Szymborska (trans� Estera Czoj)

10� An Anthology of poems, T� Różewicz (trans� Estera Czoj)
11� ”Na pełnym morzu,” ”Wdowy,” S� Mrożek (trans� Estera Czoj)
12� ”Powracająca fala,” ”Kamizelka,” B� Purs (trans� Estera Czoj)
13� ”Otwórz oczy już nie żyjesz,” O� Tokarczuk (trans� Estera Czoj)
14� ”Nasza szkapa,” M� Konopnicka (trans� Estera Czoj)
15� ”Proszę państwa do gazu,” T� Borowski (trans� Estera Czoj)
16� “Pierwszy krok w chmurach,” ”Robotnicy,” M� Hłasko (trans� Estera Czoj)
17� ”Heban,” R� Kapuściński (trans� Estera Czoj) 
18� ”Podróże z Herodotem,” R� Kapuściński (trans� Estera Czoj)
19� ”Tryptyk Rzymski,” Jan Paweł II (trans� Estera Czoj)
20� ”Kwiatki Jana Pawła II,” Jana Turnau (trans� Estera Czoj)
21� An Anthology of poems, A� Zagajewski (Estera Czoj & Lee, J�)
22� ”Zero osiemset,” Katarzyna Solowa (trans� Estera Czoj)
23� 29 polskich pieśni ludowych (trans� O, K�)
24� ”Kartoteka,” T� Różewicz (trans� Lee, O�)
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 Poland is well known to Korean children through Polish picture books and 
illustrations� At least 30 Polish children’s books were translated into Korean and 
published by the faculty members of HUFS�

1� ”Myśl,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
2� ”Wędrowanie przed zasypianiem,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
3� ”Laseczka/Skrzyneczka,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
4�  ”Dobry potwór nie jest zły,” Maria Ekier, Anna Onichimowska (trans� Lee, J�)
5� ”Sen, który odszedł,” Anna Onichimowska-Krystyna Lipka Sztarbałło (trans� 

Lee, J�)
6� ”Myślące ABC,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
7� ”Dynastia Miziołków,” Joanna Olech (trans� Lee, J�) 
8� ”Myślące 123,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
9� ”Dwoje Ludzi,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)

10� ”Do połowy pełna, czy do połowy pusta?�” Iwona Chmilewska (trans� Lee, J�)
11� ”Bium–pustka w sercu,” Kwak, Youngkwon, Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
12� ”Kłopot,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
13� Maum, Kim, Heekyung, Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
14� ”Dzieńdobry, Europo!” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�) 
15� ”Opowiadanie o królu Dardanelu,” Janusz Stanny (trans� Lee, J�)
16� ”Malarz rudy jak cegła,” Janusz Stanny (trans� Lee, J�)
17� ”Królestwo dziewczynki,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
18� ”Magiczne Drzewo” I, II, III Andrzej Maleszka (trans� Lee, J�)
19� ”Moje kroki,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�) 
20� ”Pomysły,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
21� ”Gdzie jest moja córka?�” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�) 
22� ”Pamiętnik Blumki,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�)
23� ”Kto kogo zjada?�” Aleksandra i Daniel Mizielińscy (trans� Lee J�)
24� ”Oczy,” Iwona Chmielewska (trans� Lee, J�) 
25� ”Jeż,” Katarzyna Kotowska (trans� Estera Czoj)
26� ”Przygoda małej kropli,” Maria Terlikowska (trans� Estera Czoj)
27� ”Diabełek,” Maria Ewa-Letki (trans� Estera Czoj)
28� ”Kulka Julka,” ”Wioletka i Ja,” Rafał Witek (trans� Estera Czoj)
29� ”Siedmiu wspaniałych,” Roksana Jędrzejewska-Wróbel (trans� Estera Czoj)

The following Korean literary works were published in the Polish language�
1� Mgła jedwabna–wybór poezji koreańskiej XX wieku (trans� Estera Czoj, 

Beata Bogusz)
2� Wampir i inne opowiadania, Kim Yongha (trans� Estera Czoj, Beata Bogusz)
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3� O kurze, która opuściła podwórze, Hwang Sunmi (trans� Estera Czoj, Edyta 
Matejko-Paszkowska)�

4� Chwasty i inne opowiadania, Hwang Seokyoung (trans� Estera Czoj, Beata 
Bogusz)

5� Szkoła kotów, Kim Jinkyung (trans� Estera Czoj, Edyta Matejko-Paszkowska)� 
6� Dokąd iść?� Mapy mówią, Kim Heekyung (trans� Lee, J�)

In 2012, nearly 200 articles and academic papers on Polish literature, linguistics, 
social science, history, politics, and culture were published by the faculty members 
of the Department of Polish Studies�

6. Career Path Choices of Graduates

The Department of Polish Studies has produced more than 800 graduates up till 
now� Among the department graduates, approximately 100 are working in areas 
related to Poland, and 18 were conferred a doctorate degree� Among the doctorate 
holders, 10 were conferred their degree in Poland; 3 in the U�S�; and 5 in Korea� 
Most of the graduates are working for Korean companies such as Samsung, Hyun-
dai, LG, Lotte, and SK, as well as for financial institutions� In addition, 40 graduates 
of the Department of Polish Studies are working as journalists, diplomats, public 
servants, professors, and researchers� Among Asian countries, Korea is one of the 
largest investors in Poland� As Korea and Poland have stronger economic relations, 
graduates of the Department of Polish Studies have better job opportunities� At 
present, some 70 graduates are working for Korean companies in Poland and for 
government agencies such as the Korean Embassy, Cultural Center, and KOTRA 
(Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency) in Warsaw, Poland�

7. Conclusion: issues and Future Development of the Department 
of Polish studies

As more Korean businesses advance into the Polish market, graduates of the 
Department of Polish Studies will get more job opportunities in Poland� The 
economic situation of Poland greatly influences the future development of the 
department as well� Universities of Korea play an important role as ivory towers, 
but they become an important factor for graduates in getting a job� Korean students 
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are very realistic, and they choose their majors which would provide them a good 
opportunity to find a job by considering future employment prospects�

  As most students of the Department of Polish Studies do not have sufficient 
prior knowledge about Poland, the department should offer more classes of 
practical Polish� Nearly 20 students are currently taking practical Polish in one 
class, and this number should be reduced to 10 or fewer� At present, two Polish 
professors are teaching practical Polish such as Polish conversation� To provide 
more opportunities for students to learn Polish from Polish native speakers, the 
department should hire one more Polish professor� Students show a great need 
for more practical Polish classes� For freshman and sophomore students, it will 
be appropriate for Polish professors to teach conversation classes for 10 hours; 
grammar for 2 hours; Introduction to Polish studies for 2 hours; reading classes 
for 2 hours; and composition classes for 2 hours� In particular, students should 
learn conversation for at least 2 hours a day from Polish native speakers, and each 
conversation class should consist of under10 students�

  Gradually, more students go to universities in Poland to learn Polish for one 
semester or a year while studying at HUFS� As there is a big discrepancy in Polish 
language proficiency between these students and the students who have not had 
this opportunity, students should be taught in different classes depending on their 
proficiency level� Korean men are required to serve in the military for 21 months� 
Students who completed their mandatory military service during their college 
years would need to start studying Polish all over again, the Department of Polish 
Studies needs to offer practical Polish classes separately for them�

The Department of Polish Studies should form and maintain a close relationship 
with universities in Poland� It should also make continuous effort for more students 
to study the Polish language at universities in Poland�
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econometric Modelling of the Perceptions students have 
regarding the Probability of Finding a Job in the Field 

of the Master’s Programme

Abstract

The labour market in any field becomes more and more demanding and special-
ized, professional� For a more efficient absorption of graduates, the professional 
environment requires both advanced theoretical knowledge and practical abilities� 
During the study period, based on rational mechanisms, students form a perception 
related to the probability of finding an adequate job� In this article we model the 
constructed perceptions through Ordered Logit models� The application regards 
88 students from two Romanian universities� The programme they are involved in 
is called “The Audit and Financial Management of European Funds”� The results 
obtained are in accordance with the logical mechanisms evidenced in the theoreti-
cal part� The explanatory variables that are statistically significant relate both to the 
scholarly results and to the student’s status on the labour market� The conclusions 
drawn are not limited only to the evaluated sample� They are easy to generalize, 
with necessary changes, to any university specialization�

Keywords: Ordered Logit model, job search, perception, master’s students

introduction

Over the years, the requirements of the labour market have grown continuously, 
demanding from graduates both a high level of theoretical knowledge and relevant 
practical skills� As a consequence, students have to make efforts to find equilibrium 
between the two during their study periods� Thus, they form some perceptions 
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regarding the correlations between the theoretical and practical knowledge 
acquired versus the probability of finding an ideal job to go with the personal and 
financial expectations (Blau, 1994)� Werbel (2000) demonstrates, on a sample of 
students, that job search intensity depends on exploring the labour market and 
evaluating the initial compensations� The latter group is more intensively analyzed 
by students in search of an ideal job� However, in students’ perceptions, what other 
aspects are relevant, apart from compensations, when searching for an ideal job?�

An additional challenge, increasingly felt by a job searcher, is given by the glo-
balization process, which comes with the opening of labour markets internationally� 
More analyses regarding this subject in Europe have been made (Gooderham and 
Nordhaug, 2002; Harzing, 2004; Van Herk et al�, 2004)� The study shows that the 
choice of migration is influenced, on the one hand, by financial reasons and, on 
the other, by the degree of attachment to one’s own culture� It is emphasized that 
the influence of money and professional prestige differs across European countries� 
As the labour market is very complex, the results of an empirical study cannot be 
generalized� An evaluation of each field and country or region is necessary, due to 
individual specificities�

Specific theories have been developed to explain the relationship between career 
relevant activities, self-regulatory variables and job search intensity� Zikic and Saks 
(2009) apply the social cognitive theory to a sample of job seekers, both employed 
and unemployed� In the study of the job search process, two major concepts have 
been developed:

 • Job search self-efficacy – the conviction that a person can be successful in 
obtaining a job� Saks and Ashforth (1999) defined this term and a good 
analysis between self-efficacy and job search behaviour was performed by 
Kanfer et al (2001)� Additionally, Romero et al� (2011) found no significant 
differences in self-efficacy between a Spanish and a Romanian university in 
the field of economic education�

 • Job search clarity, defined by Wanberg et al� (2002), is the degree of a clear 
image held by the individual in respect to what they look for on the labour 
market�

The job search process is affected by the individual’s behavioral features� Cote et 
al� (2006) demonstrate that optimistic and realistic seekers are more successful in 
finding a job� Moreover, the whole process is more intense� They also find a positive 
correlation between job search intensity and the number of job interviews, job 
offers and employment status� To facilitate the insertion of their own students or 
graduates on the labour market, academic institutions may become active in two 
directions� Firstly, they can identify the needs of the employers and adapt the cur-
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ricula in such a way as to provide high quality graduates to the economy (Plaias et 
al�, 2011; Dinu et al�, 2010)� Secondly, they could involve in the job seeking process, 
namely, they may organize meetings of their students with professionals� Such an 
example, individualized for the accounting field, is to be found in Law et al� (2009)� 
They describe a specific programme: Accounting Student – Practitioner Day� Such 
a programme does not imply a high level of organizational or financial resources 
for universities� The study also provides some policy implications for the faculties 
interested in implementing meetings of this type�

A way of combining theory with practice at the end of the educational process 
is, on the one hand, to have a part-time job while still at university� Creed et al� 
(2008) surveyed 225 students to assess their attitudes, social norms, experiences 
and plans regarding part-time employment during studies� They found that age 
and gender influence the choice of part-time work� Female and older students 
are more implicated on the labour market� An intriguing remark that comes out 
of the empirical study is that the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) succeeds in 
explaining 40% of the variance in job-seeking intentions� This is also the conclu-
sion of an earlier study (Conner and McMillan, 1999)� Professional experience and 
employment during studies influence the evolution of the perceptions students 
have in what regards finding a job (Mare et al�, 2012)� On the other hand, experi-
ence can come with the involvement of students in the research activities run at 
the level of universities� Unfortunately, studies have shown students’ minor interest 
in research activities� Nistoreanu et al� (2010) assess this issue in a study conducted 
on Romanian students� Their results show that below 40% of the respondents 
consider research as important for their professional development� Additionally, 
only 6% of the students questioned would be willing to participate in research 
teams�

However, it is important for working students not to neglect the accumulation of 
theoretical knowledge� Tat et al� (2012) show that there is a significant relationship 
between academic performance and students satisfaction in Malaysia� Van der 
Klaauw and van Vuuren (2009) develop a structural model to explain the trade-off 
between work and study in the Netherlands� They also include macroeconomic 
variables in the model� The conclusion is that students tend to divide their time 
and efforts between studies and job search� Involvement in seeking a job from the 
university period on increases the probability of finding one immediately after 
graduating� In the same country, Leuven et al� (2009) demonstrate that comparing 
work and study, the latter is the more neglected�

Thus, students are motivated for progress� The whole process is based on their 
expectations regarding the benefits a certain specialization could give them (Kuh, 
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1999)� And, as Pike (2006) shows, the interest determines the choice of the degree 
programme� This is generally true, demonstrated for students in different academic 
fields� For instance, Kizilcaoglu (2010) shows significant differences in the attitude 
of students towards a World Geography course, with a more positive attitude for 
students in Social Sciences Teaching and a more negative one for students in Pre-
School Teaching� The study also emphasizes that there are significant differences 
between male and female students� The same was also demonstrated for accounting 
students (Paisey and Paisey, 2010)� Other studies made on accounting students 
have shown that the motivation comes from career-oriented reasons and the desire 
for intellectual growth (Byrne et al�, 2012)� However, there are differences in what 
regards the perceptions and motives related to the educational issue between 
countries (Byrne et al�, 2012)� This can alter the efficiency of the Bologna system 
(Powell and Solga, 2010; Gonzalez et al, 2009)�

The choice of accounting as a major is also a subject of study in the field lit-
erature� But besides personal interest, research has demonstrated that there are 
other important factors to be taken into consideration� Back in the 1990s, the 
need for quality in accounting programmes, especially when related to the instruc-
tor, was emphasized (Daroca and Nourayi, 1994)� Geiger and Ogilby (2000) also 
ran this type of analysis on a sample of 331 students showing that, besides the 
initial intention to study accountancy, the performance of the instructor and the 
performance in the first course count� That is why, already in the 1980s, research 
was concentrating even on aspects as the most suitable content of the first course 
in accounting (Cherry and Reckers, 1983)� One can observe that there are both 
intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting the choice (Bebbington, Thomson and 
Wall,1997; Jackling & Calero, 2006)� As previously mentioned, interest is what 
influences the choice� But in order to have financial and personal benefits, gradu-
ates have to be well prepared in the field of accounting� That is why several ways 
of evaluating students and their real performance were constructed� Carnaghan 
et al� (2011) describe such a method called the Student Response System (SRS)� 
They demonstrate how beneficial the SRS is in the field of accounting study, as it 
allows for real-time feedback� When using it, students can be instantly graded by 
the instructor, evidencing implication from the students� However, the efficiency 
of the SRS is debated in the field literature� There are studies that show a positive 
impact (Stowel and Nelson, 2007; Blood and Neel, 2008), but also those that point 
out the inexistence of an impact (Morling et al�, 2008) or the existence of a negative 
one (Mula and Kavanagh, 2009)�

How well prepared graduates are for a job in accounting and problems that may 
appear in the search of the first job in the field are also assessed from their point 
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of view� Dykxhoorn and Sinning (1996) evidence the perceptions of accounting 
master’s programme graduates�

Having as a starting point the theoretical considerations present in the cited 
academic literature, the goal of our research was to model students’ perceptions in 
respect to the probability of finding an adequate job� Using econometric methods 
allows for the additional assessment of the statistical significance of the results 
obtained� The regression facilitates further descriptive analyses and simulation of 
the effects on the endogenous variables� The study is punctual, made on a sample 
of master’s students involved in an accounting and audit programme applied in 
the field of European funds management� The proposed analysis framework allows 
for generalization in the process of evaluation of other educational programmes�

the Database

The database was constructed following the analysis methodology that is to 
be found in the majority of the studies of such a kind� The research is based on 
a sample of 88 students involved in a master’s programme that is organized in two 
locations in Romania – Cluj-Napoca and Timisoara� The questionnaire was applied 
in the period of May – July 2011�

The questionnaire was intended to assess the perceptions of the students that are 
involved in the master’s programme titled The Audit and Financial Management of 
European Funds, organized by the Faculty of Economics and Business Administra-
tion, Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, having as a partner the Faculty of Eco-
nomics and Business Administration, West University of Timisoara� A description 
of the characteristics of the programme (goals, curriculum and implementation) is 
to be found in Nistor et al� (2011)� The funding of the programme is made through 
the European project “The Adaptation of the University Curriculum, at a Master’s 
Level, to the Labour Market Requirements in Romania on the Projects Financed 
from the Structural and Cohesion Funds”� It has been running for 3 years, since 
2010� It concentrates on combining theoretical and practical training of students 
in order to facilitate their integration on the labour market� The programme was 
constructed in such a way as to insure the highest possible level of skills for future 
experts in European funding issues� To do this, the traditional educational process 
was reoriented towards a more practical approach� Other studies on the Roma-
nian university sector also present ways of adapting to the continuously changing 
demands of the real economy (Plumb and Zamfir, 2011)�
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Variables Description

Variable Variable description
Endogenous variable
FindJob The estimation of each individual regarding the probability of finding a job 

in the area of the master’s programme after graduation� Scale values (1 – 
prob� 0% – 20%; 2 – prob� 20% – 40%; 3 – prob� 40% – 60%; 4 – prob� 60% – 
80%; 5 – prob� 80% – 100%)

TimeJob The estimation of each individual regarding the period of time needed to 
find a job in the field of the master’s programme� Values transformed in 
scales (1 – never, or the student does not want to work in this field; 2 – more 
than 3 years; 3 – from 1 to 3 years; 4 – from 6 to 12 months; 5 – from 3 to 6 
months; 6 – maximum 3 months)

Exogenous variables
Employed The actual status of the student on the labour market (1 – unemployed; 

2 – employed in other sectors; 3 – employed in accounting and audit, but 
in other areas than structural funds; 4 – employed in the field of structural 
funds)

Bachelor’s 
Degree

The field of the bachelor’s degree for each student (1 – accounting or audit; 
2 – economics, but not accounting or audit; 3 – other fields except econom-
ics or business)

Motivation The personal motivation of registering to this master’ programme� Categori-
cal variable – transformed into Dummy variable as follows:
DMY 1 – It is a tax free study programme
DMY 2 – I already work in the field
DMY 3 – To get an additional qualification
DMY 4 – I believe it can offer me more carrier opportunities than the bach-
elor’s degree I have

AdmMASTER The average grade at the master’s entry exam� Numeric variable (scale) with 
hypothetical values from 5 to 10

MeanYEAR1 The average grade for the 1st year of study in the master’s programme� Nu-
meric variable (scale) with hypothetical values from 1 to 10

MeanBachelorEx The average grade of the Bachelor’s final exam� Numeric variable (scale) with 
hypothetical values from 5 to 10

AGE Numeric variable (scale) with values for the present sample ranging from 21 
to 52

GENDER 1 – male; 2 – female
LOCATION The city (university) where the student is involved in the master’s pro-

gramme (1 – Timisoara; 2 – Cluj Napoca)
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Metodology

The econometric analysis adopted in this study is limited to the ordered logit 
model, a technique used most frequently in cross-sectional studies of dependent 
variables that take on only a finite number of values possessing natural ordering� 
The ordered logit model, also known as the cumulative logit model, estimates the 
effects of independent variables on the log odds of having lower rather than higher 
scores on the dependent variable� In its general form the model can be presented as:

Prob( | , , ) ( ) ( )y j x b c F c x b F c x bi j i j i= = − − −+1  (1)

Prob( | , , )
exp( )

exp( )
exp( )

y j x b c
c x b
c x b

c x b
i

j i

j i

j i= =
−

+ −
−

−+

+

1

11 1++ −exp( )c x bj i
  (2)

i N= 1,  – index of each student
yi = 1 – if the estimated probability of finding a job in the area of the master’s programme 

after graduation is between 0% and 20%
…
yi = 5 – if the estimated probability of finding a job in the area of the master’s programme 
after graduation is between 80% and 100%
xi – vector of the exogenous variables
b – coefficient vector
cj, j = 1 4,  – cutoffs
c1 = –∞, cj ≤ cj + 1, c5 +∞ – conditions that ensure that the probability sum for each interval 
equals 1�

The ordered logit models are not linear in the parameters� In consequence, they 
are estimated by using maximum likelihood techniques�

results

Table 2. Results of the econometric modeling process

Ordered logit 1
FindJob

Ordered logit 2
TimeJob

Variabila exogena Coeficient t–value Coeficient t–value
Employed *** 0�986 3�56 0�389 1�57
Bachelor’s Degree ***–1�151 –3�17 ***–0�794 –2�53
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Ordered logit 1
FindJob

Ordered logit 2
TimeJob

Motivation DMY 1 0�456 0�46 –0�741 –0�73
Motivation DMY 2 0�000 fixed value 0�000 fixed value
Motivation DMY 3 1�284 1�63 –1�430 –1�64 
Motivation DMY 4 *** 1�812 2�13 –1�197 –1�30
AdmMASTER *** 0�444 2�23 0�252 1�36
MeanYEAR1 *** 0�808 2�32 0�095 0�31 
MeanBachelorEx 0�737 –0�87 0�122 0�33
AGE –0�014 –0�37 0�010 0�31
GENDER **–1�115 –1�79 –0�047 –0�08
LOCATION ***1�462 2�89 ***1�049 2�23

N = 88
LR chi2(11) = 62�33
Prob>chi2 = 0�000
Log likelihood = – 101�59 Pseudo 
R2 = 0�2347

N = 88 LR chi2(11) = 23�60
Prob > chi2 = 0�014
Log likelihood = – 134�01 Pseudo 
R2 = 0�0809

Notes: *p < 0�1; **p < 0�05; ***p < 0�01
Sorce: authors’ calculation�

In a general and global analysis, the first model is much better� The set of exog-
enous variables is able to better explain the perception of the probability of finding 
a job than the horizon of time in which each of the students hopes to find the job� 
The variable Employed has the expected sign and it is significant in the first model� 
The persons that already work, even though in fields other than structural funds, 
have higher expectations in obtaining a job in the field� The field of a bachelor’s 
degree is significant in both models (Bachelor’s Degree)� The master’s students 
coming from non-economic fields realize that they either have slender chances to 
professionally integrate in the field of structural funds or estimating a long period 
of time until this event will take place� The students’ motivation in what regards 
the participation in this master’s programme cannot be demonstrated as being 
a decisive factor for the hopes of employment in the field� However, neither can 
we state the opposite, as the original variable is categorical and its transformation 
in dummy variables leads to the division of the population into 4 sub-samples, 
which become insignificant� The scholastic results have different types of behavior 
as exogenous variables� The average grade of the Bachelor’s final exam is irrelevant� 
On the contrary, the results obtained throughout the master’s programme, assessed 
by the average grade of the entry exam and the average grade of the first year of 
study in the master’s programme, have the expected signs and are highly significant�
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Even though the sample consists of student with a wide range of values for age, 
from 21 to 52, the student’s age does not seem to be a decisive factor for the two 
endogenous variables�

The other personal variable, gender, is significant, the male students being more 
optimistic than the female ones� This attitude can be the consequence of either 
some personal characteristics, or of a possible discrimination on the labour market� 
The lack of relevant data does not allow us to better assess this problem�

The location of the master’s programme is significant in both models� However, 
it appeared that the students from Cluj-Napoca are more optimistic� They believe 
that they have much more employment possibilities than the ones from Timisoara 
and that they will find a job more rapidly� This is a realistic attitude, as there are 
significant differences between the two cities in respect to the success of European 
funds absorption�

For a more detailed analysis of the influence each variable has upon the per-
ceptions related to finding an adequate job, simulations can be made using the 
estimated econometric models� One factor can vary in the normal limits, e�g�, while 
maintaining the other variables at their average values� Probabilities are computed 
using formula (2)� The analysis can be run both for quantitative (AdmMASTER – 
Figure 1) and qualitative (Employed – Figure 2) exogenous variables�

Figure 1. Evolution of the perception of finding a job in 
relation to the average grade at the master’s entry exam

Sorce: authors’ calculation
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Sorce: authors’ calculation

Figure 2. Evolution of the perception of finding a job in relation 
to the actual status of the student on the labour market

Conclusion

The results of this study show that the perceptions students have regarding 
finding an adequate job are realistic� The empirical estimations are in accordance 
with the theories to be found in the academic literature� Moreover, the explanatory 
variables can be found, measured and interpreted� The conclusions drawn from 
the analysis can be easily generalized and adapted to any university specialization� 
However, it is necessary for the instructors, professors and practitioners to know 
well these mechanisms and manipulate them with the goal of the best functioning 
of the educational market�
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A Cross-Cultural study of online Marketing in 
international Higher education – a Keyword Analysis

Abstract

Higher education is a dynamic global industry with a highly competitive and 
developed market� Universities communicate their international programs to 
attract prospective students interested in studying abroad� This study addresses 
a question whether there is a difference between communicated characteristics 
of international programs among universities from various cultures� Websites of 
seventy universities coming from different cultural clusters are analysed using 
data-mining methods� The results suggests that marketing communications in 
international higher education do not stand on cultural grounds as there are only 
minor differences between international program communications across the 
world� The only difference in the group of prime international higher education 
providers was found between the Anglo-Saxon universities and the rest of the 
world�

Keywords: higher education; cross-cultural marketing; GLOBE; text-mining

introduction

Higher education has become a very dynamic global industry (Enders, 2004)� 
Globalization of higher education has been manifested in several ways; among 
others the number of exchange students has doubled in just two decades (Naidoo, 
2006)� Universities and colleges benefit from becoming international� International 
students may contribute greatly to all stakeholder groups (Chapdelaine & Alexitch, 
2004) in economic as well as non-economic terms (Kotler & Fox, 1995)� Colleges 
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as well as policy makers quickly realize the contribution international students 
and international education make� The tertiary education market has become 
highly competitive and developed (Hemsley-Brown & Oplatka, 2006)� Besides 
other factors, intensive marketing strategies have also become an integral part of 
the successful adaption to this competitive environment (Rovai & Downey, 2010)� 
Concurrently, national regulatory standards for higher education institutions have 
lost their edge vis-à-vis widely accepted international accreditation standards (Dill, 
2003)�

International mobility may be promoted among students, academic and non-
academic staff, entire programs might be internationally mobile or institutions 
establish international campuses (Altbach & Knight, 2007)� The largest number 
of international students is traditionally reported from countries like the United 
States, the United Kingdom and Australia (Binsardi & Ekwulugo, 2003)� Host uni-
versities put ever increasing emphasis on detailed marketing strategies underpin-
ning internationalization (Ivy, 2001)� Universities strive to create positive images, 
gain recognition and reputation, communicate the attributes which their programs 
are built upon (Hemsley-Brown & Oplatka, 2006)�

Higher education marketing has emerged as a branch of service marketing 
(Venkatesh, 2001)� However, college marketing deals with a different kind of ser-
vice� On the one hand, classroom instruction is provided in local environments 
reflecting local culture and characteristics (Cambridge & Thompson, 2004)� On 
the other hand, international education is geared towards students from many 
different countries and graduates are expected to compete for jobs in the global 
arena (Crossley & Watson, 2003)� Hence, international education might be a global 
product satisfying the needs of students worldwide, attaining consistent position-
ing and referring to similar values at all markets (Cambridge, 2002)� Although 
international students come from different cultural background, they share more 
characteristics than one would expect (Bartram & Bailey, 2009)� Diverse foreign 
students impact on the entire educational process, despite creating coherent com-
munities which do not heavily interact with local students outside the classroom 
(Knight, 2011)� The following study aims to contribute to the discussion about the 
nature of international education through investigation of statements promoted 
by global educational providers�

Although international students are mostly heading for the universities in 
English-speaking countries, the source countries are completely different� More 
than 700 000 tertiary-level students are currently enrolled in higher education, 
where one in five international students is from China� Other source countries 
are South Korea, India, Canada, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Taiwan, Vietnam or Mexico 
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(Choudaha, 2012)� In such a multicultural and multilingual environment, Eng-
lish has emerged as an international or default language (Brumfit, 2004; Llurda, 
2004)� However, lack of language proficiency is one of the key adjustment issues 
for non-native English speakers/international students� Thus, universities must 
have supportive mechanisms and communicate in a way which is suitable to their 
international student body (Andrade, 2006)�

Institutions at the higher education market communicate their brands through 
values offered to prospective students (Bennett & Ali-Choudhury, 2009)� Their 
marketing message can vary and can emphasize a plethora of attributes such as 
reputation, learning environment, quality of facilities or graduate employment (Ali-
Choudhury, Bennett, & Savani, 2009)� At present, the attributes and characteristics 
are mediated to prospective students primarily through the internet (Gomes & 
Murphy, 2003) using various methods of online marketing (McCoy, 2011)� Refer-
ring to the globally unified offer of international education programs (Cambridge 
& Thompson, 2004) a research question arises:

Q1: Do international universities from different cultural backgrounds use the 
same attributes and values in their marketing communications?�

Discovering whether international universities are referring to similar values 
using suchlike marketing message to their prospective (international) students 
might be useful in different ways� At the theoretical level, it could contribute to 
the development of theory about the nature of international education� On the 
practical field, it could be helpful for marketing practitioners working at universi-
ties and colleges�

research Design and Methodology

Theory of cultural differences has been an integral part of marketing since the 
second half of the 20th century (Maheswaran & Shavitt, 2000)� Most prominent 
studies include Hall (1959), Hofstede (1984) or Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 
(1995)� Although such studies have become classics of intercultural marketing, 
more and more voices call for more recent findings and newer studies (De Mooij, 
2010)� More recent research endeavours reflect on social, political, technological 
and other changes in international environment [e�g� House (2004) or Schwartz 
(1994)]� The applicability of a particular cultural theory needs to be considered in 
relationship to the nature of each research study (De Mooij, 2010)� Several studies 
surveying cultural differences used the GLOBE study to determine where there is 
a difference between educational values (Mitsis & Foley, 2009) or learning styles 
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(Joy & Kolb, 2009) among cultures� The GLOBE study (House, 2004) classifies 
cultures along nine dimensions into ten clusters: Anglo – Latin Europe, Nordic 
Europe, Germanic Europe, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, 
Middle East, Southern Asia and Confucian Asia�

The GLOBE classification provides a backdrop for this study, which aims to 
investigate whether university marketing message is based on its cultural roots� 
Schools were included in the study based on the 2010 Academic Ranking of World 
Universities (ARWU) available at http://www�arwu�org/� Rankings of HEIs and 
programs are a recent global phenomenon� They are also related to and further 
stimulate competition among institutions across national borders (Marginson & 
Van der Wende, 2007)� The ranking is one of the common approaches to assessing 
institutional quality (Liu & Cheng, 2005)� There are several other university rank-
ings (BusinessWeek Business Schools Rankings – http://www�businessweek�com/
business-schools/ or Financial Times Business Schools Ranking – http://rankings�
ft�com/businessschoolrankings/rankings)� Limiting the sample to business schools 
would increase its integrity and coherence, however most available rankings 
include schools from a few cultures only with a strong preference for western 
countries� Therefore, analysing culturally biased rankings would be inconclusive 
to the research question� There are several other university rankings widely used 
and available (i�e�, Times Higher Education’s list of the world’s top universities at 
http://www�timeshighereducation�co�uk/world-university-rankings/), and there 
could be an important methodology question whether or not the ranking selection 
influences the results of this study� However, those different rankings are based on 
similar characteristics and include almost identical lists of universities�

The highest ranking universities from ARWU rank belong almost exclusively 
to the GLOBE Anglo cluster� All the TOP 500 institutions in the list were classified 
according to their corresponding GLOBE cluster� Out of each cluster, ten universi-
ties were randomly selected (to avoid comparing institutions higher in the ranking 
against schools which score lower)� Three out of ten GLOBE clusters had to be 
omitted from the study as they contained fewer than ten schools, namely Southern 
Asia, Middle East and Sub-Saharan Africa, which is not represented in the TOP500 
at all� All the universities included in the study offer an international program in the 
English language� Pages in English were extracted out of each website containing 
information for international students, about international programs, and about 
university mission, vision and values� The targeted audience of selected websites 
were prospective undergraduate students� Only university websites have been 
analysed, since faculty websites could be different from each other within the uni-
versity� All the texts were surprisingly similar in terms of their size – an extracted 
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text averaged 2�4 kB (with standard deviation 0�9)� The selected sample, however, 
could suffer from a sampling bias – the results could be significantly influenced by 
the type or the nature of selected universities� To avoid such a bias, we repeated the 
selection of the websites and performed the subsequent analysis several times� The 
results were homogenous throughout all the performed experiments and there was 
no significant difference between the experiments on altered samples� The list of 
schools included in the study is presented in Table 1� Subsequently, school websites 
were carefully analysed�

Table 1. List of Surveyed Schools by GLOBE Clusters (university ARWU 
ranking in brackets). Source: (ShanghaiRankingConsultancy, 2010)

Anglo Confucian Eastern 
European Germanic Latin 

American
Latin 
 European Nordic

Univer-
sity of Iowa 
[101–150]

Seoul 
National 
University 
[101–150]

Eotvos 
Lorand 
University 
[301–400]

Medical 
University of 
Innsbruck 
[201–300]

Federal 
University 
of Rio de 
Janeiro 
[301–400]

University 
of Siena 
[401–500]

Stockholm 
School of 
Economics 
[301–400]

Flinders 
University 
[301–400]

Hiroshima 
University 
[301–400]

National 
and Ka-
podestrian 
University 
of Athens  
[201–300]

University 
of Basel  
[86]

University 
of Buenos 
Aires 
[151–200]

Ghent Uni-
versity 
 [90]

University of 
Copenhagen 
[40]

McMaster 
University 
[88]

Shanghai 
Jiao Tong 
University 
[201–300]

Charles 
University 
in Prague 
[201–300]

Univer-
sity of Halle-
Wittenberg 
[201–300]

University 
of Chile 
[401–500]

University 
of Milan  
[101–150]

Swedish 
University of 
Agricultural 
Sciences 
[201–300]

University 
of Chicago  
[9]

The Hong 
Kong Uni-
versity of 
Science and 
Technology 
[201–300]

Saint Peters-
burg State 
University 
[301–400]

Radboud 
University 
Nijmegen 
[151–200]

Federal 
University of 
Rio Grande 
do Sul 
[401–500]

Joseph 
Fourier 
University 
(Grenoble 1) 
[151–200]

University of 
Gothenburg 
[201–300]

Massa-
chusetts 
Institute of 
Technology 
(MIT) [4]

University 
of Tsukuba  
[151–200]

Aristotle 
University of 
Thessaloniki 
[301–400]

Technical 
University 
Munich 
[56]

University of 
Sao Paulo 
 [101–150]

University of 
Paris Sud  
[45]

University 
of Turku  
[301–400]
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Anglo Confucian Eastern 
European Germanic Latin 

American
Latin 
 European Nordic

University of 
St Andrews  
[201–300]

Zhejiang 
University 
[201–300]

University 
of Warsaw 
[301–400]

University 
of Freiburg 
[101–150]

Catholic 
Univer-
sity of Chile 
[401–500]

University 
of Porto 
[401–500]

Karolinska 
Institute 
[42]

Ohio 
University 
[401–500]

The Hong 
Kong 
Polytechnic 
University 
[201–300]

Jagiellonian 
University 
[301–400]

University 
of Stuttgart 
[201–300]

Federal 
University 
of Minas 
Gerais 
[301–400]

University of 
Barcelona 
[201–300]

Norwegian 
University of 
Science and 
Technology 
[201–300]

Oregon State 
University  
[101–150]

Keio 
University 
[201–300]

Moscow 
State Uni-
versity 
 [74]

University of 
Maastricht  
[301–400]

Sao Paulo 
State Uni-
versity  
[301–400]

Ben-Gurion 
University of 
the Negev  
[301–400]

University 
of Helsinki  
[72]

The Uni-
versity of 
Auckland 
[201–300]

Xian Jiao 
Tong Uni-
versity  
[401–500]

University of 
Ljubljana  
[401–500]

University 
of Twente  
[301–400]

National Au-
tonomous 
University 
of Mexico  
[151–200]

University 
of Pavia  
[401–500]

Aarhus 
University  
[98]

University of 
California, 
Davis [46]

Osaka 
Prefecture 
University  
[401–500]

University 
of Szeged  
[301–400]

University 
of Bonn 
 [93]

State Uni-
versity of 
Campinas  
[201–300]

University of 
Provence  
[301–400]

Linkoping 
University 
[401–500]

Website analysis can be undertaken in several ways� It has been shown that cul-
ture impacts on web design as well as website content (Blake, Shamatta, Neuendorf, 
& Hamilton, 2009; Kim, Coyle, & Gould, 2009; Tian & Lan, 2009)� This study is 
limited to website content, i�e� to the keywords� Keyword selection is an important 
part of online marketing (Enge, Spencer, Stricchiola, & Fishkin, 2012)� Web site 
users do not read the content online in the same way as a common context (i�e� in 
a book or a newspaper)� Only 16 % of users read the web site closely word-by-word� 
Most of the users rather scan the website, searching for keywords (emphasized 
words, headlines or links)� The more keywords (reflecting their interest) the users 
find, the surer they are that they have arrived at the right web site (Nielsen, 1997)� 
Using the right keywords when preparing the webs site content is also crucial for 
another part of online marketing – Search Engine Optimization (Grappone & 
Couzin, 2008)� Web sites are indexed by the search engine crawler which analyses 
the content of the web site� Even though there are hundreds of characteristics taken 
into account when the search engine decides about the results returned on a user’s 
query, the words used on the website (keywords) are one of the most important 
factors (Google, 2010)� Thus, the content used to attract and convince the prospec-
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tive students about the qualities of the university might also be important for the 
searchability and the visibility of the university online�

Data was analysed through RapidMiner, which is an open-source tool for data-
mining featuring a special text-mining module for advanced text analysis� The tool 
has been widely used for text analysis (Mierswa, Wurst, Klinkenberg, Scholz, & 
Euler, 2006)� Text was pre-processed through tokenization separating words from 
tokens� All symbols were transferred to lower-case to avoid problems with case 
sensitivity� Stop words were filtered through the RapidMiner English dictionary� 
The next step included token stemming through Porter’s algorithm (Porter, 1980), 
which transformed words into a canonical form enabling words in various language 
forms to represent the same token� For cluster analysis, n-grams were created from 
tokens (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994)� Transformation and n-gram formation achieve 
greater accuracy in text comparisons (Kondrak, 2005)� Comparison of 3-grams 
which performs the best (Mansur, Uzaman, & Khan, 2005) was selected for the 
study� The following figure shows the procedure of data pre-process�

Figure 1. Data pre-process procedure in RapidMiner software

Three experiments were conducted on the transformed data� First, we performed 
sequential analysis of terms and compared them between clusters� The aim was to 
determine to what degrees websites originating from various cultures use similar 
words� Second, cluster analysis on n-gram data output was employed utilizing 
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a k-means non-hierarchical algorithm (MacQueen (1967)� The algorithm classi-
fies data into clusters based on their characteristics� The algorithm attributes each 
cluster to the point, which is near the centre of cluster� Cluster centres can change 
with iteration – every run recalculates all cluster points by arithmetic mean� The 
algorithm is finished when differences within clusters are minimized� The k-means 
algorithm obtains robust results and is broadly used (Steinbach, Karypis, & Kumar, 
2000)� Third, we employed the cosine similarity to confirm previous results� The 
cosine similarity is another widely used approach to measure document similarity 
(Steinbach et al�, 2000)�

results

The results of the frequency analysis of terms by GLOBE clusters are summarized 
in Table 2� Terms are based on stemming� Although the terms appear incomplete, it 
is evident what original words they represent: univers – university, intern – inter-
national, scienc – science, educ – education� Terms allow for associating various 
forms of one word with a single representation� 10 most frequently used terms are 
very similar across all clusters – words such as university, student, research, inter-
national, education or science occurred a number of times throughout the analysis� 
The stem “univers” tops the frequency table in all clusters except for the Anglo 
cluster� The Anglo cluster schools use the stem “student” more frequently� Such 
a finding is striking especially when we consider that all the TOP 100 schools in the 
ARWU ranking are from the Anglo cluster� Stems such as “world”, “manag”, “cultur” 
and “engin” are also different for the Anglo cluster as they do not appear in any of 
the remaining clusters� The prominent position of Anglo-Saxon schools in various 
rankings may enable them to focus on different (or differentiating) characteristics 
in their communications� Thus, Table 2 brings the overview of the keywords used 
on university websites targeted at the prospective student� Such keywords do not 
only influence the overall user experience with the website, but also the visibility 
of the website in search engines on given keywords� To avoid misinterpretation we 
repeated the random selection of university websites a number of times again, the 
position of the most widely used stem and the list of top 10 stems in the cluster 
remained unchanged�

The second experiment grouped texts according to their characteristics into 
clusters, which is one of the explorative data mining techniques� No prior infor-
mation, meta-information or selection criteria were used in the algorithm� We 
transformed the data to 3-grams and then performed the analysis� Merging terms 
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into n-grams achieves a much greater accuracy in text comparisons (Kondrak, 
2005)� The k-means algorithm was used in the way which would categorize avail-
able data into seven clusters corresponding to seven GLOBE clusters� The k-means 
algorithm is often used for text-mining tasks (Hotho, Nürnberger, & Paaß, 2005)� 
The outcome is presented in Figure 2�

Figure 2. K-means Clustering of Selected Universities

3-grams from 70 text documents (belonging to seven different cultural groups 
according to the GLOBE study) were classified into seven groups (the number of 
groups was set up before the analysis)� However, those groups do not correspond 
with the GLOBE clusters� Cluster 1 is the largest containing 58 texts originating 
from diverse countries and cultures� The texts are very similar to each other and 
the k-means algorithm depicts no significant differences� Clusters 2 to 7 are very 
small, yet different from cluster 1� Cluster 2 includes one school (University of 
Tsukuba) from the Confucian GLOBE cluster and one from the Germanic group 
(University of Bonn)� Cluster 3 includes just the National and Kapodestrian 
University of Athens belonging to the Eastern-European GLOBE cluster� Ghent 
University is the only institution in cluster 4 (Latin-European GLOBE cluster)� 
Cluster 5 was formed by Joseph Fourier University (Latin-European cluster) and 
Eotvos Lorand University (Eastern-European cluster)� Cluster 6 includes four 
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schools: two from the Nordic group (University of Turku and Aarhus University), 
one Confucian institution (Zhejiang University) and one Eastern-European uni-
versity (University of Szeged)� Finally, cluster 7 contains the Aristotle University 
of Thessaloniki (Eastern-European GLOBE cluster) and the Federal University 
of Minas Gerais (Latin-American cluster)� Only schools from the Anglo GLOBE 
cluster remained all intact in cluster 1� All other schools categorized by the GLOBE 
clusters included always at least one school which was not part of the main cluster 
1� More detailed analysis of clusters 2 to 7 brings additional insights� Documents 
in cluster 2 excessively list various schools and programs offered at the university� 
Clusters 3 to 7 again excessively highlight the name of the institution or its location 
instead of the general attributes of educational programs� The universities from 
those clusters have chosen a different approach to their marketing communica-
tion online� Emphasizing local specifics at the expense of global communication 
values commonly connected with higher education may lead to better targeting of 
niche markets (students seeking for added value consisting of ,e�g�, specific local 
environment or unique conditions)�

The aim of the last experiment was to confirm or to refute suggested conclusions� 
Documents were pre-processed in the same way as for the previous analyses� As 
a method to compare documents, the cosine similarity between each pair of the 
documents was computed� Cosine similarity is a widely used tool in text-mining� 
An angle between vectors computed from terms in documents is computed� The 
cosine between vector angles determines the difference between documents� The 
exact match means the cosine similarity is 1; however, the value could be influenced 
by the document pre-processing� The results are presented in the following figure�

Average cosine similarity is 0�46 with standard deviation 0�01� Considering that 
the similarity has been computed on 3-grams, which are able to keep much more 
information about context in the document, the similarity between documents 
is high (Rahmoun & Elberrichi, 2007)� Accordingly, to confirm previous results 
the analysis was repeated without generating ngrams in the pre-processing phase� 
This is a more usual approach, even though unigrams (1-grams) do not keep so 
much context of the document and the analysis compares just simple terms and 
not phrases� Thus, higher values of similarity could be expected�

Average cosine similarity is 0�65 with standard deviation 0�01� In most cases, the 
similarity between documents is 0�65 – 0�75� Again, considering the data character-
istics, the results support the conclusion that the documents are similar�



Figure 3. Histogram of cosine similarity values computed between documents 
(n-grams)

Figure 4. Histogram of cosine similarity values computed between documents 
(terms)
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Conclusion and research Limitations

In spite of the fact that international education reflects the cultural environment 
in which the school operates (Cambridge & Thompson, 2004) the analysis suggests 
that marketing communications to international students do not stand on cultural 
grounds� The results are summarized in Table 3�

Table 3. Summarized results

experiment comparison results
stem frequency 
ranking

SIMILAR
Almost the same stem frequency ranking� 
Minor difference in term ranking – term “student” ranked over others in 
Anglo-Saxon group

document clus-
tering

SIMILAR
Clusters computed on documents do not correspond with GLOBE clusters� 
58/70 documents classified in one cluster� Remaining clusters explained (e�g� 
highlighting excessively the name of the institution)

cosine similarity SIMILAR 
cosine similarity computed on 3-grams averaged at 0�45, computed on 
terms averaged at 0�65� Considering the data characteristics, the documents 
are similar

Most universities originating from various cultures use similar words in their 
marketing communication to international prospective students� The only minor 
difference in the group of prime international higher education providers was 
found between the GLOBE Anglo universities (according to GLOBE study, House, 
2004) and the rest of the world, where the term “student” was preferred over others 
(e�g� university, research or science)� The explanation may lie in the fact that Anglo-
Saxon schools occupy a forefront position in the university quality rankings, so 
they do not need to re-emphasize their achievements in research and science� Most 
documents were also classified into the same group with a clustering approach and 
computing the cosine similarity also showed only minor differences� In conclusion, 
international education seems to be a global product aimed at a global customer – 
it is very often globally standardized (there are several accreditation labels accepted 
worldwide); it has uniform features and characteristics in most countries and is 
also marketed in a similar way� There are many examples of global products (Apple 
products, Coca-Cola beverages or luxury cars); however, there are only a few in 
services� Even though the international study programs in higher education are 
provided in local environments and with the interaction with locals (the students or 
the university staff – academic or administrative), it might represent the universal 
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value which spans across countries and cultures� On the other hand, the study also 
indicates that there is a great opportunity for university marketers to adjust the 
message to prospective students and to emphasize local specifics and accentuate 
unique propositions of the university�

Anyway, the results of this study should be considered with respect to research 
limitations� Not all the university websites from the ARWU ranking were included 
in the study, so the sample might be biased� However, the selection of websites was 
made randomly (according to ARWU ranking and GLOBE clusters) and the study 
was repeated several times (every time with a random selection of websites) with 
similar or almost identical results� The study did not include all cultural regions 
(according to GLOBE study) as three clusters were underrepresented in the ARWU 
ranking� Research on Middle-East universities, for instance, could uncover further 
contingencies� Further limitations could be based on selected methods which (at 
this moment) do not reflect contextual or design parameters of websites� Website 
design was previously reported to be culturally conditioned (Blake et al�, 2009) and 
expanding the analysis to design features seems to be one of the most promising 
areas for enhancing our initial findings� Even taking the limitations into account, 
we believe this study contributes to the field of international education marketing 
and brings a deeper insight into the competition of international universities and 
perception of education as a value across cultures�
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students’ Attitude toward Cheating in switzerland, 
ukraine and Poland

Abstract

The article discusses the problem of academic dishonesty, which has been grow-
ing in Western Europe, North America, in the transitional economies of Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia� However, cross-cultural comparisons remain scarce, 
particularly with regard to the former communist countries�

This paper presents an exploratory study on academic misconduct in Switzer-
land, Ukraine and Poland� The Academic Dishonesty Scale was used� A sample of 
870 university students participated� 

The results reveal no differences between Ukrainian and Polish students in terms 
of attitudes toward cheating� Swiss students expressed significantly more negative 
attitudes� The results offer implications for the practice of moral awareness�

Keywords: academic misconduct, attitude toward cheating, subjective social 
norms, cultural comparison

Introduction

Research suggests that academic misconduct among students is a growing 
problem as demonstrated in the context of Western Europe, North America 
(McCabe & Trevino, 1997; Williams, Nathanson, & Paulhus, 2010), in the tran-
sitional economies of Eastern Europe and  Central Asia (Grimes, 2004)� Indeed, 
academic misconduct by young adults during their studies risks seeping through 
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to the workplace (Haswell, Jubb, & Wearing, 1999) , threatening individual careers 
and organizational performance (Stone, Jawahar, & Kisamore, 2009)� 

Academic unethical behaviour has often been studied in Western Europe and 
in the United States� These findings cannot necessarily be generalized to other 
cultural contexts (Parboteeah, Bronson, & Cullen, 2005)� Students from the former 
communist countries might differ in their attitudes regarding academic cheating, 
because of different cultural and institutional heritage� Research on that problem in 
Central and Eastern Europe still remains scarce and is limited to a few publications 
in local languages� 

To address the gap, we will compare academic misconduct in Switzerland, 
Ukraine and Poland to gain insights beyond situational and individual determi-
nants� Indeed, past research points to an important role of culture in predicting 
deviant behaviours� For example, a comparison of students from the United States 
with those from Central Eastern Europe reveals that college members in the 
transitional economies attach lower levels of importance to individual actions of 
dishonesty than American respondents (Grimes, 2004)� That is why the sharing of 
information and other activities that are viewed as “cheating” on an exam or class-
room assignment might not necessary carry the same stigma in the transitional 
economies� 

We believe our investigations can help understand how the cultural and insti-
tutional contexts in academia may influence the acceptance of cheating in three 
countries which differ in terms of political systems and culture: Ukraine, Poland 
and Switzerland� Ukraine is not a European Union member state and it is a country 
on the verge of transformation, still economically and socially unstable� Poland 
is a relatively new European Union member state and a post-socialist country 
undergoing changes resulting from political, economic and social transformation 
for more than twenty years now� Switzerland is a country on equal terms with 
EU member states, with a consolidated capitalist system� It has a well-established, 
highly competitive economy, with leadership in innovation� It could be assumed 
that students’ attitude towards cheating and the norms that apply in that culture 
should differ from the Ukrainian and Polish ones� We argue that while the atti-
tude of Swiss students may differ significantly from that of Ukrainian and Polish 
students, there may be differences between Ukrainians and Poles resulting from 
the relatively long time of Poland’s adjustment to European standards, as well as 
similarities related to the many years of socialism in both countries�

A review of the literature suggests that there is widespread consent to cheat-
ing in Poland� For instance, the study conducted on a sample of 6500 Polish 
students, mostly teenagers, by the Foundation for the Development of Education 
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demonstrates that only a minority of young Poles perceive cheating at university 
as unethical� In a web panel survey conducted in 2012 among Polish teenagers, 
using the Zadane�pl social networking site, 37�40% of students were witnesses of 
school misconduct often and very often, 67�72% of students said that the topic of 
unethical behaviour was not discussed in their schools at all and 66�05% of them 
believed that dishonesty was the best way of coping with difficult situations and 
that it was treated as an expression of cleverness rather than in the categories of 
immoral acting� 

Positive attitudes towards misconduct are probably widespread among Ukrain-
ian students� In fact, only with the collapse of communism and the introduction of 
free-market rules have scholars taken ethical behaviour in academia seriously� And, 
while some academic research was recently conducted by Polish scholars, it has 
not received much attention in Ukraine (Hapon & Gorbaniuk, 2011)� Ukrainian 
academics in particular blame the widespread acceptance of academic misconduct 
on the post-totalitarian context (Koshmanova & Hapon, 2007) wherein, despite 
officially proclaimed democracy, human rights remain threatened� Social injustice 
in Ukraine is evident – broken promises regarding much needed reforms, a weak 
legal system, scandals of fake degrees possessed by civil servants and government 
officials� 

Corruption is involved in the process of transition of the education system to 
a free-market model� According to Osipian (2008) the number of respondents 
who admitted paying a bribe to enter a college or university in Ukraine declined 
from 19% in 2005 to 13% in 2006� “There are a variety of forms of corruption that 
can be found in higher education in Ukraine, including bribery, embezzlement, 
extortion, fraud, nepotism, cronyism, favouritism, kickbacks, violation of rules 
and regulations, ignoring admissions criteria in the admissions process, cheating, 
plagiarism, research misconduct, discrimination, and abuse of public property” 
(Osipian, 2008, p� 324)� In such a context, both students and academics demonstrate 
a high openness to cheating� In the light of these findings, Bieły (2012) called for 
an active response to the widespread phenomenon of academic dishonesty� He 
laments that neither the Ministry of Education, nor local or regional education 
representatives are proactively addressing misconduct� Indeed, control measures, 
such as anti-plagiarism computer software, video monitoring, or metal detectors, 
cannot solve the problem, but fundamental changes in individuals appear to be 
needed through lectures on ethical behaviour, and developing research on cheating 
and its sources (Podoliak & Jurczenko, 2006)� 

The study presented in this paper is based on Ajzen’s theory of planned behaviour 
(1985) and on Fishbein’s and Ajzen’s theory of reasoned action (1975)� According 
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to Ajzen, behaviour is determined mainly by one’s attitude towards the specific 
phenomenon and by individual norms related to the attitude which prevails in 
one’s surroundings� Attitude towards behaviour is the result of one’s earlier experi-
ence and of the assessment of the potential positive and negative effects of such 
behaviour, while subjective social norms relate to other people’s expected reaction 
to our behaviour, to social pressure to behave in a specific manner� According to 
Ajzen (op� cit�), attitude and subjective norms determine the individual’s intentions 
and further action� 

Research confirms the significance of the attitude towards cheating and proves 
its influence on the individual’s involvement in action – approval of unethical 
behaviour is a predictor of such behaviour (Beck and Ajzen, 1991; Harding, May-
hew, Finelli, & Carpenter, 2007)� Similarly large is the role of subjective beliefs of 
whether cheating is appropriate and ethical, i�e� the social norms one has� Research 
(Beck and Ajzen, 1991; Stone, Jawahar, & Kisamore, 2009) shows that beliefs on the 
opinions that relatives, friends and classmates have about cheating are connected 
with the individual’s inclination to break norms�

Purpose and hypotheses

The aim of the exploratory study, which is preliminary and starts a bigger inter-
national project between Swiss, Ukrainian and Polish scholars, was to compare 
students’ attitudes towards academic cheating and their subjective social norms� The 
research whose results are described in this paper is built on the findings of Alleyne 
and Phillips (2011), who reveal that attitudes towards cheating and subjective social 
norms related to that phenomenon and taken into account by the individual are 
important factors influencing tendencies to unethical behaviour� That is why we 
focused on the attitudes and on social norms� This research, however, involves stu-
dents from three different countries, and its significant goal, apart from evaluating 
selected elements of Ajzen’s model (op� cit�), is to identify cross-cultural differences�

We propose that:
Hypothesis 1: Swiss and Ukrainian students differ in their attitudes towards 

cheating�
Hypothesis 2: Swiss and Polish students differ in their attitudes towards cheating�
Hypothesis 3: Ukrainian and Polish students differ in their attitudes towards 

cheating�
Hypothesis 4: Swiss and Ukrainian students have different subjective social 

norms connected with cheating�
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Hypothesis 5: Swiss and Polish students have different subjective social norms 
connected with cheating�

Hypothesis 6: Ukrainian and Polish students have different subjective social 
norms connected with cheating�

Method

To examine students’ attitudes towards cheating and their subjective social norms 
we used the subscales of the Academic Dishonesty Scale – the French, Ukrain-
ian and Polish version of them� The method was based on Philmore Alleyne and 
Kimone Phillips’ measure (Alleyne & Phillips, 2011), adapted for the research by 
the authors� The different language versions of the scale were developed using 
a back-translation process (Brislin, 1986) in accordance with a standard procedure 
involving translators of the English language and academic lecturers from Switzer-
land, Ukraine and Poland, proficient in English� Both constructs were measured 
using 7-point Likert-type scales� 

Attitudes toward cheating were measured using the following five evaluative 
semantic differential scales: good-bad, pleasant-unpleasant, wise-foolish, useful-
useless, and profitable-unprofitable� High scores indicate favourable or accepting 
attitudes of academic misconduct behaviours, while low scores indicate unaccept-
ing and unfavourable attitudes�

To check subjective social norms a three-item subscale was used: 1) “If I cheated 
on a test or exam, most people who are important to me would: (disapprove – not 
care)”, 2)“People who are important to me think that cheating on a test or exam (is 
not OK-is OK)”, and 3) “If I cheat on a test or exam, most people who are important 
to me (will look down on me-will not think anything wrong about me)�” High 
scores indicate perceptions that significant others endorse academic dishonesty, 
while low scores indicate perceptions that significant others do not endorse the 
practice�

The reliability of the attitudes towards cheating subscale (Cronbach’s α) for the 
French version was 0�79, for the Ukrainian version – 0�80, and for the Polish ver-
sion – 0�79, the reliability of the subjective social norms subscale for the French 
version – 0�81, the Ukrainian version – 0�70, and the Polish version – 0�80�

Examination of the estimates indicated that the reliabilities were acceptable� 
More specifically, Cronbach’s α values obtained in this manner were higher than 
0�70, often cited as indicative of a reasonable level of reliability (Nunnally & Bern-
stein, 1994)� 
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sample

The research was conducted in Switzerland, Ukraine and in Poland, in 2012� 
The results of the survey were collected from 870 randomly selected university 
students� Table 1 provides a brief demographic profile of the students included in 
the investigative sample� 

Table 1. Profile of student samples by nation

Nation Mean 
Age

Gender 
%

Course 
type % Year % Faculties 

% Religiosity

Ukraine
(N=200) 19,3

(F)80 (FtC)90
I – 19 (H+S)65

3�06
II – 46 (E)10

(M)20 (PtC)10
III – 25 (S+M)25
IV – 10

Poland
(N=317) 24

(F)68 (FtC)48
I – 35 (H+S)61

3�05
II – 31 (E)10

(M)32 (PtC)52
III – 16 (S+M)29
IV – 18

Switzer-
land
(N=353)

24,2
(F)35 (FtC)58

I – 47 (H+S)13

2�56
II – 22 (E)41

(M)65 (PtC)42
III – 18 (S+M)46
IV – 13

Legend: (F)-Female, (M)-Male; (FtC )-Full-time course, (PtC) – Part-time course; (H+S)-
Humanities+Social sciences, (E)-Economics/Business, (S+M) – Science+Medical

The data in Table 1 reveal the samples are similar in terms of the university years� 
All the courses studied were represented in every national sample: humanities/
social sciences, economics/business and science/medical studies�

The students from Ukraine are, on average, almost five years younger than their 
cohorts from Poland and Switzerland� This results from the differences between 
education systems�

Because ethical standards may be influenced by religious beliefs, the respondents 
were asked to judge their religiosity on a Likert-type scale (1-“I’m not religious at 
all” to 5-“I’m very religious”)� The Swiss students were less religious on average 
than the Poles and Ukrainians�
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Results

Student’s t-test for independent samples was used to verify all the hypotheses� 
The results are shown in Table 2�

Table 2. Tests for differences in mean scores between nations

Variable Nation Mean Std. dev.
t-value

U-P U-S P-S
Attitude towards cheating Ukraine 17�14 6�10

-1�16 8�40* 10�94*Poland 17�77 6�07
Switzerland 12�92 5�42

Subjective social norms Ukraine 14�40 4�14
1�06 16�42* 17�38*Poland 14�00 4�07

Switzerland 8�70 3�82

Legend: U-Ukraine, P-Poland, S-Switzerland; * Statistically significant at p<0�01;

Average results were compared related to the studied individuals’ attitude towards 
cheating and significant differences were found between the Swiss and Ukrainian 
samples and between the Swiss and Polish samples, making it possible to accept 
hypotheses 1 and 2� The average results for the Polish and Ukrainian samples, on 
the other hand, did not differ from each other in a statistically significant manner, 
and consequently, hypothesis 3 needs to be rejected� The results prove that the 
students have the most positive attitude towards cheating in Poland, insignificantly 
less positive in Ukraine, and the least positive attitude in Switzerland�

An analysis of the results also makes it possible to accept hypotheses 4 and 
5 – the average results concerning subjective social norms in the Swiss sample 
differ significantly from the average results of the Ukrainian and Polish samples� 
Hypothesis 6 is therefore rejected – the students from the Polish and Ukrainian 
samples do not differ significantly in terms of their judgment of subjective social 
norms about cheating� The average results show that the students in Switzerland 
have more restrictive subjective social norms about cheating than the Polish and 
Ukrainian students�
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Discussion

The purpose of this joint study was to compare students’ attitude and their social 
norms connected with academic misconduct across cultures� The obtained results 
show that the Poles and Ukrainians evaluate cheating more positively than the Swiss, 
more often agreeing with the opinion that it is good, wise, useful, pleasant and profit-
able� The results concerning subjective social norms reveal that the highest consent 
to cheating exists in Ukraine and Poland, while the Swiss express more negative 
attitudes� Indeed, the Poles and Ukrainians claim that their cheating at university 
would not be negatively perceived by significant others – friends and relatives� 

And more surprisingly, despite growing institutional differences between Poland 
and Ukraine, cultural similarities persist in terms of cheating and existing social 
norms� Our study suggests that the Poles still might not have sufficient ethical 
awareness, and consent to such behaviour still exists and is perceived as high� On 
the other hand, in Western countries, the attitude towards dishonesty is different 
and different norms prevail there: the social consent to such behaviour is signifi-
cantly lower despite the Swiss being the least religious among the nations studied�

Academic lecturers, who wish their students to behave in an ethical way, need to 
understand the extent to which students care about justice judgments� The results 
of our study help develop specific measures allowing for a decrease in academic 
misconduct taking into consideration cross-cultural differences� A better under-
standing of the impact of national culture on academic misconduct may help 
prevent unethical behaviours of generally honest students through a culturally 
sensitive code of ethics, training and other awareness increasing initiatives� Our 
findings are particularly valuable in light of growing academic mobility programs 
and they may contribute to promoting academic integrity and address this interest-
ing question for international academic ethics�

Conclusions

To recapitulate, the attitude of Polish and Ukrainian students towards cheat-
ing and their subjective social norms related to the phenomenon do not differ to 
a significant extent� There are differences between the attitudes adopted by the 
students from the former Eastern Bloc countries, where transformation is still in 
progress, and the students from Switzerland�  It clearly has to take more time until 
people living in conditions where unethical behaviour often used to be considered 
as a sign of resourcefulness and constituted the only possible way of achieving 
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important goals can look at such conduct in a different way, i�e� consider it as 
dishonest and judge it negatively� 

According to Chyrowicz (2009, pp� 18-19), sociology of morality, a branch 
of knowledge dealing with the study of morality of various communities over 
time and of changing sociocultural conditions, demonstrates the “diversity and 
variability of moral customs and rules”� This means that changes in mentality and 
models of behaviour, including the norms indicating which behaviour is right and 
ethical and which is not, are possible� Our study suggests that strong efforts need to 
be taken to increase awareness among students from former communist countries 
in terms of cheating and other forms of ethical behaviours� Such efforts aiming at 
changes in mental models need to avoid stigmatising unethical behaviour, open 
judgment and sanctions�

Grimes (op� cit�) believes that the main aspect which successfully prevents people 
from cheating is the fear of getting caught� Other researchers point out that this fear 
is not a sufficient obstacle, however, and does not prevent people from cheating to 
the same extent as a substantial punishment (Haswell, Jubb, & Wearing, op�cit�)� In 
our opinion, the education systems in countries such as Poland and Ukraine, apart 
from taking care to ensure a correct attitude on the part of the teachers and students, 
and apart from the efforts made to train them and to shape their opinions, should 
also provide specific and severe measures undertaken in relation to cheating and 
plagiarism� The education systems in Poland and Ukraine might require significant 
changes to the existing social norms and widespread attitudes towards cheating�

Summing up, we believe that educating young people with regard to ethical 
conduct, making them aware of the problem, even though it might not bring the 
expected results immediately, makes them more likely to take ethical decisions in 
the future (Bloodgood, Turnley & Mudrack, 2010)� Finally, we are convinced that 
promoting high ethical standards at universities and schools not only illustrates 
the concern for the students, but also demonstrates the faculty’s commitment to 
developing a new class of future, ethical professionals�

Finally, it is important to highlight that the cross-cultural comparison of Swit-
zerland, Poland and Ukraine has only an exploratory character� The next step of 
our cross-cultural research on academic cheating, with a focus on intercultural 
differences in attitudes towards unethical behaviour, should be to compare lectur-
ers’ reactions to cheating and students’ perception of teachers’ behaviour� Some 
situational antecedents to academic misconduct need to be uncovered, such as the 
quality of teaching and the influence of courses of ethics� We suggest that future 
research should further investigate some individual variables which influence 
ethical behaviour, such as individual moral philosophy and justice sensitivity�
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the relations between Defence Mechanisms  
and spiritual involvement of Academic staff Members  

as the Measure of their Personal Maturity

Abstract 

Researchers investigating human beings claim that everybody uses defence 
mechanisms� However, different people use different mechanisms� The most mature 
persons employ mature mechanisms, and those less mature and those in crisis situ-
ations use primitive mechanisms� The article presents a study on the relationship 
between the intensity of defence mechanisms and the level of spiritual involvement� 
Two groups of people are compared: one group consists of the members of the 
Christian Faculty Forum, and the other of people whose professional lives are 
not connected with teaching� The results obtained indicate a correlation between 
the involvement in one’s spiritual life and personal maturity measured with the 
use of mature defence mechanisms� The analysis of the results indicates that the 
development of spiritual life is connected with the development of personality� 
Involvement in spirituality and in spiritual health helps people reach maturity and 
deeper involvement in their pedagogical work� 

Keywords: defence mechanisms, spirituality, personal maturity 

introduction 

Psychotherapists describe defence mechanisms as a specific form of a person’s 
defence against difficult circumstances, against the truth regarding oneself which 
defies acceptance, or against a conflict between two different tendencies, e�g�, the 
tendency to get closer to another person and the tendency to escape from such 
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a close contact� That is why most of those who work with people claim that defence 
mechanisms are used even by mentally healthy persons�

The aim of this article is to analyse defence mechanisms in the context of spir-
itual involvement�

The questionnaire indicating the level of defence mechanisms is original� It has 
been first applied by the author as related to personal maturity (according to the 
Kernberg theory)� 

As H� Sęk says: “The interest in relations of human spirituality to health, has 
been recently opened, indeed� (…) Several years ago the first suggestions started 
referring to spirituality as an attribute of human health” (Sęk 2008: 72)� 

That is why the function of spirituality in human personal maturity seems to be 
an important contribution to pedeutology (concerning the teacher’s education)�

theoretical background of the study 

In a psychodynamic approach, defence mechanisms are described as “forces 
acting in our personality which trigger our specific behaviour in certain circum-
stances, which defend us against shame, fear, a sense of guilt and against decreasing 
our good opinion of ourselves and in the eyes of other people” (Siek 1986: 157)�

N� McWilliams (2009: 15-118) presents defence mechanisms as primitive and 
superior� Defence mechanisms are similarly classified by G� O� Gabbard, although 
he adds the third level of the mechanisms, i�e� mature defence mechanisms� 

The level of his defence mechanisms is of great significance for the teacher� 
Relying on primitive ones is connected with problems with entering into and 
maintaining the relations with others� It is hard to imagine a teacher who cannot 
enter into mature relations� Advanced mechanisms often block the ability to reflect 
on one’s life� Using mature mechanisms allows one to enter into full and rich rela-
tions with others�

Spirituality is understood as the ability to reflect and to reach beyond the mate-
rial world in the direction of the metaphysical reality (Didier 1993: 5)� Based on 
the above-defined understanding, religiosity becomes everything a human being 
experiences, meets, and feels in relation to God (Kuczkowski 1993: 23)� The partici-
pants in the study were asked to answer questions about their spirituality in order 
to obtain a wide perspective on their views on surpassing oneself and heading in 
the direction of metaphysical reality� However, narrations given by them referred to 
their religiosity and described their attitude to God, which is why the two terms will 
be used interchangeably� The term ‘narration’, referring to the spiritual aspect of life, 
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was taken from therapeutic literature where it is assumed that a person undergoing 
a therapy creates a narration about his/her whole life as well as a narration about 
his/her spirituality (Griffith, Griffith 2008: 125-135)�

Methodological background of the study 

In the study the results obtained from two groups were analysed: the first group 
comprised 30 members of the Christian Faculty Forum, so, by definition, it was 
a homogeneous group as far as their spiritual involvement was concerned� The 
members of the other group (39 people) were students and persons with average 
education� The persons belonging to the Forum were selected for analysis because 
of their special, spiritual charismatic character� The other ones were volunteers, 
which was aimed at obtaining, if possible, a diversity of the investigated group�

The following question was the main research problem: 
Is there a correlation between defence mechanisms and spiritual involvement 

of the participants? 
Specific research questions were as follows: 
1.  Are there any statistically significant differences in using defence mecha-

nisms and in the level of spirituality (spiritual history) in both groups (G1 
and G2)? 

2.  What are the characteristic features of spiritual development in people who 
use (or predominantly use) primitive defence mechanisms and those who 
use mature defence mechanisms? 

The author assumed a general hypothesis in which the differences in using different 
defence mechanisms (primitive or mature) and differences in the level of spirituality 
(spiritual history) are essential in both groups, and there is a statistically significant 
correlation between the level of spirituality and the defence mechanisms used�

Defence mechanisms and spirituality (religiosity) of the respondents were the vari-
ables in the study� Due to the fact that the study could not indicate cause-and-effect 
relations, neither dependent nor independent variables were identified� The indica-
tors of defence mechanisms were the answers revealing the intensity of particular 
attitudes, and the indicators of religiosity were the narrations describing spirituality�

A diagnostic poll method was used in the study and a questionnaire and a con-
tent analysis were the techniques� The tool measuring defence mechanisms was 
a questionnaire developed by the author� It consisted of 19 statements, six of which 
referred to primitive mechanisms, six – to advanced mechanisms, and seven – to 
mature mechanisms� The questionnaire was followed by a scale 0-3 (0 = rarely or 
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never, 1 = sometimes, once in a few months, 2 = often, 2-3 times a week, 3 = very 
often, almost every day)� The tool used for content analysis was a set of questions 
concerning the respondents’ religiosity, spiritual life, spiritual narrations, turning 
points in the spiritual life of the examined persons�

The tool for measuring spiritual involvement was a scale of four possibilities 
(1 – cold spirituality, 2 – cool spirituality, 3 – warm spirituality, 4 – hot spirituality)� 
People who were not involved in spiritual life in any manner were classified as 
persons of cold spirituality� Those who participated in religious events with no deep 
involvement were of cool spirituality� People looking for deeper spiritual involve-
ment were of warm spirituality and those deeply involved were of hot spirituality�  

The Questionnaire of Defense Mechanisms applied in the study is original� It 
was created by the author and at the moment is in the phase of standardization�  
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal uniformity for primitive mechanisms was 
0�90, for superior mechanisms: 0�87, for mature mechanisms: 0�86�

The questionnaire for the analysis of spiritual life, however, was created only for 
the needs of the presented study�

spirituality and defence mechanisms – analysis of the results 

The members of the Forum1 revealed a higher degree of spiritual involvement 
(Table 1)2� The statistical significance of the differences was verified by the Mann-
Whitney nonparametric test� It showed that the members of the Forum were more 
spiritually involved than the non-members of the Forum (statistical significance 
p=0�001)� 

Table 1. The mean, median, mode, skewness, and standard deviation of the 
results obtained in the area of intensity of primitive defence mechanisms 

in members and non-members of the Forum (Source: own study) 

Membership of Forum Mean Median Mode Skewness Standard deviation 
Yes 3�233 3 2 0�887 2�699
No 3�923 4 3 -0�022 2�205

1  The Christian Faculty Forum is an  association of academic staff members, mostly univer-
sity teachers� Its main aim is to combine religious life with responsible university employment 
of its members� Thus, their spiritual involvement should be greater� 

2 Spiritual involvement was expressed on a quality scale, so a  median, and not a mean was 
calculated� 
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In order to verify the differences in the distribution of the results related to 
the intensity of primitive, advanced and mature defence mechanisms in both 
groups (Table 2), descriptive statistics were analysed for those types of defence 
mechanisms� Next, the results from both groups were compared, and the level of 
statistical significance was calculated� 

The mean of the results for the Forum members was lower (Group 1: 3�23; Group 
2: 3�92), which justifies the thesis that there are more high results in this group� This 
is supported by both the median (Group 1: 3; Group 2: 4) and the mode (Group 1: 
2; Group 2: 3)� The value of the skewness is the final confirmation� For the Forum 
members, the value is positive (0�88), which means that the distribution is right 
skewed, and most members reveal a low level of the intensity of primitive defence 
mechanisms� The people not belonging to the Forum obtained contrary results� 
The skewness value is negative (-0�02), the distribution is left skewed, and most 
of them reveal high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms� Higher standard 
deviation in the intensity values of defence mechanisms in the members of the 
Forum (Group 1: 2�69, Group 2: 2�20) indicates higher differentiation of the results 
obtained in this group� 

As can be seen, the intensity of primitive defence mechanisms is higher in 
people who are not members of the Forum� However, according to the results of 
the Student’s t test  (p=0�213), the result is not statistically significant� 

The analysis of the descriptive statistics for advanced defence mechanisms was 
the next step of the study� Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for both members 
and non-members of the Forum� 

Table 2. The mean, median, mode, skewness, and standard deviation of the 
results obtained in the area of intensity of advanced defence mechanisms 

in members and non-members of the Forum (Source: own study) 

Membership of 
Forum Mean Median Mode Skewness Standard devia-

tion 
Yes 6�300 7 7 0�430 2�984
No 7�461 8 6 -0�060 3�050

The mean value is higher in the persons who are not members of the Forum 
(Group 1: 6�30, Group 2: 7�46)� The same is true for the median (Group 1: 7, Group 
2: 8)� However, the most frequent value, i�e� the mode, is higher in the members of 
the Forum (Group 1: 7, Group 2: 6)�  Since the distribution is not entirely a normal 
distribution, the doubt may be resolved by the value of skewness, which is negative 
in the non-members and positive in the Forum members (Group 1: 0�43, Group 
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2: – 0�06)� The distribution for the Forum members is right skewed, which means 
that most people from this group reveal a lower intensity of advanced defence 
mechanisms� The distribution for the non-members is left skewed, so most of them 
reveal a high intensity of advanced defence mechanisms� The standard deviation 
for the non-members is higher, so the results are more diversified than the results 
of the Forum members (Group 1: 2�98, Group 2: 3�05)� 

The people who are not members of the Forum show a greater intensity of 
advanced defence mechanisms� However, the difference is not statistically impor-
tant, which is confirmed by the Student’s t test (p=0�118)� 

The analysis of descriptive statistics referring to mature defence mechanisms was 
the next stage of the study� The results obtained are presented in Table 3� 

Table 3. The mean, median, mode, skewness, and standard deviation of 
the results obtained in the area of intensity of mature defence mechanisms 

in members and non-members of the Forum (Source: own study) 

Membership 
of Forum Mean Median Mode Skewness Standard deviation 

Yes 13 13 12 -0,537 3�610
No 11,897 12 12 0,102 3�596

In the case of mature defence mechanisms, both the mean (Group1: 13, Group 2: 
11�89) and the median (Group 1: 13, Group 2: 12) are higher for the members of the 
Forum� The most frequent value (mode) is the same (12)� The skewness will decide: 
the distribution for the Forum-members is left skewed (-0�53), while the distribution 
for the non-members is right skewed (0�10)� It means that most people belonging to 
the Forum reveal a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms and most people 
not belonging to the Forum reveal a low intensity of mature defence mechanisms� 
The difference in the standard deviation is slight (Group 1: 3�61, Group 2: 3�59)� In 
the group of Forum members, the standard deviation is a little higher� 

It suggests that membership in the Forum does not cause differences in using 
mature defence mechanisms� Most probably other variables are responsible for 
the differences�

According to the results obtained, the intensity of mature defence mechanisms 
in the members of the Forum is higher than in the non-members� However, the 
difference is not statistically significant, which is shown by the Student’s t test 
(p=0�247)� 

The analysis of relations between the intensity of defence mechanisms and 
spiritual involvement of the Forum members was the next step of the study� 
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Figure 1 presents the intensity of primitive defence mechanisms in the group of 
people with cold spiritual involvement (3 persons), cool spiritual involvement (20 
persons), warm spiritual involvement (15 persons) and hot spiritual involvement 
(31 persons)� The level of involvement was measured by the respondents’ narra-
tions connected with the history of their spiritual progress, and it revealed the 
involvement in their spiritual growth� Figure 1 also presents error bars� The greatest 
probability of error is connected with the smallest group� 

Figure 1. The mean of intensity of primitive defence mechanisms in people 
with cold, cool, warm and hot spiritual involvement (Source: own study) 

The results reveal that the people with cold spiritual involvement are character-
ised by the most intensive primitive defence mechanisms� The intensity of these 
mechanisms in the people with cool spiritual involvement is similar� It is the lowest 
in the persons with warm involvement and slightly increases in the group with hot 
involvement�

It seems that very deep involvement, on the verge of fanaticism, may be con-
nected with a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms to the same degree 
as the lack of spiritual involvement�

Statistical significance of these differences can be determined by the ANOVA, 
which shows that they are not significant, as p=0�247� 

The comparison of the intensity of advanced defence mechanisms in the persons 
with cold, cool, warm and hot spiritual involvement was the next stage of the study� 
The results are presented in Figure 2�
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Figure 2. The mean of intensity of advanced defence mechanisms in people 
with cold, cool, warm and hot spiritual involvement (Source: own study) 

The highest mean can be observed in the people with cold and cool spiritual 
involvement� The persons with warm involvement obtained a slightly lower result 
and he people with hot involvement – the lowest� However, according to the 
ANOVA, the differences are not statistically significant (p=0�118)� The intensity of 
advanced mechanisms decreases with the growth of spirituality� The fall is small, 
however, so it can be assumed that greater spiritual involvement helps people to 
confront and face their own inner conflicts�

The intensity of mature defence mechanisms in the persons with cold, cool, 
warm and hot spiritual involvement was the next stage of the study� Figure 3 
presents the results�

Thus, it can be claimed that people who are the most deeply involved spiritu-
ally are also the ones who use mature defence mechanisms the most often� The 
mechanisms are used to the smallest degree by persons who are not interested in 
spirituality at all� It can be concluded that developing one’s spiritual life enables to 
use mechanisms such as altruism, deterred gratification, or humour� It may even 
be connected with spiritual work undertaken�

The people with cold spiritual involvement also show the lowest intensity of 
mature defence mechanisms� The people with cool spiritual involvement show 
a slightly higher intensity of mature defence mechanisms, and the highest inten-
sity of mature defence mechanisms was observed in the people with hot spiritual 
involvement� However, the differences were not statistically significant, as the 
ANOVA revealed (p=0�212)� 
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The next stage of the study was the analysis of the spirituality of the persons with 
a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms and of the persons with a high 
intensity of mature defence mechanisms� In order to divide the people into those 
two groups the process of standardizing of the results was applied� The raw score 
was used to calculate the standard score of all the data connected with the intensity 
of primitive and mature defence mechanisms�3 The results obtained indicated how 
far a given result is from the mean, using the standard deviation as a unit� Standard-
izing the results transforms a distribution into a normal distribution based on the 
central limit theorem, which states that the mean of a sufficiently large number 
of independent random variables will be approximately normally distributed (cf� 
Francuz, Mackiewicz, 2007, p� 229)� After the transformation, 68% of the results 
lie within one standard deviation of the mean and those results can be described 
as average� 11% of the results lie further than one standard deviation to the left of 
the mean (they are negative) and can be described as low� 11% of the results lie 
further than one standard deviation to the right of the mean (they are positive) 
and can be described as high�

On the basis of the standardized results, two groups were established: the people 
with a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms (8 individuals) (1) and the 
people with a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms (7 individuals) (2)� 

3 Z=Y-Ȳ/δ, where Y is a given value, Ȳ is the mean of the population, and δ is the standard 
deviation of the population�
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The medians of the spiritual involvement of the people with a high intensity of 
primitive defence mechanisms (1) and the people with a high intensity of mature 
defence mechanisms (2) were compared (due to the fact that spiritual involvement 
is presented on an ordinal scale, use of mean values was not possible)�

It appeared that the persons with a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms 
were also more deeply involved in spiritual life� However, according to the Mann-
Whitney test, the difference in not statistically significant (p>0�05)� On the other 
hand, as it is not far from the point of statistical significance (p=0�09), it may have 
been caused by the insufficient sample size�

Both groups of participants, those with a high intensity of primitive defence 
mechanisms and those with a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms, were 
compared by a qualitative technique, i�e� the content analysis of the answers to a set 
of questions given above� 

The results seem to be important� First of all, the members of Group 1 (those 
with a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms) did not use any metaphors 
in their spiritual histories� In Group 2 (people with a high intensity of mature 
defence mechanisms), several metaphors were found�

The people of a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms rarely wrote 
anything about their spiritual turning points� If such events were mentioned, they 
were mostly connected with negative experiences, e�g�, meeting a priest who had 
behaved in an inappropriate way or being shocked by a scandal in the Church� The 
people with a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms often mentioned their 
positive turning points� 

The people with a high intensity of primitive defence mechanisms were most 
often the ones who displayed cool or warm spiritual involvement� Only one of them 
(13%) revealed hot spiritual involvement� Some of them described their faith as 
based on habits� Most people with a high intensity of mature defence mechanisms 
(5 persons – 71%) can be described as individuals of hot spiritual involvement� 

Verification of the hypotheses 

The hypotheses posed at the beginning of the study have been verified� The first 
hypothesis assumed a statistically significant correlation between defence mecha-
nisms employed by the respondents and their spiritual involvement� However, it 
was found that such a correlation does not exist� The study has revealed that the 
people with higher spiritual involvement used mature defence mechanisms with 
a higher intensity than the people who are less involved spiritually� However, the 
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connection was not statistically significant; the relation may be incidental, so the 
hypothesis has not been confirmed� 

The second hypothesis assumed a statistically significant correlation between 
spiritual involvement in the people from both groups (G1 – members of the Forum 
and G2 – non-members of the Forum)� It has been revealed that the people belong-
ing to the Forum were deeply involved spiritually with high statistical significance 
(p=0�01)� So, the hypothesis has been confirmed� 

The third hypothesis was connected with statistically significant differences 
between using defence mechanisms by the people from both groups (G1 and G2)� 
The study has confirmed differences in the distribution of the intensity of defence 
mechanisms in both groups� The people from G1 used mature defence mechanisms 
more intensively, while the people from G2 used primitive defence mechanisms� 
However, those differences were not statistically significant, so the hypothesis has 
not been confirmed�

The last hypothesis referred to significant differences in narrations describing 
spiritual (religious) history between the people predominantly using primitive 
defence mechanisms and those predominantly using mature defence mechanisms� 
It can be concluded that those who used primitive defence mechanisms were less 
spiritually involved than those using mature defence mechanisms� However, the 
difference was not statistically significant� Because the groups were not numerous, 
which may have influenced the results, the content of their narrations was analysed 
and qualitative differences were noted� The people most frequently using mature 
defence mechanisms displayed a more positive outlook on their spiritual history� 

interpretation, pedagogical conclusions and summary 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the study� One of them is the lack of 
statistically significant differences between the intensity of defence mechanisms 
in the people more and less involved spiritually� It can be stated that there are 
no statistically significant correlations between the two factors, which leads to 
a practical conclusion: people with primitive defence mechanisms, i�e�, people 
suffering from psychological disorders, mental illnesses or undergoing a crisis 
are able to fully develop their spirituality� Their condition does not hinder their 
spiritual development, although it certainly influences it� A pedagogical conclusion 
resulting from those findings, especially important in religious education, is that 
equal chances for spiritual development should be given to everybody, regardless 
of the level of their psychological development�
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However, there is a difference in narrations related to spiritual life between 
those who predominantly use primitive defence mechanisms and those who prefer 
mature defence mechanisms� It seems that the first group face more difficulties in 
developing vivid, flexible and open faith, which is probably caused by their rigid 
personalities�

From a pedagogical point of view, defence mechanisms are essential as a part 
of the teacher’s maturity� Nowadays maturity is understood in a holistic manner� 
Spiritual health is seen as an increasingly important factor in the person’s mental 
health (cf� Heszen and Sęk, 2008, pp� 72–73)� 
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Attitude to Life of secondary school students versus 
Aggressiveness and its Dimensions 

Abstract

The article presents study results concerning secondary school students’ attitudes 
to life,  which are treated as a mechanism of revealing aggressive behaviour in 
interpersonal relations� The following have been used: the concept of attitudes to 
life (scripts) in terms of transactional analysis, the concept of attachment styles by 
K� Bartholomew and L�M� Horowitz and the concept of aggressiveness as emotional 
reactivity� Analysis of the results has shown significant relationships (negative cor-
relation) between the image of other people and aggressiveness and its dimensions 
(direct, indirect and verbal aggression, resistance, emotional irritability)� Self-image 
is negatively correlated only with emotional irritability�

Keywords: attitude towards life, attachment styles, aggressiveness, dimensions 
of aggression

introduction

Attitude to life, which is exemplified by the attitude towards oneself and other 
people, can be presented as dimensions of personality reflecting self-esteem and 
the way of judging other people: perceiving them as trustworthy determining the 
willingness to establish close relationships with them� Aggressiveness can also 
be treated as a relatively stable personality feature to manifest aggressive behav-
iours, which are intentional actions aimed directly or indirectly at doing harm to 
others, as well as any behaviour which is the expression of aggressive emotions 
(Sajewicz-Radtke, Radtke, Kalka 2010: 49)� Aggression results from various forms 
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Poland 
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of frustration related to the threat to self-esteem or the threat to interpersonal 
relationship patterns� In this context, attitudes to life, i�e� attitude towards “I” and 
other subjects “outside-I,” may be related to manifested aggression, which is a result 
of experienced frustrations in both areas (self-esteem, interpersonal relationships)� 

The analysis of attitudes to life was based on two concepts, i�e� the transactional 
analysis in which Thomas A� Harris (1987, 2009) distinguished and described 
four attitudes to life and Kim Bartholomew and Leonard M� Horowitz’s models of 
emotional bonds (1991: 226–244) where four attachment styles were distinguished� 
Attitude towards oneself and the styles describing the type of relation with others are 
interrelated� Basically, in the course of life experience gained by relationships with 
other people, a system of scripts is developed in an individual definitely determining 
life positions in which information about the value of self and others is contained� 
According to Harris (1987: 52–70; c�f� 2009) there are four main life positions, of 
which the first three are formed in the early childhood (they are subconscious, based 
on emotions and imaginations) and the fourth one is shaped by one’s independent 
and conscious decision of auto-creation (based on thought, belief and action) being 
the result of the cognitive analysis of various life (relational) experiences� They 
overlap with the attachment styles distinguished by Bartholomew and Horowitz 
(1991: 226–244), who indicated that the (positive and negative) self-image was 
correlated with the image of other people (positive and negative) as a consequence 
of experience gained in interpersonal relations (ibidem: 227) i�e�

Ø  PREOCCUPIED STYLE – negative self-image and positive image of others (”I AM NOT 
OK – YOU ARE OK”) – excessive preoccupation with relationships with other people who 
are perceived as a source of any kind of gratification, hence it is necessary to submit to them; 
search for acceptance and dependence on others, readiness to meet their expectations for fear 
of being rejected�

Ø  DISMISSIVE-AVOIDANT STYLE – positive self-image and negative image of others (”I AM 
OK – YOU ARE NOT OK”) – rejection or avoidance of closeness in relations with others; 
sense of self-sufficiency; strong need for autonomy and independence; suspicion of others’ 
motives, questioning their honesty and good intentions�

Ø  FEARFUL-AVOIDANT STYLE – negative self-image and negative image of others (”I AM 
NOT OK – YOU ARE NOT OK”) – fear of closeness, causing defensive social withdrawal; 
self-uncertainty, lack of self-trust; other people are perceived as repulsive and untrustworthy; 
lack of sense of security caused by expected rejection�

Ø  SECURE STYLE – positive self-image and positive image of others (”I AM OK – YOU ARE 
OK”) – essential trust resulting from one’s balance between intimacy and autonomy; self-per-
ception which makes one feel worthy of love, attention and respect, while others are perceived as 
trustworthy, accepting and reliable; proper functioning in dependency relations (dependence on 
others vs� others dependant on the individual) because they do not trigger a sense of insecurity� 
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Aggressiveness as a personality feature is manifested in behaviour and expres-
sion of negative feelings towards the environment that is perceived as threatening� 
It is a syndrome of features including the following forms of aggression (Sajewicz-
Radtke, Radtke, Kalka 2010: 49–50):

Ø  DIRECT AGGRESSION: use of physical strength in order to hurt other person or a group of 
people�

Ø  INDIRECT AGGRESSION: behaviour aimed at doing harm to others, without using 
physical strength, it is manifested by malicious gossip, jokes or non-directional aggressive 
behaviours (outbursts of anger, screaming, stamping) 

Ø  EMOTIONAL IRRITABILITY: tendencies to manifest negative feelings which are a reaction 
to the slightest provocation (harshness, grouchiness, boorishness)�

Ø  RESISTANCE: behaviour directed against the authority or power – objection and struggle 
with commonly accepted norms and customs�

Ø  VERBAL AGGRESSION: expression of negative feelings through the form (screaming, 
shouting, arguing) and content of speech (threats, curses)�

Methodological assumptions and sample description

The study was aimed to verify the hypothesis concerning the relationships 
between self-beliefs and beliefs about others (cognitive aspect, life scripts) and 
aggressiveness (aggressive behaviours and the expression of aggressive emotions) 
manifested in interpersonal relationships� It was assumed that attitudes to life 
(attachment styles) determine the behaviour in terms of relationships with other 
people, hence the following questions were put forward:

1� Which attitudes to life (self-beliefs and beliefs about others) are presented 
by secondary school students (positive vs� negative)?�

2� In what way do (positive vs� negative) attitudes to life determine aggressive-
ness and its forms revealed in interpersonal relations?�

Due to the fact that the research was of exploratory and diagnostic character, ori-
entation of the hypotheses was abandoned, assuming only the general hypothesis on 
relationships between self-beliefs and beliefs about other people versus aggressive-
ness manifested in experienced emotions and behaviour in interpersonal relations�

A survey by questionnaire was conducted in the group of 151 students (girls 
– n=96; boys – n=55) of the first (n=51), second (n=50) and third (n=50) grades 
of secondary schools in Silesia (Katowice, Gliwice, Tarnowskie Góry)� The partici-
pants’ age ranged from 15 to 18 years (M=16�9; SD=0�79)� The research used the 
following: 
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 • Anna Sukiennik’s Questionnaire on Attitudes (2012) used to assess the 
attitudes towards self and others� It consists of 73 items concerning beliefs 
and feelings about self and others evaluated in a 4-point Likert scale (from 
1 – “I do not agree” to 4 – “I agree”)� The items of the questionnaire form 
two subscales: I OK and YOU OK� The higher the score obtained in the 
particular subscale, the more positive the attitude towards self and others�  
The reliability measured by Cronbach’s α method in the conducted research 
is as follows: I OK  subscale  α=0�872; YOU OK subscale α=0�857�

 • The “Emotional Reactivity” Questionnaire on Youth Aggressiveness, designed 
by Urszula Sajewicz-Radtke, Bartosz M� Radtke and Dorota Kalka (2010) 
to examine the aggressiveness of junior high school students, but without 
the use of norms, was applied to measure the aggressiveness of second-
ary school students� The questionnaire consists of 60 items measured by 
means of a 5-point Likert scale (from 1 – “definitely not” to 5 – “definitely 
yes”)� The higher the score achieved, the higher the level of aggressiveness is 
manifested� The tool measures the general aggressiveness and its dimensions� 
In the conducted research the reliability measured by α-Cronbach method 
is as follows: general aggression α=0�945; direct aggression α=0�866, indirect 
aggression α=0�835, emotional irritability α=0�763, resistance α=0�807, ver-
bal aggression α=0�866� The questionnaire contains the scale of lie whose 
(α-Cronbach) reliability was α=0�427 in the research�

secondary school students’ attitudes to life  

The Questionnaire of Attitudes used in the research enables to specify the level 
of positive vs� negative attitude towards self (I OK) and others (YOU OK), which 
determines the level of trust towards self and others, self-esteem and valuing other 
people and the level of self and others’ acceptance (Tables 1 and 2; Figure 1)� 

There is a clear tendency to a more positive self-perception (the ratio of high 
to low results – H:L = 1�71 ) than the perception of others (H:L=1�05)� Therefore, 
two contradictory images appear, namely “I – more positive” and “You – more 
negative”� It can be concluded that young people perceive themselves (I am OK) 
as trustworthy with high self-esteem more frequently, hence they are less likely 
to doubt themselves, their own strengths and capabilities� They feel confident 
in social situations more frequently, have a sense of being liked and accepted 
by others and also more frequently manifest assertive attitudes towards their 
expectations�
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Table 1. The attitude towards self (I’m OK) in the surveyed group (N=151)

QUESTIONNAIRE ON ATTITUDES: I’m OK

Frequency Percent Valid 
percent

Cumulative 
percent

Valid LOW 17 11�3 11�3 11�3
AVERAGE 104 68�9 69�3 80�7
HIGH 29 19�2 19�3 100�0
Total 150 99�3 100�0

No data 1 0�7
Total 151 100�0
Ratio of high to low results (H: L) 1.71

With regard to attitudes towards other people (You OK), the lack of placing trust 
in them is more frequently visible, perceiving them as egoistic, focused exclusively 
on their own needs and taking advantage of others� That can evoke the feeling that 
other people do not fulfill the needs of the individual and lead to one’s carefulness 
and suspicion in relationships with others, or a tendency to withdraw and motiva-
tion to keep distance� The feeling of discomfort in dependency relations and fear 
of being hurt by others can occur more frequently�

Table 2. The attitude towards others (You’re OK) in the surveyed group (N=151)

QUESTIONNAIRE ON ATTITUDES: You’re OK

Frequency Percent Valid 
percent

Cumulative 
percent

Valid LOW 22 14�6 14�7 14�7
AVERAGE 105 69�5 70�0 84�7
HIGH 23 15�2 15�3 100�0
Total 150 99�3 100�0

No data 1 0�7
Total 151 100�0
Ratio of high to low results (H: L) 1.05

The tendency to more positive self-perception and more negative perception of 
others is so distinct that it allows for assuming that this type of attitudes can lead to 
negative behaviours towards others� Such negative behaviours may be rationalised 
and legitimised by negative perception of others thereby constituting an adequate 
and defensive reaction to the expected (egoistic and exploiting) behaviours from 
others�
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Fig. 1. Attitude to life – ratio of high to low results – H:L (N = 151)

Attitude to life and aggressiveness – domains of dependence

The differences indicated in attitudes to life provide a basis for analysing the 
connection with aggressive behaviours of the respondents� The Pearson correlation 
coefficient (Table 3) and additionally the Spearman rank correlation coefficient 
(Table 4) were used for the analysis of relationships between attitudes to life (atti-
tude towards self and others) and aggressiveness and its dimensions�

Aggressiveness as a personality trait is mainly associated with attitudes towards 
others (You OK) in all its dimensions, with high statistical significance (0�01)� 
Obviously, the negative correlation is the most noticeable between general aggres-
siveness and attitudes towards others (r=-0�404)�  This means that those who have 
a negative attitude towards other people at the same time tend to express it through 
different forms of aggression which are revealed in a variety of behaviours and 
emotions� In other words, those who obtain a high score on the scale of aggressive-
ness (manifesting behaviors aimed at harming and hurting others connected with 
expressing aggressive feelings) simultaneously obtain results showing a negative 
attitude to others� However, those obtaining low scores on the scale of aggres-
siveness, at the same time demonstrate a positive attitude to other people� That 
determines treating them as trustworthy, believing in their good intentions, feeling 
that they can be relied on� It also determines motivation to stay in and establish 
close, intimate relationships and a sense of comfort in dependency relations�

Interpreting this result, it is possible to formulate a thesis that the quality of 
beliefs about other people resulting from experience gained by dealing with them 
determines the way of behaviour towards them� Negative beliefs can activate 
defensive reactions in the form of expression of aggressive behaviours, modeled 
by the conviction that people deserve this kind of behaviour� At this point it is 
possible to refer to the just-world hypothesis according to which people should get 
what they deserve (“return good for good and evil for evil”), which exemplifies the 
law of retaliation� Therefore, the Christian principle of “brotherly love,” ”turning 
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the other cheek,” i�e� overcoming evil with good does not find application here� 
According to this principle, a human being should refrain from negative behaviours 
towards others, regardless of how others behave towards him/her (”if someone 
throws a stone at you, throw a piece of bread at them”)�

However, in general, aggressiveness revealed in relations with others is not 
associated with the attitude towards self (I am OK)� It can, therefore, be assumed 
that aggressiveness is not a form of compensation for the problems experienced in 
self-relation� Only emotional irritability is negatively correlated with the attitude 
towards self, which shows that self-dissatisfaction can lead to increased, general-
ised emotional arousal (reactivity), which translates into functioning in relations, 
i�e� people evaluating themselves negatively tend to exhibit negative feelings in 
response to the slightest provocation, as a generalised reaction to the experienced 
discomfort, resulting from the conviction of one’s own imperfection�

Table 3. Attitudes to life versus aggressiveness and its 
dimensions – the Pearson correlation coefficient (N=151) 

Aggresiveness

Attitude to life

Direct 
aggres-

sion

Indirect 
aggres-

sion

Emotional 
irritability

Resist-
ance

Verbal ag-
gression

Generalised 
aggression

I’m OK 0�037 – 0�042 -0.217** -0�087 -0�070 -0�084
You’re OK -0.321** -0.354** -0.289** -0.378** -0.325** -0.404**

** Correlation significant at the 0�01 level (two-tailed)�
  * Correlation significant at the 0�05 level two-tailed)�

Referring to particular dimensions of aggressiveness and its connection with atti-
tudes to life (towards self and others), they are negatively correlated� We could also 
risk a statement that there is some logic in it� The attitude towards others (You OK) 
is most strongly correlated with resistance, expressed in all behaviours against the 
authority or power, which are a manifestation of resistance to commonly accepted 
norms (r=-0�378)� The conviction of “the evil of others” could therefore evoke the 
conviction about the necessity to overcome it, which is strictly cognitive� It means 
that cognitive schemata (image of others) define basic behaviours towards other 
people, i�e� negative convictions about others result in the disclosure of attitudes 
eliminating their potential evil� In some way these convictions must be expressed, 
which could lead to indirect aggression (r=-0�354) in the absence of assertive skills 
of their expression and lack of a constructive desire to reform the world� Such 
aggression manifests itself in behaviours intended to harm others, excluding the 
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use of physical strength (e�g� malicious gossiping or jokes), and non-directional 
aggressive behaviours (e�g� outbursts of anger expressed by screaming, stamping, 
banging one’s fist on the table)� It is of strictly emotional nature, but results from 
the inability to directly express one’s own emotions� The excess of a certain level of 
intensity of emotions that are not controllable any more can trigger the appearance 
of verbal aggression (r=-0�325), i�e� the expression of negative feelings both in the 
form (screaming, shouting, arguing) and content of verbal statements (threats, 
curses)� Further intensity of negative emotions that cannot be controlled but have 
to be “unloaded” in extreme situations could result in the appearance of direct 
aggression (r=-0�321) expressed in the use of physical strength directed against 
other person, or a group of people in order to hurt them� Emotional irritabil-
ity is the least correlated with the attitude towards others (r=-0�289) revealed in 
tendencies to manifest negative feelings in response to provocation from others 
(harshness, grouchiness, boorishness)� It is also a mechanism that may indirectly 
evoke aggressive behaviours arising from negative self-evaluation and not only 
from negative assessment of other people� Therefore, it is of extremely defensive 
nature, being a generalised emotional reaction to discomfort experienced in rela-
tionships with self and other people�

These relationships were confirmed, although more weakly, due to the measure-
ment level (rank order, therefore less accurately) with the use of the Spearman rank 
correlation coefficient, which was conducted on the normalised results (Table 4)� 
No significant correlation between attitudes towards self and emotional irritability 
was revealed here� However, since the Pearson correlation coefficient is a more 
accurate measurement, this correlation, even though it is weaker, was previously 
confirmed�

Table 4. Attitudes to life versus aggressiveness and its dimensions – the 
Spearman rank correlation coefficient (data normalised) (N=151)  

Aggressiveness

Life attitudes

Direct 
aggres-

sion

Indirect 
aggres-

sion

Emo-
tional 

irritability

Resist-
ance

Verbal 
aggres-

sion

General 
aggression

I’m OK 0�071 -0�029 -0�081 -0�039 0�049 0�067
You’re OK -0.275** -0.283** -0.164* -0.284** -0.279** -0.356**

** Correlation significant at the 0�01 level (two-tailed)�
* Correlation significant at the 0�05 level (two-tailed)�
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It is also worth paying attention to one more aspect related to the feature of social 
approval (the lie scale), which is of extreme importance in diagnosing aggressive-
ness as it determines the tendency to give socially expected answers� Aggressiveness 
as a socially undesirable phenomenon is especially susceptible to the influence 
of the feature of social approval due to the fact that we reluctantly “admit” to 
behaviours socially considered to be negative� Analysis of the relationships between 
attitudes to life and the viable of social approval showed an interesting regularity, 
i�e� there was a more visible negative correlation between the attitude towards 
self (I OK) and the tendency to give socially expected answers (-0�233; correla-
tion significant at the level of 0�01) and a weaker positive correlation between 
the attitude towards others (YOU OK) and the tendency to follow the viable of 
social approval (0�194; correlation significant at the level of 0�05)� That means that 
the more positive self-beliefs are, the less guided we are by social expectations in 
self-evaluation (we are guided by internal standards of evaluation)� And conversely, 
the negative self-evaluation is more dependent on external standards of evaluation� 
Different standards of evaluation are adopted in formulating beliefs about others 
(YOU OK)� i�e� positive beliefs about others are more dependent on following 
social expectations, while negative beliefs about others result more frequently from 
the adoption of individual standards of evaluation� It means that the credibility 
of assessments depends on whom we evaluate and in what way we evaluate the 
person. We usually evaluate others positively and ourselves negatively “since it 
must be so”, according to the social standards, while conversely – we evaluate others 
negatively and ourselves positively “since that is what we really think and feel,” that 
is according to personal standards�

Summary and final conclusions 

The obtained results enable to determine the specificity of functioning of young 
people in interpersonal relations, arising from their attitudes to life, which are the 
consequences of previous experiences� The transactional analysis, as a theoretical 
basis for the conducted analyses, explicitly indicates that cognitive scripts formed 
by one’s experiences in relations with others constitute the established attitudes 
determining personality, secondarily deciding on (positive vs� negative) behaviours 
towards others�

The regularity concerning a more positive self perception and tendency to 
the negative evaluation of others found in the research is an important cognitive 
mechanism determining the quality of interpersonal relationships (aggressive 
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behaviours, coercive actions)� The regularity legitimises aggressive behaviours 
expressed towards those who are negatively evaluated, i�e� hypothetically “deserve” 
them� Aggressive behaviours take the form of “coercive actions”� James T� Tedeschi 
and Richard B� Felson (1994: 346–353) treat them as instrumental (functional) 
activities of various nature, but associated with making decisions about their use 
and the choice of action which is best in a given situation to reach the desired 
aim� The aggressor may follow three major aims and motives, i�e� controlling the 
behaviour of others, restoring justice, proving and protecting one’s own identity� 
This translates into attitudes to life related to the attitudes towards self and other 
people which are of defensive and instrumental character� Therefore, the aggressor 
makes a subjective evaluation of the value of the target/aim he/she tries to achieve, 
the probability of its achievement and failure in this regard and the potential nega-
tive consequences of his/her own actions� This assessment is possible on the basis 
of the previous experience gained in similar situations, while the decision to use 
the coercive strategy is triggered by script availability (its consolidation)� Moreover, 
the decision about coercive action is also related to confronting it with the estab-
lished system of values, which determines the possibility of its justification on the 
one hand and is associated with the protection of self-esteem on the other hand 
(behaviour against commonly accepted values   poses a threat to self-esteem)� The 
special importance of this concept lies in the analysis of aggressive behaviours in 
the context of other social behaviours related to the impact on others, as a result of 
the experience gained in contacts with people and attitudes towards life (attitudes 
towards “I” and “YOU”), which are their consequences� It is also the basis for the 
interpretation of the obtained results as it indicates potential cognitive mechanisms 
(self-perception and perception of others) as decisive in the choice of coercive 
versus non-coercive behaviours, depending on beliefs that rationalise them�
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Pedagogy of the Heart – Needed or inconvenient  
in the 21st Century?� An Attempt at Ccritical Analysis

Abstract

According to the assumptions of the pedagogy of the heart, the child must always 
feel secure and needs to have at least one close person beside him or her at all times� 
If this condition is not possible to be fulfilled, one should answer the following 
question: is the pedagogy of the heart still needed in child upbringing in the times 
which are not only difficult, but sometimes even hostile to contemporary man?� Or 
perhaps the pedagogy of the heart becomes unnecessary, since it is inconvenient 
and unwanted by parents struggling with the everyday challenges of ever-changing, 
more and more demanding and unpredictable reality?� 

Keywords: pedagogy of the heart, child, subjectivity, parental responsibility, the 
right to love, bodily integrity, positive role models, institutionalized education 
based on love 

1. Introduction 

Maria Łopatkowa clearly determines the purpose of the pedagogy of the heart� 
It is such an upbringing of a good human being who in realizing love could say 
about himself: amo ego sum (I love, therefore I am)� This aim can be achieved only 
in relationships full of love� She understands upbringing as an intentional influence, 
but it is an influence by love, not by power or forced obedience� In the pedagogy 
of the heart, confidence in development and humanity are most important� M� 
Łopatkowa claims that the class tutor needs simply to love his/her pupils, respect 
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them, listen to what they have to say, and, as it were, to become a role model which 
the pupils would be willing to imitate (Łopatkowa, 1992: 184)� 

While analysing the fundamental assumptions of the pedagogy of the heart, 
it is worth paying attention to the fact that the author of this notion sometimes 
defends parents and does not always blame them for bad upbringing� She assumes 
that blaming parents exclusively for the wrongdoings of their child is highly unfair 
(Łopatkowa 1974: 28)� She thinks that society should take partial responsibility for 
the upbringing of children who are disabled or who cause problems to their parents� 

When talking about children’s rights, M� Łopatkowa argues that the first and 
most basic right is the right to love – the most important of psychological laws� 
A child deprived of love cannot develop correctly� The right to love imposes an 
obligation on adults to create possibilities of establishing emotional contacts with 
the child and by the child� On the other hand, however, this imperative requires 
maintaining existing emotional bonds, so that they are not destroyed or suddenly 
severed, which could do serious harm� Only a loved and loving child can grow up 
to be a moral person, who listens to the voice of his or her conscience� This right is 
also closely connected with the responsibilities which must be adapted to the abili-
ties of the child and the stage of his or her development (Łopatkowa, 1992: 219)� 

When the pedagogy of the heart becomes widespread, the world will become 
more human, friendlier especially for children, who are undergoing education 
(Śliwerski, 1998: 100)� Education as an intentional activity must appeal to the 
goodwill of class tutors and their genuine love towards children – these are neces-
sary conditions for the respect of child subjectivity (Śliwerski, 1998)� According 
to M� Łopatkowa, upbringing should be based on love rather than on violence, 
and therefore the school is not a place for teachers who do not have a heart for 
their pupils (Łopatkowa, 1992: 18–190)� She states that, especially in educational 
institutions and care facilities, there in a need for teachers who respond with heart� 
Moreover, she notices the positive role of role models in education� As mentioned 
earlier, the purpose of the pedagogy of the heart is clearly determined; it is sup-
posed to be “such an upbringing of a good human being who in realizing love could 
say about himself: amo ego sum” (Łopatkowa, 1992: 224)� 

2. Pedagogy of the heart – needed in our times 

Both the social needs and problems of children and their families change from 
day to day� We live in times when we trust nobody and when core values gain com-
pletely different significance� Therefore, in the world in which moral relativism is 
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the norm, it is necessary to understand that upbringing through love is still relevant 
and perhaps simply necessary in the 21st century (Łopatkowa, 2006: 5)� Bogusław 
Śliwerski very accurately grasped the gist of the pedagogy of the heart, describing 
it as «white» pedagogy – filled with love and understanding which should replace 
«black» pedagogy – full of violence, hate and discrimination (Łopatkowa, 2006: 
94)� In the 21st century, upbringing through love and understanding is particularly 
needed by children� The world in which they must function is equally unfavourable 
and demanding: school curricula are overflown with content and parents demand 
more and more in pursuit of having the best, the most accomplished children� 

Many contemporary parents think that in raising their child it is possible to solve 
some of the problems with force, so they administer more and more drastic penal-
ties� Every parent is an authority and a role model to their child� Thus, if parents 
beat their own children and there is no love in the family, the future generation 
of parents brought up this way shall act according to that model� However, the 
pedagogy of the heart is based on confidence in the development and the defence 
of humanity� 

In such uncertain times, saturated with hostility to fellow humans and under 
constant threat of terrorist attacks, M� Łopatkowa continues appealing for love 
– this is the basic and most important factor in bringing up the child� If war and 
hostility are born in the mind of man, love and respect for the other person – 
according to her – should also be born (Łopatkowa, 2006: 156)� Death may surprise 
us practically everywhere and almost any time� If one wants to maintain peace 
and stop the process of moral degeneration in man, one should bring up in love� 
Maria Łopatkowa treats upbringing through love as the panacea for all the evil of 
this world� 

The pedagogy of the heart is the pedagogy based on mutual love between parents, 
children, caretakers, and teachers� She emphasizes the significance of satisfying the 
need for love, approval and understanding in raising every child, no matter if he 
or she is healthy, ill, abandoned, or physically or mentally disabled� Upbringing 
through love should lead to the triumph of good over evil� Thus, it is possible to 
say that for contemporary parents it is far easier to satisfy even the most excessive 
expectations and material needs of their children than providing them with love, 
which is so much needed and necessary in upbringing� Parents often think fulfilling 
all the needs of their child is tantamount to love, but in reality, love is not possible 
to be either measured or converted into tangible property� 

John Paul II passed his blessing on to the pedagogy of the heart and all action 
assigned to its realization [http://lopatkowa�blog�onet�pl/Szczegolne-blogos-
lawienstwo-Ja,2,ID297474494,n (date of access: 21�11�2012)]� Without an empathic 
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and natural bond between children and their parents, the present and future mental 
health of children, as well as the development of their ability to love, are impos-
sible� Worldwide peace between the nations is possible only “from the inside of 
man” – through human hearts and minds (Łopatkowa, 2006: 7)� M� Łopatkowa 
views upbringing as a priority both in Poland and worldwide (Łopatkowa, 2006: 9)� 

Unless we recognize the pedagogy of the heart as a doctrine necessary in the 
21st century and start to successively implement it in education programmes 
in kindergartens and schools, it is likely that tragedies similar to the one which 
occurred at the school in Newtown, Connecticut, will repeat� After this drama, 
the Americans started to think how to protect children from such attacks� Some 
propose restrictions on the access to weapon, while others think that one should 
arm teachers so that they can defend children against such madmen as Adam Lanz� 
Perhaps for the safety of children and their own, all teachers should be equipped 
with weapons� Colombian businessman Miguel Caballero decided to extend his 
offer with bulletproof clothing for children� It is necessary to ponder where the 
upbringing of young people heads for, what models are popularized, if a clothes 
manufacturer wants to earn money on the tragedy of the children and their parents, 
selling bulletproof vests as the latest school fashion� Is it possible to carry out 
a correct educational process in a school where pupils wear bulletproof vests and 
teachers are equipped with weapons?� Did it have to happen?� Perhaps it was exactly 
love, understanding, and security that were missing in Adam Lanz’s upbringing� 

3. Pedagogy of the heart – inconvenient in the 21st century 

The political and economic transformation in Poland initiated at the end of 
the 1980s, brought great changes not only in the material sphere, but above all in 
the social sphere� The transition from the economy of deficiencies to the market 
economy revealed a lot of phenomena which had been hidden up to that point: 
unemployment, poverty, spiritual crisis, etc� The current reality is cruel to young 
people – they feel lost in it� Traditional values are becoming devalued, and the 
distinction between good and evil is being blurred� In everyday life, money and 
brutal force hold the dominant position� Locked in constant pursuit, whether after 
higher earnings, employment, or money to sustain the family, parents are losing 
contact with their children� In turn, children cannot satisfy their basic needs in 
the family – the need for love, acceptance, and understanding� If there is a lack of 
love towards the child, who becomes an obstacle in making a career or in making 
plans to travel, or who costs too much, then it is natural that the pedagogy of the 
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heart becomes very inconvenient for contemporary parents� They think, untruth-
fully excusing themselves, that for appropriate development the child needs many 
various things rather than love� 

School and home are the two most important and most substantial environ-
ments for the normal development of the child� In order for a young person to 
become homo amans, they must cooperate closely and refrain from competing 
for a place in the child’s life or trying to bring the other side round� If these two 
environments do not cooperate in forming positive character traits in respect and 
love, the end result may be homo rapax – cruel man (Łopatkowa, 2006: 88)� If the 
family home and the school, instead of jointly developing the ability to love in 
children, propagate aggression, then it may lead to very dangerous formation and 
consolidation of negative traits in children, which will make them ruthless and 
heartless as adults� Therefore, it seems that the tendency in the Polish education 
system, which aspires to establishing cooperation between the most important 
environments in child upbringing, is the right one� However, at present is still seems 
less than satisfactory� 

The pedagogy of the heart is inconvenient for contemporary parents – hard-
pressurized and busy – since they cannot fulfil one of its fundamental assump-
tions� The emotional bond between children and their mothers and fathers are 
established more in the mutual commune on the principle of mutual feeling rather 
than mutual understanding (Łopatkowa, 1992: 94)� This condition is not possible 
to be fulfilled if parents are constantly absent and children are given to the care of 
nannies, grandmothers or nursery caretakers as soon as possible� None of the above 
is able to replace parents� Without an empathic and natural bond between children 
and their parents, neither their development of the ability to love nor the current 
or future mental health is possible (Łopatkowa, 1992: 94)� A lack of parental love 
makes a deep scar on the mental health of a person� Love does not grow without 
participation, so it may not be born, may be blocked in a certain period or entirely 
lost (Łopatkowa, 1992: 94)� 

The pedagogy of the heart, according to Maria Łopatkowa, should have become 
reality a long time ago, but it was not possible due to a substantial number of its 
opponents� M� Łopatkowa sums up the above with the following words: «Love 
towards people and the world is the most important objective of education� Thus, 
love is the thing that unites all of the purposes of education and exceeds religious, 
political, social, cultural, and other differences� In it there is truth, beauty and the 
meaning of human existence� So why does it have so many opponents that until 
now it has failed to play a significant role in any of the education systems?� What is 
the reason why in our country, where the great pedagogue, Janusz Korczak, with 
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his own death in the gas chamber proved that love is more valuable than life, there 
are no reforms in education that would implement the pedagogy of the heart?� Is 
it not the high time to start to develop characters, to develop the ability to love, to 
lead children – pupils to the fullness of humanity?�” (Łopatkowa, 1992: 157–158)� 

The pedagogy of the heart is an emotional current which aims at developing 
higher emotions in children, especially the ability to love other human beings� So 
how to raise the child to the love of other human beings if there is rivalry between 
pupils practically at every step?� Children compete not only for marks in school, but 
also compare who has the most things� Children become «consumer machines», 
they constantly need new things to surround themselves with and moral values 
fade in the background� 

Therefore, one should ask the following questions: How much does love in child 
upbringing cost today, in the 21st century?� Can we afford this love, or perhaps is it 
too expensive, too costly, or maybe is it simply “goods in scarce supply” not acces-
sible by the common man?� These short deliberations concerning the inconvenience 
of the pedagogy of the heart in the 21st century are the most accurately summed 
up with the words of the author: “If, in popular opinion, human relations instead 
of improving – deteriorate, it is necessary to try to change something in this area� 
It is not possible to head in the suicidal direction of schizophrenization of the 
world� Thus, there is a most urgent need for improving the rank of the pedagogy 
of the heart and consistently applying its principles� Love is not a spontaneous gift 
of fortune� It is necessary to learn to love by loving and from a demanding love” 
[http://www�eduteka�pl/doc/pedagogika-serca (date of access: 29�12�2012)]� 

4. summary 

Numerous attempts at reforming and improving education made all over the 
world in the 20th century are an obvious proof that we are still living in the times 
when the crisis of education seems to be permanent� After all, it should enable the 
individual to find his identity� However, the contemporary education and upbring-
ing are not able to fully complete this basic task� Admittedly, people lead better 
lives, which are easier and more comfortable, but raising children is moved to the 
background, to the margin of individual and social life� Childhood is the most 
important and beautiful period in the life of every person, so it should be a period 
full of love and understanding, without concerns or problems� 

It is worth remembering that the pedagogy of the heart as a current initiated in 
the 20th century was also represented by Janusz Korczak, Erich Fromm (who propa-
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gated radical humanism), Alexander S� Neill (a representative of anti-authoritarian 
pedagogy and the author and founder of the Summerhill school), and Carl Rogers 
(the precursor and the leading representative of humanistic pedagogy)� Those 
pedagogues stated that love in education was necessary, and each of them wanted 
to make school the place of a happy childhood� 

Considering the above short deliberations on the pedagogy of the heart, it is 
necessary to emphasize once more that it is of deeply humanistic character� It is not 
a current that is dominating nowadays and does not occupy any special position 
in the educational theories; what is more, it seems to be losing popularity and both 
teachers and parents turn to its premises with less and less enthusiasm� 

The above deliberations do not give an unequivocal answer to the question 
asked by Maria Łopatkowa: «Who is man towards the other man and who should 
he be?�» It seems that we will not ever have a satisfactory reply to this question� 
One thing, however, is certain – without the wise love on the part of the parents, 
children will never become good persons, even if their upbringing is directed to 
making them such� As the author of the concept remarks, «in the contemporary 
school, at the beginning of the 21st century, there should be a place not only for 
the intellectual development of pupils, but above all there should be place for their 
emotional and social development� This can be done only by the teachers who have 
the power of love, the power which aspires to improving the world� These teachers 
who love children (if the teacher loves children, the children love the teacher), who 
become a role model for them and to imitate and admire are much-needed in the 
contemporary school” (Łopatkowa, 1992: 189)� 

Nowadays, many teachers are afraid to show their feelings to their pupils so as 
not to be suspected of favouritism or even of having impure intentions or motives� 
Accusations of paedophilia are becoming very “fashionable” and effectively prevent 
many class tutors from even trying to establish deeper relations with their pupils, 
which results in their limiting themselves to disseminating knowledge and present-
ing certain general rules� This, of course, distorts the whole educational process� 
Pupils, who do not feel loved and respected, almost automatically reject what the 
adult world has to offer and become rebellious, which is often expressed in a very 
radical way� 

There are not a lot of people who, as Maria Łopatkowa, are able to fully invest 
their energy and commit themselves with all their heart to this weak minority 
– children� She believes that it is possible to change the world, provided that we 
treat children’s need for love seriously, rationally and consistently� Without love 
there is no upbringing – there is training� According to the opinions of teachers 
and psychologists expressed in the extensive literature on the subject, the first few 
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years of childhood have a deciding influence on what kind of an adult the child 
becomes in the future� Thus, the method based on love should be the fundamental 
educational method of introducing the child into life, and its essential condition 
is the presence of loving and loved ones (Łopatkowa, 1992: 129)� 

Changes in education are not possible to be made quickly, it must be a long-
term process� Above all, there have to be changes in relations between teachers 
and pupils, as well as between parents and children; moreover, there is a need for 
changes in the legal acts concerning children� There should be a lot of changes in 
the families and in all institutions that exert influence on children, so that adults 
stop imposing everything upon children and cease to treat them like objects� 
Instead, adults should start to encourage their development and help them to 
overcome problems; adults should provide them with love and understanding, 
assure their safety and assist them in choosing their path in life� 

Maria Łopatkowa concludes her book entitled Pedagogika serca w dobie glo-
balizacji (Pedagogy of the Heart in the Age of Globalization) with the following 
statement: “for love to rescue mankind along with children, it is necessary to first 
instil this love in billions of human beings, and then to see that it grows from the 
moment of conception to adulthood� It is high time�” (Łopatkowa, 2006: 158)� 
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Are You a Little Pole? Constructing National identity  
in Literature for Young Children1

Abstract 

The paper attempts to answer the question about the relation between the 
construction of national identity in contemporary world and children’s literature� 
Qualitative analysis of books for children was made� The main assumption is 
that stories we tell children create a specific cultural map of narration, thanks to 
which children create the feeling of identity, which is both individual and social� 
Contemporary literature for young children, contrary to older books, is devoid of 
national character�

Keywords: construction of identity, national identity, children

The words “Who are you?� A little Pole” begin one of the most popular Pol-
ish poems for children: Katechizm polskiego dziecka (A Polish Child’s Catechism) 
by Władysław Bełza� The poem contains symbols and references important for 
national culture, creating a specific reservoir of national identity�

Identity is a vital notion when considering development� It is also the notion 
which links individual (unit) development –ME structure – with social develop-
ment – WE structure� Deliberations on identity and its formation remain a sig-
nificant element also from the macro point of view – national culture� Hence, 
the notion of identity may be treated as a connector between the individual and 
collective, and in a wider meaning – nation� 

1 The research presented in this article was financed by the Ministerstwo Nauki i Szkolnictwa 
Wyższego projekt badawczy habilitacyjny nr 4603/B/H03/2011/40

Maria Swiatkiewicz-Mosny
Poland
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The paper attempts to answer the questions relating to these links� In particular, it 
analyses references to national identity present in the literature for young children� 

Identity is shaped during life under the influence of different factors, like fam-
ily, peers, local environment and culture� One of these identity building elements 
is literature� Spink’s (1989, 72) research clearly shows that we are, at least partly, 
what we have read� Particularly children’s literature strongly influences the child’s 
development and personality� The certain impact of literature on shaping and keep-
ing national identity may be presented on the example of Poland� This conviction 
is referred to in the canon of school reading list; the books discussed at school 
clearly refer to battles for national liberation, to loving the Fatherland, to patriot-
ism as an important value� National and patriotic motifs are present not only in 
Konrad Wallenrod, Kordian, or the already mentioned poem by Bełza, but also in 
the pre-war comic book for children by Kornel Makuszyński (text) and Marian 
Walentynowicz’s (drawings) – Koziołek Matołek, or Maria Konopnicka’s poems�

Contemporary globalized culture transmits universal content� Huge media con-
cerns, which manage children’s culture, monopolize the message� Disney, Warner 
Bross, or Hanna Barbera generate a wide range of products around their characters, 
like films, books, books to play (guessing games, colouring books), educational 
books, stationery products, or even clothes, at the same time enforcing a set of 
values and norms, creating seasonal fashions and controlling children’s taste� The 
proposed transmission is universalised – cleared off local traits� It is economi-
cally explained, as the same content must be translatable and adhere to different 
local conditions, so that it is comprehensible by children in America, Australia, 
Brazil or Poland� That is why, e�g�, playing with numbers is so popular in television 
programmes� All global cartoon characters count, as it is easier to translate scenes 
with digits than with letters� Tasks with numbers appear not only in films, but also 
in books or colouring booklets� 

The powerful media also create the popularity of certain holidays and the ways 
of celebrating them� Cartoon characters celebrate Valentine’s Day and Halloween, 
as well as Christmas with an obese Santa dressed in a red suit and a cap, with 
accompanying reindeer� Culturally foreign holidays have quickly settled in Polish 
culture and are willingly celebrated by crowds of pre-school and school children� 

What inspired the idea of analysing national identity in children’s literature 
is the fact that, unlike the older literature, contemporary texts for children very 
seldom determine the settings� We know that, e�g�, Koziołek Matołek visited 
Warsaw – the Polish capital and his heart trembled with emotion, Michał from 
one of Brzechwa’s poem walked to Częstochowa, Kutno, and many more cities in 
his seven-league boots, or a Jay was planning to visit the seaside and other Polish 
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cities� Contemporary characters function in an undefined area� If it is a city, it has 
no name and when they travel to the country or the seaside, they are universal 
places, which mean the same for a Polish and a foreign child� Also pictures show 
a space without national signs� Exceptions include some characteristic buildings or 
monuments like The Statue of Liberty, the Clock Tower in London or the Coliseum 
in Rome� Contemporary literature for children is devoid of not only national, but 
also religious elements� Pictures do not present churches or other religious objects 
although they are visibly present in space� Religious references do not occur� As 
an example, in the above-mentioned Koziołek Matołek, children thanked God for 
saving their lives� 

Analysis concerned the literature for younger children (who are yet subject to 
schooling obligation)� If primary socialization is so important, content transmitted 
in this period must have special meaning� Secondly, this group of children was 
chosen because their parents read and more or less wilfully choose the books 
for children� Obviously, books are chosen with the significant help of marketing 
mechanisms, but there is much more freedom than in the case of school reading 
lists� The paper asks questions about the settings of literary texts in national culture, 
the ways of presenting national values and Polish culture, as well as strategies of 
creating characters’ identity� 

shaping identity from the early childhood 

Identity is one of the notions which can be understood in different ways� An 
excellent summary of this diversity of definitions was performer by prof� Zbigniew 
Bokszański in his book Tożsamości Zbiorowe (Collective Identities). Postmodern 
life conditions have made identity no longer obvious, as it used to be in the times 
of industrial society� Globalisation has liberated individuals from the determining 
influence of social roles, which has made it possible to construct auto-definitions� 
For identity researchers, its diversity is the source of endless inspiration, which 
results in numerous definitions and perspectives� This implies epistemological and 
semiotic questions� Identity is sometimes formulated normatively, as an aim of 
human action, or descriptively� Questions are asked about the constancy of identity 
or its processual character� It refers to staying the same (being unchanged) or to 
distinction (standing out in a group)� It may be a sign of conformity or riot� (cf�: 
Bokszański 2005)

For the needs of this article, I shall understand individual identity as the ME 
structure, perceiving oneself as somebody unique (Jarymowicz 2000, 110), and 
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social identity as identification with groups an individual belongs to or aspires to� 
A kind of social identity is national identity, which is expressed in identification 
with national values and symbols� 

According to Erik Erikson’s concept, adolescence is crucial for the creation 
of individual identity, when the crisis: identity vs� identity dispersion appears� 
A young person asks existential questions and intensively looks for an answer� The 
answer, i�e� identity content, is shaped throughout life� Psychology concentrates 
mainly on the process of shaping individual identity� However, as Benett (2004) 
notices, a person belongs to many groups from the early childhood – nuclear fam-
ily, extended family (enlarged by grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins), peer groups 
in kindergarten, additional activities, local community, where he/she ‘creates and 
defines his/her individual place in society’ (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, pp� 40–41)� 
Hence, we can assume that social identity is shaped parallel to individual identity� 
Membership in different social groups starts the process of socialization to these 
groups, internalization of their values� Particularly the groups an individual 
desires to join and whose membership is connected with strong emotions, shall 
shape social identity� 

On the other hand, we could consider how to make an individual create social 
identity and feel attached to certain community or group as its member� Emotions 
seem crucial here – there is nothing worse for social ties than lack of emotions� 
Atrophy of ties is a result of indifference� The second element of constructing the 
feeling of attachment is of cognitive nature� Knowledge about the group, its history, 
habits, traditions and plans strengthens the feeling of membership� 

When we take national identity as a subject of reflection, we need to consider 
the elements creating this identity� Globalization processes cause not only indi-
viduals to ask reflective questions on identity, but also nations to have to describe 
themselves (Rex 1996, 2 as cited by Bokszański 1995, 103)� Distancing from the 
multifaceted discussion on defining national identity, in which not only defining 
identity, but also defining a nation is problematic (and which is elaborated by 
prof� Bokszański in the mentioned book Tożsamości zbiorowe), I will assume A� 
Kłoskowska’s definition, who writes that national identity is “the awareness of 
a certain separation from foreigners and a feeling of attachment to one’s own 
group, as well as the awareness of continuity, historical duration of this group 
and its collective filiation – stemming from common ancestors or an ancestor”� 
(Kłoskowska 1992, 134)� In turn, an operational definition will be inspired by 
International Social Survey Programme� When conducting research, National 
Identity ISSP defined it by means of the following components: cognitive (knowl-
edge about “us”, “the others”, about similarities and differences between us and 
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them), emotional (psychological bond with the nation, its intensity, quality) and 
the syndrome of attitudes towards one’s own nation (evaluation of achievements, 
satisfaction with the membership) Hence, for the needs of the discussed research, 
national identity was defined through knowledge about Poland and the Poles 
transferred in children’s literature (e�g� about culture, traditions, habits, symbols), 
emotional relation (e�g� towards traditions, elements of landscape), attitudes 
towards Poland (e�g� pride in being a Pole)� 

Methodology 

Classic children’s literature undoubtedly includes books by Astrid Lindgren� 
Both Emil, as well as The Six Children from Bullerbyn are rooted in concrete space, 
which is named and clearly described� Smaland in Southern Sweden is a land of 
a wonderful and careless childhood� Setting the characters in the space opens the 
possibility of identification with it� The mentioned books were written many years 
ago� It seems that contemporary characters are present in a rather undefined space, 
which, by means of analogy to everyman, may be called everywhere� 

Books for pre-school children were subject to my analysis, but choosing them 
was exceptionally troublesome� Firstly, it is difficult to determine the target age for 
a particular book� Secondly, it is problematic to decide what is popular and what is 
less popular, taking into account the richness of the literature for children� All kinds 
of rankings of the most popular books for certain age groups were helpful here� 
The list of best-selling books for children is published monthly by GFK Polonia� 
The list rarely includes texts for younger children, which shows that books for older 
children sell better� 

The selection of reading for analysis was prepared on the basis of the Golden 
Collection by the Foundation ‘ABCXXI –All Poland Reads to Kids’ and suggestions 
from the website Ryms�pl (website devoted to children literature)

The foundation “ABC XXI – All Poland Reads to Kids” was created to support 
the comprehensive development of children and young people and organizes social 
campaigns encouraging reading to children� The mentioned Golden Collection 
includes books which, according to experts (a Committee including scientists, 
editors, journalists and critics dealing with children’s literature), are worth read-
ing to children� The list (available on www�calapolskaczytadzieciom�pl/zlota-lista) 
consists of 20 books (individual books and whole series by a given author) written 
by Polish and foreign authors, for instance: Andersen’s works, Astrid Lindgren’s 
books, Collody’s Pinocchio, but also short stories by Musierowicz or Janusz, as well 
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as poems by Chotomska and Wawiłow� The foundation also publishes “A guide to 
good books”, which includes books currently available in bookshops, and links to 
publishing houses where it is possible to buy them� The guide lists over 50 books 
for pre-school children recommended by at least 3 experts from the Committee� 
Qualitative analysis was carried out on the books by Polish authors taken from 
the above-mentioned lists (Ciocia Jadzia by Eliza Piotrowska; a series about Basia 
by Zofia Stanecka, Bajka o szczęściu by Izabela Degórska, Diabełek by Maria Ewa 
Letki, Domek by Wachowiak and Mizieliński, Dzikoludek by Beata Ostrowicka, 
Florka-z pamiętnika ryjówki by Roskana Jędrzejewska-Wróbel and Gryzmoł by 
Dorota Gellner)�

The second source of texts for analysis were suggestions from the website ryms�
pl, which presents children’s literature on the Internet and is connected with 
a quarterly magazine with the same title� The editors ask experts – journalists and 
scientists, people working with children and experts in literature for children – to 
construct a list of 7 favourite books together with their children� We chose lists 
prepared by pre-school children and books written by Polish authors for qualitative 
analyses� 

The gathered material underwent two research procedures� The quantitative 
one answers the question how many of the recommended books are by Polish 
writers/poets� The other, qualitative one, tried to reconstruct the ways of building 
characters’ identity� The analysis of semantic fields proposed by Regine Robin 
(1980) was used here� This technique reaches back to structuralist tradition and is 
based on searching for phrases in relations with the analysed notions� A semantic 
field is composed of: expressions, associations, oppositions, equivalents, activity 
networks on the subject, activity networks of the subject� As the notion of ‘identity’ 
does not appear in the texts, the technique was slightly modified� The semantic field 
was constituted by expressions of identity, all kinds of references to characters’ ‘self ’, 
both in individual and social aspects� 

imported literature – imported heroes

According to GFK Polonia, the list of best-selling books for children and young 
readers is dominated by texts written by foreign authors� Similarly, the majority 
of experts’ recommendations on the website ryms�pl are written by foreigners 
(only 3 out of 30 books are Polish)� The foundation’s list is more balanced in this 
respect (25 Polish titles out of 46 books)� Among foreign authors, Swedish writers 
dominate both lists� Perhaps there is a fashion concerning Scandinavian literature, 
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as there appear publishing houses which specialise in such books (e�g� Zakamarki 
or Eneduerabe)� A reverse situation is also possible – publishers specializing in 
Scandinavian literature influence the market so effectively that their books become 
popular, but this is not the subject of the research in question� 

It is a fact that Astrid Lindgren, whose books enjoy unremitting popularity (and 
who dominates lists created by parents-experts and by experts of the Foundation), 
is often considered as the author who revolutionized the way of writing books for 
children� Although Astrid Lindgren’s books were not subject to detailed analyses 
here, it is worth stressing that among the features which the Author uses to describe 
characters, settings play an important role� Sweden and, more precisely, its southern 
region Smaland is the space where the plot is set� The plot is always set in a concrete 
town or village and its name often appears in the text� For example, Emil comes 
from the Kathult farm in the village of Lonneberga� He is described as a Smaland 
inhabitant, who speaks with a clear Smaland dialect, as we can read in one short 
story� Children from Bullerbyn, a village with only 3 houses, love their place and 
would never move from there� It is clear that Bullerbyn is special and beautiful, 
which is next to the Big Village� Lindgren’s stories give a lot of information about 
Sweden, its traditions, culture, everyday life, but also its geography, nature or his-
tory� We could even risk a statement that Sweden is one of the main characters 
of Lindgren’s works� She was very involved in the life of her Homeland, which 
is also visible in her literature� Even a superficial analysis of her texts lets us find 
references to national identity� We can find knowledge about the culture, customs, 
and geography of Sweden� Positive emotions related to being rooted in space are 
emphasised many times� 

everyman from everywhere

Qualitative analysis was carried out only on books by Polish writers� The aim was 
to reconstruct the characters’ identity and answer questions about the characters 
and the ways of presenting them� 

The first thing is that characters are not described in detail� Perhaps because the 
analysed texts contain many pictures, it is unnecessary to describe the characters’ 
appearance so accurately� For instance, there is no information concerning skin 
colour, which could imply foreign (not Polish) origin� Skin, hair or eyes are visible 
in pictures, description is not so important, and in children’s imagination characters 
look as the author (illustrator) had planned� The book Żółte kółka (Yellow Wheels) 
by Eliza Piotrowska is exceptional in this respect� Here the characters’ appearance 
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is described in detail to show diversity� Children in the book are fat or thin, have 
different hair colours, are tall or short, and Inna (The Other) suffers from the 
Down syndrome and looks different from her healthy friends� The aim was to 
show this difference, so psychological portraits are distinct� Another exception is 
Auntie Jadzia (from Piotrowska’s short stories), who has been described in detail: 
“she is as big as a rain cloud, which no one knows where it finishes or ends, and she 
always smiles”� Elements of appearance and outfit are described in more detail also 
when characters play and disguise themselves, when they pretend to be someone 
else� So, we are able to say exactly who the characters are not: they are not pirates 
(Katastrofa the duck, Pypeć the dog), or sailors (Basia), a skeleton/ladies from 
paintings (Auntie Jadzia and her niece)� 

The next element thanks to which characters’ identity is created in stories for 
children is personality� Again, it was difficult to find the right expressions and again 
the description was negative – what he/she in not like� Character traits can be 
deduced on the basis of relations they have with other characters, their adventures 
or ways of participating in social life� Authors are trying to build desired personality 
models, which can be described as: friendly, polite, well-behaved� 

What was particularly interesting from the point of view of looking for national 
identity was such social activities which somehow belong to the catalogue of 
Polish culture, like celebrating Easter or other traditional customs� The analysed 
texts mention only Christmas, but it does not contain any description of typically 
Polish traditions� Mr� Kuleczka and his friends admire shop windows decorated 
for Christmas, but they do not share the Christmas wafer, do not sing carols or 
have Christmas Eve dinner� It is difficult to qualify a decorated Christmas tree as 
a typically Polish symbol, as it belongs to a wider West European tradition� 

Searching for national traits also concerned the cuisine and traditional Polish 
dishes� The characters do eat, but the food is not really Polish� In the series of books 
about Basia, the children and their dad prepare Italian dishes� It is a special dinner, 
because the father (not the mother, as usual) makes it together with his children 
and the effect is fantastic� Italian cuisine frequently appears in the text� Italian does 
not mean Polish, so showing and describing foreign elements may be treated as an 
attempt to show what we are not� 

In the analysed texts it is also problematic to find the characters’ contact with 
national culture, e�g� by reading books, listening to music, visiting galleries, theatres 
or cinemas� Admittedly, Auntie Jadzia takes her niece to the museum, but it is hard 
to say if they have contact with Polish art� 

The book titled D.O. M.E. K. (A Little House) by Machowiak &Mizieliński is an 
exception here� The book presents the most interesting, according to the authors, 
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types of contemporary houses� It is supposed to be a kind of lexicon of contempo-
rary architecture� Among houses from different parts of the world, there is a loft 
called Przemko, which is located in Bytom – an industrial city in southern Poland� 
Little readers will associate Bytom with miners and their hard work, and the house 
located in an old part of a mine, serves as an interesting example of architecture� 

The characters of the analysed books do not have national identity� It is difficult 
to guess what country they come from, but it is not important as they are universal 
characters, a kind of everyman who lives everywhere�

However, a short story about Kazimierz Nowak and his bike trip through Africa 
is an exception� Kazik repeats many times that he is a Pole, a traveller from Poland� 
This self-definition is an important element� Kazik is proud of his nationality� 
What is more, the people he meets react enthusiastically to his Polishness, which, 
unfortunately, is not defined in the book, as Kazik does not tell the natives about 
his country�

The analysed texts come from the list of recommended books� It is difficult to 
say if the list includes books which are really familiar to young readers� What is 
important, however, is that they hardly ever contain references to national identity� 
The characters are created as an everyman, disconnected from the place in which 
every child is able to find a piece of him/herself� 

The lists of recommended books do not include poems by Brzechwa, Tuwim, 
Konopnicka or Fredro2, which remain very popular, especially if we consider prices 
of books (mostly produced in China) with poems by Polish writers, which fill out 
boxes with bargains in supermarkets� Perhaps they would present a more distinct 
picture of Poland and Polish people, as they surely mention Polish cities, Christmas 
traditions or references to legends� 

The analysis omits the growing group of guides for children� Maybe they would 
appear to be a source of references to national identity� 

summary

“Stories we tell children, thanks to which they learn about culture create a spe-
cific map of narration, thanks to which children understand the world, and create 
the feeling of identity, which is both individual and social” (Watkins 1992, 183)� The 
analysed books practically do not include references to national identity� Except for 
a story about a pre-war traveller, the context of Poland does not appear at all, and 

2  Classical Polish authors of poetry and stories for children
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even the name of the country is not mentioned� In her series of essays about war, 
Maria Janion (2007) makes an attempt to mark out new paths of teaching about 
identity� The old ones were related to war stories, fighting heroes, male combatants 
and brave veterans� The history of building national identity basing on wars in 
Polish literature dates back to 19th century romanticism� This trend is also visible 
now in the literature for older children and young teenagers� However, there are not 
enough texts which would show a positive image of the country to young readers 
in the way that, e�g�, Astrid Lindgren’s texts did� 

Illustrated books for toddlers, mass produced in China, show a unified, homo-
geneous world� Animals, plants, sports, cities are always the same, although the 
landscapes, even across Europe, are differentiated� There is a certain catalogue of 
animals, plants and things children are supposed to learn� The way of presenting 
them makes them seem familiar, but not connected with any locality or area related 
to religion� Even if a book refers to Christmas, it is so laicised that pictures present 
a Christmas tree, gifts and Santa Claus, not the Nativity Scene� Similarly, religious 
symbols have been removed from cities: pictures include banks, post offices and 
a flower shop, but there is no church or other sacral building� 

Analysis of the books for pre-school children showed that they cautiously avoid 
the motif of national identity, thanks to which texts are more universal and trans-
latable into other languages/cultures� The lack of national elements is the reason 
why they do not shape Polish national identity� Not only aspects related to national 
history are omitted, but even Polish culture or landscapes find no references� 

What are the consequences of such a situation?� If the influence of literature on 
shaping individual and social identity is significant, it seems important for sup-
porting national identity to present this motif in the literature for children� On the 
other hand, in the globalizing world the question of a nation is no longer crucial� 
Individuals made to shape new identities often do so on the basis of membership 
in groups other than their nation� 
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Children and Young Persons as offenders and Victims  
of offences and Crime Prevention at school  

in the slovak republic 

Abstract:

The article deals with the problem of juvenile delinquency and crime as well as 
with the problem of crime against juveniles� The author presents official statistics 
since 2006, on the numbers of offences committed by juveniles in the Slovak 
Republic, as well as on the numbers of convicted young persons serving their 
sentence and the term of their sentence� It also gives details of crime against juve-
niles in the Slovak Republic� The article is an interim output of the project VEGA 
No� 1/0168/12 Professionalization of Prevention of Socio-pathological Behaviour 
in School in the SR from the aspect of the profession of social pedagogue – the 
current state, problems and comparison with foreign countries�

Keywords: delinquency and crime, offences committed by juveniles, crime 
statistics, prevention, social pedagogue at school

Delinquency and crime belong to the most serious global problems, classified 
as socio-pathological deviant forms of behaviour� According to J� Hroncová (2005, 
p� 73), during the transformation period there was a sharp increase in delinquent 
behaviour in the population of the Slovak Republic, culminating in 1993 and ris-
ing by 56�59% in comparison with 1989� Crime means the aggregate of offences 
committed in a given society, state or region, based on the definition of an offence 
in the applicable criminal statute� Thus, crime is such a form of deviant behaviour 
that is against the rules given in the criminal statute� Currently, the applicable 

Ingrid Emmerová
Slovak Republic
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criminal statute is the Act No� 300/2005 Coll� – Criminal Code of May 20, 2005, in 
effect from January 1, 2006�

G� Lubelcová (2009, pp� 12–20) specifies four ways of how the concept of crime 
is defined:

1� socio-ethical (the ethics of a certain society represents a natural regulator 
of human social behaviour);

2� normative – criminal-statute related (based on legal rules, crime represents 
a complex of offences committed in a certain place and at a certain time);

3� sociological (crime is understood as a negative social deviation);
4� crime as interpersonal conflict�

The concept of delinquency (from Latin delinquere – trespass, err) means 
a breach of law, offence against the law� Delinquency is a concept broader than 
crime� In addition to crime, delinquency also includes acts which are criminal (if 
committed by adults), committed by persons not criminally responsible due to 
their age (under 14) and persons not criminally responsible due to insanity�

What is disturbing is the fact that even pupils of primary and secondary 
schools become offenders� Tables 1a to 1c show an overview of offences com-
mitted by juveniles in 2006 to 2012 according to data from the Ministry of the 
Interior of the SR� The article presents statistics since 2006 when the Criminal 
Code came to effect, lowering the age of criminal responsibility to 14 years� 
Violent crime includes, without limitation, murder, robbery, assault and battery, 
offences with a racial motive, etc�; vice crime includes rape, sexual abuse, etc�, 
property crime is represented by housebreaking, theft of motor vehicles, etc� 
Other crimes include hooliganism, arson, drug-related offences, illegal arming; 
the  remaining crime is represented by, e�g�, traffic accidents or threats under the 
influence of drugs and economic crime by currency protection, fraud, copy right 
infringement, etc�

Table1. Juvenile offences in 2006–2012 

Year Alternatives Violent 
crime

Vice 
crime

Property 
crime

Other 
crime

Remaining 
crime

Economic 
crime Total

2006
Offences found 10 896 798 63 077 9 336 11 877 19 167 115 151
Minor offender 176 22 879 89 32 51 1 249
Young offender 707 195 3 807 510 131 175 5 525

2007
Offences found 9 620 805 60 045 9 930 12 507 17 895 110 802
Minor offender 167 21 874 90 34 56 1 242
Young offender 854 155 3 850 565 152 227 5 803
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Year Alternatives Violent 
crime

Vice 
crime

Property 
crime

Other 
crime

Remaining 
crime

Economic 
crime Total

2008
Offences found 9 030 840 54 755 10 126 13 034 16 974 104 759
Minor offender 156 22 876 81 31 59 1 225
Young offender 725 179 3 476 538 169 182 5 269

2009
Offences found 8 337 791 52 399 10 128 13 732 19 518 104 905
Minor offender 141 36 767 55 22 69 1 090
Young offender 618 174 3 354 495 112 178 4 931

2010
Offences found 7 532 678 47 408 9 286 13 567 16 781 95 252
Minor offender 136 21 725 138 17 68 1 105
Young offender 601 140 2 846 439 95 161 4 282

2011
Offences found 7 002 1 041 43 176 9 984 13 525 18 145 92 873
Minor offender 147 38 690 119 30 88 1 112
Young offender 511 294 2 666 410 150 185 4 216

2012
Offences found 6 607 841 39 944 8 596 17 682 16 681 90 351
Minor offender 115 46 517 69 23 75 845
Young offender 474 273 2 295 334 162 131 3 669

Compiled according to: Ministry of the Interior of the SR� Crime Statistics�

It follows from Table 1 that minor and young offenders commit offences within 
all types of crime, i�e� violent, vice, property and economic ones; however, property 
crime prevails�  Attention is drawn to the shortcomings of the statistics, e�g� by 
A� Marešová (2012), according to whom they tend to be distorted by various cir-
cumstances such as changes in the registration of offences, changes in the limits of 
damage done, as well as overall demographic changes� According to P� Ondrejkovič: 
“Although some quantitative data may be read from the existing police statistics, 
they are rarely subject to more thorough analyses and are used rather as “regulatory 
reporting�” (P� Ondrejkovič, 2011, p� 85)� Despite the above-mentioned shortcom-
ings and problems, the very numbers of offences committed by juveniles are crucial 
and real�  

For the younger age category, shoplifting and petty theft at school, pickpocketing 
and bicycle theft prevail� For the older one, it is housebreaking and breaking into 
motor vehicles, but also into shops or firms� Violent crime appears more frequently, 
the most frequent is intimidation, bullying as well as robbery� Drug-related crime 
also appears�

It is a current problem that more serious property crime and more brutal violent 
crime start to appear in the lower age categories�
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According to Ľ� Sejčová ´s empirical findings (2009, pp� 94–95) the following 
facts are found about juvenile delinquents more frequently:

 • Non-standard family environment: shortcomings in the upbringing style, 
parents respond to problem behaviour in two opposite ways – with aggres-
sion or resignation, most parents do not set a good example, delinquent 
behaviour occurs also in siblings�

 • Previous problem behaviour: before the very offence is committed, problems 
in behaviour in the absolute majority of cases appear, e�g� truancy, poor 
achievement at school even failure at primary as well as secondary school 
(only a minimum do well at school)�

 • Offence committed in a group: a typical sign of juvenile delinquent activity 
is committing offences in a group�

 • Endogenous factors: increased occurrence of physical and psychological 
handicaps, organic damage of CNS, ADHD syndrome, depression, specific 
learning disabilities, speech disorders, etc�

 • Psychotropic substance abuse: a significant part of delinquent young people 
abused drugs; some had even undergone addiction treatment�

Table 2. Numbers of Convicted People in 2006 to 2011 

Numbers of convicted peo-
ple  as of Dec. 31

Total number of con-
victed people 

Out of it:
Young 
men

Young 
women Total 

2006 6006 92 2 94
2007 6137 110 1 111
2008 6613 105 2 107
2009 7695 109 3 112
2010 8567 103 1 104
2011 9118 99 3 102

Compiled according to: 2010 Yearbook of the Corps of Prison and Justice Guard (Ročenka Zboru 
väzenskej a justičnej stráže za rok 2010) and 2011 Yearbook of the Corps of Prison and Justice Guard 
(Ročenka Zboru väzenskej a justičnej stráže za rok 2011)�

Table 2 shows the numbers of convicted young people according to the Yearbook 
of the Corps of Prison and Justice Guard (Ročenka Zboru väzenskej a justičnej 
stráže)� However, the very stay in prison is a considerable economic burden for 
society� P� Ondrejkovič (2000, p� 174) points at another aspect� By him, criminali-
zation of offences, in particular those committed by young people, can often be 
counterproductive, it can have a labelling and stigmatizing effect� For the age 
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category of the youth, it is appropriate to use possibilities of the probation and 
mediation service which has an important place in the field of delinquency preven-
tion because of the fact that it is interested in the accused person, he/she may use 
it for the solution of various problems, it supervises his/her behaviour during the 
probation period, helps him/her with integration into society, family environment, 
the school or work process� The offender is spared the harmful effects of imprison-
ment and is not exposed to the negative experience of the stay in prison� There is 
no isolation from normal social contacts� Naturally, it is not possible for society to 
abolish imprisonment completely either for adults, or for the youth�

The total number of young people serving their sentence is only 1�12% (in 2011) 
and up to 1�81% (in 2007) of people in prison� However, this number should not 
be underestimated� It is necessary to take into account that courts pay attention to 
the age of young people and as a first alternative punishment is applied, if possible, 
then latency of offences, etc� 

As for the seriousness of the offences committed by young people, the data about 
the term of their sentence are relevant, as shown in Table 3�

Table 3.  Numbers of Convicted Young People by the 
Term of their Sentence in 2006 to 2011 

The term of the 
sentence 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Up to 6 months 12 8 19 19 12 21
Up to 1 year 20 18 18 15 15 8
Up to 2 years 19 24 28 21 29 23
Up to 3 years 23 31 25 34 20 20
Up to 5 years 17 28 15 18 22 23
Up to 10 years 3 2 1 4 4 6
Up to 15 years 0 0 1 1 2 1
Total 94 111 107 112 104 102

Compiled according to: 2010 Yearbook of the Corps of Prison and Justice Guard (Ročenka Zboru 
väzenskej a justičnej stráže za rok 2010) and 2011 Yearbook of the Corps of Prison and Justice Guard 
(Ročenka Zboru väzenskej a justičnej stráže za rok 2011)�

The data in Table 3 confirm that young people commit also more serious 
offences� Since courts tend to impose the lowest possible level of punishment in 
the case of young people, the finding that they serve a sentence of “up to 10 years” 
and even “up to 15 years” is striking�
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The fact that juveniles become not only offenders, but also victims of offences is 
also a serious problem� Table 4 shows crime against juveniles in total, and separately  
victims under 6 years of age� 

Table 4.  Crime against Juveniles in 2006 to 2012 

Year Alternatives Violent 
crime

Vice 
crime

Other 
larceny

Remaining and 
other crime Total

2006
Total 1 255 508 525 114 2 402
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 53 15 6 40 114

2007
Total 1 274 481 581 106 2 442
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 40 19 10 40 109

2008
Total 1 047 501 413 116 2 077
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 44 16 6 40 106

2009
Total 864 501 340 118 1 823
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 40 18 4 45 107

2010
Total 777 445 275 93 1 590
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 27 12 4 34 77

2011
Total 667 632 213 103 1 615
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 42 20 3 42 107

2012
Total 602 568 227 96 1 493
Out of it children under 6 
years of age 30 30 5 42 107

Compiled according to: Ministry of the Interior of the SR� Crime Statistics�

Based on the statistic data it can be stated that every year juveniles become 
victims of offences within various types of crime� Violent crime is exemplified by 
assault and battery, intimidation, robbery, cruelty to a close relative and a ward, etc� 
In the category of vice crime, sexual abuse significantly predominates; in addition 
there are cases of rape, sexual violence, even trafficking in human beings� In the 
theft category, pickpocketing is the most prevalent and for the remaining crime it 
is mainly bodily harm by negligence�

The data on offences committed by, but also against juveniles, highlight two 
aspects of prevention to be performed in school:
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1�  To prevent pupils of primary and secondary schools from problem behaviour 
that may develop into offences;

2�  To prevent pupils of primary and secondary schools from becoming victims 
(e�g� of bullying, sexual abuse, trafficking in human beings and other offences)�

In the performance of effective prevention of delinquency and crime, the 
school plays the most important role� Preventive activities must be systematic work 
performed during the whole school year� The requirement for preventive processes 
professionalization becomes crucial, which has been pointed out by several Slovak 
and European documents� In this connection, the social pedagogue at school is to 
be specially marked out, because he/she has professional qualifications to perform 
primary and secondary prevention, as well as other socio-educational work� His/
her activities at school have already been treated in the legislation of the Slovak 
Republic� According to the Act on upbringing and education (School Act) of May 
22, 2008, § 130 adds the social pedagogue to other components of the educational 
counselling and prevention system and the Act No� 317/2009 on the teaching staff 
and professional staff adds the social pedagogue to the category of professional 
staff� §24 reads: “The social pedagogue performs professional activities within 
prevention, intervention and counselling in particular for children and pupils 
threatened by socio-pathological behaviour, from socially disadvantaged condi-
tions, addicted to drugs or otherwise disadvantaged children and pupils, their legal 
representatives and teaching staff at schools and in other school facilities� The social 
pedagogue fulfils tasks of social education, support of social, ethical behaviour, 
socio-educational diagnostics of environment and relations, socio-educational 
counselling, prevention and re-education of socio-pathological behaviour� The 
social pedagogue performs expertise activities and adult education activities�” 
Schools should employ professionals – social pedagogues dealing with prevention 
and solution of problem behaviour in pupils� A social pedagogue is familiar with 
the risks and protective factors of juveniles´ optimum development; he/she should 
influence pupils´ personal development and develop their social skills�  

We agree with J� Hroncová (2012, p� 12) according to whom “an increase in effec-
tiveness, in particular of primary prevention at primary and secondary schools and 
in school facilities, requires not a professional level of its realization, but also closer 
and more intense co-operation of schools with other institutions participating, 
at various levels, in the prevention of socio-pathological behaviour in juveniles�”

At primary and secondary schools prevention is performed in various forms; 
they are often one-off activities such as debates or lectures connected with discus-
sions, but there are also long-term preventive programmes�  It is particularly useful 
for crime prevention, if schools intensely co-operate with the Slovak Police Force� 
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Such co-operation is carried out mostly by means of activities by police officers 
working in the division of prevention� Police prevention division staff offer schools 
various prevention activities, one-off but also longer-term preventive programmes 
or projects� In addition to crime prevention in co-operation with schools, they 
realize victimization prevention, focus on traffic rules, increase in legal awareness, 
but also on prevention of other socio-pathological behaviour, such as bullying, 
drug addiction, etc�     

The most well-known and wide-spread preventive project is that realized at 
schools Behave Normally (Správaj sa normálne)� The preventive project is designed 
for pupils of the primary school 5th form� The project consists in discussions of 10 
topics and its aim is to elucidate police work to children, teach children the public 
policy; the project also provides specific advice on how not to become a victim 
of an offence, how to manage stress situations�  It includes the following topics: 
Friends Policemen; Who Steals Is a Thief, And You’ll Go at It with Us (violence 
committed to things and people, information about the help-line for children in 
distress, teaching children to say no); Behave Normally (rules concerning behaviour 
on the road and in the public transport); You Must Know it (pedestrian’s behaviour 
in road traffic); Insidious Drug; Bingo!… for My Money! (gambling addiction); 
Cheers! No, Thank You! (alcohol and alcoholism); Blast It in the Air (entertainment 
pyrotechnics); Everyone Is Different!  (discrimination, racism)�

Each of these topics is presented to children by means of worksheets by a police 
officer in uniform, who is specially trained for work with children�

This project has been thoroughly elaborated and tested for many years, and 
welcomed by children� Its negative aspect is that it is not implemented in all, but 
only in selected forms (e�g� it is not implemented in every fifth form, but only in 
one fifth form within one school)�

The programme Say it Directly (Povedz to priamo) is training in communication 
skills, used in crime prevention, but also in other socio-pathological behaviour, e�g� 
alcoholism, drug addiction, early sexuality, etc�

An example is also the project Your Right Choice (Tvoja správna voľba), with 
the aim to eliminate offences under the influence of habit-forming substances and 
inform about the harm of their use, focusing on tobacco, alcohol and marihuana� 
The project is designed for children of 9 to 10 years of age and it uses innovative 
approaches to work with children in the form of an interactive creative workshop� 
Its authors have prepared also a methodological book for the project� Trained 
members of the Slovak Police Force (and members of the Czech Police Force, since 
the project has taken place also in the Czech Republic) have participated in the 
project implementation�
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The preventive project – We Know That – a Programme for Fighting Evil, Vio-
lence, Addiction, Prejudice, Racism and Unproductive Way of Life (Vieme, že…) 
is designed for the sixth and higher forms of primary and secondary schools� Its 
aim is to enhance pupils´ awareness of the legal consequences of pathological 
behaviour and to reduce occurrences of socio-pathological behaviour at school, 
explain causes of the inappropriate behaviour of young people�

Other preventive projects of the Police Force include: The Policeman – My 
Friend, To Vacations Safely, The Apple – the Lemon, Lumiper, LILJA 4-ever, etc�

Individual workplaces prepare various preventive activities and complete pro-
jects� From 23rd to 27th April 2012, the regional headquarters of the Police Force in 
Banská Bystrica together with the dance school K-Dance implemented a preventive 
project Dancing against Drugs (Tancom proti drogám)� The Department of Educa-
tion of the Faculty of Education of MBU in Banská Bystrica, the students of Social 
Pegagogy and the internal PhD students of Education under the leadership of the 
author of this article also actively participated in the project�

From the educational as well as preventive points of view, there is a significant 
finding that an antecedent to committing an offence is other problem behaviour, 
not as serious as the offence� That is the reason why it is necessary to pay more 
attention to prevention and solution of problem behaviour in pupils of primary and 
secondary schools� In this connection, it is crucial to pay attention to discipline at 
school, which is, according to J� Bendl (2011, p� 27) the basic precondition not only 
of effective learning, but also the safety of pupils and teachers� J� M� Rich (1982) 
also deals with discipline at school, drawing attention to the fact that all types of 
street crime may occur also in the school settings� Precise and clear rules help to 
prevent problems in behaviour� 

In victimization prevention, examples to be mentioned are discussions at 
school, aimed to increase prudence when opting for work abroad, in connection 
with trafficking in human beings, e�g� disclosing techniques of recruiting girls for 
work abroad and the necessity to adhere to certain principles: travel only after 
obtaining a work permit, remember the phone number of the Slovak Embassy, do 
not give your passport to anybody, etc� Also, it is necessary to inform pupils of the 
risks of being abused on the labour market, in particular during temporary work 
in summer, to teach them how to distinguish offers of jobs that may hide a danger, 
what one should ask about in job mediation, etc�

The school should pay close attention to new risks brought by modern technolo-
gies and threatening pupils of primary and secondary schools: abuse by mobile 
phones, internet, cyberbullying, cyberstalking, cybergrooming, etc� Stalking is 
a term meaning repeated, long-term, systematic and gradated pursuit that may 
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have various forms and intensity� Cyberstalking takes place when the assaulter uses 
information and communications technology (frighten the victim via chat, social 
network, etc�)� Most frequently, the stalker is a former partner, or it may also be 
a sexual assaulter (characteristic of sexually aggressive behaviour), worshipper (he 
or she stalks the person he or she is interested in and for relationship with whom 
he or she longs), incompetent suitor, hurt stalker or cyberstalker�

In relation to the virtual environment, cybergrooming should be drawn attention 
to� It is such behaviour by an internet user that inspires false confidence in the 
victim and persuades the victim to meet personally� The motive for such behav-
iour is sexual abuse, physical violence or abuse of the victim for pornography or 
prostitution� K� Kopecký (2010, pp� 4–8) describes the basic stages of manipulation 
as follows:

1� Preparation of contact (e�g� creation of a false identity which may be static, 
but also dynamic)

2� Contact with a victim, establishing and deepening the relationship (at this 
stage the attacker establishes contact with the victim and works on its deep-
ening, often using the so-called mirroring effect when he/she behaves like 
a mirror image of the victim, trying to acquire as much personal information 
as possible about the victim, bribing, luring the victim, etc�)�

3� Preparation for a personal appointment (when the attacker already has 
personal data, sometimes also discriminatory information, he/she plans 
a personal meeting)�

4� Personal meeting (manipulation may continue, but a sexual or physical 
assault may also occur)�

In addiction prevention and other risks of modern technologies in primary 
and secondary school pupils, the school should provide information in a form 
corresponding to the pupils´ age, about the risks resulting from the use of modern 
technologies and organize attractive  preventive activities on a given topic, e�g� on 
the occasion of the  Safe Internet Day� It is necessary to teach pupils to protect their 
identity (e�g� when creating a profile, publishing photographs and personal data) 
and to emphasize the danger of personal meetings with contacts from the internet, 
to adhere to the principle not to continue communication with sexual overtones�

In connection with the prevention of electronic bullying, K� Hollá (2011, p� 132) 
emphasizes increasing awareness of internet pitfalls, creating principles of preven-
tion equivalent to the development of technology and preparation of electronic 
bullying prevention plan�

Also, implementation of the EU Community Programme Zodpovedne�sk 
(Responsibly�sk) can be positively evaluated� It is aimed at raising awareness of 
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the safe and responsible use of the internet and also contribution to internet 
crime prevention� In co-operation with the project implementers, the Ministry 
of the Interior has prepared a programme for juveniles, Cookie.sk, with the aim 
to inform them about internet pitfalls and internet crime� The project includes 
also a joint help-line www.pomoc.sk� A part of the project Zodpovedne.sk is also 
an animated series OVCE.sk (Sheep�sk), the basis of which is fairy-tales about the 
hazards of the internet, mobile phones and new technologies� Although they are 
fairy-tales suitable (as a genre and in the form of elaboration) for younger pupils, 
they may be a mirror of older pupils´ inappropriate behaviour, so they can be used 
in prevention also for them� Topics are very up-to-date, e�g� misuse of photos and 
videos, discrimination and racism on the internet, “beauty” recipes on the internet, 
cyberstalking and many others�
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respect between Pupils and school staff – one of the 
Characteristic Features of inclusion

Abstract 

We perceive communication, cooperation, application of differentiation and 
individualization, maximum expectation from pupils and respect among par-
ticipants of education, as characteristic features of inclusive education� In this 
paper we carry out qualitative and quantitative analyses of data obtained from six 
selected indicators relating to respect in Czech primary schools, which we perceive 
as a necessary condition for inclusion� 

1. introduction

Education supporting inclusion requires a stimulating and friendly school 
environment, mainly based on mutual respect among staff and pupils and an 
appropriate method of communication between them� At the same time, it aims 
at developing the inner potential of each pupil and at supporting integration 
into the social environment in the classroom and ensuring a safe climate� To 
the above-mentioned aspects of inclusion we also added a focus on analysing 
the obtained data through research with the following aims: to determine what 
conditions teachers create for their pupils in primary education from the point 
of view of inclusion and how they evaluate these conditions themselves and 
verbalize them� In order to find the answers to the above, we used both the 
quantitative and qualitative approach� Given that respect among the participants 
in the educational process is considered to be one of the prominent features of 
inclusive education (which cannot be separated from other features character-
izing inclusion) at the beginning of this paper we present the overall concept 
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of research, followed by the findings focused on respect between students and 
school staff� 

2. theoretical framework

 The concept of inclusion is part of a comprehensive reform of the education 
system of each country and it is related to many factors: political, social, economic, 
which are rapidly changing and evolving as tradition and culture, whose transfor-
mation is long-term� Recently, the concept of inclusive education in our country 
has been greatly influenced by the common European trends, which are the result 
of international cooperation, joint research efforts (OECD, 1994, 1999, 2010); 
European Agency for Development in Special Needs 2003, 2010, 2011a) to search 
for solutions to aspects beyond the national framework� 

Reasons for inclusive education are based on human rights, the demand for 
quality education, equality, social inclusion and application and are as follows (cf� 
European Agency for Development in Special Needs 2011a, p 17): human; legal 
(need to respect the rights of every citizen); economic (pragmatic); social and 
education: an inclusive environment positively influences the results of all students, 
not just students with special educational needs, and develops the competence of 
teachers and their collaboration with others in the school and external environ-
ment (Boyle, 2011, p 76)�

Many studies that have been carried out (mainly abroad) describe the benefits 
of inclusive education, but also the difficulties in its implementation (Aboud et 
al� 2012; Ainscow 2000, Booth 1981, Dyson 1990, Dyson et al� 2004; Fenrick and 
Petersen, 1981; Koretz and Hamilton 2000; Peters, 2004� Svee, K� 2012 etc�)�

We define inclusive education as a process of integrating all children into regular 
schools in such a way that school staff create, in collaboration with the community, 
such conditions that support their development in all areas of the pupil´s life quality 
(physical well-being /somatic health/, psychological, social, spiritual development 
and self-development) to a maximum extent (cf� the overview of the definitions 
of inclusive education by Florian 2005, in Winter, E�, O’Raw, 2010, p� 49)� 

The Czech education system is on its way to inclusion� Some schools, in their 
school curriculum, define the vision of “School for all”� It means taking every pupil 
and ensuring his/her development in accordance with their characteristics, needs, 
motives, interests and value orientations� This requires building the teaching and 
learning process on a necessary condition – mutual respect (interpersonal and 
intrapersonal) and recognition among the participants in the educational process�
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Respect has a special significance in our endeavors because to respect someone 
means to acknowledge and appreciate his/her difference and to be open to influ-
ence from him/her. Hence, it is ultimately interpersonal respect that makes complex 
systems governable without reducing or suppressing the system-inherent diversity 
(http://www�respectresearchgroup�org/)

The issue of respect is engaged in a lot of research abroad� In 2003, The Respect 
Research Group was founded as a multidisciplinary research group investigating 
the essence and functions of different kinds of interpersonal respect in various 
domains, such as business, education, or society in general� Meyer, Eckloff, & van 
Quaquebeke, (2009) investigated the specific situations sensitive to respect build-
ing or loss of respect and, particularly, which kinds of teacher actions in these 
situations elicit or diminish the respect students feel for their teachers� The origin 
of respect in relations between pupils and teachers and the factors and special 
circumstances that could play a role in its development are examined by Koehler, 
S� & Eckloff, T�; Chunmei, Zongkui, & Hsueh, (2005)�

3. research methodology

For analysing the above-mentioned aspects we used the quantitative and qualita-
tive approach� In accordance with the typology of different ways of thinking about 
inclusion (Ainscow, 2006) and the vision of the school “to become a school for all,” 
when we were considering a research tool for self-inclusion of schools we chose the 
Czech version of the questionnaire for index inclusion� The survey involved almost 
60 teachers from eight schools� After the general quantitative analysis (Kratoch-
vílová, Havel, Filová 2009, 2011, 2012), we set the goal: to further analyse the basic 
principles of inclusion in schools necessary for an inclusive environment� The prin-
ciple is understood as a fundamental idea, the rule guiding the idea for the negotia-
tions (Dictionary of Standard Czech, 2005; Dictionary of Foreign Words, 1996)�  
On the basis of the analysis of the theory and practice of inclusion we tried to 
define the five basic principles of inclusive schools, which could become the leading 
ideas in their curriculum (formal and real): communication; cooperation; applica-
tion of differentiation and individualization in education; maximum expectations 
from pupils and respect�

During the next stage of the research we focussed on the description of the 
five principles of inclusion in the schools� For each category mentioned above, 
first we chose the criteria (by content analysis) selected from all three parts of 
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the “Framework for self-evaluation conditions of education” questionnaire, which 
described them (adapted from the Index for inclusion, Booth, Ainscow, 2002)� 

In this paper, we are focusing on the perception of respect by the teachers of 
a sample of schools� It is therefore a presentation of their views on particular 
aspects in which respect is shown�

4. Findings

Among pupils and school staff respect is generally the unconditional accept-
ance of each individual� Acceptance and respect due to the fact that I am, I exist 
and I exist in society� In an inclusive school respect is required at all possible 
levels: pupil – pupil, pupil – teacher, teacher – teacher, teacher – non-teacher, head 
teacher – employee, etc� Respect affects the climate of the class, school climate and 
contributes to understanding differences between individuals and different groups�

In the concept of curriculum (Framework Educational Programme for Basic 
Education), the concept of child/pupil has become the basis for new conceptual 
thinking about the whole educational process� We are increasingly aware of the 
pupil’s personality; everything in education for the future begins with this� If we 
look at the child as a person who is creative, curious, with the need to develop, 
explore and create; a person who is individual and social; a person who is critical, 
open, active, acting, compact, a person who is responsible and capable of self-
regulation, then we have to deal with this person in an appropriate way�

For a detailed analysis of mutual respect we have chosen six criteria� Their con-
cept is closely described by the indicative questions (Kratochvílová, Havel, 2012)�

Interpretation of qualitative analysis of individual criteria: 

Staff and pupils treat one another with respect
Mutual respect between the participants in education is one of the features of 

inclusive schools and does not concern only acceptance of diversity, but the gener-
ally cultivated and decent conduct of each member of the community� It can be 
said that the most transparent characteristic of this indicator (the average value 
of nearly 6�3) is the existence of formal and informal school rules and respect for 
them by pupils, teachers and the school management� Rules, socially sophisticated 
behaviour and discipline are not only signs of a good school, but also a condition 
for good educational results� Many comments on this indicator have the character 
of general declaration or reference to mutual respect, respect and esteem of the 
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school code (internal school code) in the communication of the schools involved� 
It can mean that this relationship is an integral part of the school climate, but also 
the formal treatment of this requirement is sufficient� In a similar way some schools 
declare that their institution is an environment safe for children�

Whether someone is truly interested in the problems of pupils and whether 
their comments are somehow reflected in the real running (life) of a school is less 
clear� If a reaction to these questions appears in the comments, they are usually 
reserved references that individual cases are dealt with according to individual needs 
and current capacities, most often with classroom teachers, so nothing that would 
concern the wider school culture� Only one school states that class teachers work 
more systematically with the opinions and needs of pupils, they discuss and create 
conditions for pupils’ reflection on school life� On the other hand, we can also ask 
what respect teachers enjoy from pupils, how they resolve conflicts in educational 
situations and what type of corrective measures they have in a particular school

Students are equally valued
Also in this indicator a relatively solid average, i�e� 6�0, was obtained� However, we 

are afraid that many schools declare their tolerance towards differences of pupils 
merely as a formality� Only one school explicitly admits that this issue is related 
to each member of the community separately� The basic argumentation for equal 
chances is presented by the Charter of Human Rights, the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, as well as internal school code� 

In the arguments of other schools, formulations towards pupils also appeared: 
All pupils are equally perceived and accepted at school, regardless of their belonging 
to different cultures, family background and parental status, economic security. The 
diversity of cultures, language, etc. promotes mutual enrichment of all members of 
the school community. 

Staff and pupils treat one another as human beings as well as occupants of 
a “role” 
Also from the average value which was obtained in this indicator (nearly 6�3), 

it can be concluded that our schools are really trying to build a climate of mutual 
respect between pupils and teachers� The formulation of this item likely resulted 
in most schools stating just minimum or formal comments� It could be caused 
by a small drawback of our research tool’ “Framework for Self-evaluation,” which 
does not offer the full coverage of the item with a guidance question for rigorous 
argumentation� Even this may be a reason why the school staff did not comment 
on it�
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If we want to characterize the most significant feature in the building of mutual 
respect for all the members of the school community, it will probably be focus on 
the positive aspects of individuals and the effort to take account of their talents and 
problems� One school declares that they help individuals to find their own strengths 
and emphasizes that everyone in the school community can find a place where he/
she feels safe� A further positive feature can also be derived, namely the individual’s 
personality is more important than his/her actual results�

The school arranges teaching groups so that all pupils are valued 
Also in this indicator, a solid average (i�e� 6�3) was obtained� However, measure-

ments showed that the situation in individual schools is quite different, because this 
indicator included those with the largest variance� On the other hand, a relatively 
large number of arguments suggests a very positive sympathetic trend in the 
current practice of primary education, e�g�, We divide classes in favour of social 
cohesion, i.e. everyone can learn to cooperate with everyone� In most schools, pupils 
with special educational needs are integrated into heterogeneous classes and re-
education is realized, e�g�, through their concentrated work with special educators 
or directly differentiated work of these pupils in ordinary classes� 

Some arguments in this indicator just follow the guidance questions again; oth-
ers go completely off the question: School respects all pupils equally� Some of them 
state that school creates classes purely technically, i�e� according to the number of 
pupils, which is sometimes required by necessity regarding the organization of 
small schools: Pupils are divided into classes according to the number of pupils in 
each grade� 

Lessons develop an understanding of difference
Argumentation regarding this indicator, related to the respect for pupil differ-

ences and their opinions, is already more specific and tells us more about activities 
in school� In schools where there is no ethnic diversity, teachers say that pupils 
do not have enough opportunity to meet with different ethnic groups, cultures or 
religions� However, we should not be completely satisfied with this response� It 
is possible that these opportunities are not immediate in school, but they are in 
everyday life, literature, media, etc� The situation is helped by the fact that when 
making a professional assessment of new textbooks there are currently opportuni-
ties for multicultural education as one of the most important aspects is combating 
latent xenophobia�

With regard to respecting different opinions among children, schools did not 
often give their opinion� In more than a half of the schools a claim appeared in 
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the sense that children are encouraged towards tolerance and understanding of 
differences or pupils share experiences with each other, but specification was only 
in two schools: We often use dramatization, brainstorming, discussion in a circle 
and the aim is understanding the differences in cultures, ethnicities, religions, sexual 
orientations, etc. We present one of the three slogans of the school: No one is a person 
better or worse than I am, we are simply different�

Discipline in the classroom is based on mutual respect and compliance with 
rules created together
At the last attribute in this subchapter, a  ”standard” average, 6�3, was also 

obtained� The attached arguments showed that teachers usually give their pupils 
the opportunity to participate in the formation of disciplinary rules and cooperate 
on the procedure for solving disciplinary problems� 

All schools agree that the key to mutual respect is to create positive and open 
relationships in the classroom� The agreement holds true in that pupils are involved 
in creating and commenting on rules of action or behaviour at school� Nearly a half of 
the schools explicitly stated that their pupils are encouraged to self-discipline� Then 
there are clear procedures, understandable both for teachers and pupils, regarding how 
to react to inappropriate behaviour� One school also adds that if someone breaks rules, 
the causes are primarily explored and subsequently the possibility of changes in the 
action and behaviour� Problems are solved by the community circle� Another school 
emphasizes that the school code of behaviour (rules) is formed with the cooperation of 
pupils, teachers and parents and every year it is again discussed and updated.

5. Conclusion

Among the arguments of schools there are substantial differences related to 
their degree of specificity� Some schools justify evaluation of the criteria with very 
specific arguments which demonstrate their real life, which is occasionally missing 
in some schools and criteria� Teams of teachers for their argumentation often used 
answers too wide, general and unspecified or did not respond to the question 
suggesting some misunderstanding to the criterion of inclusion� One school was 
significantly different by its specific and factual argumentation� This school also 
excelled in the content analysis of the school curriculum (the first phase of the 
research, Kratochvílová, Havel, Filová, 2011)�

Generally we can say, based on the evaluation of the teachers included in our 
sample, that schools accept differences between pupils and use them for the enrich-
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ment of learning� Pupils are involved in the creation of common rules, thus ensur-
ing their safety; fewer are invited to feedback about what is happening at school� 
The opportunity to give students more space to affect the real life of the school is 
not completely used� We can say that in these schools, as in the Czech Republic 
(Lechta, 2010, p� 34), a transition is currently going on between integration and 
inclusion, which is best described as dimorphic inclusion/integration�

The above examples show how difficult it is to find suitable arguments to the 
chosen criteria� It requires understanding the whole issue of inclusive schools and 
very carefull consideration of the situation in school� If there is no comparison 
between schools, their statements are very different in terms of the degree of 
subjectivity� 

At the same time, it is necessary to ask whether the chosen research tool is 
suitable for our environment� During our research we pointed out the difficulties 
teachers faced during its implementation into practice� The cardinal problems 
were particularly time-consuming processing of the questionnaire and the fact 
that some sub-criteria were less understandable� Based on the research results, 
we tried to propose a much simpler form of the questionnaire, which would 
correspond to the Czech environment and consist of criteria for principles of 
inclusion mentioned above (for detail cf� Kratochvílová, Havel, 2012)� If we want 
to recognize the process of inclusion in the schools, we cannot be satisfied with 
the statements of teachers and other school staff when examining the principles of 
inclusion in schools� It is necessary to examine the aspects through other methods� 
In the next phase of the research, therefore, we proceeded to examining inclusion 
and its principles in schools by using observation of teaching, interviews with 
teachers, school staff and pupils� We believe that after analyzing the results we 
will obtain a more objective view of the application of respect in school practice, 
and we can provide schools with feedback on their self-evaluation and possible 
further development of inclusion�
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the Contribution of sport to Prosocial behavior 
in Youth

Abstract

For proper organization of sport and physical education in general, it is neces-
sary to obtain empirical evidence on how sport influences youths’ social and moral 
development� To that effect, the research aim was to provide empirical data on the 
existence or non-existence of a connection between doing sport and prosocial 
behavior of the young� An appropriate questionnaire of pro-social behavior estima-
tion was implemented on the sample of 61 students aged 12–14� The research 
findings show that there is a significant difference in the level of display of certain 
forms of prosocial behavior among the young athletes and their peers that are not 
engaged in some organized sport activities� Further, it was established that the 
type of sport influences the level of pro-social behavior manifestation� It was not 
found whether the length of doing sport is correlated with the pro-social behavior 
of adolescents� The results obtained point that organized sport activities represent 
the context having positive effects on the development of pro-social behavior of 
the young�

Keywords: the young, sport, prosocial behavior, physical education 

introduction

Positive social behavior represents an essential characteristic of interpersonal 
relationships and interconnections with other people� In fact, the behavior intended 
to benefit another person represents one of the basic values interpersonal relation-
ships are based on� What is more, it influences a person’s quality of life� As such, it 
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is important for achieving competence among young people in different aspects 
of life: academic, social, family, professional� Led by the development of scientific 
thought, an idea arises in social pedagogy� The idea is that sport can have beneficial 
effects on the social development of adolescents� However, the claim that sport 
may develop pro-social behavior of the young through their inclusion in “helping 
relationships” is often criticized for being empirically unfounded� It is because of 
the proper sport organization as a comprehensive social-pedagogical intervention 
that it is necessary to obtain empirical evidence related to the relationship between 
practicing sport and social behavior of the young�

Positive effects of sport on the social development of the young have been 
explained by a range of relevant factors of various degrees of generality, from the 
moral or prosocial behavior of the coach, through the quality of peer relations in the 
context of sport, to fostering a positive motivational climate (McKenney, 2001; Rutten 
et al�, 2007)� One of the perceptions refers to sport’s cathartic effect� According to this 
view, regular participation in sport, especially in aggressive forms of sport, provides 
opportunities to discharge negative energy and release aggression in a socially accept-
able manner, so that the person doing sport is to be less aggressive in situations 
beyond sport� Previous research has not supported the notion that involvement in 
sports has a cathartic effect on young athletes (Endresen & Olweus, 2005)�

The authors that start with the theory of social learning, point out that sport 
“provides a forum for teaching responsibility, cooperation, subordinating oneself to 
higher goals and shaping moral behavior” (McKenney, 2001, p�15)� By observation 
of the pro-social behavior exhibited by teammates, the opponent or coach, young 
athletes learn such behavior and will tend to express it, especially if it is in some 
way rewarded (Joksimovic and Vasovic, 1990)� Sports activities require respecting 
certain standards of sportsmanship, which can contribute to learning to resolve 
conflict, develop a greater perspective and self-control and other social and cogni-
tive skills� Some authors suggest that sport is an advantageous therapeutic context 
in which adolescents with behavioral disorders can learn pro-social behavior 
(McKenney, 2001)� 

However, the world of youth sports also allows different interpretations� Theo-
rists and researchers suggest that practicing sport at a highly competitive level 
is coupled with the stress and anxiety of young people, even outside the sport 
context� Some authors further indicate that youth sport has become professional-
ized, marked by extreme training, early specialization and focused solely on the 
maximum score (Theokas, 2009)� Competition as the main feature of sport may 
contribute to reducing young athletes’ empathy for the needs of others� Train-
ing in martial arts, for example, requires acquisition of a repertoire of aggressive 
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behaviors, and this exercise can boost aggressive behavior, not only in the situation 
of training and sparring, but in other circumstances as well� Excessive emphasis 
on winning in sports can lead to young people behaving in interactions with their 
peers as antagonists and less willing to help others� Vindictiveness can develop 
among athletes, and even victimization (e�g�, of poorer players), suggesting that 
for many young people sport is not always a positive experience (Light Shields, 
Bredemeier, LaVoi & Power, 2005)�

In some studies, adolescent athletes reported that they are more likely to 
participate in risk behaviors, such as alcohol abuse and delinquency, compared 
to adolescents who do not do sports� In their longitudinal study, Endresen and 
Olweus (2005) found that participation in sport is related to the development of 
anti-social behavior among young people� Further, the findings, according to which 
young people who train team sports indicate a low level of social skills and moral 
reasoning, are worrying (Fredericks & Eccles, 2006; Lai, Stoll & Beller, 2006)� 

research method

The research aims: How does doing sports affect social and moral development 
of young people?� That is the issue that has both educational and broader social 
significance� Previous research on this issue has obtained contradictory results 
(Endresen & Olweus, 2005; Rutten et al�, 2007)� For the correct organization of 
youth sports activities and physical education in general it is important to examine 
the relationship between organized sports and young people’s social behavior� 
The overall goal of this study was to examine whether sport contributes to the 
development of pro-social behavior among young people� The specific goals are 
related to understanding the similarities and differences in the impact of sport on 
the pro-social behavior of young people, in terms of: a) type of sport, and b) the 
length of training� In accordance with the presented goals, the research started 
with a general hypothesis that there was a significant positive correlation between 
sports and pro-social behavior in adolescents� 

The sample: The design of accidental sampling was applied in the research� The 
sample consisted of youth aged 12 to 14� The sample consisted of 31 adolescents 
who were involved in sports and 31 adolescents who did not participate in organ-
ized sport activities� The sample included young people who trained team sports: 
basketball, football and handball�

The instruments: In the paper, pro-social behavior is defined as any social behav-
ior that contributes to the well-being of another individual or group, regardless 
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of the degree and type of personal gain or the victim (Krnjajić, 2002)� Pro-social 
behavior is determined as a composite variable whose parameters are: a) readiness 
to help others; b) willingness to cooperate; c) nurture, d) empathy and e) altruism� 
For the testing of pro-social behavior, questionnaires were designed for adolescents 
who participated in sports and adolescents who did not train� Questionnaires were 
parallel (identical questions) and had been modified only in the aspect that related 
to the participation in organized sports activities� Formulation of items (questions) 
and offered alternatives was performed so that the participants could express the 
degree of agreement with each of the mentioned statements�

In addition to the basic descriptive statistical procedures t-test, Mann-Whitney 
test, and Cruskal-Wallis test were also used in the study� Application of the above 
statistical procedures was determined by the nature of the data collected�

resuLts

In order to analyze the impact of sports on the development of pro-social 
behavior, the significance of differences at the level of expression of all forms of 
pro-social behaviors of the adolescents who did sports and adolescents who did 
not do sports was tested� The testing was performed by t-test at the significance 
level of p <0�05� The results of data analysis showed that a significant difference 
between the two groups of subjects was found only in two dimensions of pro-social 
behavior� These were the following dimensions: willingness to help others and 
nurture (Table 1)� As for the remaining forms of pro-social behavior, significant 
differences between the adolescents who did sports and their peers who did not 
train were not established�

Table 1. Readiness to help other persons in relation to doing sport

N M SD t – test (df) p
train 31 29�73 0�69

2.434 (60) 0�01
do not train 31 25�28 1�16

Table 2 shows the results pointing that among the adolescents who trained and 
the adolescents who were not involved in sports there were significant differences 
at the level of the expression of nurture� The direction of the differences was such 
that it showed that young people who were involved in organized sports activities 
exhibited a higher level of nurture than their peers who did not train�
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Table 2  Nurture in relation to doing sport

N M SD t – test (df) p
train 31 28�60 0�83

2.33 (60) 0�02
do not train 31 26�45 1�07

Further analysis was focused on testing the statistical significance of differ-
ences in the level of pro-social behavior among the young people in relation 
to the type of sport they were involved in (basketball, football and handball)� 
A nonparametric test, Kruskal Wallis, was applied because conditions were not 
met (too small subsamples) for the application of standard parametric tests of the 
analysis of variance (ANOVA)� The test results showed that among the groups of 
athletes there were statistically significant differences at the level of expression of 
willingness to cooperate with others and care for others� The obtained results are 
shown in Table 3� 

Table 3. Willingness to cooperate with others and care 
for others in terms of the type of sport

Readiness to cooperate 
with others Nurture

type of sport N Middle 
rank Chi-square (df) p Middle 

rank Chi-square (df) p

basketball 11 22�09
9.02 (2) 0�01

21�82
7.03 (2) 0�03football 9 15�22 12�83

handball 11 10�55 12�77

Further analysis showed that there was a significant difference in the expression 
of willingness for cooperation between the adolescents who trained basketball and 
the adolescents training handball (p = 0�008)� When it comes to nurture, significant 
differences were found among the young people playing basketball and the young 
playing handball (p = 0�05)�

For the purpose of testing the third research hypothesis, the significance of 
differences at the level of expression of all forms of pro-social behavior in relation 
to the length of doing sports was tested� The nonparametric Mann-Whitney test 
was applied� No significant differences between the young people who had been 
involved in organized sports for a period shorter than 3 years and the young people 
who had been training for more than 3 years were established�
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Discussion

The analysis of the relation between involvement in sport and young people’s 
pro-social behavior was the primary aim of this study� What was the most impor-
tant finding was the fact that doing sport encouraged two types of pro-social 
behavior: readiness to help others and nurture (concern about others’ welfare)� 
This only partially confirms the initial expectation that doing sport promotes the 
development of pro-social behavior of adolescents, which is consistent with other 
research findings (Rutten et al�, 2007)� Such a situation leads to the conclusion 
that sport represents a context for learning pro-social behavior among the young 
through their interaction with teammates, opponents, coaches and parents�

According to this finding, one could assume that with more intensive inclusion of 
sports activities in prevention programs oriented towards schools we could create 
the environment which would contribute to the prevention of youth problem behav-
ior and the development of pro-social skills� Therefore, sports programs related to 
school have a series of advantages, such as availability to all students, absence of 
outside pressure directed at achieving the maximum result, possibility of integrating 
sport in other curricular and extracurricular activities� Furthermore, while analyz-
ing the connection between involvement in sport and pro-social behavior of the 
young, it is important to point out that developed pro-social skills are an important 
condition for realizing positive social relationships, but they also affect the process of 
adjusting to the school environment and achieving school success� Cooperative and 
helping behavior, for instance, contributes to establishing a positive, academically 
relevant interaction between the teacher and the peers, which represents a desirable 
context for the realization of the process of learning and teaching�

As for other forms of prosocial behavior - readiness for cooperation, altruism 
and empathy - no significant differences between the adolescents involved in sports 
and their adolescent peers who did not train were found� These findings are not 
consistent with the results of other research (Gasic-Pavišić and Janjetović, 2007), 
in which it was found that engaging in team sport develops in young people the 
most readiness to cooperate with others� This finding poses a few questions and 
suggests, among other things, that doing sport does not develop the ability to adopt 
someone else’s perspective among adolescents� Such a capability represents the 
basic correlate of pro-social behavior (Carlo et al�, 1999)� What is more, it seems 
that sport does not develop the ability to identify with the other person� Bearing 
in mind that empathy is one of the basic forms of pro-social behavior, it would be 
useful to conduct research on the relationship between involvement in sport and 
the development of empathy in the young�
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From the perspective of social pedagogy, and from the aspect of decreasing and 
encouraging the possibilities for development of youth’s pro-social behavior, the 
quality of the experience the young have in sport mostly depends on the influence 
of their natural mentors – parents and coaches� Coaches and parents, through 
adequate supervision and establishment of clear and mutually synchronized expec-
tations, can satisfy the developmental needs of the young and therefore ensure their 
motivation for the internalization of norms and standards of pro-social behavior� 
Unfortunately, situations in which coaches and parents pressurize their players, 
tolerate bad sports behavior, or even force them to cheat, hurt their opponent 
and argue with referees are quite common� Those are the factors that can inhibit 
the development of moral thinking and pro-social competence of the adolescents 
involved in sport�

It has been discovered that the type of sport affects the level of expression of 
pro-social behavior� The adolescents who train basketball are more likely to cooper-
ate with others in relation to young people who play handball� When it comes to 
nurture, significant differences between the groups of athletes are also established� 
Basketball players show greater nurture than handball players� Several possible 
factors constitute the basis for these differences� One of them is the difference in 
the intensity of physical contact in basketball, football and handball� Various levels 
of physical contact in different types of sport stipulate different goal orientations 
of young athletes (Kavussanu, Seal & Phillips, 2006)� Individual (ego) orientation, 
which can be related to aggressive behavior, is more prominent in the sports which 
involve a higher level of physical contact� It seems that in basketball, in comparison 
with football and handball, task orientation is more present� In other words, the 
young who play basketball mostly assess their competence in relation with their 
own previous performance and progress� In accordance with this, we are prone 
to conclude that the ego orientation of athletes is more present in football and 
handball and that the experience of success is based on social comparison� Success 
is regarded as the consequence of superiority over others, not due to the effort put 
in the task� It is understood that, provided they positively encourage progress, mak-
ing effort and improvement, parents and coaches can contribute to the creation of 
a motivational climate which encourages task orientation, which will consequently 
lead to the strengthening of the pro-social behavior of the young� In other words, 
if young athletes see that coaches and parents believe that the key to success is 
making effort, they will develop the same beliefs� 

Is has not been found whether the length of training significantly affects prosocial 
behavior of adolescents� Specifically, it has not been found if there are significant 
differences at the level of expression of pro-social behavior of adolescents who have 
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trained for more than three years and those who have trained for a period shorter 
than three years� Although this finding suggests that the positive effects of sport on 
the pro-social behavior of young people are achieved after a relatively short period 
of involvement in organized sports activities, we believe that further studies on 
this issue are necessary� The need for further research is imposed by knowing that 
long-term involvement in sport is characterized by a higher level of specialization 
and competition (school competition, national and international competition), 
which can potentially lead to a bad sports behavior�

The results show that doing sport has positive socialization effects� However, 
these results do not allow us to make a definitive conclusion that sport contributes 
to the development of pro-social behavior because they are correlated and it is not 
possible to make an unambiguous conclusion about the direction of the association 
of these variables� It is possible that the effect of selection determined the results 
of the research� Namely, it is possible that the adolescents in the sample opted 
for sports because they were more willing to cooperate and care than their peers 
who do not do sports� But also, the findings can be interpreted as a significant 
contribution of sport to the development of pro-social behavior�

Conclusions

The summarized results of this study demonstrate that sport contributes to 
the development of pro-social behavior in adolescents� It was found that doing 
sport primarily develops two types of pro-social behavior: readiness to help other 
people and nurture, by which the thesis of the developmental benefits of the youth’s 
involvement in sports was confirmed� However, the lack of connection between 
practicing sport and other forms of youth’s pro-social behavior suggests that sport 
does not have such a strong influence as one can expect� 

Sport contexts are complex, dynamic and influenced by different factors, both 
visible and invisible� Positive social relationships and interactions with adults and 
peers in the sports context are a major factor in the quality of the experience of 
young people in sport� Nevertheless, there are often situations in which parents and 
coaches are putting pressure on their figureheads, sanction, support unsportsman-
like behavior for the sake of victory over the opponent� In this regard, it is important 
that open coach-player(s) dialogue on sports games, covers important aspects, such 
as: what is good and bad sportsmanship, personal and team responsibility, respect for 
teammates and opponents� One of the most important tasks of a coach is to create 
a positive motivational climate� When the coach creates a climate that emphasizes 
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independent defining of the criteria of desirable behavior, young athletes will form 
positive beliefs about their own competence, have the feeling of independence and 
a high level of moral reasoning (Rutten et al�, 2007; Theokas, 2009)� 

From the perspective of social pedagogy, the significance of the findings 
branches in two directions� The first one is related to the confirmation of the 
assumption that sport could represent a social environment which promotes the 
development of youth’s pro-social behavior� Also, sport can be uniquely positioned 
as social-pedagogical intervention that provides many opportunities for preventing 
youth problem behavior� Furthermore, the results of the research are important 
because they support relinquishing of the traditional approach to organizing sports 
activities for the young and emphasize the need for more intensive pedagogical 
guidance (mentorship) of children and adolescents in the process of social learning 
in sports activities� We believe that the values and the system of beliefs of parents 
and coaches and behavior towards the young represent significant determinants of 
the value system, behavior and achievement of the young in sport� In other words, 
on the basis of the findings of this research it is obvious that achieving a desired 
role of sport requires all the participants to adopt a new way of thinking about 
sport and its developmental functions� More specifically, it is about conceptualizing 
sport as comprehensive social-pedagogical intervention, based on contemporary 
theoretical and empirical findings of social pedagogy� There is a doubtless potential 
for this direction of the development of youth sports, which has been proved by 
the findings of this research�
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system of Vocational education in Poland –  
Ways of evaluation

Abstract 

The article presents results of research on the evaluation of important aspects 
of vocational education conducted among employers and students� The study was 
conducted to indicate the scope of cooperation between schools and entrepreneurs� 
It provided a new knowledge concerning the evaluation of vocational education� 
The first stage of the research was connected with employers’ requirements for 
graduates and opinions of their qualifications and skills� The second one dealt 
with the evaluation of vocational training in the opinions of employers and pupils� 
Finally, the research helped to indicate employers’ and students’ concepts of the 
development of the system of vocational education�

1. introduction

The economic crisis in some EU countries draws attention to fundamental 
aspects of education: the necessity to increase the quality of education and the 
creation of more practical vocational education to help graduates to enter the 
labour market easily and effectively� In the research on vocational education the 
following areas can be observed: 

−  studies for the evaluation of programmes including experiences of other 
countries (Kwiatkowski 2001; Kwiatkowski 2006)

−  ways of student preparation for entering the labour market (Baraniak 2006; 
Gerlach et� al 2006; Moos 20010) 

−  studies on educational aspirations of students and graduates (Pacwa 2011, 
Pradela et� al 2012; Augustyn et� al 2010) 

Agata Pradela
Poland
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−  research into labour market requirements (Kęsy 2008; Kasperek, Zieliński 
2009; Pradela et� al 2012)

All studies on vocational education help to evaluate, develop and improve the 
education system’s activities connected with effective preparation of students for 
entering the labour market and creating their own career paths in accordance with 
both their needs and labour market requirements� However, at the local govern-
ment level, the Polish system of vocational education is evaluated only according to 
the results of vocational exams (CKE procedures)� There are rankings of vocational 
schools, which are not objective enough if they are based only on one indicator 
and not correlated with research on vocational education� 

2. research question and methodology

In this article a research question is discussed: How is the system of vocational 
education evaluated by employers and students?� To answer this question, specific 
sub-questions were formulated:

What is the scope of cooperation between schools and entrepreneurs?
How is the system of vocational education evaluated by students and entrepre-

neurs?
What are employers’ and students’ concepts of development of the system of voca-

tional education?
The methodology of research covered: 
−  IDI conducted among entrepreneurs form Gliwice and around (sample of 

216–10% of the population of entrepreneurs in Gliwice), 
−  Surveys conducted among the last year students of lower basic vocational 

schools – zasadnicza szkola zawodowa (BVS), general secondary schools 
– liceum ogólnokształcące (GSS), general secondary schools with a profile 
– liceum profilowane (GSSP), technical and vocational secondary schools – 
technikum (TVSS)� The sample consisted of 4000 students; correctly filled in 
surveys – 3859� 5 different survey questionnaires were prepared�

The article presents a part of the research project carried out between February 
2011 and September 2012 in Gliwice, titled “Labour Market of Gliwice – chances 
and challenges”� The project was cofunded by the European Union (financial 
mechanism: Human Capital 8�1�2)� 
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3. results and discussion

Decisions and activities carried out in the education system and in the system 
of vocational education are connected with the expectations, needs and require-
ments of three groups of stakeholders: representatives of the education system 
(directors, teachers, local government representatives), students, employers� Those 
needs and expectations differ, influence each other and relations between them 
determine making educational decisions (Pradela 2012) (Figure 1)� The research 
methodology was created to obtain knowledge about them, in accordance with the 
5C method (Radisić, Nadeljkowić 2012)� Creation, cooperation, context, creativity 
and communication were used both in planning and organisation of the project 
and during research, analysing and reporting�

Figure 1. Model of integration of ES stakeholders’ 
expectations, needs, requirements and barriers 

3.1. Cooperation between schools and entrepreneurs
During research, forms of cooperation were identified between schools and 

entrepreneurs – employers of graduates (n=216):
−  Vocational training (including planning of training schedule in cooperation 

with schools) – 27�78% (n=60)�
−  Employment of graduates and students (as young workers) 24�07% (n=52)�
−  Presentation of job offers – 12�96% (n=28)�
−  Teacher training in new technologies – 9�72% (n=21)�
−  Presentation of firms, demonstrations of professional equipment – 7�87% 

(n=17)
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−  Invitations for competitions and demonstrations (mainly for students edu-
cated for the professions of a hairdresser and cook) – 5�5% (n=12)�

−  Sponsoring of materials for vocational training (especially for electric labo-
ratories) – 4�63% (n=10)�

Pupils of BVS and technical and vocational secondary schools complete 
vocational training in laboratories (placed at school or in Centers of Vocational 
Training) or in firms (Rozporządzenie MENiS w sprawie praktycznej nauki zawodu 
2004; Rozporządzenie RM w sprawie przygotowania zawodowego młodocianych i 
ich wynagradzania 1996)� Students educated for professions connected with service 
are mostly employed in firms as young workers� They are responsible for finding 
a place of training themselves� Only schools for students with special educational 
needs help to organise vocational training� Fewer than 30% of the interviewed 
employers cooperate with schools in the organisation of vocational training; this is 
the most popular form of cooperation� Other forms of cooperation do not require 
such involvement from companies, these are periodic activities rather than con-
stant cooperation� IDI was conducted among the most interested employers, many 
employers refused to participate in the research� 

The research also allowed to identify reasons for the low involvement of employ-
ers in the organisation of vocational training (Table 1)�

Table 1. Reasons for low involvement of employers in 
organisation of vocational training (n=216)

Reasons for low involvement of employers in organisation of  
vocational training N %

Company does not have qualified tutor of vocational training 57 26�39%
Company cannot finance tutors of vocational training 55 25�46%
Schools do not cooperate with company 36 16�67%
Employment of apprentices is additional difficulty, it does not bring benefits 28 12�96%

Schools and students do not submit applications to company 28 12�96%
Schools do not educate in occupations required in company 19 8�80%
Others 19 8�80%
Company does not know how to organise vocational training 11 5�09%

The biggest group of respondents (26�39%) indicated organisational problems 
connected with vocational training (lack of qualified tutor of vocational training)� 
25�46% of the interviewed considered financial aspects as a barrier� Employers do 
not receive any additional funds for vocational training, they must be covered by 
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the company� 16�67% of the respondents stated that schools do not cooperate with 
companies in any area� Almost 13% of the employers stated that employment of 
apprentices is connected with additional problems and difficulties and companies 
do not have any benefit from it� Also almost 13% of the respondents do not organ-
ise vocational training because education institutions, schools and students do not 
submit a proposal of cooperation in the organisation vocational training� Among 
the reasons for employers’ lack of involvement in the organisation of vocational 
training in the category “others” the answer prevailed that companies do not see a 
reason for and benefit from the organisation of vocational training and other forms 
of cooperation with schools�

The scope of cooperation was also indicated in the research conducted among 
the students (Table 2)� 

Table 2. Cooperation of schools with the environment in students’ opinion (n=3699). 

GSS GSSP TVSS BVS Total

Good cooperation of school with companies – 0�00% 12�90% 13�10% 6�50%
Good cooperation of schools with universi-
ties 22�70% 20�60% 10�30% 0�00% 15�30%

During IDI research all school head teachers indicated good cooperation with 
the environment, however those opinions are not objective� The real scope of 
cooperation was found during research among employers (Table 1) and students 
(Table 2)�

3.2. How is the system of vocational education evaluated by students 
and entrepreneurs?
The employers evaluated the system of vocational education in terms of the 

competences and skills of graduates and apprentices required on the labour market, 
whereas the students in terms of opinions about vocational education�

Opinions of employers
The entrepreneurs, employers of graduates and apprentices, were asked to give 

their opinions about the employed graduates and apprentices in various aspects� 
The categories were the following: theoretical knowledge, practical knowledge 
and skills, additional skills confirmed by certificates or licences obtained during 
education, CV and cover letter writing skills, good presentation during interviews, 
entrepreneurship features: independence at work, motivation for work and lifelong 
learning, creativity, team work, ability to make decisions�
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The summary of the collected data about the secondary school graduates’ com-
petencies is presented in Table 3� Each category was evaluated with the use of the 
scale: very good (5), good (4), average (3), weak (2), very weak (1)�

Table 3. Evaluation of secondary school graduates’ and TVSS and BVS apprentices’ 
competencies required on the labour market in the opinions of employers (n=216)

Category

Notes
Average 
rating

Very 
good
(5)

Good 
(4)

Average
(3)

Weak
(2)

Very 
weak
(1)

G* A* G A G A G A G A G A
Theoretical knowledge 4 5 22 25 30 18 6 8 2 1 3�31 3�44
Practical knowledge and skills 5 5 20 18 23 21 15 12 1 1 3�20 3�25
Additional skills confirmed by 
certificates or licences obtained 
during education

1 1 13 13 22 14 20 18 7 8 2.70 2.65

CV and cover letter writing skills 2 3 14 19 22 20 16 13 6 3 2�83 3�10
Good presentation during 
interviews 4 3 30 24 20 18 9 6 7 4 3�21 3�29

Independence at work 7 6 27 17 16 21 7 12 4 1 3�43 3�26

Motivation for work and lifelong 
learning 8 5 26 25 23 18 6 8 1 1 3�53 3�44

Creativity 7 5 26 18 18 21 8 12 2 1 3�46 3�25
Team work 14 4 31 29 12 18 5 3 1 1 3.83 3�58
Ability to make decisions 4 3 23 18 16 11 13 19 6 4 3�10 2�95

G* – graduate;  A* – apprentice

Among the graduates the highest scores were received in the categories: 
team work, motivation for work and lifelong learning and creativity� The lowest 
scores were given for: additional skills confirmed by certificates or licences 
obtained during education and CV and cover letter writing skills� Among the 
apprentices the highest scores were received in the following categories: team 
work, theoretical knowledge, motivation for work and lifelong learning� The 
lowest scores were given for: additional skills confirmed by certificates or 
licences obtained during education, ability to make decisions and independence 
at work� In both groups, “team work” and “motivation” received the highest 
scores, while additional skills confirmed by certificates or licences obtained 
during education – the lowest�
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Opinions of students
The students’ opinions about vocational education are presented in Table 4� The 

biggest group of respondents indicated “good atmosphere at school” (34�4%) and 
“good preparation for the final exam” (34�5%)� Over 40% of the general secondary 
school students stated that they attended a school with a high level of education� 

Table 4. Results of school evaluation by last year students (n=3699)

GSS GSSP TVSS BVS Total
1 High level of vocational education 40�1% 18�4% 22% 8�1% 28�7%
2 Good preparation for vocational 

exam
– – 0�00% 40�00% 4�40%

3 Good preparation for work – 0�00% 33�20% 28�90% 16�10%
6 School enables to develop interests 19�80% 14�90% 29�30% 24�70% 23�80%
9 School does not demand much 13�60% 38�30% 20�10% 29�60% 18�80%

10 Good atmosphere at school 40�50% 39�00% 30�30% 21�70% 34�40%

None of the students of TVSS agreed that the school offers good preparation for 
a vocational exam, but simultaneously over 30% indicated that the school prepared 
them properly for the entrance onto the labour market� The students were also 
asked if they are going to recommend the school for lower secondary school gradu-
ates� Most respondents (67�30%) gave a positive answer to that question� 

Additionally, the students of BVS and TVSS were asked to evaluate vocational 
training – an imminent element of vocational education� In the first question the 
students evaluated training in two categories� 50% gave a positive opinion about 
vocational training, whereas 30�9% stated that they did not have motivation to attend 
vocational training but it was an obligation� The answers of the TVSS and BVS 
students did not differ very much� In the second question, vocational training was 
evaluated in the ‘school scale’ from 1 – the worst score to 6 – the best score (Table 5)�

Table 5. Evaluation of vocational training in the 
‘school scale’ by students of TVSS and BVS

Note BVS TVSS Total
1 4�40% 4�20% 4�30%
2 8�10% 5�40% 6�80%
3 25�40% 9�70% 17�60%
4 30�50% 17�10% 23�80%
5 24�90% 23�10% 24�00%
6 4�90% 18�00% 11� 0%
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60% of the respondents gave “good” or “very good” scores for vocational training� 
Comparing the answers from both types of school it can be noticed that vocational 
training received higher scores among the TVSS students� These respondents gave 
18% of the “best” scores and 23�1% of “very good” scores� 

4. What are employers’ and students’ concepts of the 
development of the system of vocational education?�

The employers and students were asked to indicate rationalization and reorgani-
sation for vocational training� The results of this part of research are presented in 
Table 6� 

Table 6. Employers’ and students’ proposals of rationalization 
and reorganisation of vocational training

Employers’ proposals of rationalization and reorganisation of 
vocational training N % 1748

Vocational training is too short to be effective 79 36�57% 1748 26�2%
Vocational tutor should receive additional salary 57 26�39%
Company demand changes (e�g� should last a month, rather 
than once a week during a school year)

52 24�07%

Company would like to employ apprentices if local govern-
ment/school lower all the cost

42 19�44%

The best apprentices should receive salaries 41 18�98% 37�1%
Schools should be more engaged in organisation of vocational 
training

34 15�74%

Others 12 5�56% 7�3
Vocational training is not needed 11 5�09% 5�4
Company would like to employ apprentices and offer salaries to 
the best apprentices 

3 1�39%

Employers should be more involved – – 21�5
School should help students in organisation of vocational training – – 17�3
Vocational training should be offered in modern companies

The majority of employers (79; 36�57%) suggest lengthening of vocational train-
ing to make it more effective� The opinion is shared by the students (26�2%)� Addi-
tionally, in the employers’ opinion training should be continuous and it should last 
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for a long period of time (52; 24�07%)� A tutor responsible for vocational training 
should receive additional salary (57; 26�39), and in the opinion of 42 respondents 
(19�44%) the organisation of vocational training should be financed by local gov-
ernments� Also, the students agreed that a salary for students will help to boost the 
level of vocational training (31�7%)� Moreover, the students drew attention to the 
low involvement of schools in the organisation of vocational training (17�3%)� In 
the category of “others” in both groups of respondents, the most common answers 
were: “do not have experience and knowledge to answer this question”� 

Conclusion

According to Hoque et� al (2011), research on local educational system in vari-
ous aspects provides a new knowledge about relevant educational problems and 
their origin� Research on vocational education and lobour market is conducted 
in various aspects but local governments do not pay enough attention to them� 
The quantitative indicator of the results of vocational examination are more likely 
analysed by local governments than research results�

Despite some obstacles and difficulties (mostly connected with employers’ lack of 
interest in taking part in interviews), the presented research provided information 
useful for all the stakeholders of the education system and for local government 
authorities� 

Many studies on students’ educational needs are limited to obtaining informa-
tion only about the needs (Augustyn at al� 2010; Pacwa 2011), without looking for 
their reasons or concepts for improvement� The methodology of the discussed 
study included those aspects�

Moreover, the available analyses about labour market requirements are very 
general and do not refer to the local labour market� They are very useful as a 
source of general knowledge, to observe trends and get information about per-
spectives� Information from companies and entrepreneurs comes to the education 
system through Local Recruitment Offices� This is about 30% of the information 
about the market from entrepreneurs in cooperation with Local Recruitment 
Offices� The presented research provides information concerning graduates’ skills 
and competences in the opinion of employers� The system of vocational educa-
tion can be improved by using this information, the presented conclusions could 
supplement the system of evaluation based on the results of vocational exams� 
The evaluation of particular aspects of vocational education by the students is 
also relevant� 
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Apart from the results and recommendations of improving the education system 
in Gliwice, the research has other advantage and impact on education institutions 
and the environment� A group of employers engaged in taking part in interviews 
became more involved in cooperation with schools� The research helped to activate 
the employers� This activation resulted in the organisation of vocational training, 
study visits, lectures at schools, patronage, initiating activities in cooperation with 
schools� The research helped to integrate the education and labour market areas� 
The education system and employers start new initiatives and would like to cooper-
ate with each other� 

Representatives of the ducation system, employers and pupils agreed that such 
research should be carried out as monitoring every few years� They agreed that 
the knowledge on educational needs is important, but if it is supplemented by 
determinants and recommendations, it is more useful and will help to organise 
education adjusted both to pupils’ needs and labour market requirements�
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Assessment of Modern Loanwords  
by the Contemporary Czech Youth

Abstract

The article deals with specific symptoms of formal adaptation of modern loan-
words within various spheres of language and their usage and assessment by the 
contemporary Czech pupils and students� It is based on the results of long-term 
research and extensive questionnaire search concentrated on the written forms of 
selected Anglicisms�

Keywords : language, loanwords, Anglicisms, formal adaptation, communica-
tion, slang of the youth

introduction

Like most modern languages, the Czech language has faced many significant 
changes, particularly enlargement of its vocabulary connected with the develop-
ment of society and the rise of denomination needs in various spheres� Besides 
word-formative procedures, the most significant source of lexicon enrichment is 
represented by borrowing lexical items from foreign languages� The Czech language 
has adopted foreign words during all of its history; the most numerous borrowings 
being of Latin, Greek, German and Romance origin (besides words borrowed from 
the typologically close Slavonic languages)� During the last several decades the 
adoption of Anglicisms, i�e�, internationalisms taken over through English (many 
of them being of Romance or other origin) has prevailed� 

Diana Svobodová
Czech Republic
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Current situation of loanwords in the Czech language

Except for the borrowing of new lexical items itself, adaptation mechanisms are 
applied in dynamic and often quite uncontrolled ways, i�e� the borrowed words 
are “Czechicized” in their forms (phonetic, orthographical, grammatical, word-
formative) and in the semantic meaning used in Czech� We can also notice a better 
knowledge and experience in this sphere of language on the users’ side, especially 
in the case of the frequently used words� An important factor of adaptation of the 
borrowings is their incorporation in appropriate layers of the contemporary lexicon� 
Nevertheless, we still miss relevant guiding rules for the evaluation of the newest 
items in the sense of their literacy, expressivity, stylistic character ,etc�, as many 
of them have not been listed in the language reference books yet (not only the 
codification reference books but also dictionaries of foreign words, neologisms, etc�)� 

From the traditional point of view, the newly borrowed lexical items are usually 
regarded to be stylistically marked, i�e� neological, emotively charged, slangy, etc�, 
usually depending on the type of texts and communicative situations they appear 
in� These lexemes are only beginning to be used, their forms and stylistic character 
are evolving and getting settled� Their other linguistic qualities are also specified 
in comparison with the receptor language native words or older loanwords� This 
process is often extremely variable, which makes the incorporation of these items in 
the language reference books even more problematic� Such a situation then causes 
variability and instability and results in the fact that both the formal and semantic 
aspects of the new loanwords are perceived to be less obligatory than in the case 
of the native words� Then the users inevitably have to either guess or imitate the 
language models represented most often by journalists, commentators, celebrities and 
other popular people, and of course teachers� We must not forget that in the course of 
interiorization of the loanwords, the process of learning plays a more important role 
than in the case of mastering the native language words, which is usually ontogenetic� 

When dealing with the words of foreign origin, not only in Czech, we can encoun-
ter the opinion that we should distinguish among those regarded to be needed, 
functional, and those we could call “redundant”, i�e� useless in fact� However, we have 
to realize that the functionality of each loanword consists also in the potentiality of 
semantic variations and synonymic scales it allows, even if only for special purposes� 
By these purposes we mean that sometimes language elements are used only with 
the aim of specific effect on the addressee, or perhaps intensification of formality 
(or informality) of the communicate, no matter whether we have in mind “exclusive” 
expressions (trendy look, fashion week), evaluative adjectives (good, best, happy), or 
loanwords typical of the language code used by the youth, mostly teenagers� 
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One of the general opinions is that the young use the foreign words uncritically, 
too frequently, or redundantly� Particularly the members of the older generations 
perceive this phenomenon negatively as a certain deformation of communicative 
competence, which hinders young people from the adequate usage of the loan-
words� To be able to take an objective attitude, we should realize which language 
elements are or are not appropriate and fitting within a certain communicative 
situation and context, or which of them fulfil their function and purpose – and also 
what the purpose is� If it is only the above-mentioned ambition of attractiveness, 
we have to adjust the evaluation criteria to this fact, especially when dealing with 
those language means which are actually found on the imaginary dividing line 
between modernity and standard� 

We should also admit that sometimes particularly teenagers make use of their 
knowledge of foreign languages (or even only some foreign words) as an advantage 
in comparison with the older generation, whose members are usually handicapped 
in this sense, and the code of young people becomes a secrecy for them to some 
extent (that is why the slang of the youth is sometimes assigned to argot)� Besides 
mass media (TV, magazines for the youth and mainly the Internet), which influence 
the development of vocabulary and all the language skills of children and young 
people to a high extent, their speech manners and choice of language expressions 
are influenced also by the electronic communication� Chat, Facebook, blogs and 
various social networks represent a language space to which the newest loanwords 
of all kinds penetrate en masse, and the young tend to actively use them as they 
regard them to be modern and attractive� Thanks to a good knowledge of foreign 
languages (particularly English) they consider the loanwords to be organic and 
integral parts of their mutual communication� In comparison with the native 
language elements of the same or similar meaning (supposing that they exist), the 
foreign words appear to be more attractive, pregnant and “stronger” in meaning� In 
some cases their usage is only occasional, but usually they are typical of the youth’s 
language generally within both the spoken and written communication (within 
chat, blogs, etc�, the form is primarily written, but it includes distinctive elements of 
the spoken language)� Perhaps some of the expressions have no longevity, but above 
all we should realize the fact proved repeatedly by the communication practice: in 
the case of particular language means young people lose their sense of the stylistic 
dimensions� When such a situation occurs frequently, the stylistic character of 
these elements can be modified (most often they change their expressivity, slang 
signs, etc�)�

The complexity of this phenomenon should be perceived in a view of the 
psychological and sociological aspects, but the most important is the functional 
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approach to this problem� Besides the above-mentioned attractiveness and moder-
nity, the young consider those lexemes to be symbols of certain social solidarity 
and expression of generation distinction� Their lexicon could be recognized as 
a sociolect, usually as the (general) slang of the youth, or perhaps as argot (with 
either an intentional, or unintentional function of confidentiality and secret mean-
ing of individual lexical elements, which could be either primary, or secondary, 
depending on the context)� Thanks to this social dialect, young people identify 
themselves as members of certain social groups, and it is evident that the need 
for unconventional expression, including unusual usage of foreign language ele-
ments, is most prominent at the time of adolescence� The youth have a tendency 
to totemize some words (e�g� various types of intensifying words and expressives), 
which could gain even poly-semantic character (e�g� adjectives brutální (brutal), 
totální (total) etc�, all of them oscillating between extremely positive and negative 
meanings)� The aim of the intensification of expressiveness of speech (psychologi-
cally conditioned and caused by emotional lability), and at the same time socially 
induced efforts of impression (when the speaker or writer wants to amuse the 
other communicants, to attract them by new words, to shock the adults within 
the assumed generation revolt against conventions) represent two main factors 
influencing the development of the slang of the youth� 

Besides the high frequency of foreign words in the youth’s language code, its 
sociolectical character is intensified also by intentional efforts of uniqueness in the 
form of unusual manners of usage and levels of formal adaptation of the loanwords, 
which could be actually distinct from other types of language communicates� 
Focused on written texts of informal character (especially the Internet communica-
tion within various discussion groups) from the point of view of formal adaptation, 
we find two contradictory tendencies� On the one hand teenagers use not adapted 
loanwords that have not been used in Czech yet, and then some utterances resem-
ble the phenomenon known as code-mixing (e�g� musím make call domů; no to byl 
fakt good joke; hello, friends, jak jde work; musím ráno vstávat do school) etc� On 
the other hand, they use various atypical formal adaptations� As examples we could 
mention derivations formed by curious suffixes, e�g� fočus (usually fotbal, Engl� 
football), trenál (trénink, training), zumbina (zumba), bestofka (best of) etc� Many 
of these expressions are characterized by distinct expressivity, besides those already 
mentioned we could name, above all, diminutives of both grades, i�e� comparatives 
and superlatives, e�g� kissík and kissíček (kiss)1, flirtík and flirtíček (flirt), then peoplík 
(people in singular, i�e� a person), džobík (job), or expressions from the sphere 

1  In the meaning of emoticon, smiley, adapted as smajlík in Czech�
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of computers and communication technologies like mailík/mejlík (mail, e-mail), 
mobílek (mobile phone), kompík (computer), setík (set), sajtka (site) etc� 

The neological word-formation is characterized also by the language playfulness, 
as well as by tendencies towards language economization, which is explicit, e�g�, 
within the abbreviation-derivation, univerbization and re-suffixation procedures 
applied in the cases of words like seroš (seriál, i�e� TV series), áloše (alimenty, ali-
monies), intoš (polysemantic derivation, meaning either “intelektuál”, intellectual, 
or “Internet”), inták (Internet), repros (reproduktor, sound reproducer), fejsko 
(Facebook), textovka (textová zpráva, text message), virtuálka (virtuální situace, 
virtual situation), webovka (webová stránka, web page) and many others� 

Derivation of verbs used within various semantic spheres seems to be unlim-
ited in its productivity, too� Depending on communication needs, the verbal 
derivations are formed with almost no limits from all sorts of word bases of the 
nominal character (adventure, adapt� adventura – adventurovat, aerobics, aerobik 
– aerobikovat, mobile, mobil – mobilovat), as well as of verbal character (to focus, 
adapt� fokus – fokusovat, to speak – speakovat, i�e� spíkovat, to walk – walkovat, to 
work – workovat)� Many of the newly formed verbs are regarded to be stylistically 
marked, e�g� the neologism lovovat, i�e� lowovat, in the diminutive form lovískovat 
(to love)� Perfective forms are most often formed by the formant – nou-/-nu-, e�g� 
to book – buknout, to mail – mailnout, to reset – resetnout, to stop – stopnout� The 
verbs formed in this way are classified as unmarked usually only at the level of 
informal communicates, some of them have a rather occasional or slangy character, 
e�g� to check – čeknout, to forward – forvardnout, to hack – hacknout/heknout, etc� 
The expressive derivations can be found also among adverbs, e�g� sorky, soráč and 
soráček (sorry), fajnky and fajňáčko (fajn)� Among other parts of speech there is 
a rich scale of possibilities, let us mention, e�g�, particles like plís, plíííz, pls, plísky 
(please) and thanx, thx, fenks, fenk jú (thanks), or greetings hello, helooou (hallo), 
byebye, baj baj, csauki, čágo, čágoška, čaua, čaučík, čaudaaa (ciao) and many others�

Manifestations of the language creativity within the loanwords can be traced in 
the semantic neologization, where many changes of meaning occur� At first they 
appear in discourses specific to limited groups of participants, and then they could 
enter the general usage� Sometimes these semantic modifications are accompanied 
by intensification of expressivity� Quite often we find them in connection with com-
puters, e�g� linkovat (to link, in Czech a homonym with the other meaning “to rule”), 
zasejvovat (to save, with the new semantic modification “to remember”), resetnout 
harddisk (to reset hard disc, new meaning “to have a rest”), from other spheres we 
can name e�g� krédo (originally credo, today also in the meaning of mobile phone 
credit)� In fact, most of these examples represent elements of determinologization, 
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i�e� the original professional terms are used by young people in new (mostly comi-
cal) meanings� These untraditional ways of dealing with foreign language elements 
should be understood in the context of the above-mentioned needs of teenagers, 
who consider them to be the most appropriate and best fulfilling the requirement 
of adequacy, success and effectiveness of the language communication� These users 
usually do not mind breaking or overstepping the existing conventions and norms, 
regarded to be traditional in fact�

As suggested by some of the above-mentioned examples, specific features of 
formal adaptation typical of the youth are represented also by intentional “Czechi-
cization” of the graphic form of the words to a larger extent than those correspond-
ing with the contemporary usage, e�g� haus (house), spešl (special), ekšn (action), 
pejpr (paper, in Czech papír)2 etc� From the general point of view, the graphic 
form3 of the loanwords plays an important role in their usage and in the process 
of their integration with the target language� It is because in Czech the ortho-
graphical subsystem seems to be the most regulated by the codification in frames 
of the traditional conception� The codification always respects the orthographical 
traditions, but on the other hand it must respect the prominent developmental 
linguistic trends and the contemporary state of the language usage� Usually the 
orthographical mistakes seem to be the most distinctive, and that is why almost no 
variability in this sphere is tolerated� This situation corresponds with the generally 
spread opinion that out of two or three written variants, only one is correct (or at 
least more correct than the others), and the others are erroneous� And this is exactly 
the phenomenon used by teenagers, who more or less intentionally realize that in 
the case of the newly adopted lexemes this process is very progressive – most of 
the words are borrowed with their original graphic forms at the beginning, then 
they pass through the phase of doubled forms, and finally they are fully adapted� 
Today this process is often quicker than it used to be earlier, mainly in slangs, 
spheres of everyday informal written communication, etc� Assessment of these 
variants should be individual, e�g� the adapted forms like mjuzik/mjúzik, bandží 
džampink or gejm are perceived as acceptable only within informal communicates 
in comparison with the original forms music, bungee jumping and game, but in 
all other contexts they are strongly marked, unusual (or even incomprehensible) 

2 The given examples have been obtained by excerption of chat communication within the 
grant project GAČR 405/04/1035 Linguistic aspects of one type of communication on the Internet 
(Czech on chat) from the server xchat.cz�

3 In our conception we intentionally avoid designation of the individual variants as “ortho-
graphic”, because the entire majority of the loanwords and mainly their adapted forms have not 
been incorporated in the basic orthographical codification manuals yet�
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as a result of the highly distinct diversity of their written and pronounced forms� 
With respect to the fact that among the newly borrowed words in Czech there are 
hundreds of expressions having actually or potentially two or three graphic forms 
in the contemporary usage (at random we can name, e�g�, stretching – strečing – 
strečink, dressing – dresing – dresink, squatter – squater – skvoter), it is obvious that 
the choice is almost only up to the user� The communicants themselves should 
realize which form of the borrowing is suitable for the appropriate context (i�e� 
unmarked in the case of neutral usage, or marked for actualization purposes)� We 
do not mean they should distinguish their “correctness” or “incorrectness”; we have 
in mind their stylistic adequacy and suitability� 

research

We wanted to get to know the attitude of Czech young people with respect to the 
usage of the adapted forms of originally English words in the contemporary Czech 
language (without any explicit differentiation of styles or contexts)� That is why 
we had decided to verify their opinions with the help of extensive questionnaire 
search, realized in 2010 within the project GAČR 405/09/0113 Phenomenon of 
literacy in the contemporary Czech language situation: reception, reality, perspectives 
and vision� This search had all the necessary sociolinguistic criteria and involved 
proportionally the whole territory of the Czech Republic� The respondents were 
represented by altogether 1419 young people (elementary school pupils and stu-
dents of various secondary schools, aged 12–18)� The whole sets of questionnaires 
included 17 questions, and one of them was focused on the adapted forms of 
the Anglicisms lídr (i�e� leader), spíkr (speaker), imidž (image), mítink (meeting), 
pírsink (piercing), mejlovat (to mail, together with the morphemic-morphological 
variant mejlnout), zabukovat (to book) and šoubyznys (show business), and on 
derivations of the original English abbreviations DVD and SMS in the forms of 
dívídíčko and esemeska� The respondents were supposed to “mark” them as in 
school: from 1 (“quite acceptable”) up to 5 (“absolutely a inacceptable”) according 
to their individual perception of those written forms� For hesitating respondents, 
a possibility “I don´t know” had been added, but the pupils and students chose this 
alternative only rarely� 

The results we have obtained illustrate that in a situation when young people 
are confronted with the Czechicized forms and should assess them, they are not 
by far as benevolent as we could suppose when following their real communicates� 
The strictest attitude was noticed in the case of the verbal derivation mejlnout (the 
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average assessment was 3�7), which corresponds with the pairs of verbs printovat 
– printnout (to print) or hackovat – hacknout (to hack), i�e� substandard explicit 
perfective derivation of the originally slang verb mailovat, or e-mailovat, which 
is regarded to be standard� If we compared the forms mejlnout and mejlovat, the 
second variant was more successful – its average assessment was 2�6, even if some 
of the respondents could have been influenced by the non-literary words used 
within the colloquial Czech language, e�g� mejdlo, mejto, mejt se (their standard 
forms are mýdlo, mýto, mýt se, i�e� soap, toll, to wash) etc�, where the original diph-
thongised – ej – combination occurs, too� 

The deverbative word spíkr had also negative rating (average 3�7), which is 
surprising because this graphical form is the only one present in the accessible 
language manuals and textbooks (i�e� they do not include the original English 
form speaker)� On the contrary, within the synchronic written corpuses4 this 
forms can be found many times and the proportion of the occurrence of spíkr 
and speaker (including all their derivations) is 1 : 5 (spíkr 497 : speaker 106)� The 
second deverbative noun lídr obtained higher marks (average 2�6)� Within the 
actual representative manuals5 this word is written in doubled form, i�e� both leader 
and lídr, however in the synchronic corpuses lídr has multiple frequency (leader 
1501: lídr 60374)� 

Then we were interested in the pupils’ and students’ opinions of the Czechicized 
variant of the Anglicism image in the form of imidž (which appears to be hybrid 
from the point of view of its pronunciation in Czech [imič]; but on the other hand, 
the fully adapted variant imič is still too “strange”)� The attitude of our respondents 
was rather depreciative (more strongly in the case of girls), the average mark was 
3�3� The assessment of the adapted forms of the original Anglicisms with the suf-
fix – ing – mítink (meeting) and pírsink (piercing) – was not much different, in the 
case of the former it was 3�0, the latter 3�2, no matter that these words differ as far as 
the length of their existence in the Czech vocabulary is concerned (mítink is much 
“older”), and also within their semantic spectre (there is a distinct polysemy of the 
lexeme mítink today)� Their incorporation in the accessible language reference 
manuals is different, too (the adapted form mítink has been codified in Czech, 
pírsink can be found only in the dictionary of neologisms Nová slova v češtině 2)� 

4 We mean the synchronic corpus of the written Czech language SYN�
5 Pravidla českého pravopisu (Rules of the Czech orthography, 2005), Nový akademický 

slovník cizích slov (New academic dictionary of foreign words, 2005), Nová slova v češtině 1 
(New words in Czech 1, 1998), Nová slova v češtině 2 (New words in Czech 2, 2004), Internetová 
jazyková příručka (Internet language manual) [online]�
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The average rating was a result of the assessment of the Anglicisms šoubyznys 
(2�5), which is a usual, frequent form, and zabukovat (with the word letenku (air 
ticket) added so that its meaning was clear, the average was 2�6), which is a lexeme 
formed analogically to the verbal derivations zamluvit (engage) or zarezervovat 
(reserve), formed from the expression book, having nothing in common with the 
Czech word buk (beech)�

On the other hand, the assessment of two different types of derivations formed 
from the original English abbreviations was quite different: the graphic form 
esemeska obtained the highest rating of all the expressions (1�9), while dívídíčko 
was marked as second-rate (3�1)� The reason is obvious – the first word is very 
frequent, spelling of the abbreviation SMS in Czech and in English is similar and 
the users have no problems with its written form� The derivation formed from 
the abbreviation DVD could be realized either on the basis of the Czech way of 
spelling [de:ve:de:], i�e� dévédéčko, or according to the English spelling [di:vi:di:]� 
In the second case it is even up to the user to decide whether to choose the variant 
dývídýčko (with explicit “hardness” of the pronunciation), or dívídíčko (this form 
is more compact, but not positively evaluated by our respondents)� 

Conclusion

In the presented text we have mentioned only some types of the language 
specifics that represent an integral part of the language code used by the today’s 
Czech youth, and the opinions of the respondents belonging to the age category 
of 12–18, when it comes to the problem of graphic adaptation� It is evident that 
some language elements or communication models have a function of generation 
and social identification� It would be senseless to suppress or “violently” influ-
ence their usage, mainly for psychological reasons� Nevertheless, it is suitable and 
necessary to amplify the language skills of the youth in the most advantageous 
ways� Development of the appropriate communication competences of the young 
could represent the best way not only to avoid any potential misunderstanding in 
particular communicative situations, but also to advance generation approximation 
and elimination of barriers in mutual communication� 
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socio-economic effects of education in the Context  
of economic return 

Abstract

The article presents the issue of evaluation of economic and non-economic 
effects of education� We proceed from the basic educational terminology and 
methods for the evaluation of efficiency of education that may be used in this 
connection� We compare individual methods in terms of their advantages and 
disadvantages� In our methodology, we applied the selected methods used in evalu-
ation of investments in the private sector to the environment of the public sector 
and the field of education� We applied the procedures elaborated in the analytical 
part of the methodological part to particular values, indicators and the environ-
ment of higher education institutions� The analytical part presents evaluation of 
individual efficiency of investments in all three degrees of higher education, as well 
as in education in branches of studies at higher education institutions�

Keywords: education, effects, efficiency 

introduction

The final product of schooling is education as an intangible asset� To be able 
to ensure the objective expenditure of public funds and to evaluate the financial 
requirements of education institutions, we must be able to appreciate the outcomes 
and effects of education services they provide� We must study the relation between 
the expenditure of funds and the effects they should produce�

The main purpose of the article is to express in numbers the basic indicators 
of economic efficiency of higher education institutions based on the theoretical 
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analysis of economic and non-economic benefits of education and on the analysis 
of higher education institutions�

The theoretical analysis of the problems, constituting the content of the first part 
of the article, presents the starting point of the application part� In the application 
part, methods for the evaluation of economic benefits of education are presented 
on an example of evaluation of inputs and outputs of education at higher education 
institutions� Results of the analysis are summarized in the final part, which is the 
evaluation of the economic efficiency of higher education institutions in terms of 
expected benefits from their activities�

1. socio-economic Nature of education and Process of education 

Problems of education and training were dealt with by many domestic and 
foreign authors� The most distinguished include J�Benčo (1992, 2005), M� Hronec 
(2010), M� Uramová, E� Valach (2004), B� Knight (1983), I� Okenka (2003), N�K� 
Avkiran (2001), G� Kempkes (2006), S� Bradley et al�, (2001), M� Abbott and C� 
Doucouliagos (2003), J� E� Stiglitz (1997), J� Vantúch (2002) and others�

“Education, as the final product of the process of education, is a part of the 
population’s standards of living and belongs to the basic determinants of the eco-
nomic development of society“ (M� Hronec 2010, p� 44)� “Education in the form of 
acquired knowledge and activities creates values and adopted values are involved 
in acquiring knowledge and activities� When acquiring knowledge, activities and 
values, one cultivates also character, emotional and will-power qualities as well 
as physical and intellectual ones representing non-economic effects“(V� Pařízek, 
1991, p� 34)� 

“Education is a process in which the information aspect prevails and in which 
the individual acquires and masters a system of information, knowledge, skills 
and habits as well as methods for acquiring them� This knowledge is intended 
for a specific function, e�g� for pursuing a profession, but it has also a cultivation 
nature – it shapes personality“ (L� Ďurič, V� Hotár, Ľ� Pajtinka, 2000, p� 500)� 

For a better understanding of the effects and benefits of education, it is necessary 
to know also its specifics� Their characteristics were studied by G�S� Becker in his 
work “Human Capital” (1975)� These attributes are important for understanding 
education and its benefits for the development of every society and economic 
growth� 

Education is, to some extent, complementary with technology� An individual 
or an economy may use education best if there are facilities providing their users 
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with an opportunity to make use of their potential� Another specific of education 
is that it is non-transferable� It is tied to its carrier� Thus, human capital mobility is 
limited by the individual’s physical mobility� As a result, the outcome of education, 
as a part of human capital, is slower and more difficult to allocate to places where it 
could be used more efficiently� Another characteristic of education is that it cannot 
be stored, or that it is difficult to store� The life of human capital is limited by the 
length of human life� This is the task for the economy to keep on providing for 
human capital reproduction (Meričková, 2008, 2010, 2011)�

The return on investments in education is usually long-term� This characteristic 
follows from the fact that education is tied to a specific person� Similarly, the cycle 
from investment in education to perceivable outcomes takes a long time� The last 
specific of education is its measurability� Education outcomes are difficult to meas-
ure� It is due to the long cycle of creation and involvement of educated people in 
economic activity� Despite the existing methodologies, it is challenging to measure 
people’s psychological competencies precisely (G�S�Becker, 1975, pp� 75–85)�

Education is a prerequisite factor of the ability of the labour force to adapt to 
changing conditions� As stated by M� Uramová and E� Valach (2007), the change in 
conditions for application of the labour force on the labour market follows, among 
other things, from macroeconomic and microeconomic changes in the structure 
of economy, changing the character of many types of work� Education fulfils many 
important functions in society�

“Development of the national economy is determined by the potential of educa-
tion and qualifications of the labour force� The relation of economy and education is 
that of interaction� Good education is a significant motivational factor of economy 
development and, on the other hand, developed economy and financial investments 
in education condition its further development and increase its competitiveness 
also on the international market“ (M� Hronec, 2010, p� 45)�

“Education as a part of knowledge plays a key role in the development of the 
economic structure� Individuals with a higher education, who meet market require-
ments, are able not only to initiate and make structural changes, but also to accept 
them and adapt to them on the labour market“ (M� Uramová, E� Valach, 2007)�

In addition to economic effects, education has also non-economic effects includ-
ing the development of personality, stockpiling of knowledge, and creation of the 
socio-cultural structure of society (M� Hronec, 2010, p� 49)� 
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2. Problems of evaluating the efficiency of education 

The basic attribute of any economy is efficiency, which may be studied from 
various perspectives; however, most frequently it is the perspective of input and 
output� The efficiency of education manifests itself not only in the fact that the 
qualified labour force produces higher use values in work processes, but also in 
several indirect forms in the process of education, in the science, research, design 
and manufacture of new technical equipment (J� Benčo, 2005)� 

Evaluation of the efficiency of provided public property in general is based on 
the recognition of two fundamental conditions� The first one is achievement of 
the so-called Pareto optimum for expression of the aggregate supply of efficiency� 
The other one is achievement of individual efficiency in creating a specific public 
property (V� Cibáková et al�, 2006)�

When studying the efficiency of education, it is necessary to categorize its pos-
sible effects or outcomes� One of them is economic and non-economic effects of 
education (J� Benčo, 2005)�

Both economic and non-economic effects of education are of great significance 
both for an individual and society; they influence each other and should develop 
in harmony with each other� The efficiency of education must be a synthesis of 
both components�

Orientation on increasing the efficiency of education assumes that funds for 
the development of education are used purposefully and economically, and that 
they also ensure optimum development of education in terms of a longer-term 
perspective (J� Žižková, 1989)�

2.1. Economic Evaluation of Efficiency of Education
Individual methods of evaluation cannot be unified into one indicator, because 

more of them are interconnected and some are of a conflicting nature (J� Nemec, 
G� Wright, 1997, p� 180)� In the past, some research and empirical studies were 
conducted in an attempt to quantify the economic efficiency of education and 
thus to estimate the rate of return on investments in human capital� In his study, 
J�J� Heckman (1998) estimates the average rate of return on investment in human 
capital at the level of 10%� However, this rate of return is an average one� It includes 
revenues from investments in people with a various sum of accumulated human 
capital� Empirical studies found out that investments in people with a higher sum 
of accumulated human capital yield higher revenues than investments in people 
with a lower sum� It is also true that the rate of return on investments in human 
capital increases with the increase in investments in it� Increasing education of 
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the labour force in the USA during the last 50 years has increased productivity 
by about a third� He estimated the return on investments in human capital by 
an analogy to Okun´s law: a one-percentage point increase in the proportion of 
workers with higher qualifications raises the annual output by between 0�42 and 
0�63 % (R� Blundell et al�, 2007)� N� G� Mankiw, D� Romer and D� N� Weil (1992) 
state that a one-percentage point increase in investments in human capital raises 
the output per worker by 0�6 %� M� Kendrick (1994) states that the rate of return 
on investments in human capital is between 11�3–12�5%� The annual growth of 
human capital by 1% and concurrent growth of physical capital by 1% raise the 
annual output by 1%�

A� Čaplánová (1999) presents average results of studies on returns from educa-
tion at the level of 5–15%� In this context, also the paper by A� Kamiač (1971) 
should be mentioned, who tried to determine the influence of costs of education 
on national income� Using the 1954 to 1966 data for the former CSSR, he estimated 
that national income grew by 10�99 crowns with each crown spent on education� 
However, he pointed out to the fact that it is necessary to take also other factors 
of economic performance into account� In the current conditions, however, such 
revenue is reduced due to change in the educational structure of the population 
and extension of the higher education market reducing the price of work of 
employees with higher education� The following table summarizes the rates of 
return on investments (ROI) in human capital presented by the authors�

Table 1. Rates of Return on Investments (ROI) in Human Capital 

Author ROI (%) Note 
Heckman (1998) 10 -
Mincer (1993) 10–20 in Heckman (1998)
Kendrick (1994) 11�3–12�5 in Mueller (2000)
Source: Ľudský kapitál a výkonnosť ekonomiky 2001 (Human Capital and Economic Perfor-
mance 2001)

To analyze both the individual and macro behaviour in the field of investments 
in human capital, a model of investments in and revenues from human capital 
can be applied� For the sake of simplification, investments in human capital can be 
narrowed to investments in higher education (Gondová, 2009)�

2.2. Education as an Investment 
The basis for the evaluation of efficiency is the theory that employment earnings 

are a function of achieved education� Education is of investment character, which 
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results in higher work productivity determining higher income� Our study on the 
possible application of financial investment principles is based on numerous data 
of W�F�Sharp and G�J� Alexander (1994), practical experience gained from financial 
investment advisory services by R� C� Merton (2000), J� T� McClave and P� G� Benson 
(1988), B� Chovancová, A� Jankovská, J� Kotlebová (2002), V� Mlynarovič (2001), K� 
Vlachynský (2006) and M� Synek (2000)�

Some elements and principles of fund investment in the private sector have been 
adopted and applied also in the public sector conditions� Domestic and foreign 
authors, such as F� Ochrana (1999, 2001, 2002), J� Nemec�, G� Wright, (1997), N� R� 
Murray, (2001), J� Peková and J� Pilný (2002), and Y� Strecková, I� Malý (1998), use 
modified static and dynamic methods in their evaluation of private investment effi-
ciency when addressing issues of the public sector and public funds� The methods 
applied in the public sector for the evaluation of public expenditure programmes 
such as CBA, CUA, CEA, etc� have evolved from them� 

Every investment is made with a certain purpose, which may be a reduction 
of costs, increase in production or profit (benefits from consumption of public 
services - both economic and non-economic ones in the case of the private sector) 
(Synek et al�, 2000, p� 307)�

Since every investor focuses primarily on the period of time in which the 
invested funds return, all the authors recommend applying the costs payable period 
(depreciation and amortization) method in their evaluation� Of other methods, 
the authors (J� Porvazník, 2011; V� Strinková, 1995) recommend the break-even 
analysis or return of equity analysis (J� Fotr, 2005; J� Vysušil 1996)� The methods 
can be divided into static and dynamic ones�

The static methods are usually used for less important investments with short-
term life or a low discount factor� In selected criteria quantification, they take into 
account the effects of time, as illustrated in Picture 1�

Picture 1. Dynamic Conception of Investments in Education

Source: E� Tuhárska (1998)� Investičná teória a politika� Bratislava: p� 58� (Investment Theory and 
Politicy)

“Both income and expenses arising from investments in education are translated 
into a specific point in time – costing point, which may be the date of a graduate 
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starting to work, by means of capitalization or discounting� Using the discount 
enables to establish the translated value for a single time period” (1991, p� 120)� 

The basic dynamic methods for evaluation of the efficiency of expenditure on 
education include the method of net present value, internal rate of return, profit-
ability index, and discounted payable period�

The net present value is defined by the difference between the discounted mon-
etary income of the state from education and total expenditure on education of 
an individual in a specific branch of study� Monetary income means the expected 
value of cash flow� 

The following table presents the net present value of individual groups of study 
branches and all 3 degrees of higher education�

Table 2. The Net Present Value of Study Branches and Degrees 

NPV (in € thousand) Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree Doctoral degree
Humanities 102�51 188�93 282�18
Agriculture and Forestry 115�70 151�82 275�73
Technical branches and Medicine 144�31 204�12 388�73
Arts 75�28 134�60 323�90

Source: own elaboration

In terms of total return, the highest total revenue translated to the present value 
was achieved in technical branches and medicine and humanities in the third 
degree of study� The total revenue was translated by the expected development of 
salaries in relevant sectors of the economy� 

The method of internal rate of return is, like the previous method, based on the 
concept of present value� This method is used to calculate a discount rate at which 
the present value of expected income equals the present value of expenditure on 
education (investments in education)� The calculated rate must be compared with 
a required rate of investment efficiency, e�g� alternative expenditure�

Picture 2. The Principle of Internal Rate of Return 

Source: J� Drábek, I� Pittnerová (2001)� Investičné projekty a náklady kapitálu� Zvolen: p� 34� (Invest-
ment Projects and the Cost of Capital) 
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This method is the second most used method� Its application has some pitfalls 
calling for subsequent calculations using other methods (e�g� the net present value)� 
Thus, this method is used to find a discount rate at which the net present value of 
expected income from education equals the present value of costs of education� 
This is a market interest rate, at which the CNV equals zero� The following table 
presents the internal rate of return of groups of study branches by 3 degrees of 
higher education�

Table 3. The Internal Rate of Return of Study Branches and Degrees

IROR (in %) Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree Doctoral degree
Humanities 24�38 24�00 25�86
Agriculture and Forestry 28�50 20�33 23�67
Technical branches and Medicine 31�25 24�75 30�25
Arts 19�67 18�33 28�00

Source: own elaboration

As presented in Table 3, the best investments include technical branches of study 
and medicine� The highest rate was achieved in the Bachelor’s study which is the 
least demanding in terms of funds and time� The least profitable studies include 
those for the Master’s degree in arts�

The profitability index method is very closely related to the other methods and 
leads to the same decision as the NPV method� If the NPV equals zero, the index 
equals one� The state can invest in education, if PI > 1� The greater PI, the greater 
the benefit of education� The following table presents the profitability index of 
study for individual degrees�

Table 4. The Profitability Index of Study Branches and Degrees 

PI Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree Doctoral degree
Humanities 6�65 6�40 7�16
Agriculture and Forestry 7�54 4�88 5�71
Technical branches and Medicine 9�69 7�14 9�36
Arts 4�29 4�13 7�62

Source: own elaboration

Again, the highest profitability index can be expected in technical branches and 
humanities in the third degree of study� The profitability index reached the value of 
9�36� The lowest profitability index was calculated in study for the Master’s degree 
in arts� 
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The discounted payable period answers the question of how many years a gradu-
ate has to be employed for his/her education to be acceptable in terms of the net 
present value� A disadvantage of this method is that it neglects all cash flows after 
the expenditure payable period, which is why it should be used in combination 
with other evaluation methods�

Table 5. The Discounted Payable Period of Individual Study Branches and Degrees 

DPP (in years) Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree Doctoral degree
Humanities 6�03 6�29 5�84
Agriculture and Forestry 5�08 8�27 7�05
Technical branches and Medicine 4�29 5�50 4�54
Arts 9�54 10�05 5�96

Source: own elaboration

The fastest return can be expected in the Bachelor’s and doctoral study of techni-
cal branches and medicine� The longest period of return was stated in the Master’s 
degree in arts�

Conclusion

Increasing efficiency of public expenditure on education includes the need 
to address several issues� In addition to establishing the adequate level of funds 
(e�g� by means of financial norms) necessary to ensure provision of educational 
services, it includes also problems of their redistribution, allocation and use, thus 
comprehensive management of available resources by the Ministry of Education� 
The most effective and fastest way for the state to achieve objective spending of 
funds is to leave the provision of education solely to the effects of market forces� 
However, increasing efficiency of expenditure through the effects of market forces 
is unacceptable due to the society-wide significance of education and its effect 
on socio-economic development of the country� However, application of certain 
market principles in the process of education funding is necessary, to exert pressure 
on effective spending of funds�
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The article is a preliminary output of the grant project UGA I - 11–001–02 Professional 
Literary Publication – Economics of Services of Public Consumption by the State - provid-
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teaching as a Job, Career or Calling: empirical evidence 
from Agricultural university, China 

Abstract 

Despite an emerging interest in work attitudes (job, career and calling), research-
ers know little about whether these attitudes matter in the workplace� We explore 
the under-examined relationship between work attitudes and work outcomes (work 
satisfaction and internal work motivation) among the teachers of Northwest A&F 
University China� Although some theory suggests that calling may be strongly 
correlated with work satisfaction, this study predicted that a career attitude is 
more positively associated with work satisfaction� The correlation analysis revealed 
a significant and positive relationship between career, calling and work outcomes as 
well as a significant and negative relationship between job and work outcomes� The 
multiple regression analysis indicated a significant impact of career and calling on 
work satisfaction but only calling has a significant impact on internal work motiva-
tion� Further, based on this study, we suggest that work attitudes as a predictor of 
work satisfaction can give very useful insights into redesigning jobs for the higher 
education sector in order to increase the level of job satisfaction and motivation 
of teachers�

Keywords: work attitudes, work satisfaction, internal work motivation

1. introduction

Higher education has become a major source of economic competitiveness in 
the progressively knowledge-driven global economy� As higher education systems 
grow and expand, society is increasingly concerned about the quality of institu-
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tions� Institutions may implement evaluation mechanisms in order to identify and 
promote good teaching practices� The environment of higher education institutions 
can improve the quality of teaching through several means� The most important 
factor in any organization is the satisfaction of employees and the main entity in 
the education system is the teacher� Therefore, the teacher’s satisfaction plays an 
important role for the benefit of society� A teacher who is not satisfied with their 
job may have a negative impact on the student’s learning process and ultimately 
affect their academic growth� A survey conducted in 2011 revealed that teacher 
job satisfaction had been at the lowest level in the last 20 years� The number of 
teachers who have left the profession in the last two years has increased from 17% 
to 29%� More than 33% of the teachers cited anxiety over job security� Some reports 
show that 50% of teachers leave within the first 5 years of teaching (Metlife survey, 
2012)� While these statistics point out that new teachers are often dissatisfied with 
teaching, it is still yet to be considered whether the teacher’s work attitude may 
also have a significant impact on job satisfaction� The purpose of this study was to 
examine the impact of the teacher’s work attitude on job satisfaction� 

The way individuals observe their work may be a function of stable behaviors, 
not just a reflection of the work itself (Straw et al�, 1986; Staw & Ross, 1985)� It is 
important to understand how individuals differ in their attitudes towards the work 
they do� There are three distinct attitudes people can have towards their work: 
Jobs, Careers, or Callings (Bellah et al�,1985)� These three attitudes can indicate 
the level of satisfaction of individuals in their workplace� People who have Jobs are 
only interested in the physical advantages of work and do not seek any other type 
of reward from it� In contrast, people with Career decision-making minds have 
a great personal investment in their work and mark their achievements not only 
through financial gain, but also through advancement within their work� Finally, 
a person with a Calling works not for financial gain or career advancement, but for 
the fulfillment that doing the work brings to the individual� Within any occupation, 
one could conceivably find individuals with all the three kinds of attitudes to their 
work� Although one might expect to find a higher number of Callings among 
teachers in particular (Wrzesniewski, et al�, 1997)�

We believe that the Job–Career–Calling distinction improving job design has 
not previously been studied in the higher education sector� None of the previous 
research directions proposes or accounts for the association of the three distinct 
attitudes towards work with job satisfaction and motivation that are the focus of 
the presented study�
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2. Methodology

2.1. Research Framework and Hypotheses
Figure 1 illustrates the research framework of this study� We investigated rela-

tionships between teachers’ work attitudes and work outcomes and also explored 
the impact of these attitudes on work outcomes�

Figure 1. Research framework

According to the research purpose and literature review, the theoretical structure 
for the past opinions of job, career, and calling, we propose that work satisfaction 
would be highest for callings and lowest for jobs� Furthermore, we presume that 
intrinsic motivation is more associated with Callings than Jobs and Careers and 
there is no association of jobs with work satisfaction and internal work motivation� 
The hypotheses are as follows:

Hypothesis 1: The teachers who have both career and calling attitudes are more 
satisfied with their work than the teachers with only job attitudes�

Hypothesis 2: The teachers having calling attitudes are more internally motivated 
than the teachers with job and career attitudes�

Hypothesis 3: Job attitude is not associated with work satisfaction�
Hypothesis 4: Job attitude is not associated with internal work motivation�

2.2. Measures and Procedure

Work Attitude measures
The questionnaire for this study was designed to find out the impact of the Job–

Career–Calling distinctions on work outcomes� For this purpose, fifteen items were 
selected and finalized according to the concept of job, career and calling defined by 
Wrzesniewski, et al� (1997)�We used a 7-point Likert scale with responses ranging 
from “would like to have this only a little (1),” to “would like to have this a lot (7)”� 
We made such a type of scale to find out which kind of attitude teachers want to 
adopt towards their work�

 Work 
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Figure 2. Categorization of respondents according to job, career and calling 

Job satisfaction and Internal work motivation measures
This study adopted the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) developed by Hackman 

and Oldham (1975) to measure job satisfaction and internal work motivation� The 
JDS is the most recognized instrument in measuring job characteristics due to its 
frequent utility and widespread reports on its construct validity (Fried and Ferris, 
1987; Marchese, 1998)� The scores were summarized to represent a single generic 
item of general satisfaction and internal work motivation� The higher the score is, 
the higher the satisfaction and internal motivation� 

2.3. Samples and data Collection 
We conducted the study in order to reveal which work attitude has a greater 

impact on job satisfaction and internal work motivation and what the relationship 
is between job satisfaction and internal work motivation� The data was collected 
from the teachers of Northwest A&F University Yangling, China� A total of 100 
answers were collected through a questionnaire survey� 

The survey questionnaires were distributed to 150 faculty members (lectur-
ers, assistant professors, associate professors and professors) from almost all the 
departments, institutes and colleges of Northwest A&F University� Multiple modes 
of communication such as email, post and in-person contact were used in order to 
get the maximum response rate from the study participants� Out of 150 distributed 
questionnaires, overall usable response rate was about 67% (100 samples)�
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3. Results 

3.1. Characteristics of the Respondents
Out of 100 respondents, 25% were female teachers and 75% were male teachers� 

The maximum number of respondents fell in the age group of “30-39” years and 
the minimum number of respondents fell in the age group of “50 and above” years� 
In terms of percentage, 6% of the teachers were of the age of 20 to 29 years, 43% 
of the teachers were of the age of 30 to 39 years, 41% of the teachers were of the 
age of 40 to 49 years, and 10% of the teachers were of the age of 50 and over� In 
terms of education, 4% were bachelor’s, 45% were master’s and 51% were PhD 
degree holders� Thus, most of the employees held the “PhD” degree� Moreover, the 
teachers having at least one year experience were selected for this survey� In terms 
of experience, 39% of the teachers had the experience of 1 to 10 years, 42% had the 
experience of 11 to 20 years, 17% had the experience of 21 to 30 years and only 2% 
had the experience of over 30 years�

3.2. Categorization of Respondents
Figure 2 presents the percentage of those respondents who viewed their work 

as a job or career or calling or a combination of these three� From the sample of 
100 employees, only 1% of the respondents viewed their work as a job, 11% as 
career and 42% as a calling� Furthermore, 44% of the teachers were those who 
viewed their work as both career and calling and only 2% of the respondents were 
those who considered their work as a combination of these three attitudes� So, 
conclusively it can be said that two dimensions of attitudes (career and calling) 
are mainly present in the teachers�

3.3. Reliability Analysis 
Before testing the hypotheses, it is required to check internal consistency and 

reliability� When multiple Likert questions were used in a survey, Cronbach’s alpha 
analysis is the most common measure of internal consistency� In Cronbach’s alpha 
reliability analysis 0�7 is an acceptable reliability coefficient but lower thresholds 
are sometimes used in the literature (Nunnaly, 1978)� 

The job attitude consists of four items with Cronbach’s Alpha of 0�71, while the 
career and calling attitudes consist of five items each and have Cronbach’s Alpha of 
0�77 and 0�84, respectively� These values indicate a high level of internal consistency 
for our scale� Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics and a correlation matrix 
among competencies, indicating a strong correlation�
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3.4. Hypothesis Testing 
The hypotheses were tested with the use of correlation and multiple regression 

analysis� Both the career and calling work attitudes were correlated (p<0�01) posi-
tively with satisfaction� Furthermore, the magnitude of correlation between career 
and satisfaction was greater than the magnitude between calling and satisfaction 
(Table 1)� Conversely, the job attitude was correlated (p<0�01) negatively with 
satisfaction (Table 1)� It was also confirmed in Table 2 that the career and calling 
attitudes both have significant and positive effects on satisfaction, while the job 
attitude has no significant effect on satisfaction� Thus, Hypothesis 1 was fully con-
firmed by these findings� The career and calling work attitudes are also positively 
correlated (p<0�01) with internal work motivation� Moreover, the magnitude of 
the correlation between calling and internal work motivation was higher than 
the magnitude between career and work motivation (Table 1)� On the other hand, 
the job attitude was not correlated with internal work motivation (although the 
relationship headed in the negative direction)� It was also confirmed in Table 3 
that only the calling attitude had a significant impact on internal work motivation� 
Thus Hypothesis 2 was also fully supported by these results� Although the Job 
attitude had no significant effect on satisfaction (Table 2) it was correlated (p<0�01) 
negatively with satisfaction (Table 1) �Thus, Hypothesis 3 was rejected� There was 
no significant correlation between the job attitude and internal work motivation 
(Table 1), which supports Hypothesis 4�

Table 1. Correlation between work attitudes, internal 
work motivation and job satisfaction (N = 100)

Variables Mean Std Gensat Workmot Job Career Calling
Gensat 5�113 0�725 1        
Workmot 5�142 0�755 1�549** 1      
Job 3�318 0�782 -1�279** -0�112 1    
Career 4�678 1�179 1�725** 0�570** -0�260** 1  
Calling 5�288 1�102 1�644** 0�760** -0�169 0�695** 1

** p <0�01 Two-tailed tests�

Std, standard deviation; Gensat, general satisfaction; Workmot, work motivation
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Table 2. Multiple regression results for work attitudes  
and general satisfaction

  Variables Beta t-value
Independent variables Job -0�100 -1�449

Career 0�510 5�389**
Calling 0�272 2�932**

R-square 0�573

Adjusted R-square 0�560

F 42�961
Sig� F� 0�000

* p<0�05; ** p<0�1

Table 3. Multiple regression results for work attitudes  
and internal work motivation

  Variables Beta t-value
Independent variables Job 0�030 0�446

Career 0�090 0�961
Calling 0�702 7�647**

R-square 0�582
Adjusted R-square 0�568
F 44�468
Sig� F� 0�000

* p<0�05; ** p<0�1

4. Discussion

The results of the presented study provide evidence concerning the links between 
the sense of calling and workplace outcomes� However, it is important to note that 
given the low response rate, the presented sample may be a more job and career 
oriented subset of the teaching faculty we surveyed� The significant and positive 
relationship between calling and work satisfaction in our study is supported by 
the previous findings of Bunderson and Thompson (2009), Davidson and Caddell 
(1994), Peterson et al� (2009) and Wrzesniewski et al� (1997), stating that calling 
relates favorably to work satisfaction and commitment� People in similar jobs can 
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bring different approaches and attitudes to their work� Individuals who viewed 
their career as a calling were more likely to be motivated and satisfied with their 
jobs� 

Based on previous research (Watt and Richardson, 2008, Bunderson and 
Thompson, 2009, Duffy and Sedlacek, 2007; Serow, 1994; Steger et al�, 2010), we 
explored whether job and career attitudes had any relationship with work outcomes 
and also whether the sense of job, career and calling had any influence on work 
outcomes� Generally speaking, the results supported our hypotheses� Based on the 
magnitude of the relationships of calling and career with satisfaction and internal 
work motivation (Table 1), it is understandable that the teachers with the call-
ing attitude are more internally motivated than the ones with the career attitude, 
whereas the teachers with the career attitude are more satisfied than the ones with 
the calling attitude� Experiencing a calling in a particular career is likely to lead one 
to becoming committed to one’s line of work, finding a specific job that allows one 
to fulfill that commitment and in turn be committed and happier with that specific 
job (Duffy et al�, 2011) � But a notable result in this study is that teachers want job 
satisfaction that comes with the career attitude� 

In short, this study revealed very important results which will be helpful for 
improving the work-related job design in the future� Most of the teachers in 
northwest A&F University are working with a “calling” mindset and others are 
working with “career” instead of “job”� Teachers are an important part of society 
so their jobs should be designed in the way which can be appealing to any type of 
work attitude to gain maximum employee satisfaction� If employees are satisfied 
then, in turn, they will give better output to society� People with the calling attitude 
perceive their work as a positive end in itself� They feel good about what they are 
doing� They invest more in their work� They want to make things happen and to 
be excellent in their fields, not just because of potential growth in their company 
but because they believe those things are intrinsically worthwhile� In this study, the 
people presenting the calling attitude are less satisfied than the people presenting 
the career attitude� The reason can be that they may consider career advance-
ment, pay and prestige as an important factor and they must be advancing at their 
desired pace� They need to be in the role they deserve regardless of being internally 
motivated� Therefore, it can be recommended that there should be job redesign-
ing especially for the people who see their work as merely a job or career� Tasks 
should be redefined in the way they think they can work to put greater emphasis 
on service and on craftsmanship� It can be suggested that during job interviews 
human resource departments should consider employees’ work attitudes when 
matching the right candidate with the position� They should conduct a survey for 
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already hired teachers to find out the teachers’ attitude towards their work� Work 
is a financial necessity for almost everyone, along with the sacrifices demanded by 
it� But work also can be fun and exciting� Identifying their outlook towards work 
can help human resource departments to define what they need and want in their 
professional life and redesign their jobs to increase motivation and satisfaction in 
employees� This in turn will increase performance and reduce absenteeism and 
the turnover rate�
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Health belief Model Variables as Predictors of Light, 
Moderate and Vigorous Physical Activity  

Among Young Adults

Abstract 

The aim of the study was to measure the association among Health Belief Model 
(HBM) variables and self-reported physical activity of young adults� A survey 
research protocol was employed� Participants were 391 university students (245 
females), 19–22 years old (–x =  21�41±3�49)� Analyses revealed that the strongest 
predictor of physical activity is self-efficacy, followed by perceived benefits and the 
perceived barriers� Other HBM variables, such as the perceived susceptibility or 
perceived severity, were not associated with physical activity� On the basis of the 
obtained results it may be concluded that the HBM as a model of avoiding diseases 
is not adequate to explain and predict physical activity of young adults�

Keywords: Health Belief Model, physical activity, young adults

introduction

Despite the numerous and well-documented benefits of physical activity (PA), 
many people are not active on a regular basis (Mazur, Woynarowska & Koło, 2007)� 
Therefore, promotion of PA is an important challenge within healt education, which 
is nevertheless difficult due to the fact that it is complex behaviour determined by 
many factors of various types (demographic, psychological, social, biological and 
behavioural) (Buckworth & Dishman, 2002)� To better understand this kind of 
health behaviours, several theoretical models were suggested (Biddle & Mutrie, 
2001; Buckworth & Dishman, 2002; Motl, 2007)� The essence of such models is to 
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“provide assumptions about behaviour and determine relations between key vari-
ables that are necessary to explain and predict behaviour” (Buckworth & Dishman, 
2002, p� 211)� One of the oldest models of health behaviour is the Health Beliefs 
Model (HBM) established in the 1950s to explain why certain people take actions 
which aim at preventing diseases while others avoid such actions� 

To put it simply, the HBM assumes that the likelihood of taking specific health 
behaviour will depend on the extent to which the person is convinced to be threat-
ened with certain diseases, how far he/she evaluates its severity and how much the 
target health behaviour allows for averting the risk of developing these diseases� 
Therefore, in the original version of the model, the following were considered to be 
the key variables: perceived susceptibility (i�e� perceived likelihood of experiencing 
a condition that would adversely affect one’s health), perceived severity (i�e� the 
severity of physical, psychological and/or social consequences of the condition), 
perceived benefits (i�e� the belief of the individual that the target behaviour will 
reduce the severity of the condition or the risk of suffering from it), perceived 
barriers (i�e� costs or obstacles to the target behaviour perceived by the individual), 
cues to action (e�g� media campaigns, illness of a loved one), and the category of 
intermediate variables in the form of demographic variables, personality traits, 
etc� Later, the model was expanded to include self-efficacy, defined as “beliefs in 
one’s own abilities regarding organising and taking the course of action required 
to obtain specific results” (Bandura 1997, p� 3)�

The HBM has gained a great popularity and has been successfully used to explain 
a number of health behaviours, such as performing prophylactic examinations, 
weight control, mammography, wearing bicycle helmets, sunbathing, nutrition, 
prophylactic vaccination and many others (Janz & Becker, 1984; Hanson & 
Benedict, 2002; Greene & Brinn, 2003; Von Ah et al�, 2004; Heszen & Sęk, 2007; 
Daddario, 2007; Deshpande,, Basil & Basil, 2009; Ross et al�, 2011)� This poses the 
obvious question about the usefulness of this model to predict PA� If so, in order 
to undertake regular PA, the individual is expected to be convinced that: 1 he/
she is at risk from diseases associated with the sedentary lifestyle (ischemic heart 
disease, non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, etc�), 2/ these diseases may have 
very serious effects on one’s physical, social and psychological functioning, 3/ PA 
may reduce the risk of developing and/or lessen the negative effects of the above-
mentioned diseases, 4/ the perceived benefits of PA outweigh the barriers to taking 
it, 5/ he/she is confident in one’s own ability to overcome barriers to PA� Although 
some of the constructs of the HBM were frequently evaluated in the context of PA 
– especially the perceived barriers and, to a lesser extent, the perceived benefits – on 
the whole, however, this model has been rarely the subject of empirical research in 
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the context of PA� The same the question about the accuracy of the assumptions of 
the model to predict PA is left open� Some authors claim that the HBM is a typical 
model of avoiding disease, so its assumptions may be accurate for those who are 
directly at risk or already affected by hypokinetic diseases, but will not be helpful in 
understanding the behaiours of healthy people (Biddle & Mutrie, 2001; Buckworth 
& Dishman, 2002)�

The purpose of this study was to determine if variables suggested by the HBM 
are predictors of three categories of young adults’ PA: light (LPA), moderate (MPA) 
and vigorous (VPA)� As the construct of self-efficacy is usually operationalized in 
terms of the perceived effectiveness in dealing with situations that hinder adopting 
the behaviour, we have also incorporated into our model the construct of perceived 
physical competence (by some identified with task self-efficacy) (Stevens et al, 
2001; Annesi, 2006)�

Material and methods

Participants in the study were 391 university students (245 women and 146 
men) of the Faculty of Management, Tourism and Recreation at the Academy of 
Physical Education in Katowice� Their mean age was 21�41 (SD 3�49, range 19–22)� 
In accordance with the principles of ethical research in social sciences, the subjects 
had been assured of complete anonymity and voluntary of participation�

PA was assessed with the use of the Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire 
(LTEQ) (Godin, 2011)� The subjects’ task was to specify how many times and for 
how long in the week preceding the study they had undertaken VPA, MPA and 
LPA� Each category was described in a way allowing for defining it by the subject 
with examples of activity forms that are representative of a given category (e�g�, 
walking, swimming, running, etc�)� Self-assessment of one’s general health was 
evaluated with the use of one entry provided with a five-point scale from very bad 
to very good�

Perceived benefits of PA were assessed using a scale consisting of 12 statements 
relating to its effects on physical and mental health� The subjects’ task was to assess 
their accuracy on a scale of 1 (definitely false) to 4 (definitely true)� Barriers to PA 
were assessed by means of a scale consisting of 13 statements that would illustrate 
the impediments to taking up this behaviour� The subjects were to assess each of 
the presented situations on a scale of 1 (it is never a barrier) to 5 (it is very often 
a barrier)� The perceived severity of diseases associated with the sedentary lifestyle 
was assessed using a scale consisting of eight conditions (e�g� atherosclerosis and 
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coronary heart disease, non-insulin dependent diabetes, colon cancer, depression), 
whose severity the subjects assessed on a scale of 1 (not at all serious) to 5 (they 
are a mortal threat), and then evaluated the risk of each disease within them on 
a scale of 1 (very low risk) to 5 (very high risk)� Perceived physical competence was 
measured with a subscale of the perceived competence of the Intrinsic Motivation 
Inventory (IMI) (McAuley, Duncan & Tammen, 1987)� 

The reliability of the measurements was assessed by a method of internal consist-
ency using the formula of Cronbach’s alpha, assuming according to A� Sokołowski 
and A� Sagan (1999), that the level of alpha = 0�60 is the limit of the accepted 
reliability of the tool� The alpha values obtained for particular tools ranged from 
α=0�84 (self-efficacy) to α=0�90 (perceived physical competence), thus in all the 
cases meeting the aforementioned criterion�

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the study variables, and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficients were calculated for the relationship between them� The 
t-test was used to evaluate the significance of differences between the participants 
of both sexes� In situations where it revealed statistical significance between the 
means, the effect size was also estimated with the use of Cohen’s d for this purpose� 
To determine which variables predict VPA, MPA and LPA, multiple regression 
analyses in the stepwise version were used� At the initial stage of analysis, the 
progressive stepwise regression was used, which is based on introducing into the 
regression equation subsequent variables explaining the level of the explained 
variable until the “best fitted” model is obtained� Since there were variables with 
statistically insignificant directional coefficients, at the next stage the stepwise 
regression analysis was performed in the “backward” version� It involves eliminat-
ing from the output model, constructed out of all the potential predictors of the 
dependent variable, those independent variables which in a given step have the 
least significant influence on the dependent variable� 

results

Descriptive statistics for the whole study sample, as well as separately for the 
female and male subjects, together with the comparison between the sexes, are 
presented in Table 1� Diagnosis of the level of PA indicates that the participants 
spent an average about 2 hours a week doing VPA, less than 1�5 hours doing MPA 
and slightly more than 1 hour doing LPA� However, some significant differences 
between the level of VPA and LPA of the females and males were observed� The 
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weekly amount of VPA turned out more than twice as high among the men (the 
value of Cohen’s d suggests that the degree of difference may be considered as 
high), whereas LPA was lower in the males� The subjects of both sexes evaluate 
their health as good, with a slightly higher self-assessment of the men (the differ-
ence between the means is statistically significant, but – as suggested by the effect 
size – rather small: Cohen’s d = 0�21)� It should be noted that the self-assessment 
of health is significantly, though moderately strongly, associated with VPA� 

Among the psycho-social variables, the highest mean was found in the case of 
the perceived physical competence (–x = 3�71), with a significantly higher assess-
ment of the male subjects (3�82 vs 3�64 in the females), although as indicated by 
the d coefficient, the amount of this difference is not large� The subjects evaluated 
self-efficacy in dealing with the barriers to activity more critically (again, with 
higher assessment in the males), but at the same time said that they did not experi-
ence rather too many and too serious barriers to activity (–x = 2�39)� 

In general, the subjects assess the severity of illnesses related to the sedentary 
lifestyle as moderately high (–x =3�65), with the females significantly higher than the 
males (3�73 compared to 3�51; p = 0�009, d = 0�28), although the risk of experienc-
ing them personally is perceived as very low (–x = 2�10)� Evaluation of benefits 
resulting from PA was close to neutral (–x = 3�30)� 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and the comparison between 
sexes (statistically significant differences are in bold)

All Women Men
t p Effect size

Cohen’s d–x SD –x SD –x SD
VPA 122�49 183�45 77.18 144.24 199.90 215.08 -6.73 <0.001 -0.70
MPA 83�84 135�62 82�94 133�69 85�94 139�54 -0�21 0�833
LPA 78�86 121�02 89.38 132.05 61.31 98.03 2.22 0.027 0.17
Perceived 
benefits

3�30 0�38 3�28 0�38 3�34 0�36 -1�53 0�127

Perceived 
barriers

2�39 0�79 2.49 0.81 2.20 0.73 3.54 <0.001 0.37

Perceived 
severity

3�65 0�78 3.73 0.74 3.51 0.83 2.61 0.009 0.28

Perceived 
suscepti-
bility

2�10 0�75 2�11 0�72 2�09 0�79 0�16 0�870

Health 
self-as-
sessment

4�08 0�79 4.03 0.76 4.19 0.79 -1.98 0.049 -0.21
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All Women Men
t p Effect size

Cohen’s d–x SD –x SD –x SD
Perceived 
physical 
compe-
tence

3�71 0�86 3.64 0.84 3.82 0.90 -2.00 0.046 -0.21

Self-
efficacy

3�64 0�78 3.57 0.76 3.75 0.78 -2.25 0.025 -0.23

Legend: VPA – vigorous physical activity, MPA – moderate physical activity, LPA – light physical 
activity

Table 2. The matrix of correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) for 
variables (statistically significant correlations are in bold)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1� VPA
2� MPA 0�02
3� LPA -0�09* 0�08
4� Perceived benefits 0.33 0�05 0�03
5� Perceived barriers -0.34 -0.13 0�01 -0.24
6� Perceived severity -0�07 -0�08 0�01 0.10 0.16
7�  Perceived suscep-

tibility
-0.17 -0�04 0�02 -0�09* 0.29 0.31

8�  Health self-assess-
ment

0.30 0�10* -0�02 0.18 -0.32 -0�03 -0.28

9� Perceived physical 
competence

0.33 0.18 0�00 0.31 -0.34 -0�01 -0.20 0.43

10� Self-efficacy 0.40 0.20 -0�10* 0.32 -0.37 -0�04 -0.19 0.22 0.45

Legend: VPA – vigorous physical activity, MPA – moderate physical activity, LPA – light physical 
activity, * correlations with a tendency towards significance (2–8: p=0�054; 3–10: p=0�053; 3–1: 
p=0�080; 7–4 p=0�080

The most relationships between the HBM variables and PA were found in refer-
ence to VPA, with which statistically insignificant was only the correlation with 
the perceived severity resulting from the lack of PA (Table 2)� Two variables, i�e� 
the perceived risk of becoming ill and the perceived barriers to activity, correlated 
negatively, which means that with an increase in observations concerning the bar-
riers to activity and perceptions of the risk of developing an illness, the amount 
of VPA decreases� The strongest correlation was found in reference to self-efficacy 
(r=0�40)� However, it should be noted that in no case the strength of the correlation 
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between VPA and HMB variables exceeded the values regarded as average� MPA 
correlated with four variables: the perceived barriers to activity (negative correla-
tion), self-efficacy, and the perceived competence� In each of these cases, however, 
the correlation was weak� None of the cognitive variables significantly correlated 
with LPA, which suggests that activities like walking or recreational swimming are 
not demanding cognitively� 

“Backward” stepwise regression analysis allowed for the determination of models 
explaining 24% of the variability of VPA and 4% of MPA� The model for LPA was 
statistically insignificant and none of the variables was incorporated into the model� 
With regard to VPA from the group of input (potential) predictors the following 
were included in the model: self-efficacy, perceived benefits and perceived barriers� 
The greatest value of the standardised directional coefficient was observed for 
self-efficacy (0�27), whereas the latter proved to have a negative influence�

In the case of MPA, the only variable included in the model was self-efficacy, 
however, as has already been mentioned, the coefficient of determination was just 
0�04, and therefore the adopted model only marginally explains the influence of 
the above-mentioned cognitive variable on MPA� 

Table 3. Results of backward stepwise  
regression analyses 

PA 
level Final models of the stepwise regression 

VPA R=0�49; R2= 0�24; F(3�372) = 39�37; p<0�001; 
Standard error of the estimate: 161�74
Variables included ß t p
Self-efficacy 0�27 5�30 <0�001
Perceived benefits 0�20 4�17 <0�001

Perceived barriers -0�20 -3�99 0�049
MPA R=0�20;R2= 0�04; F(1�374)=15�01; p<0�001; 

standard error of the estimate: 132�93
Variables included ß t p
Self-efficacy 0�20 3�87 <0�001

LPA Model insignificant; none of the variables included

Legend: VPA – vigorous physical activity, MPA – moderate physical activity, LPA – light physical 
activity
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Discussion

Health Belief Model was developed in the 1950s to predict, explain and then 
promote health behaviors� Predictive values of the model were confirmed to 
a greater or lesser extent with reference to many types of behaviour (Janz & Becker, 
1984)� However, the usefulness of the HBM in explaining PA is disputable, in part 
because of the limited number of studies and ambiguous results obtained (Biddle 
& Mutrie, 2001)� Partial support for the hypothesis that the HBM may help to 
explain physical activity was provided by the study of Juniper et al� (2004), in 
which the authors stated that the perception of barriers was significantly higher, 
whereas the perceived severity, cues to action and self-efficacy were significantly 
lower in the group of physically inactive individuals� On the other hand, Biddle and 
Ashford (1988) found that although those who are active and those who do not 
differ significantly in relation to their beliefs on health and PA, it is the perception 
of susceptibility to disease that was associated with sedentary behaviour� The same 
variable did not differentiate active and inactive individuals in the study of Slenker 
et al� (1984)� According to Buckworth and Dishman (2002), lack of correlation 
between physical activity and perceived susceptibility (or negative correlations) 
observed in some studies can prove that PA is not perceived as a health behaviour, 
but rather a behaviour allowing weight reduction, maintaining physical attractive-
ness, etc� Given the existing concerns, the objective of our study was to investigate 
the predictiveness of the HBM in reference to PA of healthy, young adults� We also 
asked ourselves the question whether the relations between the variables of the 
model and PA – if they exist – vary depending on the intensity of physical activity� 

The results indicate that the strongest predictor of VPA and MPA is self-efficacy, 
which was incorporated into the HBM from the social-cognitive theory and which 
proves consequently in numerous studies to be an important correlate of many 
health behaviours (Heszen & Sęk 2007)� Predictors of VPA were also the perceived 
benefits of physical activity and the perceived barriers� These variables turned 
out to be correlates of PA in a number of studies, provided, however, that they 
were evaluated either independently of other variables of the model (especially 
the perceived barriers), or in the context of other theoretical approaches (like the 
Transtheoretical Model and the social-cognitive theory)� 

Other variables suggested by the HBM – and in a way the most specific for it, 
such as the perception of susceptibility and its severity for the subject – were not 
predictors of LPA, MPA, or VPA� 
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Conclusion

The study has shown limited applicability of the model to explain the PA of 
healthy, young adults� While the importance of the self-efficacy and the perceived 
benefits for the adoption of PA were confirmed, as well as the negative influence of 
the perceived barriers, a threat of diseases whose etiology is rooted in the sedentary 
lifestyle turned out not to be a factor that determines PA of young adults� These 
findings can be important for the health education process, especially with refer-
ence to the promotion of PA� 

Generalisation of the findings is limited mainly by their cross-sectional nature� 
Moreover, it is difficult to compare the obtained results with the findings of other 
studies, against the inadequate operationalization of the key variables of the HBM, 
especially measurement tools of proven psychometric properties� Nevertheless, 
the obtained results make, in the authors’ opinion, a valuable contribution to the 
discourse on the HBM as one of the models on the basis of which we have been 
trying to comprehend PA and promote it�
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student satisfaction Analysis with study Programme by 
satisfaction Pyramid Method 

Abstract

The paper describes the method of satisfaction measurement as one of the 
marketing techniques used for detecting student satisfaction with study programs� 
A method of Satisfaction Pyramid is presented, which is used for satisfaction 
analysis� The theoretical part of the paper describes a methodological approach to 
satisfaction measurement and the field part presents total satisfaction, Satisfaction 
Index and partial satisfaction with significant factors and the last part of the paper 
refers to the importance of partial factors� The aim of the article is to detect the level 
of student satisfaction with the most important subjects in the study programme 
and also to set the importance of every factor influencing total satisfaction� The 
student satisfaction analysis was realized at two Czech universities, which offer 
study programmes of adult education� 

Keywords: evaluation, satisfaction measurement, satisfaction pyramid, adult 
education

1. introduction

Today, there are ongoing discussions about the quality of education at all levels of 
the education system� We are using various methods of evaluation for detecting the 
level of quality� Evaluation represents a significant element with regard to quality 
management in education� (Vašťatková, 2010, p� 49)� Evaluation is understood as a 
systematic process targeted at determining and accessing the value and impact of 
programmes, institutions, policies, processes, interventions or services, and their 

Tomáš Sadílek
Czech Republic
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participants� The key aim of evaluation is to create recommendations or promote 
changes� (Malčík, Seberová, 2010, p� 152) We focus on university students, where we 
can use also methods of satisfaction measurement, except for standard evaluation 
tools� Due to the current situation in the Czech society, public as well as private 
universities have to use principles of marketing in their management approaches� 
Thus, they are developing their parts of marketing mix to appeal to their prospec-
tive customer, i�e� the student� Universities use these principles of marketing also 
during the study period of every student� One of the methods of finding out the 
student´s attitudes to his/ her Alma Mater is satisfaction measurement with the 
whole study program�

2. satisfaction measurement 

A key definition of customer satisfaction could be the following: Satisfaction is 
a tool for retention of customers� This is the customer´s agreement between the 
expected and gained values� We can define satisfaction as a subjective feeling of 
the customer about saturating his/her needs and wishes� These are determined by 
experiences, expectations as well as personality and environment�

Customer satisfaction is theoretically based on the Theory of Contradiction� It 
consists in determination of customer expectations about the parameters of the 
product and its benefit and then comparison of experiences after the purchase� If 
the experience is better than the expectation, the customer is satisfied, if it fails, 
the customer is dissatisfied� We also have to calculate the level of adaption on the 
market, time and repeated satisfaction or dissatisfaction and tendencies of the 
customer towards habitual behavior� (Kozel, 2006)

It is difficult to estimate the satisfaction of university students, because every 
student may appreciate every attribute in a different way: some students are 
disappointed with the difficulty of the study and other students evaluate this 
difficulty as positive� There are also circumstantial proofs of student satisfaction 
like interest, or lack of interest in studying at university, how many students 
change universities, the number of relatives who studied at the university in the 
past (mostly students’ parents), but also parts of the macro environment – the 
location of university, competition and public opinion� Although these indicators 
can show something about satisfaction, we cannot conclude if we did not make 
satisfaction measurement� For satisfaction measurement we can use qualitative 
as well as quantitative research� We use structured or unstructured interviews 
as a method of qualitative research� There is a proved method of quantitative 
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research – a questionnaire� Other methods, which are not used, are survey and 
panel discussions with students� We have to do research repeatedly, e�g� at the 
end of every semester or once a year�

The core and secondary attributes can be further conceptualized in terms of pro-
cess/outcome satisfaction� Factors influencing the decision process of satisfaction 
might be different from factors influencing outcome or consumption satisfaction� 
Typically, past research focused on satisfaction with the final outcome (i�e�, the 
purchase decision)� However, consumers may also form satisfaction judgments 
during the decision process� (Spáčil, 2009)

When we use some method for satisfaction measurement, we have to split the 
content of the product or service to particular factors whose individual satisfaction 
and importance we evaluate� To know the importance of a factor is as significant 
as to know the satisfaction, because mutual comparison of satisfaction and signifi-
cance reveals factors that should be striven for to increase satisfaction (Spáčil, 2003) 

We can determine the significance of factors using two procedures� In the first 
procedure respondents set the significance of factors on their own and this is 
called declared significance� The second approach sets significance using a relation-
ship between total satisfaction and partial factors� We use correlation analysis for 
this� Second approach can reveal incongruity between the respondent´s declared 
significance of partial factors and their real significance� The incongruity can be 
intentional (respondents claim something different from what they really think) 
or they cannot explain their attitudes� Satisfaction measurement is also a way of 
understanding consumer behavior, how to segment our customers and fulfill their 
needs and wishes� (Spáčil, 2012)

The method which uses the second approach is called Satisfaction Pyramid� At 
the top of the pyramid total satisfaction is situated, which we explain by partial 
factors (F1 to F10)� (Spáčil, 2003)

This method of satisfaction measurement is under way of correlation analysis, 
where we measure how intensive the relationship is between partial and total satis-
faction� Correlation analysis uses Pearson correlation coefficient (R) giving a value 
between – 1 and 1, which measures the strength of linear dependence between 
two variables� If the value of Pearson correlation coefficient reaches – 1 (negative 
correlation, negative linear dependence), i�e� while the values of the first variable 
fall, the values of the second variable grow� A positive correlation (positive linear 
dependence) is obtained when the value of R reaches 1 and then the values of both 
variables increase� If the value of R moves around 0, both variables are independent 
linear variables and they do not influence each other� Using the method of Satisfac-
tion Pyramid is advantageous for easy development of a questionnaire and also 
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data analysis is not difficult� We need no statistic software, because we can calculate 
the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) in MS Excel� 

In the research, we used a satisfaction pyramid with three levels of factors affect-
ing total satisfaction� Factors SF 1 to SF 5 are included in Subject evaluation and 
factors SF 6 to SF 9 in Lecture evaluation� All these factors are presented in Table 2�

Figure 1. Satisfaction pyramid

Source: Own elaboration

3. research Methodology

We chose two universities for intended research: the University of Ostrava and 
Tomas Bata University in Zlín� These two universities were chosen intentionally 
because they offer study programmes for adult education only in part-time degrees, 
they have had adult education for a short period (UO since 2009 and TBU since 
2010) and the image of these workplaces is not as good as that of well-established 
institutions (Prague, Brno, Olomouc)� 

We collected data for the analysis of student satisfaction in December 2011� 
We chose this term because at the end of the year students can evaluate also their 
satisfaction in winter semester of their last year of study� During interrogation 
every respondent from the total sample received an email with reference to the 
questionnaire on the web page� The sample consisted of all the students from part-
time degree at UO and the students of the first and the second year of part-time 
degree at TBU� The total number of the targeted respondents was 216 and 124 of 
them responded�
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Table 1. Characteristics of respondents

UO TBU
Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

1st year 30 37�5% 34 77%
2nd year 30 37�5% 10 23%
3rd year 20 25% 0 0%
Total 80 100% 44 100%

Source: Own elaboration

The questionnaire was constructed for the respondents to evaluate the most 
important factors which influenced their total satisfaction�

The first part of the questionnaire investigated partial satisfaction with indi-
vidual subjects� For every university and year of study there were different versions 
of the questionnaire considering the number of subjects which the students had 
taken� We chose subjects for the questionnaire to meet the set criteria� There were 
obligatory subjects, which had an important position in the study plan, they had 
andragogical curriculum and they were also a part of bachelor’s state exam� To 
compare the subjects from two different universities we had to choose subjects 
with similar curriculum� The aim was to cover all important factors which affected 
total satisfaction with subjects as well as omit marginal factors� After comparing 
them, for UO 3 we chose subjects for the 1st year, 5 subjects for the 2nd year and 
12 subjects for the 3rd year� At TBU there were 3 subjects for the 1st year and 8 
subjects for the 2nd year� 

Table 2. Structure of questionnaire for satisfaction analysis

Satisfaction
1 2 3 4 5

SUBJECT
Subject evaluation
There are contributive and new findings
The subject follows other subjects
The subject was very difficult
There is enough literature for this subject study
Total satisfaction with subject content
Lecture evaluation
The lecturer is an expert in his/her field
The lecturer clearly explains curriculum 
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Teaching is interactive
The lecturer uses teaching aids appropriately
Total satisfaction with lectures
TOTAL SATISFACTION WITH SUBJECT
I would recommend this subject to other students

Source: Own elaboration according to Spáčil (Spáčil, 2003)

The second part of the questionnaire consisted of questions which focused on 
the respondents’ interest in specialization in the study programme and other study 
programs where the respondents applied and the third part consisted of segment-
ing questions�

4. results and Discussion

Total satisfaction and Satisfaction Index
There is a similar distribution of satisfaction with study at both universities� At 

UO, in total 60% of the respondents were satisfied, thereof 28% were very satis-
fied and 32% were rather satisfied� At TBU, 55% of the respondents were satisfied, 
thereof 30% were very satisfied and 26% were rather satisfied� The Satisfaction 
Index for UO was 76�9% and for TBU 68�3%� For calculating the Customer Satisfac-
tion Index, we had to know the weight of every calculated variable� As seen in 
the previous part of the paper, there are two possible ways to discover the weight 
or importance (in this case) of a variable: we ask about the importance of every 
factor, thus the respondent has to mark every declared importance at every partial 
satisfaction� The second and more suitable approach is to calculate the importance 
as a correlation between total satisfaction and partial satisfactions� There is a gener-
ally accepted pattern:

CSIj Customer Satisfaction Index of j customer
vij weight of i – measurable variable for j-value 
xij value of measurable variable
z number of levels used in the scale
n number of measurable variables 

CSI
v x

z v
j

ij ij
i

ij
i

n= =

=

∑

∑
1
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Table 3. Distribution of total satisfaction; in per cent

Share
UO TBU

Very dissatisfied 3�1 11�5
Rather dissatisfied 14�9 10�3
Neither satisfied nor satisfied 22�5 23�1
Rather satisfied 31�9 25�7
Very satisfied 27�9 29�5

Source: Own elaboration

Partial factors satisfaction
The rate of total satisfaction with subjects at the universities varies only a 

bit� At UO it is 66% and at TBU 64%� The respondents declare the highest level 
of satisfaction with the expertise of the teachers (UO 81% and TBU 73%) and 
with literature availability (UO 72%, TBU 71%), but the values of other factors 
diverge�

Table 4. Partial factors of satisfaction; in per cent

UO TBU
The lecturer is an expert in his/her field 80 72�6
There is enough literature for this subject study 72 70�7
There are contributive and new findings 70�4 62�2
The subject follows other subjects 69 60�4
The subject was very difficult 67�8 58�7
Total satisfaction with content of subject 67�6 65�4
The lecturer clearly explains curriculum 67�6 68�5
TOTAL SATISFACTION WITH SUBJECT 66.4 63.9
Total satisfaction with lectures 65�4 62�2
The lecturer uses teaching aids appropriately 58�2 64�6
Teaching is interactive 58 68�5
Average value 67.6 65.2

Source: Own elaboration
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Average total satisfaction with subject by years

Figure 2. Average total satisfaction with subject by 
years (UO on the left, TBU on the right) 

In average satisfaction with subject by year of study, there is a descending trend 
of average subject satisfaction with increasing years of study� We can explain it as 
new incoming students are full of expectations (and also illusions) concerning 
university’s offer and they have a tendency towards positive evaluation In contrast, 
third year students, who had passed almost all exams, have lost their illusions and 
they can see contradictions between study (and subjects) expectations and reality – 
what they have really studied� In the 1st year of study, there were 4 respondents who 
evaluated subject satisfaction distinctively lower than the rest of the respondents� 
In the enclosed box-plot there is an extreme value in point 2� Average subject 
satisfaction is dependent on more partial factors, which are average satisfaction 
with subject content, satisfaction with new findings, satisfaction with succession 
and with difficulty� After testing ANOVA for sig = 0�05, we can say that average 
total satisfaction with subject depends on the year of study (sig α = 0)�

On the other hand, at TBU student satisfaction with subject does not depend 
on the year of study, average values of satisfaction are almost the same, but the 
variance is different�

Average total satisfaction with content of subject by years
There is a very similar trend in the average satisfaction with subject, because 

average satisfaction descends with increasing years of study�
The adult education students at TBU declare their satisfaction with subject 

content as independent of the year of study�
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Figure 3. Average total satisfaction with subject content 
by years (UO on the left, TBU on the right)

Average total satisfaction with new findings by years
There is another situation about the factor of average satisfaction with new find-

ings, where the respondents studying in the 1st and 2nd years evaluated satisfaction 
in the same way, but the distribution of lower and upper quartile is different� The 
most critical are, again, the 3rd year students, who evaluated their satisfaction 
15% lower than the 1st and 2nd year students� The TBU students are less satisfied 
by increasing years of study, but this dependency is not statistically significant 
(ANOVA for sig = 0�05)�

Figure 4. Average total satisfaction with new findings 
by years (UO on the left, TBU on the right)
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Average total satisfaction with succession by years

Figure 5. Average total satisfaction with succession 
by years (UO on the left, TBU on the right)

In this case, the obtained results were similar to the previous case and the dis-
tribution of lower and upper quartile in the 1st and 2nd years is almost the same� 
Only one exception is the group of 3rd year students, who evaluated satisfaction 
with succession even less than 70%�

On the other hand, the TBU students also declared increasing satisfaction with 
succession, but this dependency is not statistically significant (ANOVA for sig = 
0�05)�

Average total satisfaction with difficulty by years

Figure 6. Average total satisfaction with difficulty by 
years (UO on the left, TBU on the right)
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Values of average total satisfaction with difficulty by years nearly coincide and 
average values are between 3�26 and 3�56� What is interesting is that unlike the 
previous factors, average values are distributed more equally� We can explain it 
in two ways: the respondents are satisfied in the approximately same way (inde-
pendently of the year of study) or the respondents chose the mean, which means 
neither satisfied nor satisfied� Average total satisfaction with difficulty by years of 
the TBU students does not depend on the year of study

Average total satisfaction with teacher expertise by years

Figure 7. Average total satisfaction with teacher 
expertise (UO on the left, TBU on the right)

We can see (the same as in the previous question) a descending trend of satisfac-
tion with teacher expertise by the year of study� Average satisfaction with teacher 
expertise at TBU depends on the year of study (ANOVA for sig = 0�05, α = 0�03 )�

Pearson correlation coefficient between total satisfaction and partial 
factors

Table 5. Pearson correlation coefficient (R) between 
total satisfaction and partial factors

UO TBU
Total satisfaction with lectures 0�95 0�95
Total satisfaction with subject content 0�92 0�98
The lecturer clearly explains curriculum 0�86 0�95
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UO TBU
There are contributive and new findings 0�84 0�96
There is enough literature for subject study 0�82 0�94
The lecturer uses teaching aids appropriately 0�8 0�92
The lecturer is an expert in his/her field 0�78 0�93
Teaching is interactive 0�73 0�95
The subject was very difficult 0�69 0�92
The subject follows other subjects 0�62 0�96

Source: Own elaboration

In the table there are values of Pearson correlation coefficient for the relations 
between total satisfaction with subject and partial satisfactions� It is interesting that 
the TBU students evaluated nearly all factors as similarly important, the interval 
of Pearson correlation coefficient is from 1 to 0�92� The UO students’ correlation 
coefficient is from 0�62 to 0�95 �

Conclusion

The presented article concerning satisfaction measurement at universities cannot 
express all aspects of satisfaction measurement and also cannot show all findings 
obtained in the research� The negative side of this research is the small sample, 
which is determined by lower attendance of the TBU students� Nevertheless, we 
can see that the students of UO are overall more satisfied than the students of TBU 
and it would be useful to do similar research on student satisfaction again� But we 
can say that the UO students are more satisfied and less dissatisfied than the TBU 
students and also total satisfaction with subject and total satisfaction with lecturer 
is higher at UO than at TBU� The biggest correlations between partial and total 
satisfactions concern (at UO) factors such satisfaction with lectures, with subject 
content and explanation of curriculum� At TBU the highest importance is given to 
factors such as satisfaction with subject content, with following of other subjects 
and with subject utility� For future it would be useful to include some other factors 
affecting total students satisfaction 
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the benefits and Challenges of implementing 
service-learning in an Advanced instructional Design 
and technology Curricula: implications for teaching 

Professional Courses

Abstract 

This paper reports on the benefits and challenges of integrating service-learning 
pedagogy into a professional course taught at a US Midwestern university� Data 
were collected via observations, interviews and analyses of students’ online discus-
sions, written reflections, and project work� Findings revealed that the service-
learning approach improves academic learning, increases motivation to learn and 
serve, escalates civic values and develops a sense of concern over broader social 
issues� Most importantly, it prepares students to be civic-minded professionals 
who are concerned with the betterment of society� Additionally, the authentic and 
open nature of service-learning was found to contribute to intense group conflicts� 
Suggestions to eliminate such challenges are also discussed�

Keywords: service learning; social responsibility; social issues; higher education; 
professional education; civic-minded professional

introduction 

Over the past several years, there has seemed to be a growing interest in conduct-
ing research to discover the best pedagogical practices in educating future profes-
sionals in higher education institutions� Many scholars recommend application of 
community-based approaches (Wilson & Schwier, 2009) due to their benefits of 
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providing real-life learning experiences to students and consequently preparing 
them for future careers�

One of the most beneficial approaches is service-learning pedagogy� It focuses 
on efforts that can make a  difference for individuals in the community and 
for students’ commitment to the general welfare of society, i�e� to “doing good” 
(Aslanargun, 2012, p�113) to society� Service-learning is a teaching and learning 
method that allows students to learn a specific curriculum by providing services 
to real-life community members� Typical projects include serving at soup kitchens 
and satisfying the needs of others (e�g� Aslanargun, 2012)� Advocates assert that 
service-learning can increase students’ personal efficacy, ability to work well with 
others, and develop leadership and communication skills (Eyler, Giles, Stenson, 
& Gray, 2001)� Also known as the “pedagogy of social change” (Peterson, 2009), 
service-learning has been successful in increasing students’ desire for community 
involvement and allowed them to actively construct knowledge and develop their 
problem-solving skills (Peterson, 2009)� Thus, service-learning can be seen as an 
effective way to re-focus students’ education on human relationships rather than 
merely on course content (Matthews & Zimmerman, 1999)� 

While much has been written on the impact of implementing service-learning 
in undergraduate education, there is a lack of research specifically conducted to 
understand its impact in postgraduate education, let alone in the professional 
education� With some exceptions (e�g� Matthews & Zimmerman, 1999; O’Hara, 
2001), most discussions on the impact of service-learning in higher education 
have been theoretical and quantitative in nature (e�g� Astin & Sax, 1998)� Moreover, 
research on the actual challenges students have experienced in service-learning 
activities is rarely highlighted in service-learning and higher education literature 
compared to research on the benefits of service-learning� 

This paper addresses these gaps by examining the benefits and unforeseen chal-
lenges of integrating service-learning into an instructional design and technology 
(IDT) postgraduate course offered at a large research-based university in the Mid-
western US� It offers some critical accounts of the actual experiences of students in 
their journeys toward becoming “civic-minded instructional designers” (Authors, 
2012)� It is hoped that understanding these experiences will inform other educa-
tors of the physical, mental and emotional consequences that may be expected in 
undertaking such journeys in their own settings� 
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Context of the study

The study took place in a postgraduate IDT course offered at a large Midwest-
ern USA research-based university� The objective of the 16-week course was to 
introduce students to basic concepts underlying instructional design processes, 
including understanding of the assumptions and theoretical understanding 
underlying each instructional design model, and to enhance student abilities to 
perform a variety of analyses sufficient to support informed design decisions, 
to conduct summative and formative evaluation of instruction, and to design 
small units of instruction incorporating appropriate instructional strategies� To 
achieve these objectives, the course emphasized the application of knowledge into 
real-world settings via service-learning projects and collaborative work among 
students in class� 

Students were required to create two to three hours of instructional materials on 
a topic of interest for their self-selected and targeted learners� The materials needed 
to address a typical social or community-related issue beneficial to the betterment 
of society� The students were also required to document, in their final reports, 
details of their design and development processes, including those underlying the 
instructional models used� Three mini-assignments were advanced every three 
weeks to assist course completion� The instructor made herself available, both 
online and face-to-face, for individual team consultations� The students interacted 
with their group members via WebCT’s chat and discussion tools, personal emails, 
and face-to-face meetings, both during and after class hours� Table 1 describes the 
students’ service-learning projects� 

Table 1. List of service-learning projects undertaken by the students

Student(s) 
or group

Social issue 
addressed Project(s) Final products

Diane and 
Jenny

Moral and 
ethical  
behaviours 

Re-design the Positive 
Behavior Support (PBS) 
program that focused on 
encouraging positive be-
haviors among elementary 
students�

A student guide, featuring  
several activities related to the 
program
A teacher guide, detailing 
information to be used with the 
student guide

Rick Personal safety Production of a video-
based instructional unit on 
safety issues when operating 
mechanical equipment�

An Instructor’s instructional video 
manual, featuring instructions on 
correct and effective ways of using 
the video
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Student(s) 
or group

Social issue 
addressed Project(s) Final products

Nina Copyright Development of a website 
to educate pre-service 
teachers on how to legally 
use copyrighted materials 
for teaching purposes� 

An open-source website

Methodology 

This study aims at providing an in-depth understanding of the incorporation 
of service-learning pedagogy in a professional education course� The participants 
in the study were four (4) postgraduate students enrolled in the course� Three (3) 
of them had experience teaching at primary and secondary schools, while one (1) 
had experience teaching at a local community church� Data were collected through 
observations of the 16-week classroom interactions, and through interviews at the 
end of the course� Those interviews sought to understand the students’ service-

Improve academic and
professional learning

Benefits of service-learning

Challenges of service-learning

Hidden benefits resulting from
overcoming the challenges

Escalation of civic values

Relationship and task-related
challenges

Process-related challenges

Conflict management skills

Knowing oneself better

Learning new content new content 
knowledge and skills

Project management skill

Inspiration to empower others

Being attentive to others

Developing a sense of concern

Figure 1. The benefits, challenges and hidden benefits of service-learning
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learning experiences as they designed and developed instructional materials for 
their chosen community members� The researchers also wrote analytical and 
reflective notes in a research journal to document their insights, observations, 
and reflections on the situation� Additionally, course-related documents, including 
course syllabi and schedule, the students’ WebCT discussions, written reflections, 
and written materials such as design analyses and final products were analyzed to 
supplement the observations and interviews and to provide a “big picture” view 
with respect to the investigated phenomena� 

Following Charmaz’s (2006) recommendations, data analysis began with con-
ducting an initial/open coding technique to represent the data� In this focused-
coding technique, some relevant open codes were selected and grouped into 
categories and, later on, into themes� The themes were organized into three broad 
categories: the benefits, challenges and hidden benefits of service-learning� Figure 
1 provides an overview of the findings within these three categories� 

Findings: benefits of service-learning

a) Improvement of academic and professional learning
The findings revealed that pedagogy had improved the students’ academic and 

professional learning and had escalated their civic-minded values� 

Learning new content knowledge and skills
Nina was committed to educating pre-service and in-service teachers to be aware 

of copyright laws, illegal copying of educational media, and the ethical aspects of 
the issue when utilizing online resources for teaching purposes� Aware that there 
was no website specifically designed for teachers, she decided to develop an online 
“one-stop reference center” in which teachers could easily search, read, and refer to 
information whenever needed� To be able to do this, she realized that she needed 
to master both the content and the technologies needed to develop such a website� 

The majority of Nina’s time was divided into learning about the topic of copyright 
in education, as well as the technical aspects of website development to publish 
her instructional materials� While these learning processes were time-consuming, 
she admitted that she enjoyed and learned a lot from the experience� She wrote:

I tried to find ways to incorporate different ways to make the site engaging and motivat-
ing for students. I brainstormed with my friends… [on] how I could improve the design, 
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and we all learned new ways that we could incorporate on [the software]… [I]t provided 
opportunities for all of us that we could use beyond this class. (Nina’s written reflection)

Learning about project management 
Knowledge with respect to project management is an important aspect of 

a professional education� However, there is limited literature that truly discusses 
how this topic can be taught to students� This study shows that service-learning is 
a potential instructional strategy for achieving such instruction� 

Rick, for instance, learned the importance of organizing all his electronic files 
and documents� While working on producing an instructional video by himself, he 
initially found it difficult to keep track of all his appointments, studio reservations, 
and survey instruments� As the volume of paper-based storyboard drafts, design 
sketches, and inventory lists gradually mounted, he became frustrated for not 
being able to find a file� Finally, he resorted to a mix of electronic and paper-based 
filing systems for storing project documents� Such experiences helped him realize 
the importance of having a good organizational and record-keeping plan when 
working on a project�

b) Escalation of civic values
This study supports other findings that participation in service-learning projects 

succeeds in escalating students’ civic values� They were found to become inspired 
to empower others, and were increasingly attentive and concerned with others’ 
needs and perspectives�

Inspiration to empower others
Rick decided to improve the poorly-managed monthly safety training sessions 

in his workplace� In the interview, he described how he and his co-workers had 
been made to join the training lectures at night after they all had just completed 
their full eight-hour shifts� Additionally, the supervisors’ read-the-training-
materials-aloud approach created negative perceptions among the employees, who 
felt that “the management sort of talks down to the blue-collar workers” (Rick’s 
interview) and that they belittled their employees’ ability to read the materials 
themselves� 

On the other hand, Rick was aware of his supervisors’ difficulties in scheduling 
appropriate training-session time for all employees, since various workers had dif-
ferent working shifts� Likewise, it was uneconomical for the supervisor to conduct 
multiple training sessions, given the huge number of employees needing training� 
Thus, Rick’s instructional video was based on the concept of empowering his co-
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workers in determining their own learning paths while simultaneously “uplifting 
the load off the supervisor’s plate” (exit interview with Rick)� 

Utilizing his video-production skills and his own perspective as an employee, he 
created stand-alone instructional materials that would allow employees to engage 
in training by themselves at their own convenience� It also “places the responsibility 
for learning in the hands of the learners themselves” (exit interview with Rick)� To 
ensure quality learning for his co-workers, Rick decided to create an instructor’s 
manual explaining how to effectively use the materials� 

Being attentive to others
It was also found that the students became more appreciative towards others’ 

perspectives� Even though they were initially taken aback by target audiences’ 
negative comments, they finally learned that these comments were crucial to the 
process of constructively re-designing the products� In Rick’s own words:

When I took time to experiment with the recommended changes I realized that the video 
was better with the changes. I could understand what the person saw that concerned 
him though I may not have agreed initially. (Rick’s written reflection)

However, listening to other’s opinions resulted in a conflict of perspectives for 
the students� Jenny, for instance, had a dilemma in balancing her own designers’ 
perspectives with those of others� She explained:

Her comments kind of hold us back when she thought it was bland… [W]e didn’t want 
to just add a bunch of pictures or colors ‘cause… we thought like it was against the whole 
purpose of [our] design. (Jenny’s exit interview)

Nevertheless, from an instructional point of view, such dilemmas contributed to 
rich and meaningful learning experiences as designers learned to balance the needs 
and preferences expected by various stakeholders� It also helped them mature as 
instructional designers, since they were made to creatively think of design methods 
alternative to those of the current model-centric approach used in designers’ educa-
tion (Authors, 2012)� 

Developing a sense of concern 
It was found that the students were very concerned about the applicability of 

the instructional materials they created to a wider set of audiences� They were con-
cerned with the breadth of the information their instructional materials provided� 
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This had encouraged design of materials that were sustainable, reusable, and useful 
to other groups of people as in Rick’s case�

Although the targeted audiences of Rick’s video were technicians, he had always 
thought of other public as well� To him, the actual emphasis of the video was the 
issue of personal safety, which should be of everyone’s concern� He also thought of 
his video as his small contribution to educating the public on larger social issues 
related to safety and ethics� Once the video was ready, Rick began distributing it to 
the members of his church, his neighbourhood area and to the community center 
where he worked� 

Findings: Challenges of service-learning

Data analyses revealed that intra-group conflicts were the most dominant 
challenge for all the students in completing their projects� They were so intense 
that it caused the students to openly display their emotions, resulting in tears and 
outbursts in one of the course meetings as well as in the anonymous course online 
WebCT postings, and affected one of the students’ health� 

While group conflicts are not necessarily unique to a service-learning environ-
ment, and can occur to any collaborative setting, we argue that in this case they 
were exacerbated by the authentic and open-ended nature of service-learning itself� 
Because the students were required to work collaboratively to solve a real social 
issue, they were physically, mentally and emotionally challenged to balance their 
personal needs and perspectives with those of others� They also needed to learn to 
tolerate others’ views and gradually develop trust in their own team members� In 
fact, it is argued that building such trust is the most crucial yet the most challeng-
ing task for service-learning instructors� This is because each student comes from 
different professional background and holds certain professional values, which 
makes tolerance to others more difficult� 

In this study, three challenges were identified: relationship, task, and process� It 
is important to mention that these challenges are closely interrelated in that they 
tend to build upon each other to contribute to an overall group conflict�

a) Relationship and task-related challenges 
Both Diane and Jenny stated that their group conflict began as early as during 

the group’s initial brainstorming process� They were unable to reach agreement on 
the scope of their work� Two of the group members, Diane and Jenny, who had 
formal teaching experience, were more inclined towards the re-designing of the 
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Positive Behavior Support (PBS) educational program while Rick, who was actively 
involved in a community-based youth mentoring program, suggested a broader 
scope� Even though they all eventually worked on the PBS program, conflicts kept 
on mounting and became so intense that Rick finally decided to opt out of the 
group and work individually�

Upon closer analyses, we believe that this conflict was closely related to the 
students’ unique individual qualities such as their professional backgrounds, 
prior education or training, and idealism� In this case, Diane’s and Jenny’s 
interests in the PBS program can easily be associated with their professional 
backgrounds in education in contrast to Rick’s technical background� These 
explanations seem to support some researchers’ suggestions to tailor service-
learning projects based on students’ strengths, interests and qualities (Peterson 
, 2009), rather than trying to force them to work on projects in which they have 
little motivation to participate�

b) Process-related challenges 
While it was expected that group division would ease group tension, it sub-

sequently created other challenges� The students who left their groups were 
pressured to complete the tasks within a short period of time to manage things 
by themselves� Those who stayed in their groups had to make adjustments to 
their original design plans and re-divide the remaining work� With the deadline 
nearing, they used their remaining time to come up with material that, while 
viewed as simplistic by the course instructor, was of sufficient quality for them to 
pass the course requirement� 

Additionally, those who worked independently were allowed to work on a pro-
ject different from their initial group project� Such practice was surprisingly seen 
as unfair to the students who stayed with their groups� During Jenny’s interview, 
she mentioned her jealousy directed towards those students who were allowed to 
embark on a different project while she and Diane had to clear up “…the mess that 
he (i�e� Rick) helped us create”� 

Such remarks brought up the question of how course instructors can best handle 
group conflicts� Though there could be many alternative approaches to overcoming 
this situation, we are inclined to support Schine’s (2001) statement that a service-
learning program needs to be carried out with sufficient duration so that students 
can develop trust and understanding with the people with whom they serve� Time 
is also needed to develop trust and understanding among the students themselves 
before they set out to offer their services to others� 
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Findings: The hidden benefits emerging from the challenges

Although challenges are usually associated with a negative impact, we viewed 
them as hidden learning opportunities for the students� The conflicts exposed the 
students to real challenges similar to those they would most likely encounter in 
their journeys of being professionals in the field� Exposure to conflicts in this course 
prepared the students for facing bigger challenges in the real world� As Diane noted:

I learned patience from this class project. I learned that not everyone is interested in 
putting their best foot forward. I also learned that (sometimes) I should just expect to 
always do more than my share of the work. It’s not fair, but it’s life. (Diane’s written 
reflection)

Additionally, some students asserted that they gained a better understanding 
of their own individual strengths and weaknesses� For Jenny, the conflicts taught 
her to be emotionally strong and independent� She also learned approaches, such 
as creating a support system and discussing her feelings with the instructor, for 
handling such conflicts� As an adult and teacher herself, she at first hesitated to 
inform the instructor because she did not want to be labelled as not having group 
skills or being accused of “trying to get out [of the situation] than to deal with 
them” (Jenny’s exit interview)� We believe that the students’ discovery of their own 
strengths and weaknesses was an important step in understanding not only who 
they are as professionals, but also what they can do to contribute to the betterment 
of society� 

In sum, we are in agreement with Matthews and Zimmerman (1999) who argue 
that these challenges are the reason why we more than ever need service-learning 
and other types of experiential learning, because they help to “provide students 
with open-learning situations, with group work, … and with taking responsibility 
for their own learning” (p� 396)� 

Concluding remarks

The findings of this study proved that service-learning was a powerful pedagogy 
in preparing future professionals� It does more than exposing them to relevant 
professional knowledge and skills; but most importantly, it prepares them to be 
civic-minded professionals – professionals who utilize their professions to improve 
and advance the well-being of society (Authors, 2012)� 
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We found that immersion in service-learning projects can improve students’ 
self-confidence to make a difference in their communities using their profes-
sional knowledge and skills� The students were thrilled at the idea of “…changing 
someone’s life by providing sound, effective, and efficient instructional materials” 
(Diane’s written reflection)� They also experienced a sense of joy and fulfilment 
knowing that their work might empower other people’s learning� 

However, we also agree that such a sense of joy and self-fulfilment, if not care-
fully guided, can sometimes trap students to fall into the paradigm of ‘helping’ and 
‘serving’, a thinking fallacy that there is “a void, a deficit, a need in the community 
(a community that is often considered poor and less educated), and that the agency 
(which is often considered richer and better educated) has the solutions to ‘help’ 
the ‘needy’” (Peterson 2009, p�546)�

Additionally, we believe that the authentic and open-ended nature of service-
learning may negatively affect students’ learning experiences� In this study, we 
identify intense group conflicts resulting from a mix of relationship, task, and 
process challenges (Jehn & Mannix, 2001) as the dominant obstacle that prevents 
students from reaping the benefits of service-learning� Nevertheless, these conflicts 
also taught some students to better understand their own individual strengths and 
weaknesses, perhaps preparing them to be better professionals in the future�

To reduce or eliminate these conflicts, instructors interested in designing and 
developing similar educational experiences may consider these recommendations: 

 • Design instructional activities that allow students to get to know their 
potential collaborators before assigning them into groups;

 • Prepare students who choose to work individually for the heavy workloads 
they will encounter;

 • For small-size classes, allow students to choose their own group members� 
The instructor should, however, reduce the possibility that they will choose 
only people who have similar backgrounds by offering suggestions and 
guidance on selection criteria;

 • To maximize service-learning benefits, instructors must educate students 
with respect to service-learning via readings and discussions;

 • Assist group work processes by discussing ways to solve group problems; 
and

 • Provide an open environment in which students can express their thoughts 
and emotions, perhaps by using a variety of communication tools such as 
journals, blogs, and anonymous messages, as shown in this study�

This study provides first-hand information on students’ perspectives of service-
learning, in contrast to the dominant service-learning literature that has sought to 
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understand the phenomenon only from the instructor’s perspective� Consequently, 
it sheds some light on the emotional challenges experienced by students, an 
overlooked aspect of the dominant service-learning literature� Perhaps the most 
valuable part of this study was illustrating the fact that, in some cases, intense 
group conflicts can positively assist students in better understanding themselves 
as individuals and professionals�

Several questions that could be useful in designing future research emerged in 
relation to the conflicts described in this study� The service-learning model used 
was a production-based model (Authors, 2009) that focused on product develop-
ment rather than social relationships between the server (i�e� students) and the 
served (i�e� community members)� Future research should be specifically designed 
to investigate its application in other settings as well� 
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Comparing brain Activation between students  
who use Digital textbooks and those who use 

Conventional Paper textbooks

Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to compare the effects of digital textbooks and 
conventional paper textbooks on brain activation during problem solving among 
elementary-school students� Subjects included 54 6th grade students who used 
either digital textbooks or paper textbooks� We measured theta waves, alpha waves, 
beta waves, and gamma waves using PolyG-I (LAXTHA Inc�)� We found significant 
effects of the textbook type for all brainwaves in the prefrontal lobes� Our results 
suggest that the use of digital textbooks will enhance the development of cognitive 
and thinking processes during learning� 

Keywords: brainwave, digital textbook 

introduction

Developments in information technology are leading to the classroom use of 
digital textbooks in many countries including the United States, Australia, and 
Finland (Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology [MEST], 2011)� Digital 
textbooks are expected to help overcome some of the limitations of paper text-
books� Such limitations include limited content, difficulty in keeping up with the 
most current information, and limited types of learning activities� Digital textbooks 
also hold a promise for enabling individualized, self-directed learning experiences�

Korea has been developing digital textbooks since 1997 under the direction of 
the MEST� At present in Korea, digital textbooks have been developed for a total of 
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18 subjects (Korea Education and Research Information Service, 2011)� Since 2007, 
digital textbooks have been used in model schools in Korea with promising results� 
The entire elementary, middle-school, and high-school curriculum is expected to 
switch entirely to digital textbooks by 2015 (MEST, 2011)�

Students who use digital textbooks have greater opportunities for self-directed 
learning, higher overall learning achievement (Byun, Seo, Ryu, Yang, Choi, & Jeong, 
2008), and enhanced problem-solving skills (Jeong, Lee, Seo, & Cho, 2008; Choi & 
Seo, 2008) compared with students who use conventional paper textbooks� Digital 
textbooks can provide personalized education based on the learning ability of 
each student� The students can receive immediate feedback through an objective 
assessment of their task-performing ability� Most of the research to date on the 
use of digital textbooks has focused on assessing students’ learning ability and 
problem-solving skills� No studies have yet been conducted comparing the neu-
rophysiological effects of using digital textbooks with those of using conventional 
paper textbooks� 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is an economical, noninvasive method for exam-
ining neurological changes in the brain (Kang, Kang, Yang, Ku, & Kim, 2009)� EEG 
quickly and directly collects data showing the functional state of the brain in real 
time while the brain is focused on a particular task (Kim & Chang, 2001; Florence, 
Guerit, & Guenguen, 2004)�

Brainwaves are categorized according to the vibration frequency range into 
theta waves (4–7�99 Hz), alpha waves (8–12�99 Hz), beta waves (13–29�99 Hz), and 
gamma waves (30–50 Hz) (Kim & Chang, 2001; Jeon, 2010)� Theta waves are most 
common during sleep, but they also appear during a stable waking state� Alpha 
waves are common during a relaxed and stable state� Beta waves, which have short 
amplitude, are associated with mental activity, attentive states, and concentration� 
Gamma waves indicate a nervous, stressed state or a recognition state such as 
reasoning� Depending on the cognitive style of the subject, the different types of 
brainwaves vary in their frequency of activation and in the areas of the brain where 
they occur (Fisher & Wilson, 1995; Jeon, 2010; Laxtha, 2012)� 

The purpose of this study was to examine the electroneurophysiological effects 
of digital textbook use� We measured the brainwave activity during problem solv-
ing among elementary-school students who use digital textbooks and compared 
it with that among elementary-school students who use conventional paper 
textbooks� We analyzed the differences in theta waves, alpha waves, beta waves, 
and gamma waves to compare brain-function characteristics between the two 
student groups�
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research Methodology  

Sample Cohort
We measured the brainwave activity of 27 6th-grade students from an elementary 

school in Seoul, Korea, who had been using digital textbooks for longer than 1 year 
and 27 counterparts using conventional paper textbooks until now� The digital 
textbook group using digital textbooks included 19 males and 8 females, and 
the group using conventional paper textbooks included 18 males and 9 females� 
None of the students had any history of cerebral disease� Twenty-four hours prior 
to the measurement, we had prohibited all of the students who took part in the 
study from drinking coffee or soda or using any hair-care substances (such as hair 
conditioners or hair spray) that could affect the EEG measurements� None of the 
students had been eating for at least 2 hours prior to the measurement� Before 
taking the measurements, we had fully informed each of the students about the 
nature of the EEG and about the matters that would require their attention during 
the measurements� 

We conducted a power analysis using G-Power 3�1 program (from http://www�
psycho�uni-duesseldorf�de/abteilungen/aap/gpower3)� We determined that with the 
effect size of 0�8, the power of 0�8, and the significance level of 0�05, the optimum 
number of sample subjects for a t-test was 58� However, we were only able to recruit 
54 students who met the inclusion criteria (27 students each in the experimental 
and control groups)� 

Instrument and Procedures
We measured the brainwaves using PolyG-I (LAXTHA Inc�, Daejeon, Korea), 

a computerized EEG meter� We converted the brainwave measurements to digital 
signals through a 12-bit A/D converter and saved them on a laptop computer in 
real-time through a RS-232 Port via a receiver� We used the sampling frequency 
of 256 Hz with the low-frequency cutoff of 0�7 Hz and the high-frequency cutoff 
of 50 Hz� We used 60 Hz for the notch filter� We used disk electrodes made of 
ion-plated gold�

We collected the brainwave measurements as follows� The student sat in the 
school counseling room, where there was minimum noise� We attached electrodes 
to the student’s scalp and explained the tasks that the student would be asked to 
perform� We then instructed the student to maintain a stable state with eyes closed� 
During the measurement, we asked the student to maintain a stable state without 
moving their body and to focus on performing the task�
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We placed electrodes on eight sites on the scalp including Fp1 (left prefrontal 
lobe), Fp2 (right prefrontal lobe), F3 (left frontal lobe), F4 (right frontal lobe), C5 
(left central sulcus), C6 (right central sulcus), P3 (left parietal lobe), and P4 (right 
parietal lobe), according to the International 10/20 System of Electrode Placement� 
We used the point under the left ear as the reference and the point under the right 
ear as the ground�

For step 1 of the measurement, we measured brainwaves in the stable state 
while the student gazed naturally at a blank wall for 3 minutes� For step 2 of the 
measurement, we collected brainwave data starting at the moment a problem was 
given to the student� The students who used digital textbooks in class received their 
problem on a tablet PC� The students who used conventional paper textbooks in 
class received their problem on a piece of paper� We instructed the students in both 
groups to read the problem silently and then solve it�

Ethical Consideration
We obtained permission to conduct our study from the principal of the target 

school and from the classroom teachers� We provided the guardians of each student 
with a full description of the study and the EEG procedure, and we obtained written 
consent from each of the guardians for their children to participate� We indicated 
to the guardians that we would treat the students in an ethical manner, and that the 
students would not be harmed in any way by the study� We also indicated that the 
students or guardians could withdraw consent to participate at any time if they did 
not wish to participate, and that the collected data would be treated anonymously 
and used only for the purpose of this study� We confirmed that those who chose 
to participate in the study fully understood the goals and methods of the study, 
and we obtained written informed consent from each of the students and their 
guardians prior to performing any tests�

Data Analysis
We analyzed the data using SAS 9�1�3 as follows� First, we analyzed the general 

characteristics of the two groups using descriptive statistics, and we performed 
chi-squared tests or t-tests to evaluate the homogeneity of the general charac-
teristics between the groups� Within each group, we computed the mean change 
and standard deviation in brainwave activity between the resting, stable state 
and the problem-solving state for each frequency range and electrode posi-
tion� Then, we performed t-tests to compare the changes in brainwave activity 
between the two groups� We used the significance level of 95% for all of our 
statistical tests�
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results 

General Characteristics
The general characteristics of the subjects are summarized in Table 1� The tests 

for homogeneity between the two groups showed that the groups were homog-
enous in all categories� The students who used digital textbooks reported 1�76 
hours of daily computer use, while those who used conventional paper textbooks 
reported 1�46 hours of daily computer use� Most of the students reported that 
they used computers mostly in their home� There were no significant differences 
between the average numbers of years the students in each group reported having 
used computers� The students’ academic performance in both groups was mostly 
in the upper range� The students in both groups reported, on average, being “very 
satisfied” with their school life� 

Table 1. General characteristics 

Characteristics

Digital 
textbook

N=27
N (%)

Paper
textbook

N=27
N (%)

χ2 or t p-
value

Gender male 19 (70�4) 18 (66�7) 0�790 0�770
female 8 (29�6) 9 (33�3)

Length of computer usage (hr/day)  
Mean (SD)

1�76 (1�12) 1�46 (0�78) 0�680 (t) 0�262

Place of computer usage school 1 (3�7) 0 (0�0) 5�360 0�813
internet 
cafe

2 (7�4) 3 (11�1)

home 21 (77�7) 20 (74�0)
other 3 (11�1) 4 (14�8)

Total years of computer usage (yr)
Mean (SD)

5�89 (1�67) 5�78 (1�37) 0�840 (t) 0�792

Communication time with family 
per week

under 1 hr 11 (40�7) 4 (14�8) 1�020 0�075
1 hr~3 hrs 11 (40�7) 13 (48�1)
over 3 hrs 5 (18�5) 10 (37�0)

Grade upper 15 (55�5) 11 (40�7) 3�180 0�687
middle 10 (37�0) 13 (48�1)
lower 2 (7�4) 3 (11�1)

Satisfaction with school-life
Mean (SD)

4�21 (0�97) 3�98 (1�01) 0�160 (t) 0�292
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Comparison Results
Table 2 shows the differences in brainwave activity between the resting state 

and the problem-solving state for each combination of frequency range, electrode 
position, and study group� We found significant differences between the two study 
groups in the Fp1 theta waves (p = 0�031), Fp1 alpha waves (p = 0�041), Fp1 beta 
waves (p = 0�031), Fp2 beta waves (p = 0�043), Fp1 gamma waves (p = 0�038), and 
Fp2 gamma waves (p = 0�033)�

The theta-wave activity and alpha-wave activity in the left prefrontal lobe 
decreased in both study groups during problem solving� The beta-wave activity 
in the left and right prefrontal lobes increased during problem solving among 
the students who used digital textbooks; whereas it decreased during problem 
solving among the students who used conventional paper textbooks� The gamma-
wave activity in the left and right prefrontal lobes increased in both groups during 
problem solving�

Table 2. The results of the ratio of brainwave activity difference 
between the stable and problem solving states 

wave location
Mean (SD)

t p-value
digital textbook

theta Fp1 -0�086 (0�038) -0�024 (0�039) 2�368 0�031
Fp2 -0�091 (0�171) -0�023 (0�242) -1�201 0�235
F3 -0�011 (0�115) -0�014 (0�149) 0�082 0�935
F4 -0�010 (0�087) -0�019 (0�136) 0�286 0�776
C5 0�003 (0�089) 0�009 (0�160) -0�168 0�867
C6 -0�018 (0�081) 0�000 (0�172) -0�485 0�630
P3 0�023 (0�077) -0�016 (0�138) 1�254 0�215
P4 0�021 (0�086) -0�023 (0�142) 1�378 0�174

alpha Fp1 -0�011 (0�051) -0�004 (0�041) -0�615 0�041
Fp2 -0�007 (0�052) -0�002 (0�037) -0�391 0�097
F3 -0�051 (0�077) -0�049 (0�058) -0�080 0�937
F4 -0�045 (0�069) -0�046 (0�060) 0�063 0�950
C5 -0�027 (0�066) -0�037 (0�065) 0�603 0�549
C6 -0�034 (0�053) -0�025 (0�061) -0�570 0�571
P3 -0�110 (0�107) -0�100 (0�095) -0�377 0�708
P4 -0�114 (0�105) -0�095 (0�078) -0�752 0�456
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wave location
Mean (SD)

t p-value
digital textbook

beta Fp1 0�039 (0�090) -0�004 (0�116) 1�535 0�031
Fp2 0�045 (0�086) -0�001 (0�135) 1�487 0�043
F3 0�024 (0�059) 0�009 (0�080) 0�813 0�420
F4 0�016 (0�047) 0�012 (0�069) 0�207 0�837
C5 0�014 (0�049) -0�001 (0�080) 0�844 0�403
C6 0�016 (0�055) -0�005 (0�091) 1�015 0�315
P3 0�031 (0�048) 0�038 (0�064) -0�459 0�649
P4 0�035 (0�054) 0�028 (0�058) 0�460 0�647

gamma Fp1 0�645 (0�769) 0�273 (0�483) 2�128 0�038
Fp2 0�605 (0�722) 0�314 (0�678) 1�525 0�033
F3 0�517 (0�920) 0�443 (0�499) 0�370 0�713
F4 0�584 (1�344) 0�376 (0�577) 0�740 0�463
C5 1�227 (1�395) 0�953 (1�265) 0�756 0�453
C6 1�500 (1�614) 1�382 (1�535) 0�277 0�783
P3 0�630 (1�251) 0�569 (0�359) 0�245 0�807
P4 0�623 (1�122) 0�603 (0�385) 0�084 0�933

Discussion

We measured the brainwaves of elementary-school students during a stable, 
resting state with eyes open and during a problem-solving state in order to compare 
the level of brain activation between the students who used digital textbooks and 
those who used conventional paper textbooks� We found significant differences 
between the student groups in the brainwave activity at the Fp1 and Fp2 electrodes 
in the prefrontal lobe� The activities of theta waves and alpha waves at the Fp1 
electrode decreased in both groups during problem solving� Low levels of theta 
waves and alpha waves indicate an emotionally relaxed state (Jeon, 2010, pp� 13–16)� 
Thus, our results indicate that both groups of students were in a relaxed state 
while they solved their problems� The theta-wave activity and alpha-wave activity 
were lower among the students who used digital textbooks, suggesting that they 
were more relaxed and concentrated during problem solving than the students 
who used conventional paper textbooks� Our findings are consistent with those of 
Kim and Shim, who reported a low degree of theta-wave activity associated with 
a concentrated state in middle-school students (Kim & Shim, 2010, p� 39)� Another 
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study that measured brainwave activity in elementary-school students who had 
difficulties concentrating reported finding lowered levels of theta-wave activity 
and alpha-wave activity after the students improved their concentration abilities 
by participating in a “brain education” program (Bae, 2009, pp� 71–72)�

The beta-wave activities in the left and right prefrontal lobes increased during 
problem solving among the students who used digital textbooks and decreased 
during problem solving among the students who used conventional paper text-
books� High levels of beta-wave activity are associated with mental concentration 
(Jeon, 2010, pp� 13–16)� We observed an increase in beta-wave activity among the 
students who used digital textbooks before and after the problem-solving process� 
Our findings are similar to those of Shim and Ko, who measured brainwaves in 
adolescents and observed a high degree of beta-wave activity when the subjects 
were in a concentrated state (Shim & Ko, 2009, pp� 17–19)� 

The gamma-wave activity in the left and right prefrontal lobes increased in both 
groups during problem solving� The activation of gamma waves during problem 
solving indicates that both groups were in the recognition state while solving their 
problems (Laxtha, 2012)� Our results suggest that the students who used digital 
textbooks were more concentrated while they solved problems than the students 
who used conventional paper textbooks�

According to the findings of this study, the use of digital textbooks in elemen-
tary-school classrooms helps students to concentrate during problem solving� One 
reason digital textbooks may improve cognitive and thinking mechanisms is that 
their interactive nature makes them more interesting to the students� Our results 
support the expectation that the use of digital textbooks will have positive effects 
on student learning by increasing student interest in the curriculum� 

Because this study only included one elementary school, further research is 
necessary to interpret and generalize the results� In addition, because the period 
of utilization of the digital textbooks in this study was only 1 year and 6 months, 
future research should be conducted to measure more long-term effects of the use 
of digital textbooks on the growth and development of students�

Conclusions

We measured the brainwaves of elementary-school students during problem 
solving in order to compare the electroneurophysiological effects of digital text-
book use with those of conventional paper textbook use� We found significant 
differences in the brainwave patterns in the prefrontal lobes between the students 
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who used digital textbooks and those who used conventional paper textbooks� Our 
results suggest that digital textbooks are superior to conventional paper textbooks 
for improving the abilities of students to concentrate while engaged in cognitive 
and thinking processes such as problem solving� We expect that the use of digital 
textbooks will have a positive impact on learning through its positive effects on 
brain activation�
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Mentoring student training, what is important?�

Abstract 

Numerous activities and tasks are performed in the course of the tutorial during 
student training, but not all have the same importance for the tutor� We approach 
this answer through a wider investigation (Martinez, 2010) conducted in two 
phases: an initial qualitative one using an interview as a tool for obtaining informa-
tion, and a second one more quantitative with an electronic questionnaire� The 
results show the importance that tutors attribute to “being available for students”, 
“integration into the center” and “providing contextual knowledge and access to 
documentation of the institution”�

Keywords: mentor, mentoring, student training, education, professional profile, 
professional competence

introduction: tutoring in student training

The literature reviewed conceptualizes that student training could be defined as 
an opportunity to implement and transfer the knowledge previously learned during 
the initial formation to the professional reality� Since this perspective, we can say 
that it deals with formative situations where there is a deliberation about both, 
experience in a real context (Gutierrez et al, 2009) and learning from experience 
(Zabalza, 2005)�

The educative and pedagogical nature of student training is going to depend on 
the execution of the tutoring implied, so that “without tutoring, there is no train-
ing” (Martinez & Raposo, 2011a, p� 158)� As a core element of training (Zabalza 
& Cid, 2005), tutoring during training implies a formative and guiding activity 
which leads to the convergence of different agents and it is the opportunity to 
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make clear for students the link between theory and practice in the classroom, 
and the practice in situ, with the object of connecting the school reality to the 
working one as well as learning to make decisions about everyday situations by 
developing a critical mind and self-concept on one’s action� Under this premise, 
student training tutor appears as a key part of the pre-professional practice, giving 
the methodological and positional scaffolding as well as a frame of experiences 
and, sometimes, of concepts where students may use their experiences, understand 
them, analyze them and think about them (Martinez & Raposo, 2011a)� How to 
do it is a matter of styles or models (Martinez y Raposo, 2011b) but, anyway, it is 
about influencing and communicating their expertise to practising students� As 
Ehrich, Tennet & Handsford (2002) say, there is “a relationship with the tutoree/
protegé in order to help him/her in his/her professional development and promo-
tion” (p� 256)�

During training, the tutor plays an important role as the closest and most impor-
tant person and model, who helps and guides students during their training work� 
In this way, he/she helps to meditate what they have seen or done, through profes-
sional dialogue with students� He/she is also a mediator and evaluator, according 
to the formula of theory-practice symbiosis, which allows a shared insight into the 
professional reality� Mediator, because he/she makes the integration of students 
easier during their practice work in the organization they are learning in and their 
inclusion in the work system, by protecting them in situations of social intercourse; 
evaluator, because he/she watches, verifies, gives orientation in order to improve 
students’ activities and, eventually, writes an evaluation report about them (Mar-
tinez & Raposo, 2011a, Sánchez & Ruiz, 2012)� This multitask nature of the tutor’s 
role (Orland-Barak, 2006) can be summarized as a duty of trying to establish the 
conditions for the student to question him/herself about the ideas that help him/
her to act and make decisions�

The functions performed by the tutor and the activities that they do have been 
extensively studied and defined (Cid & Ocampo, 2006, 2007; Guerrero & López, 
2006; Hill, Lennings & Madgwick, 1992; Jones, 2001; Martinez, 2008, 2010; Mar-
tinez & Raposo, 2011a,b; Mertz, 2004; Molina, 2008; Molina et al, 2008; Shea, 1992, 
Watkins, 1992)� But, which of them are most important?� What relevance does the 
tutor attribute to them?� The data presented here respond to this and they are part 
of larger research (Martinez, 2010) summarized below�
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Methodology of research

Research General Background, Sample, Instrument and Procedures
The role played by the tutor of student training is crucial in the pre-professional 

training of their students, so the research by Martinez (2010) was done to, among 
other things, establish the implicit model of the tutor at the training centres in three 
Spanish universities in Galicia-Spain� In this research, Martinez (2010) tried to find 
out if there is a difference in terms of the areas of action of these professionals: 
educational, social or organizational (Bisquerra, 1998)� 

Considering this as a starting point, we present this work in order to try to 
explore and understand the functions and activities which they should do, that is 
their idealism�

The investigation was framed within a  comparative method, since it was 
conducted between the descriptive and interpretative-explicative levels, using 
Creswell’s biphasic model (1994) of qualitative and quantitative nature; with 
methodological triangulation (Morse, 1991), which was where the results of the 
first phase were a basis for planning the following one�

Table 1 presents the research synthesis� For more information, see Martinez & 
Raposo (2011a)�

Table 1. Synthesis of research (elaborated by the authors)

Objectives
(having a particular 
relation with the study 
which is presented 
here)

–  Investigating how the development of the tutoring function is fore-
seen and how the tutoring is actually carried out�

–  Getting to know the functions which the tutors at the training 
centres take over during training and evaluating their viability and 
functional complexity�

Methodology and 
methods

Mixed, we followed Creswell’s biphasic model (1994): 
–  Phase I: qualitative�
–  Phase II: quantitative�

Selection of the 
sample

–  Phase I: An intentional manner (Bisquerra, 2004) because this al-
lowed us to have a first approach to the object of study taking into 
account that the subjects have an important geographic scattering� 

–  Phase II: Simple random sampling (Bisquerra, 2004)�
Participants –  Phase I: 

•   The invited sample: 26 mentors.
•   The accepting sample: 18 mentors (69.23%).

–  Phase II: 
•   The invited sample: 120 mentors (the best sampling error, 4%, and 

a level of trust of 95%)�
•   The accepting sample: 83 mentors (69.16%, with levels of trust of 

95% and 90% and the sampling errors obtained are admissible, 
6�9% and 5�7% respectively)�
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The sample matched the required characteristics from a scientific 
point of view relating to the number of valid answers (Fink, 1995) 
concerning adequacy (Kerlinger, 1986) and representation (Fox, 1981)�

Instruments –  Phase I: interview was structured, open, guided, individual and 
face-to-face�

–  Phase II: questionnaire was of descriptive and explicative character 
and had a longitudinal-transverse time dimension�

Note: At the same time, the questionnaire had one common and 
another specific part, which allowed us to divide the instrument 
into three modes: educative, organizational and social, according to 
the specific functions of tutoring in each of the aspects indicated by 
Bisquerra (1998)�

Validity and  
Reliability

–  Phase I: 
•   Validity: content and triangulation (Patton, 1982).

–  Phase II: 
•   Validity: Delphi technique together, a pilot test on the instrument 

and the construct validity (Nunnaly, 1987) through an analysis of 
conglomerates or clusters and a factorial one�

•   Reliability: Cronbach’s Alpha was excellent: the common ques-
tionnaire: 0�982; the educative mode: 0�958; the social mode: 
0�954; and the organizational mode: 0�995�

Data Analysis –  Phase I: content analysis�
–  Phase II: descriptive analysis, correlational and multiple contrast 

statistics�
Analysis of Software –  Phase I: AQUAD6

–  Phase II: SPSS 15�0

results of research and Discussion

This section discusses some of the results obtained in the research� We wanted to 
find out which tasks for tutors were the most important when they were tutoring 
student training, what relevance was attributed to them, what was the formative 
task value� For this, the sample evaluated the importance given to the activities and 
tasks previously identified� In the quantitative phase, all of the 83 tutors involved 
gave their opinion on a scale of four grades (a lot, quite, little and none)� Table 2 
shows the measures of central tendency and dispersion, outstanding in the first 
place, that all of them are to a greater or lesser extent relevant for the participants, 
since the means were over 2�10�
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Table 2. Measures of central tendency and dispersion about “It 
would be important” in mentoring (elaborated by the authors)

Activity Mean
x– Median Mode

Standard 
Error 
mean

Perc 
75

Standard 
Deviation

σ
Variance

•   Being available for the students 2�84 4�00 4 �187 4�00 1�700 2�890
•   Providing the students with the 

knowledge of the context and 
access to the documents of the 
institution

2�76 4�00 4 �184 4�00 1�672 2�795

•   Integrating the students into 
our centre 2�82 4�00 4 �187 4�00 1�705 2�906

•   Giving information to the stu-
dents about the services of the 
training institution

2�63 3�00 4 �184 4�00 1�673 2�798

•   Favouring personal analysis and 
self-evaluation of the students 2�70 3�00 4 �182 4�00 1�658 2�750

•   Establishing an open and trust-
worthy work relationship with 
the students

2�73 4�00 4 �187 4�00 1�704 2�904

•   Checking the activities devel-
oped by the training students 2�64 3�00 4 �183 4�00 1�672 2�795

•   Taking into account the avail-
able resources as well as the 
difficulties at doing the training 
work

2�66 3�00 4 �178 4�00 1�625 2�641

•   Diminishing continuously the 
role of guide with the students 2�51 3�00 3 �173 4�00 1�572 2�473

•   Helping the students to analyze 
and evaluate their skills 2�47 3�00 4 �183 4�00 1�670 2�789

•   Identifying, with the students, 
the evaluation criteria related to 
training

2�18 3�00 3 �165 3�00 1�499 2�247

•   Guiding during the preparation 
of the report about the training 
work

2�25 3�00 3 �166 3�00 1�513 2�289

•   Evaluating the students 2�25 3�00 0 �186 4�00 1�695 2�874
•   Taking part in the design and 

the monitoring of the plan of 
training work

2�46 3�00 3 �169 4�00 1�541 2�373
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Activity Mean
x– Median Mode

Standard 
Error 
mean

Perc 
75

Standard 
Deviation

σ
Variance

•   Cooperating with the supervi-
sor of the coordination for 
the design of the professional 
profile

2�36 3�00 3 �169 4�00 1�543 2�380

•   Getting the rest of the centre 
staff involved to enrich the 
training work of the students

2�61 3�00 3 �167 4�00 1�521 2�313

•   Communicating with other 
tutors 2�30 3�00 3 �150 3�00 1�368 1�872

•   Taking up relationships with 
other centres in order to 
enrich the training work of the 
students

2�13 3�00 3 �149 3�00 1�359 1�848

Generally, considering the data, we can see that they grant them a high level of 
importance to those functions�

Paying attention to the details, the functions which show higher points, despite 
the big dispersion in their punctuation, are: “Being available for the students”  
(x– = 2�84; σ = 1�700); “Integrating the students into our centre” (x– = 2�82; σ= 1�705); 
“Providing the students with the knowledge of the context and the access to the 
documents of the institution” (x– = 2�76; σ= 1�672); “Establishing an open and 
trustworthy work relationship with the students” (x– = 2�73; σ= 1�704)�

Opposite, the ones presenting lower means are related to “Taking up relation-
ships with other centres in order to enrich the training work of the students”  
(x– = 2�13; σ= 1�359) and “Identifying, with the students, the evaluation criteria 
related to training” (x– = 2�18; σ = 2�247)�

Taking into account the dependent variables, few meaningful differences were 
noted in relation to the degree of importance given to the studied activities and 
tasks� Thus, 22 variables were confirmed out of the analyzed 208, and their mean-
ingful associations were related to the gender of the informants, for how long they 
had developed tutoring, the field they belonged to, single tutoring during training 
and formation; since the statistic obtained was under 0�05, the level of trust was 
established, which was 95% (Table 3)�
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Table 3. Chi-squared <0.05 in the degree of the importance 
in mentoring (elaborated by the authors)

    Activity Gender Age Forma-
tion Field Experiencie 

center

Experi-
encie
tutor

Single 
tutor-

ing

Num-
ber stu-

dents

•   Being available for the 
students 0�132 0�728 0�187 0�179 0�672 0�115 0�510 0�713

•   Providing the students with 
the knowledge of the con-
text and access to the docu-
ments of the institution

0�072 0�761 0�482 0�165 0�749 0�584 0�610 0�097

•   Integrating the students into 
our centre 0�232 0�695 0�398 0�160 0�903 0�325 0�432 0�928

•   Giving information to the 
students about the services 
of the institution of training

0�295 0�552 0�901 0�382 0�988 0.049 0�397 0�990

•   Favouring personal analysis 
and self-evaluation of the 
students

0.000 0�831 0�854 0�417 0�487 0.049 0�336 0�866

•   Establishing an open and 
trustworthy work relation-
ship with the students

0�223 0�562 0�273 0�161 0�548 0�102 0�649 0�997

•   Checking the activities 
developed by the training 
students

0.026 0�781 0�406 0�115 0�311 0�158 0�216 0�951

•   Taking into account the 
available resources as well as 
the difficulties at doing the 
training work

0�207 0�252 0�673 0�275 0�397 0�394 0�339 0�938

•   Diminishing continuously 
the role of guide with the 
students

0�147 0�770 0�288 0�138 0�593 0�523 0�538 0�595

•   Helping the students to ana-
lyze and evaluate their skills 0.002 0�597 0�687 0.026 0�821 0�170 0�173 0�798

•   Identifying, with the stu-
dents, the evaluation criteria 
related to training

0�353 0�649 0�813 0�232 0�512 0�269 0�652 0�914

•   Guiding during the prepara-
tion of the report about the 
training work

0.049 0�599 0�777 0.012 0�317 0�590 0�419 0�862

•   Evaluating the students 0�136 0�462 0�374 0.001 0�368 0�085 0.049 0�667
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    Activity Gender Age Forma-
tion Field Experiencie 

center

Experi-
encie
tutor

Single 
tutor-

ing

Num-
ber stu-

dents

•   Taking part in the design 
and the monitoring of the 
plan of training work

0�204 0�886 0�977 0�460 0�824 0�395 0�170 0�742

•   Cooperating with the super-
visor of the coordination for 
the design of the profes-
sional profile

0�176 0�986 0�235 0�728 0�733 0.015 0�277 0�516

•   Getting the rest of the centre 
staff involved to enrich 
the training work of the 
students

0.015 0�691 0,121 0.000 0�271 0�311 0.034 0�365

•   Communicating with other 
tutors 0�062 0�125 0,178 0�327 0�689 0�192 0�324 0�939

•   Taking up relationships with 
other centres in order to 
enrich the training work of 
the students

0�319 0�757 0,787 0.049 0�639 0�040 0�766 0�637

We can see how, in this case, neither the age of the tutors, nor the years spent in 
the centre pursuing their profession, nor the number of students they tutor, seem 
to have an influence on the importance attributable to the tasks mentioned above�

In the qualitative phase also, the interviewed tutors pointed out these aspects, as 
shown in the following quotes including reference to completion of the interview 
to which it belongs and its location in the same:

Guiding, accompanying (...). For me, the important thing is to know where that person 
fits, that I can see which is his/her place, (...). This is an important function because 
otherwise the person gets absolutely blocked. (E7, lines 87–91)

(...) In spite of the very little attention I pay to them when they arrive, in the last 
interview I ask them ’Have you ever needed me and you didn’t have me?’ And they say: 
No. No, Every time I needed you, both the tutor and you, you were there.’ (...) the data 
of the institution, on a general level, well that is why they come to me mostly (E6, lines 
101–107)

(...) That the student had prior information of where he/she comes to and what is done. 
That would position the field a lot because we waste many sessions at the beginning to 
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prepare, inform and know what is exactly done, what functions he/she has and what is 
actually done to benefit and take the most of it afterwards. (E17, lines 106–109)

(...) If I do tutoring for a while, reducing the time of direct work, (...) so that I had time 
to plan with the student what he/she is going to do, to plan with him/her and well, so 
I have time and I’m staying with him/her to solve those doubts, that sometimes, they 
have to do the written work and have a lot of doubts and we clarify them on the move, 
having consultation sessions, planning with the student and all of that with so many 
hours we have for therapy, it’s impossible. It would be good to reduce the time for therapy 
in order to use it for tutoring. (E17, lines 74–79)

Conclusions

In this article we have focused our interest in highlighting what the tutors of 
student training of the training education professionals consider important in the 
process of tutoring� As a preliminary step to the empirical literature on the subject, 
we set our point of view about it� This has not only allowed the focus of discussion, 
but set the stage for the discussion that we now carry�

In this paper we could see a unanimous agreement when evaluating the level 
of importance of the general functions considered a priori characteristic of the 
tutoring action, whatever the context of work may be� In fact, we do not observe 
any function which could be valued as little or not important, all of them have 
been given the highest points�

Coinciding with Martinez (2008), in this study we show the importance of 
choosing concepts for each discipline that may be relevant for future professionals; 
that the training context becomes a focus point for analyzing professional problems 
in order to study the elements that influence training; that a net of centres may 
be built to take over the commitment of the practical formation of students; that 
tutors get involved in the formation, not only in a conceptual and cultural way, but 
also in a methodological and investigative approach� In fact and according to Cid, 
Perez & Sarmiento (2011), several studies show that the tutors that use appropri-
ate strategies have received specific training (Crasborn et al�, 2008, Valencic & 
Vogrinc, 2007; Williams & Prestage, 2002)� Bullough (2005), in research, suggests 
that this can be achieved through seminars on the practice of mentoring, involving 
university tutors and traning centers (Carroll, 2005, Graham, 1997; Orland, 2001)�

Finally, we must refer to the difficulty of creating concepts and operations using 
the tutoring functions of training and covering a comprehensive and thorough 
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range which compiles all the variables and possible contexts taking part in such 
situations (Martinez & Raposo, 2011a)� Therefore, we assume a necessary selection 
and specification of activities and tasks that may make the reader feel that some 
of them may be considered relevant, are missing� However, the obtained results in 
this study mean a reference to value the functions of the tutoring action developed 
during training and the possibility of adding new indicators of study or scientific 
objectives that may encourage some improvements towards a higher quality of 
the studied reality�
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the use of Living and Non-living things during school 
Practice in Primary science education

Abstract

The goal of this article is to publish the results of research on the level of use of 
(non-)living things in primary science education� The results of the survey carried 
out at 28 schools in the region of South Bohemia, the Czech Republic, are being 
discussed in this article� In total, 203 teachers have reported various ways of using 
objects in their teaching practice in terms of science education at primary level�

Keywords: living and non-living objects, primary education, science education

Introduction

Living and non-living things (also called “objects” = anything of plant and 
animal origin, fungi, minerals and rocks) are a way of acquainting pupils with the 
environment� 

According to the Framework Educational Programme (FEP) the primary school 
pupil should understand the basic science terms and principles, be familiar with 
the methods of scientific research and be capable of using skills and knowledge in 
specific situations (Jeřábek et al�, 2007)� Therefore, the use of objects is important 
because they can: (i) demonstrate particular as well as general attributes of living 
organisms, (ii) are subjects of observation or school experiments, (iii) not only 
illustrate the curriculum but also enable to sort, specify and generalize scientific 
knowledge, (iv) have a very significant motivational, aesthetic and ethic function 
(cf� Petr, 2010b)� In science education it is decisive whether instruction takes place 
predominantly at the verbal level, whether the familiarization with nature takes 

Jan Petr
Czech Republic
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place by means of various didactic media, whether pupils have the opportunity of 
direct contact and manipulation with objects, or if they use them as subjects of 
observation, demonstration and school experiments�

Conditions of using objects in education have changed during the development 
of the Czech (former Czechoslovak) schooling system from the so-called general 
studies, which until 1976 had been part of the mother tongue instruction, through 
introduction of individual subjects of elementary science and elementary social/
geographic studies, to the realization of the FEP in 2005� While the general studies 
were characterised as “reading with explication” (Dostál, s� a�), introduction of 
individual subjects has opened a new space for deeper and more science-oriented 
teaching (Petr, 2010c)� The role of the teacher is crucial in education� As teach-
ers found space to work with tangible objects in terms of general science in the 
past, currently in terms of the FEP and implementation of the school educational 
programme, the emphasis is placed on teachers’ competencies and activity� Besides 
generally focused themes of the biology of organisms or ecology, the teaching of 
living environment combines the use of objects with indication of the scale of 
organisms, the scope of which may differ in various educational concepts� The 
organisms are used as model objects to demonstrate attributes of living systems (cf� 
e�g� Endreny, 2002, Leddon, Waxman, Medin, 2008) or are used for comparison with 
elements of non-living environment and products of human activity which require 
no taxonomical knowledge (cf� Topsakal, 2008)� At the beginning of school attend-
ance (alternatively at pre-elementary education), the issue of the attributes of living 
organisms or of comparison of living and non-living things with other objects is 
not quite trivial and misconceptions might occur (cf� e�g� Keeley, 2011, Legaspi, 
Straits, 2011, Opfer, Siegler, 2004)� For instance, younger pupils may not always 
perceive plants as living organisms (Stavy, Wax, 1989�) In the Czech and Central 
European environment (e�g� Germany, Austria, Slovakia, etc�) the knowledge of 
organism diversity is required, though it is delimited mainly by textbook contents 
(cf� e�g� Petr 2010a; Petr, Budková, Kováříková, 2010)� However, both concepts logi-
cally offer space for the use of living and non-living objects as illustrative tools in 
teaching the curriculum content to pupils�

The use of objects in primary education has even some further contexts� For 
instance, it is necessary to consider the persistence of a negative relationship 
(aversion, phobia) towards some living things (spiders, reptiles, mice, etc� – cf� e�g� 
Lososová, Rychnovský, 2002)� Conceivable is also the use of taxa which are not the 
main part of the curriculum, yet their use is for many reasons very illustrative and 
suitable for demonstrating organism attributes� These are in particular insects (Bar-
row, 2002) or some inferior taxa (e�g� dragonflies, cf� Strub – Siegenthaler, 1999)�
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The goal of the research was to describe the current state of the use of living 
and non-living objects especially in teaching about the living environment at 
primary schools and to discuss perspectives, opportunities and possible limits 
of their use�

Methods

Data were collected using questionnaires submitted to teachers mainly in the 
region of South Bohemia, so that city schools, town schools as well as fully organ-
ised rural schools were included� Of 28 schools in total, responses were returned by 
203 teachers (194 women and 9 men) with teaching experience ranging between 
1 and 45 years (average 18, median 19 years)� The majority of the respondents 
were former graduates of pedagogical education at the Faculty of Education, the 
University of South Bohemia (152 teachers)� 16 teachers were graduates of the 
Faculty of Education at the University of West Bohemia, 20 teachers were graduates 
of other pedagogical faculties, 13 respondents did not state any faculty and 2 had 
secondary education� 183 teachers graduated with specialization in teacher training 
for primary schools�

The questionnaire contained open and closed questions using polytomous and 
even rating scale items (cf� e�g� Chráska 2007)�

results and discussion

The tools which the teachers use during science lessons were being investigated 
using a scale characterising the extent of use in classes (cf� Table 1)�

Table 1. Teaching styles of science curriculum and their use in class

0 1 2 3 4 5 n

static images (printed pictures, posters, slides, etc�) 0 2 11 33 25 26 3
illustrations in textbooks or books (atlases, encyclopaedias, 
etc�) 

0 0 1 13 32 52 1

internet, computer presentations, photos in a PC 16 20 23 28 10 1 2
interactive board 47 15 11 15 6 3 1
computer programmes or games 38 27 17 10 5 0 1
film and video 8 24 25 30 11 1 1
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0 1 2 3 4 5 n

collected items and preserved (non-)living objects 5 17 22 36 15 3 1
alive or freshly collected objects 1 3 14 37 31 12 1

work with an object during a walking tour and/or an excur-
sion (school surroundings, ZOO, museum etc�)

1 2 13 44 30 9 1

Note: respondents were answering using a scale 0–5, corresponding to grading by 20% (0 – the 
mentioned way is not used ��� 5 – is always used), n – no answer was given, the data are presented in %�

According to the data obtained, pupils get into contact with real (non-)living 
objects quite often� (Non-)living objects are used by 80% of the teachers in more 
than 60% of classes, material from school collections is then used by 54% of the 
respondents in more than 60% of classes� Compared to freshly collected objects, 
the material from school collections is less frequently used given the fact that, 
according to the respondents, its wider use is restrained by the lack of storage space, 
problems with preservation or acquisition costs (cf� Table 5)� 15% (12% + 3%) of 
the teachers mentioned the use of objects (fresh or from collections) almost in all 
science classes�

Nonetheless, the tendency of the respondents to overestimate the part taken by 
the use of objects should not be ruled out� For instance, the extent of use hereby 
reported is higher in comparison with the analysis of the teaching experience of 
pre-service primary school teachers, where the use of objects was reported in 47% 
of science classes (Petr, 2011)�

Recent introduction of interactive boards to schools enabled innovative use 
of electronic resources, internet, computer software and audiovisual records in 
mediating the curriculum� It is therefore possible to merge these items and to 
consider them related� Curriculum mediated by (multi)media is used by 80% of 
the teachers in 60% of classes and by 31% of the teachers in 80% of classes�

The teachers also evaluated the effect of particular presentation styles of the 
curriculum based on efficiency (cf� Table 4)� The use of real (non-)living objects 
was designated by the teachers as being efficient for mastering the curriculum, 
well accepted by pupils (motivational) and effective similarly to a walking tour or 
an excursion�

10 % of the teachers stated that they use a combination of all the options for the 
sake of variety in teaching� In comments, the respondents expressed the importance 
of working with (non-)living objects as an opportunity allowing pupils to obtain 
direct experience and to imminently verify and/or gain knowledge at school or 
during walking tours outdoors�
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Table 2. Evaluation of curriculum presentation styles (natural objects) 
from the point of view of teaching efficiency and effectiveness

1 2 3 4
static images (printed pictures, posters, slides, etc�) 21 8 22 24
illustrations in textbooks or books (atlases, encyclopaedias, etc�) 43 21 35 33
internet, computer presentations, photos in a PC 14 20 18 21
interactive board 17 26 32 35
computer programmes or games 10 23 10 15
film and video 20 32 17 23
collected items and preserved (non-)living objects 23 18 24 26
alive or freshly collected objects 67 51 51 57
presentation during a walking tour and/or an excursion (school surround-
ings, ZOO, museum etc�)

54 52 44 59

1 – the most efficient from the point of view of mastering the curriculum by pupils
2 – best accepted or perceived by pupils
3 – the most effective from the point of view of the teacher‘s work
4 – the most convenient from the point of view of the teacher – complex evaluation

The teachers use objects in classes mostly as didactic models or as an instrument 
to motivate pupils (cf� Table 3)� Half of the teachers also use objects as material for 
observation and simple experiments� From the point of view of current trends in 
science education based on the constructivist approach (e�g� inquiry based educa-
tion – Stuchlíková, 2010), conducting experiments and demonstrations is the key 
element of teaching� Responses such as “art activities” or “use in interdisciplinary 
relations” were classified as “other use” of objects�

Table 3. List of contexts in which teachers use particular objects

%
mostly not used 5
motivation (e�g� demonstration of specimen at the beginning of a class, a theme, etc�) 71
didactic model to demonstrate attributes and characteristics 76
material for controlled observation, experiments or simple laboratory tasks 51
knowledge review (e�g� cognition, description, etc�) 45
other use 3

Furthermore, the teachers expressed their attitude to the significance of primary 
school pupils’ knowledge of selected objects, e�g� taxa at the level of species and 
genus respectively� The majority of the respondents consider this knowledge to 
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be important (Table 4)� Nevertheless, 67% of the teachers consider the current 
scale of representative (non-)living things (delimited by school documents) as 
optimal (10% stated, that the scale is lower and 8% believe it to be higher than 
optimum)� The extent of object knowledge is then often determined by the teachers’ 
own choice, which is then reflected in the contents of the educational programme 
(70%)� When setting the extent of knowledge, 35% of the teachers follow textbook 
contents� The majority of the respondents use the set of textbooks by the Nová 
Škola publishing company (58%)� This set of textbooks contains aboput 290 taxa 
at the level of species or genus (in the text or in the illustrations)� The second most 
used set of textbooks (Prodos) contains more than 400 representatives of organ-
isms� Thus, textbooks introducing a lower number of species (genera) dominate in 
favour of certain generalisation and clarification of the curriculum� When choosing 
the curriculum (the scale of species) 43% of the respondents take into account the 
natural conditions of the school surroundings�

Table 4. The significance of object knowledge from  
the teachers’ point of view 

%
essential 16
important 67
important to a limited extent 14
unimportant 0

While inquiring about limits to the use of objects in teaching, 63% of the teach-
ers did not provide any response (Table 5)� This could mean that some teachers 
do not see any limits to the use of objects at school or use them in such a way and 
to the extent which does not represent any major problems� More extensive use 
and acquisition of objects requires certain amount of effort and demands a lot of 
time and experience or knowledge of natural conditions of the school surround-
ings� That is probably manifested in the 12% share of the teachers’ responses, who 
considered the availability of objects to be the main obstacle despite the fact that 
a relatively common material is used in the primary education� Only 1 % of the 
teachers mentioned legislative barriers to the use of actual (non-)living objects in 
school despite the existence of numerous standards that must be respected during 
manipulation with living things (Nature protection act, hygiene regulations and 
the like)�
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Table 5. Existing obstacles to the use of (non-)living objects 
in classes from the teachers’ point of view 

%
legislation and standards 1
school equipment 2
hygiene 2
financial costs 4
space for storage 5
short lifetime 5
time available during lessons 8
pupils’ allergic reactions 8
availability of (non-)living objects 12
no answer 63

Conclusion

One of the conditions for successful achievement of the FEP goals is an inter-
connection of teaching with real life and practical experience of pupils (Jeřábek, 
Tupý, 2007)� Therefore, the use of (non-)living objects in science education is 
indispensable� From this point of view, the research results are relatively positive�

The research into the use of (non-)living objects in science classes at primary 
level concludes that: (i) a large number of teachers declare the use of (non-)living 
objects in science classes – 80% of the teachers integrate work with objects at least 
in 60% of elementary science and elementary social/geographic classes� However, 
based on these findings it is not possible to assess the amount of the work done 
with objects and its time distribution in lessons� Following the authors’ empirical 
experience, (non-)living objects can be used in class, even though in a completely 
insignificant amount (just a brief survey of specimen lasting a few seconds), (ii) 
the most widespread way of illustrating the curriculum about the environment 
is by using visual aids replacing actual objects – it is used in 97% of classes, (iii) 
multimedia teaching tools are also widespread – 80% of the teachers use them 
in more than 60% of classes and further growth is expected given the on-going 
increase in school interactive equipment� However, this may represent reduction in 
familiarising with nature through real objects and, in the case of excessive media 
use (albeit very illustrative and attractive), can signify insufficient direct contact 
with reality necessary for pupils’ motivation and achievement of educative goals�
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Given the lack of pupils’ interest in science and the deteriorating tendency in 
the results of comparative studies (cf� e�g� White Wolf, 2009, Palečková, Tomášek, 
Bastl, 2010), it is essential to permanently implement direct cognition of nature 
including the inquiry-based approach to science education, and to support pupils’ 
inherent interest in nature� With suitable didactic methods and the use of (non-)
living objects it is possible to deepen the understanding of natural processes and 
to facilitate the development of a positive relationship with the environment and 
its cognition�
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use of Mobile technologies to Promote scientific 
Discovery Learning in elementary school

Abstract 

The purpose of the study was to identify educational effects of a new learning 
method that integrates mobile-technology-based science learning with activity-
oriented discovery learning� The major finding of the study was that the mobile-
technology-based Science program enabled students to learn scientific knowledge 
through associated activities and creatively apply their knowledge to complete the 
mission of the learning� Also, the study found that the use of tablet PCs and SNS for 
scientific inquiry activities facilitated students to learn in fun ways, to collaborate 
with other students, and to share what they have learned with each other�

Keywords: mobile technology, discovery learning, Smart Science 

introduction

Children, unlike adults, prefer learning by concrete operations and physical 
activity� This is children’s natural tendency in the process of cognitive development� 
Piaget (1929) argued in his theory of cognitive development that children’s cogni-
tive development requires providing them with rich and diverse experiences and 
facilitating smooth teacher-student and student-student interactions� Many science 
education experts say that discovery learning is a teaching method that facilitates 
children’s cognitive development and helps them deeply understand scientific phe-
nomena (Hammer, 1997; Kipnis, 2007; Kirschner, Sweller & Clark, 2006; Matthews, 
2002; Mayer, 2004)� Discovery learning, which is a voluntary and active intellectual 
activity, involves developmental changes in the learner’s conceptual system� From 

June Lee, Yangmi Koo,  
Yong-Lyun Kim
South Korea
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science teachers’ point of view, therefore, discovery learning is a teaching strategy 
that can help students discover and learn scientific concepts by themselves through 
their active participation in the learning process� 

With the development of Information Technology (IT), computer-based discov-
ery learning methods have been researched� The existing computer-based learning 
methods use desktop computers, whereas there are various attempts to integrate 
mobile technology into the learning process as IT is rapidly developing� One of the 
merits of using mobile-based personal learning devices is that students can have 
classes anywhere, even on the move (Naismith, Lonsdale, Vavoula, Sharples & 2006; 
Pachler, 2007)� Teachers who use mobile devices in learning spaces well-equipped 
with wireless internet access can provide diverse and rich educational content 
to their students while in motion and students can access necessary informa-
tion regardless of where they are� Therefore, such learning methods can greatly 
contribute to providing classes on sensorimotor experiences, such as combining 
learning with physical activity (Rudd, 2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991)� This means that 
discovery learning can take place not only in typical classrooms but also in other 
places where students can learn more effectively� 

In this context, this study aims at applying creative activity-oriented discovery 
learning to mobile-technology-based science classes for elementary school chil-
dren and exploring the educational effects of the learning method� This study was 
conducted based on the implementation of the ‘SMART Science’ project supported 
by the National Smart Education Plan in Korea� This project conducted activity-
oriented discovery learning by using tablet Personal Computers (PCs) and social 
networking services (SNSs) for science classes in an elementary school equipped 
with wireless internet access�

the overview of the sMArt science

The Objective of the SMART Science
The OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) results have 

shown a consistent trend over the last decade: according to the PISA’s international 
survey results for student academic skills, Korean students’ academic achievements 
in science have been at the top while their level of interest in science has been at the 
bottom� What is behind this trend is the country’s age-old practice of learning by 
rote specifically geared towards college entrance exams� Although a certain degree 
of direct instruction by the teacher is necessary for science education, putting too 
much emphasis on it, as Korea has been doing for a long time, discourages stu-
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dents from taking interest in science and, subsequently, makes it difficult to carry 
out education to help students enjoy the exploration and discovery of scientific 
phenomena�

The National Smart Education Plan introduced by the Ministry of Education 
and Science of Korea in 2011 aims at integrating IT into teaching and learning 
processes as a way to overcome the shortcomings of learning by rote and to 
transform the current education system into a learner-oriented creative education 
system� In particular, it includes key action plans to use mobile technology in 
education including installing wireless internet in elementary and middle schools 
and creating learning environments that enable the use of mobile devices in class� 

As part of the policy, the ‘SMART Science’ project for elementary school 
children aims at facilitating students’ understanding of scientific knowledge and 
their interest in science by extending learning spaces from typical classrooms to 
various places outside classrooms and carrying out innovative teaching techniques 
that have not been available in elementary schools, focusing on students’ active 
participation and inquiry�

The ‘SMART Science’ project was conducted in a Smart School equipped with 
wireless internet access where the students and teachers used tablet PCs (Galaxy 
Tab) in class� In this educational environment, students could experience activity-
oriented learning by freely moving in and out of their classrooms and exploring 
various places in the school� This project was designed to facilitate the students’ 
physical activity and their active participation in creative scientific inquiry activities� 

The Overall Structure of the SMART Science
The ‘SMART Science’ is a program composed of four missions for enhancing 

sixth graders’ science knowledge, domain knowledge, inquiry ability, and creative 
thinking ability� Each mission comprises seven questions� After completing each 
mission, the students conduct various activities that associate major subjects such 
as science, Korean, English, and social studies as well as character and creativity 
education by using the results of their mission performance� In every mission, 
there are questions presented to the students that can help them learn about the 
objects, materials, plants, and minerals which are easily available in and around 
the school building� The students carry out the missions in groups of four� While 
performing the missions, they get to understand how to make use of trivial items 
easily available in and around the school building and come up with creative ideas 
to design entirely new objects by integrating and utilizing the items� As shown in 
Figure1 below, the ‘SMART Science’ program comprises a total of four stages—mis-
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sion presentation, mission identification and exploration, evidence collection and 
upload, and result sharing and discussion� 

At the <mission presentation stage>, teachers read stories to students about 
given missions in order for them to be motivated to perform the four missions and 
the associated activities and to get actively involved in the program� And then, the 
teachers hand out rubrics explaining the special characteristics of objects, materials, 
plants, and minerals that are easily available around them� 

At the <Question identification and exploration stage>, the students, divided 
into groups, get an overview of the given missions and discuss what would be 
possible answers based on the special characteristics provided in the examples 
for each question� Meanwhile, each group is asked to prepare a learning activity 
report, a summary of what they have learned� When they reach a dead end while 
looking for an answer, they are allowed to get a QR code that has a clue to the 
answer from the teachers� Once they scan the QR code with their tablet PCs, they 
can directly go to the website where they can find useful information to solve the 
problem� 

At the <evidence collection and result upload stage>, each group looks for 
answers to the questions and collects evidence in and around the school building 
based on the group discussion results� The evidence can be anything that dem-
onstrates the special characteristics described in the questions in various forms 
including photos, videos, sounds, and texts� Once the evidence is collected, each 
group uploads it on SNS or prepares a result report by using presentation tools 
such as PowerPoint and Prezi for uploading it to SNS or online bulletin boards�

Figure 1. SMART Science lesson process
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At the <result sharing and conducting the associated activities stage>, each 
group presents to the class its mission performance results, posts its feedback 
on the work of other groups on SNS, and performs various activities associated 
with the mission� The associated activities include identifying similarities and 
differences among the mission performance results of all groups, storytelling 
based on the results and role-playing, and coming up with new materials and 
products�

Theoretical Framework of the SMART Science
Many science education experts agree that discovery learning helps students 

deeply understand scientific phenomena and principles (Kangas, 2010; Mayer, 
2004)� Scientific discovery learning is theoretically based on constructivism 
(Bruner, 1966; Kirschner et al�, 2006)� According to the social constructivist theories 
of learning, students can discover the principles of learning for themselves through 
collaboration with other students and reconstruct them by integrating with their 
background knowledge rather than passively accepting knowledge transferred to 
them by teachers (Vygotsky, 1978)� While performing the ‘SMART Science’ project, 
the students perform discovery learning through collaborative learning with peers, 
conduct peer assessment on the performance results of other groups, and provide 
mutual feedback through SNS� Throughout this process of learning, students are 
able to understand scientific knowledge embedded in the real-world situation and 
to apply their learning to their life in the same way�

Obviously, students face difficulties in the process of discovery learning in which 
they have to solve given questions for themselves� In this case, teachers need to 
help them to solve the questions� The ‘SMART Science’ program, which applies 
guided discovery learning, enables teachers to provide students with a clue such 
as a Quadratic Residue (QR) code associated with the questions after inquiry 
activities, if necessary� 

Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that mobile technology facilitates situated learn-
ing� To put it in another way, making good use of mobile technology can expand 
learning spaces to the outside of typical classrooms and to diverse spaces and 
provide students with learning experiences in the context best suited for learning 
the specific knowledge (Benford, Duncan, Hull, Morrison, Facer, & Clayton, 2004)� 
Students can search the internet by using their tablet PCs from where they are 
solving their mission and take a shot of the possible evidence useful for solving the 
mission with the camera equipped on their tablet PCs and upload the images to 
SNS together with the related text messages� This means that teachers are allowed 
to give classes in various places outside boring classrooms to help students learn 
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new knowledge in interesting ways� In doing so, students can have creative learning 
experiences, which are not easily available in typical classrooms� 

research Methodology 

Research Settings
The subjects of the pilot test for the SMART Science project were 60 sixth 

graders in three classes of a Smart School equipped with wireless internet access� 
The students were divided into groups and each group was given one tablet PC 
(Galaxy Tab) for the test� The SNS used in the test was Classting (http://classting�
com) specifically designed for school education purposes� A 90-minute pilot test 
comprised two sessions of 40 minutes each� In the pilot test, only one mission 
was given to each group� After mission performance, the students conducted 
associated activities including identifying similarities and differences among the 
mission results of all the groups and recording role-play performed based on the 
scenario they created� 

The teachers gave the students a total of four questions as a mission� The four 
questions randomly chosen from among seven questions were rearranged in dif-
ferent orders and were given to each group� Each group was asked to prepare 
a learning activity report while inferring answers to the given questions and verify-
ing the answers� The learning activity report contained classification of what they 
know and what they do not know among the content described in given examples 
and the summary of clues to the answers� The students uploaded the grounds for 
the probable answers to SNS and they actively participated in the learning process 

<Identifying similarities 
and differences of the results>

<Creating a scenario 
for role-play>

<Using mobile technology 
for learning activities>

Figure 2. SMART Science inquiry activity process
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and were encouraged to learn new knowledge� After collecting evidence for finding 
probable answers, each group was asked to select two answers among them and 
upload the chosen ones to the group bulletin board on SNS� They were also asked 
to identify the similarities and differences among the characteristics of the objects, 
and to suggest their use� Each group created a scenario by applying answers to 
the questions and recorded each team’s role-play based on the scenario they had 
created� The recorded role-play was uploaded to SNS so that everyone could watch 
the video by scanning a QR code for each video and each group posted comments 
on other groups’ role-play� 

Data Collection and Analysis
Observations on scientific inquiry activities, one-on-one interviews with the 

teachers, and e-mail interviews with the students were conducted and analyzed 
to obtain meaningful results� The scientific inquiry activities were observed after 
collecting each group’s learning activity report and uploading content to SNS by 
the students� In-depth interviews with three teachers who were in charge of the 
experiment were conducted to gather their input on the overall process of SMART 
Science project� A Questionnaire survey was used to gather the students’ comments 
on what they found interesting and difficult about the scientific inquiry activities 
and other comments related to the activities� The gathered data was analyzed by 
using constant comparative analysis� 

research results 

The SMART Science program helped the students to recall what they had learned 
before and to learn new knowledge� The students found the clues provided in the 
form of QR code helpful in learning as well� The clues for each question aroused the 
students’ curiosity and interest and facilitated their coming up with several ideas to 
find the right answers� Also, the use of mobile devices and SNS had a positive effect 
on enjoyable learning experience and character education through collaboration 
and information sharing� 

“It was a good opportunity to recall what I had learned before� And the program 
helped me to get to know new scientific knowledge��� When I got the clue to the 
answer, I couldn’t wait to see what it would be and it was interesting that everybody 
came up with different ideas from the same clue�” (a student)
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“We asked the students to upload their mission performance results to SNS so that 
all the class could share the results and we also asked the groups that had completed 
their missions to post comments on other groups’ mission results� This program is 
also useful for character education�” (a teacher)

Some groups said they felt that certain missions were fairly easy during the 
discovery learning process, while other groups found them difficult and even some 
groups came up with wrong answers� They faced difficulties in collecting evidence 
for certain objects and said that the activities aimed at identifying similarities and 
differences among the mission results were not easy� Because of that, however, the 
students found the mission challenging and rewarding�

“It was difficult to find the right answers� And it felt bad when I couldn’t find the 
objects I was looking for� Finding out what is common and different among the 
answers presented by each group and story-making were especially difficult�” 

“I found it interesting to solve the questions with difficulty� It was hard to look for the 
object made of materials I had thought by myself, but it was fun to look for it with 
my group members�” 

During the pilot test, the students were given an associated activity to compare 
two objects among the answers presented by each group, create a role-play scenario 
based on the comparison results, and record their role-play� The scenarios the 
students created well-incorporated the similarities and differences among the 
objects they identified� They enjoyed participating in this creative activity� 

“We asked them to create a role-play scenario and to record the role-play they per-
formed in the hallway or elsewhere� This was a good opportunity for them to exert 
their creativity and we had so much fun�” (a teacher)

Besides scientific discovery, the students also found collaborating with other 
students interesting� Collaboration was one of the most difficult tasks they were 
given� The students said that it was interesting to solve the questions for the 
mission partnering with other students� Although some of them had difficulties 
because of conflicts among the members, they became respectful of each other’s 
opinions in the process of mission performance and, eventually, enhanced their 
team spirit� 
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“It was interesting that I could solve the questions for the science inquiry project with 
my friends and that no one got angry even though we were so much in a hurry� I think 
we all got closer to each other� It was good that we could help each other understand 
what we didn’t know and solve the questions with accuracy�” (a student)

“The most difficult moment was when we had different opinions� We quarreled 
sometimes, but as we solved the questions one by one, we became better listeners to 
each other�” (a student)

The SMART Science program, which requires moving in and around the school 
facilities rather than sitting in the classroom while performing the mission, could 
increase the students’ physical activities� The students participating in the program 
enjoyed the learning activities taking place outside their classrooms� Also, while 
collecting evidence for the right answers, they had an opportunity to go to unfa-
miliar places in the school and to pay fresh attention to ordinary objects� 

“The most interesting activity was going outside the classroom to perform the mis-
sion, because we usually don’t have a chance to go out during the class� This was 
a special and fun experience�”

“Looking at every corner of the school with my friends to solve the questions was 
most interesting� While doing this project, we got to know more about the objects 
and my school�”

Some groups felt some time pressure� Finding evidence and taking picture of it 
took more time than coming up with the right answers� This time pressure made 
the groups compete with each other� Another reason for the lack of time was 
discord among the group members� But the limited time did not play a negative 
role in the mission performance� 

“It wasn’t that hard but we felt we needed more time� But it was good that the time 
pressure made us compete with other teams�”

Conclusions

This study aimed at exploring the effect of discovery learning for the science sub-
ject by using mobile technology� In conclusion, the SMART Science project helped 
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the students revisit what they had already learned and enhance their ability to 
explore and think about scientific knowledge� In particular, this program promoted 
the students’ curiosity and interest in science and facilitated their thinking from dif-
ferent angles� When it came to the level of difficulties of the mission provided, the 
students responded differently but the majority of them answered that the mission 
was not that difficult to solve� Those who answered that the mission was not easy 
had had difficulties in inferring the answers to the mission or collecting evidence 
necessary to solve the mission� Yet, this made them feel a sense of challenge� 

The SMART Science program enabled the students to learn scientific knowledge 
through associated activities, learn in integration with other subjects, and carry out 
creative activities� Mission-type inquiry activities helped the students set their goals 
and the competition element among the groups promoted their interest in learn-
ing� The use of tablet PCs and SNS for scientific inquiry activities facilitated the 
students’ learning in fun ways, collaborating with other students, and sharing what 
they have learned with each other� Having them share the results of each group’s 
inquiry activities and post comments on other groups’ mission performance results 
on SNS had a positive influence on the students’ deep understanding of the subject 
they were learning and character education� This study presents the results of the 
implementation of the SMART Science program� For further development of the 
SMART Science program using mobile technology for creative discovery learning, 
many follow-up studies should be conducted to consolidate the effectiveness of the 
method and create diverse ways of its application to real world situations in schools� 
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extracting Features from the on-Line News  
for Making templates used in the Process of educating 

the Next Generation of Politicians

Abstract 

This paper presents an application for extracting features used in the process 
of education of politicians based on Open Source technologies, for extracting 
features from the public press; it enables the user to analyze data from text files 
and from the Internet� The analyzed data are from the field of politics, a topic 
which is both a current one and a cyclic process, occurring every four years for the 
parliamentary elections and every five years for the presidential elections� A specific 
political vocabulary was compiled for feature identification and analysis and for 
the interpretation of results obtained�

Keywords: text classification, analysis, open source, political domain 

introduction

Taking into account that the field of computers and information technology, as 
well as that of data volumes have grown exponentially, the use and development 
of new methods and technologies for revealing the information “hidden” in data 
have become imperative because such information cannot be detected by means 
of human analysis capacity (Hopcroft, J�, Motwani, R�, Ullman, J�, 1979)�

Communication is both a means and purpose to man, but to agents it is (still?�) 
a means, and thus the starting point should be the object of communication, 
namely information (Barbat, 2002, p� 195)�

Marius Cioca, Lucian-Ionel Cioca,  
Cosmin Cioranu, Daniela Gifu
Romania
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“Data” carries and contains this “information”, and thus, in order to reach it, we 
inevitably come to the so-called Data Mining (DM) (Filip, 2007), applied here to 
politics�

There are numerous definitions of DM, such as, for instance, the one provided by 
WordNet Search – 3�1, “data processing using sophisticated data search capabilities 
and statistical algorithms to discover patterns and correlations in large preexisting 
databases; a way to discover new meaning in data”�

This paper presents an application, developed in PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) 
for extracting features from the public press; it enables the user to analyze data 
from text files and from the Internet (e�g� blogs, social networks, twitter, etc�)� The 
analyzed data are from the field of politics (data from any field may be analyzed 
if a vocabulary specific to the analyzed field is provided), a topic which is both 
a current one and a cyclic process, occurring every four years for the parliamentary 
elections and every five years for the presidential elections (except for by-elections)� 
A specific political vocabulary was developed for feature identification and analysis 
and for the interpretation of the results obtained�

The Romanian and international DM and text analysis literature, published in 
print and on the Internet, is impressive� The multitude of solutions, theories, tech-
niques (models, methods), paradigms, etc� is overwhelming� After a simple search 
on GOOGLE, we faced the situation shown in Figure 1 (Abu-Mostafa, Learning 
From Data, 2012)�

Figure 1. It’s a jungle out there (Abu-Mostafa, 2012)

After a careful approach to the field and the accomplishments of Romanian and 
foreign scientists things became clearer and we came to the conclusion in Figure 
2 adapted after Abu-Mostafa (Learning From Data, 2012)�
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Figure 2. Theories, techniques (models, methods) and paradigms 
used in DM – adapted after Abu-Mostafa (2012)

We analyzed the political discourse (in the public media) during the campaign 
in 2009 in order to develop profiles of the political leaders and to determine 
the preferences of the electorate� The main tool employed was the American 
software application LIWC2007 (LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, 
2007), adapted for the Romanian language (whose parameter is the calculation 
of frequency – quantitative analysis), the results being afterwards interpreted 
qualitatively (qualitative analysis) based on graphical representations developed 
in Excel� At the beginning of the analysis, the main issue was to determine the 
categories (i�e� 28 classes, using their lexical families presented in Gifu, D� (2010) 
(Romanian lexical LIWC 2007) optimal for determining a certain political attitude 
able to influence the electorate’s decision and which constituted the elements of 
the chart�

The results obtained in the process were satisfactory and are described in Gifu, 
D� (2010), Gifu, D� & Cristea, D� (2011) and Gifu, D� & Cristea, D� (2012); however, 
we identified two main drawbacks of LIWC 2007: a) We were able to analyze only 
text files, on-line data being inaccessible; b) There was no integrated graphic tool, 
and thus we had to use Excel�

Therefore, this study had three objectives:
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–  The development of a software application similar to LIWC2007,  and dealing 
with the two drawbacks mentioned above (in a DM process we performed 
pre-processing of data);

–  The use of our application for the analysis of the 2012 electoral campaign�

Methodology of research

The vocabulary used by the application (28 classes), is almost identical to the 
one used in 2009, with slight “adjustments”:

–  All classes use only the root of the word taken from Dictionar explicativ al 
limbii romane | DEX online;

–  The synonyms of the words that represent a certain class were taken from 
Dictionar de sinonime online�

Table 1. Example of 28 classes

… … … …
Social … Safety Work
Family … … …
… … … …
… Rational … …
Emotional … … Financial
… … … …

Table 2. Example of classes (10 words each)

Work Social Financial (money) 
Qualification Communication Business
Organization Friendly Accounts 
Advance … Estate
… Consultation Budget
Project … … 
Work Intervention Auction
Activity Event Raw

Because all the classes (categories) defined and used by the application are 
balanced from a quantitative point of view (they contain between seven and ten 
words), in the application only the PAF normalization is performed (cf� Figure 3), 
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namely a qualitative normalization� The LIWC2007 software application made 
a quantitative normalization, followed by a qualitative one (in Excel) because it 
considered the classes which compose the vocabulary as quantitatively dispropor-
tional� Moreover, the application uses a special class populated with “link words”, 
which are not counted, in order to reduce the “noise” of results obtained during 
the data pre-processing stage�

Figure 3. The Application of Outline Scheme

The algorithm shown in Figure 3 is described below�

Requirements
a�  The structure of primary elements, termed as word classes, specified in 

a “source word” format (the word without a prefix or suffix [the word root])
b�  The link pool to be classified
Note: These sources are in standard configuration files (*�ini)
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The Application Methodology
a�  All categories are loaded in an accepted format

 – wordCountcat=[total no� of words / category]
b� Every link is downloaded 

 – The algorithm does not generate links from a source document, i�e� if it finds 
a link it does not follow it; thus, the algorithm operates on the level of 0;

c� Tags are extracted
d�  A structure based on the word is thus created, and all categories connected 

with that word are linked to it
 – It can also be checked whether there is at least one word in two categories 

and that word must be deleted from both categories, to prevent conflicts;
e�  Each word is searched in the word source extracted and a distribution net-

work is created in the following format
 – [Word(root)]cat/link = [number of occurrences in the linked document]

f�  The absolute probability between the total number of words and the number 
of occurrences in a certain category is calculated  

g�  The normalized probability is calculated

Output
a.  Unix like configuration file – a format compatible with the large majority of 

programming languages, parsers are included at the API level, and thus it is 
a format which allows further cross-platform processing� The problem is that 
it does not allow for specifications of the types of fields used, and thus a wide 
range of interpretations remains at the level of source code of the data stored 
in this output format;

b.  HTML Table – a format which ensures user interface, UI cross-platform 
compatibility, but it is difficult to work with it at an interoperability level of 
applications which use these output data;

c.  XML – using DMG (DMG, 2012) ensures the best interoperability between 
applications which use this type of data� The advantage is due to the XML, 
which incorporates specifications about the types of data used in the output 
document, but also to the DMG specifications which provide a full under-
standing of the output data;

PA
word root

wordCountTotalcat link
cat link

link
/

/( )
= ∑

PAFinal PA
PAcat link

cat link

cat link
/

/

/
=
∑

100
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d.  Google API Charts (Google�com) ensure visual comparison� Google Charts 
are integrated in the application using Javascript and HTML, which gives it 
versatility and enables it to clearly display results�

results

The results obtained by our application (Figures 5 and 6), in comparison to 
LIWC2007 (Figure 4), are approximately identical� The data analyzed were those 
“sampled” during the 2009 campaign� Therefore, the first objective has been accom-
plished: the charts can be generated without using other applications (e�g� Excel) 
with the same results�

Moreover, Figure 7 shows the analysis of the data on two different Internet sites 
(this could be applied to any addresses), namely weblogs belonging to two Roma-
nian political leaders, the President of the National Liberal Party (NLP), currently 
the ad-interim President of Romania (Crin Antonescu | Blogul Presedintelui PNL) 
and the personal blog of the leader of the Social Democrat Party, currently the Prime 
Minister of Romania (Blogul lui Ponta)� This online analysis illustrates the second 
objective of this paper, which enables us to pre-process data directly on the Internet�

The interpreting of the data, among other aspects, answers a question which 
has hunted Romanians for a long time, “…how was it possible to create the Social 
Liberal Union (SLU), the political force currently governing Romania, by uniting 
two parties animated by totally opposed doctrines (i�e� the main parties which form 
the SLU: the SDP and the NLP)?�”

Figure 4. Results obtained in 2009; the pre-processing was performed 
with LIWC2007, and the chart was made in Excel – from (Gifu, D., 2010)
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Figure 5. The results obtained on the same 2009 data with 
our own application; (line) graph generated with Google Chart 

integrated in the application with JavaScript and HTML

Figure 6. Results obtained on the same 2009 data with our 
own application; (tower) graph generated with Google Chart 

integrated in the application with JavaScript and HTML

After analyzing the data (Figure 7), we managed to determine the mutual feature 
which laid the foundation for SLU, namely “work” [“munca” in Romanian] (as 
shown in the figure, this aspect is almost identical in the case of the two leaders)� 
Other features specific to the both political leaders are the lack of aspects regard-
ing: “strong language” [“injurii” in Romanian], “unrest” [“neliniste” in Romanian], 
“anger” [“furie” in Romanian]�  The chart obtained also shows features specific of 
each of the two parties (even if they united, the two parties have preserved their 
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identity), namely, the SDP has a social doctrine and is characterized by aspects such 
as, “family” [“familie” in Romanian], “people” [“oameni” in Romanian], “leisure” 
[“agrement” in Romanian] while the NLP is characterized by features such as 
“intuitive” [“intuitie” in Romanian], “safety” [“siguranta” in Romanian], “money” 
[“bani” in Romanian]�

The results are presented after the analysis of the text in the Romanian language� 
The application analyses texts from any language if the dictionary is translated into 
that language� For exemplification, the same dictionary was translated into the 
English language and was analyzed on the candidates for US presidency (in their 
speeches for the 2012 elections)� The results are presented in Figure 8, where we 
can notice and analyze the special features of both candidates, but at the same time, 
knowing the results of the elections, we can say the results presented in Figure 8 
mirror the aspect of American people’s requirements and expectations from their 
leaders, and the special features of this nation�  The dictionary is carefully prepared, 
abundant with words and specific to particular domains, so the accuracy of the 
results increases�

Conclusions and Further research

As shown in the outline scheme (Figure 3), the pre-processing of data was 
performed (stage I) as well as their representation in XML taking into account the 
DMG recommendations, and in a graphical form (tower, line) integrating into the 
application the possibilities provided by Google Chart (stage III)� 

Considering the fact that in a “knowledge-based society” we must develop 
“more intelligent” computers able to provide more consistent data, without daring 
to mention, yet, the concept of the “society of consciousness” launched by the late 
scientist and academician Mihai Draganescu in 2000 (Draganescu, 2000), in the 
future we aim to expand the “black box” in Figure 3 (stage II), turning towards 
Web 3�0, on the one hand through defining some semantic classes, and on the 
other through developing a meta-classifier providing solutions such as Naïve Bayes, 
Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, etc� For simulating these solutions we 
shall use the development environment MatLab which quickly facilitates analyses 
such as Naïve Bayes (MathWorks, Naive Bayes, 2012) or Support Vector Machines 
(MathWorks, Support Vector Machine, 2012) etc�, the final implementation (which 
will comprise all the three stages) performed in JAVA�
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Potential of Young entrepreneurs: is there any Possibility 
of their Development through education?�

Abstract

The practical aim of this research is to propose measures in educational pro-
cesses that contribute to the development of entrepreneurial potentials� Personal 
entrepreneurial potentials are researched through the following dimensions: 
attitudes towards change, autonomy, self-confidence� The results showed that stu-
dents’ attitudes towards changes are positive verbally and desirable socially� Closer 
analysis showed that almost half of the respondents avoid uncertain situations� 
Autonomy, as the second measured dimension, seems to be an unimportant feature 
of the surveyed students� It is the way of generating income for men, and possibility 
of showing their potentials for women� The results clearly indicate the need for the 
development of all the measured dimensions�

Keywords: education, potentials, students, entrepreneurs, development

1. introduction

Conditions in modern business operations, particularly in transition and 
developing economies have imposed a number of new requirements on both the 
employed and unemployed population related to their independent engagement 
in the creation of new businesses and new jobs� Given that an entrepreneur is 
a person who creates the organization (Gartner, 1989), or a person who sets up and 
runs new business towards growth and profit (Carland, 1984), what is required for 
establishing a critical number of people who would contribute to the development 
of larger systems or regions?�
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According to a series of research, entrepreneurship is defined as a key generator 
of innovation, employment and economic growth (Acs et al�, 2004; Audretsch & 
Keilbach, 2004; Kelley et al�, 2011; Van Stel et al�, 2005)� Furthermore, entrepreneur-
ship is a process of transformation of knowledge into practical results (Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000), establishing the basis for the development of intellectual 
capital (Zahra & Dess, 2001)�

Due to the long lasting transition period in Serbia, there is a lack of a favourable 
environment for increasing the number of entrepreneurs� Thus, in the education 
system, particularly at its lower levels, there is a lack of subjects and modules 
which would contribute to the development of the young people’s entrepreneurial 
potentials and attitudes towards the benefits of entrepreneurial business� Therefore, 
a concept is designed for researching students’ attitudes at the Faculty of Technical 
Sciences� The basic research questions in the study are the following:

 • Do students have any entrepreneurial potential?�
 • Is entrepreneurial potential associated with the gender characteristics?�
 • Is entrepreneurial potential considered through the attitude towards 

changes, the individual’s autonomy, self-confidence and what is the extent 
to which this potential is dominant?�

2. towards the research problem

A number of authors exploring the issue of entrepreneurs and entrepreneur-
ship, (Reynolds, 1994; Store, 1994; Robinson, 1991) believe that it is impossible to 
understand entrepreneurs without taking into account the anthropological and 
sociological influences on the success of entrepreneurial ventures� Anthropologi-
cal and sociological entrepreneurship consider social networks, social and ethnic 
identity as well as socio-demographic characteristics (e�g� age, gender, origin, 
religion, education, etc�) as the primary drivers of the entrepreneurs’ success�

Entrepreneurial characteristics have been researched for many years (McClel-
land, 1961) by studying personality traits that might be associated with entrepre-
neurial activities� Researchers mainly agree that entrepreneurs should have the 
following personality traits: a remarkable acumen for new market opportunities 
and consumer needs; skills to convert elusive dreams into a feasible goal; a clear 
mental model of future business; a sufficient level of creativity and business ingenu-
ity in the communication with potential investors / funders, partners, employees; 
analytical skills, enthusiasm (Dollinger, 2005)�
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Numerous studies have dealt with the relationship between personality traits and 
inclination towards entrepreneurship (Brandstätter, 1997; Zhao & Seibert, 2006, 
Rauch & Fresu, 2007; Caliendo, Fossen & Kritikos, 2011)�

If entrepreneurship is a dynamic system, instead of being static (Bygrave, 1989), 
to what extent is the attitude towards changes a measure by which entrepreneurs 
are defined?� Bagby (1988) believes that entrepreneurs should deal with changes, 
and also, create them�

As indicated by a series of studies, the attitude of seeing changes as opportunities 
(Chellam et al�, 1991) suggests that there is a correlation between attitudes towards 
changes, particularly towards risks, on the one hand, and the entrepreneurial 
behaviour, i�e� the decision to follow entrepreneurial venture, on the other�

The relationship between risk tolerance and deciding to engage in entrepre-
neurship has been researched as well (Cramer, Hartog, Jonker & Van Praag, 2002; 
Caliendo, Fossen & Kritikos, 2009)� However, according to empirical studies, there 
are no clear results indicating that there is a correlation between high levels of risk 
tolerance and success in entrepreneurial activities� Instead, results have indicated 
that there is a high correlation between intermediate levels of risk tolerance and 
success (Caliendo, Fossen & Kritikos, 2010; according to Chellah, Harworth & 
Brearley, 1991�)�

Thus, studies have been carried out regarding the role of human motivation in 
entrepreneurship (Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986; Carroll & Mosakowski, 1987), which 
represents an important framework for the entrepreneurial behaviour� Thus, entre-
preneurial activity can be defined as a compliance of abilities and motivation for 
its implementation� The decision to be engaged in entrepreneurial motivation also 
emerges as the individual’s independent motivational choice (Kruger et al�, 2000) 
regarding the individual’s attitude towards the selected behaviour (Eisen, 1991)�

Studies dealing with the relationship of the autonomy of personality traits driv-
ing the entrepreneurial activity and the attitude towards work (Carter et al�, 2003; 
Feldman & Bolino, 2000) have revealed that jobs allowing independence actually 
are more motivating than jobs that lack independence (Corman et al�, 1988)�

Self-esteem as a personality trait was subjected to a number of studies� These 
have shown that success in entrepreneurial activities, both in starting and sus-
taining business, is largely based on the amount of entrepreneurs’ self-esteem� 
While studying business in timber industry, Baum (1994) concluded that there 
was a significant relation between the entrepreneurs’ self-esteem and corporate 
development�
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3. research Methodology

The characteristics of students of the Faculty of Technical Sciences (Depart-
ments of Electrical engineering, Mechanical engineering, Mechatronics, Transpor-
tation, Industrial engineering and Management) regarding their entrepreneurial 
potential were examined in the period from November 2011 to January 2012, 
on a half-structured sample consisting of an equal number of students in every 
study year and from every chosen study program� The research methodology was 
chosen in accordance with the defined purpose of the research and was based on 
a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, as well as on comparison 
with the relevant literature and scientific insights� Data were collected through 
surveying, using a pre-designed questionnaire which was completed by 1020 
students� The questionnaire was designed to obtain information on the studied 
variables: attitudes towards changes, autonomy and self-confidence as a foundation 
for entrepreneurship�

The goal of the study is to identify the existence of entrepreneurial potential 
through the following variables: attitudes towards changes, independence, confi-
dence and attitudes towards entrepreneurship� Based on the research subject and 
goals, the following hypotheses were defined:

1� H1: There is a remarkable independence as a personality trait of students
2� H2: The surveyed students are highly self-confident 
3� H3: The attitude of surveyed students towards changes is positive 

4. research results

As shown by the results, autonomy is not distinguished as an important feature 
of our respondents� In 90�4% of the cases, the surveyed students supported some-
one else’s ideas provided that they believed they were good and completely new, 
while only 8% of the students did the same when they lacked their own ideas�

As to the distribution of responses on the question whether they rely on others 
when performing a task, based on a chi-square test of independence there is 
a statistical significance regarding the respondents’ gender (Pearson Chi-Square = 
11�194; Asymp� Sig� = 0�004)� The female respondents are more confident, or they 
accept assistance from others only in cases when they lack time to perform the 
task, while the male respondents are more likely to rely on others in their work 
(Table 1)�
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Table 1. Cross tabulation: The respondents’ gender 
– I rely on others when performing a task

I rely on others when performing a task

TotalYes, fre-
quently

Only in cases when 
I lack time to perform 

the task

No, I trust only  
myself

Gender: female 11�4% 74�3% 14�3% 100�0%
male 20�0% 67�5% 12�5% 100�0%

Total 17�4% 69�6% 13�0% 100�0%

The respondents’ gender affects the distribution of responses to the question: 
how would students invest a large amount of money?� (Pearson Chi-Square = 12 
199; Asymp� Sig� = 0�002)� Table 2 shows that the male respondents prefer to start 
their own business, while the population of female respondents would rather invest 
money in real estate or shares� A small percentage of the respondents would save 
money for the “rainy day”�

Table 2. Cross tabulation: The respondents’ gender – What 
would I do if I had a larger amount of money

What would I do if I had a larger amount of money:

TotalI would start my own 
business – enterprise 

I would invest my 
money (real estate, 

stocks, etc.)

I would save 
money for the 

“rainy day”
Gen-
der:

female 38�4% 54�6% 7�0% 100�0%
male 50�2% 44�0% 5�8% 100�0%

Total 46�6% 47�3% 6�2% 100�0%

Also, most respondents (71�5%) think twice before making a decision; 24�11% of the 
respondents make decisions quickly and intuitively, while only 4�4% of the respond-
ents generally avoid making decisions, i�e� decide only when it cannot be avoided�

Regarding our independent variables, there is no statistical significance when it 
comes to the respondents’ attitude towards the details of an activity� The percent-
age of the respondents liking to deal with details and those reluctant to do so 
because of their time consuming nature is similar – 43�2% and 44�8%, respectively� 
12% of the respondents stated that they were bored with details and they could 
not take care of them�
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When looking at the distribution of the responses by the respondents’ gender 
to the question of whether the students have done some work independently 
(Pearson Chi-Square = 37 895; Asymp� Sig� = 0�000), the male respondents did so 
more frequently than the female ones, while the female students more frequently 
answered that they had never done it before� Regarding the type of school attended 
by the respondents, an independent job was performed more frequently by the 
students coming from technical schools than by those who had attended high 
schools (Pearson Chi-Square = 15 844; Asymp� Sig� = 0�000)� The distribution of 
responses also depended on whether the students came from families that run or 
do not run their own business – the students from families that run a business had 
done some independent work more frequently than the other group of respondents 
(Pearson Chi-Square = 20 581; Asymp� Sig� = 0�000),

The distribution of the responses to the question “Do students prefer to solve 
problems” is affected by the type of school the respondents had attended (Pearson 
Chi-Square = 33 062; Asymp� Sig� = 0�000), as well as the faculty they had enrolled 
on (Pearson Chi-Square = 41 652; Asymp� Sig� = 0�000)� As suggested by the cross 
tabulation of school attended by the respondents and their attitude towards the 
problem (Table 3), the students who had attended technical schools in most cases 
approach to problems in a familiar way (as everyone does), while the students who 
had attended high schools like to solve problems in a way different from the others 
(as no one else does)�

Table 3. Cross tabulation: School attended – I like to solve problems

I like to solve problems:

Total
In a way differ-

ent from the 
others (as no 
one else does)

In a famil-
iar way (as 
everyone 

does)

With the assistance 
of others (sugges-

tions or actual help)

School 
attend-
ed:

High school 50�8% 28�3% 20�8% 100�0%
Technical school 36�4% 31�0% 32�7% 100�0%
Other 49�6% 16�0% 34�4% 100�0%

Total 44�1% 27�9% 27�9% 100�0%

Attitudes toward problem solving also depend on the faculty enrolled on by the 
respondents� The highest number of the students of Mechatronics prefers solving 
problems in a way different from others, the students of Electrical Engineering 
approach problems in familiar ways, while the students of Mechanical Engineering 
solve problems using the assistance of others�
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Similar results were obtained for forcefulness� Almost half of the respondents 
(49�6%) believe that strength is a feature they have, while 46�5% of the respondents 
believe that they are strong only in specific situations� This is a feature that all our 
participants have, regardless of gender, education or background�

Although 64�3% of the respondents accept learning as a common task; 28�2% 
of them see it as a challenge, while only 7�5% of the students perceive it as a prob-
lem� The students’ attitudes towards this issue vary according the Department, as 
indicated by the chi-square test of independence (Pearson Chi-Square = 30 743; 
Asymp� Sig� = 0�001)�

Generally, our respondents are resolute in performing their activities; 59% of 
them said that others cannot easily wobble them in what they do, while 34�7% think 
that they can be wobbled only occasionally� However, the students’ responses are 
gender-dependent (Pearson Chi-Square = 13 342; Asymp� Sig� = 0�001)�

Regarding the question “Are you ambitious?�” 63% of the students think that they 
are; 33�4% believe that they are ambitious only in specific situations, while very 
few of them (3�5%) responded they are not� The presence of these qualities was 
influenced mostly (Pearson Chi-Square = 19 074; Asymp� Sig� = 0�001) by the success 
in high school and the desire to enrol on the faculty and continue further education�

90�5% of the respondents recognize the mistakes they have made looking at 
them as new opportunities, as well as a chance to learn something� Only 6�3% fail 
to recognize the mistake they have made, while 3�2% believe that it is better to do 
nothing because then they cannot make mistakes�

Autonomy as a personality trait is an acquired characteristic and that was not 
a part of the socio-cultural milieu in the past� Namely, socialism was dominated 
by collectivistic consciousness and given that cultural needs are changing very 
slowly, this type of consciousness has remained as a remnant of passive behaviour 
as a desirable pattern that has been learnt�

As indicated by the research results obtained for the attitude towards changes, 
obstacles are not perceived by the respondents as something discouraging� 82�5% 
of the respondents try to cope with them alone, 15�5% stated that they usually seek 
others’ assistance to overcome the obstacles encountered, while only 2% of them 
give up in the face of obstacles�

However, when it comes to uncertain (risky) situations, 48�1% of the respondents try 
to avoid them, 33�5% do well in these situations, while 18�4% do not like taking risks�

59�1% of the respondents believe that they are curious people; 38�9% believe that 
they are curious only in specific situations, and only 2�1% believe that curiosity is 
not their characteristic feature�
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When asked if they easily change their habits, 76% of the students declared that 
they always strive to be better, 16�6% feel that they prefer the status quo, while 7�4% 
believe they do not have any habits�

The statement “Persistence is a feature I recognize in my behaviour” is agreed 
on by 51% of the respondents, situation-dependent persistence is present in 46�7% 
of the students, while only 2�3% of them considered themselves as non-persistent�

The attitude towards changes can be considered as a remarkable feature, or merely 
as a rhetorical desirability. The existing huge problems in society at this time contrib-
ute to the increasing awareness of the need for changes.

The attitudes towards entrepreneurship are gender-dependent when it comes 
to the attitude towards their own enterprise (Table 4)� The population of female 
students perceive their own enterprise as an opportunity to express creativity and 
imagination, while the male students perceive it as an opportunity of being the 
boss and exclusively as a good source of income� (Pearson Chi-Square = 16 907; 
Asymp� Sig� = 0�000)

Table 4. Cross tabulation: The respondents’ gender – I perceive my own enterprise

I perceive my own enterprise

TotalAs an oppor-
tunity of being 

the boss

As an opportunity to 
express my creativ-
ity and imagination

exclusively as 
a good source of 

income
Gender: female 30�6% 51�6% 17�7% 100�0%

male 37�5% 37�9% 24�6% 100�0%
Total 35�4% 42�1% 22�5% 100�0%

The surveyed students’ attitudes to entrepreneurship is ambivalent, partly posi-
tive, partly negative, while the conditions for entrepreneurship are inconvenient, 
which fails to contribute to the consideration of entrepreneurship as a desirable 
value�

5. Conclusion

As suggested by the research results, there is a varying degree of partial pres-
ence of entrepreneurial potential as measured by the attitude towards changes, 
autonomy, self-confidence� As indicated by the research conducted in Serbia 
(Markov & Stankovic, 2008), when measuring the entrepreneurial aspirations of 
the students of the University of Novi Sad, the students have negatively rated the 
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atmosphere of entrepreneurship; they believe that entrepreneurship education is 
insufficient for enabling the development of positive attitudes towards it, while 
only 44% have expressed the desire to set up their own businesses after graduation�

The non-existence of needed entrepreneurial potential that reflects through the 
relationship towards the self, the existence of independence in solving business and 
personal problems, as well as an attitude towards changes, has its foundation in 
authoritarian upbringing in which independence and activeness are not desirable 
traits�

Personality traits are also subject to development� Training for entrepreneurship 
involves developing personality traits, raising the awareness of self-development, 
as well as improving various skills and knowledge (European Commission, 2009)�

With all the deficiencies related to the research instruments and research sample, 
we still believe that the results clearly indicate the need for a different education 
model that would assist young people in advancing entrepreneurial spirit and more 
positive attitudes towards entrepreneurship� The question that remains open is: 
what is the direction which educational and training processes should take in order 
to increase the entrepreneurial potential of students and create preconditions for 
the development of entrepreneurship in the country?� Also, it is not certain whether 
our upbringing and education system provide sufficient conditions, knowledge and 
motivation for the development of entrepreneurial activity�

We believe that it is necessary to increase levels of knowledge and skills that 
would contribute to the development of entrepreneurship in different occupations 
and educational attainment, primarily because of the present conditions in Serbia 
and the crisis that largely affects human resources�
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opinions of Academic staff and students about the two-cycle 
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Abstract 

One goal of the Bologna process is to restructure European university programs 
from monolithic five-year programs into two cycles, bachelor’s and master’s� In this 
paper, we ask academic staff (n=52) and students (n=126) at the Faculty of Educa-
tion of Charles University in Prague about their opinions on the implementation of 
the two-cycle system at their faculty� Nine out of ten academic staff and three out 
of ten students prefer the old five-year programs, arguing that the two-cycle system 
is not suitable for teacher training, subject courses are not sufficiently linked with 
teaching courses and that bachelor’s graduates cannot find jobs at schools� Students 
tend to prefer the two-cycle system, mostly because they get the bachelor’s degree� 
Our results can be used as empirical evidence in discussion about possible changes 
of teacher training programs�

Keywords: Bologna process, two-cycle system implementation, bachelor’s study, 
subsequent master’s study, teacher training

introduction 

One of the goals of the Bologna process is the adoption of a university education 
system based on two main cycles, undergraduate (bachelor) and graduate (master), 
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typically 3 and 2 years long respectively� We refer to this Bologna goal and its 
current implementations as a two-cycle system, while the previous monolithic 5 year 
program leading to a master’s degree is referred to as a five-year (master’s) program� 
The experience from the implementation of such a system at Czech teacher training 
faculties should be analyzed before further transformation of teacher training is 
attempted� 

The aim of this paper is to describe and analyze reactions to the introduction 
of the two-cycle system in teacher training programs� Specifically, we conducted 
a survey on the opinions of academic staff and students about the two-cycle system 
implementation at the Faculty of Education at Charles University in Prague�

bologna Process – basic Principles and Goals

The Bologna process is an agreement among European and some non-European 
countries (e�g�, Armenia and Georgia) which aims to increase the accessibility, 
attractiveness and quality of higher education in Europe� 

The main document of the Bologna process is the Bologna declaration (1999)� 
It sees the following objectives as key ones for the European higher education: (1) 
adoption of a system of easily readable and comparable degrees, (2) adoption of 
a system based on two main cycles, undergraduate and graduate, (3) establishment 
of a system of credits, such as in the ECTS system as a means of promoting student 
mobility, (4) promotion of students’, teachers’, researchers’ and administrative staff ’s 
mobility, (5) promotion of European co-operation in the quality assurance of 
education and research at higher education institutions with regard to developing 
comparable criteria and methodologies, (6) promotion of the necessary European 
dimensions in higher education (for more details see, e�g�, The Bologna declaration 
on the European space for higher education: an explanation, 2010)� Subsequent 
regular meetings of Ministers of Education (2001, 2003, 2005 and 2007) added 
other objectives, such as the promotion of lifelong learning, curricular reform, 
qualification framework, doctoral programs reform, social dimension, etc� 

Two-cycle system Implementation 
The Bologna process transforms European university programs to the two-

cycle system, i�e� five – year master’s programs have been or will be restructured 
into three-year bachelor’s programs and two-year subsequent master’s programs� 
In this section, we are discussing the literature related to the two-cycle system 
implementation in general and with a focus on Czech teacher training programs� 
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General Reactions to the Implementation 
Kehm and Teichler (2006) discuss four controversies related to the two-cycle 

system implementation: (1) whether and to what extent the bachelor’s cycle should 
be more practical and aimed at immediate employability of the graduates, (2) some 
three-year bachelor’s programs may not be sufficient for highly qualified jobs, (3) 
the two-cycle system implementation is often considered as an attempt to shorten 
study time in general and decrease over-all qualification levels, (4) it attempts 
to “squeeze” the preceding five-year master’s curriculum into a new three-year 
bachelor’s curriculum in order to guarantee labor market relevance� This might lead 
to a reduction of student mobility� According to the authors, these controversies 
form a basis for objections to the two-cycle system�

The two-cycle system implementation has led to both positive (Sokol, 2011) and 
negative (Stehlík, 2011) reactions in the Czech Republic� The negative evaluations 
are mainly based on bad experience with the implementation at universities and 
its application even in programs where a Bachelor’s degree makes no sense, since 
they are inherently academic (Egyptology) or bachelor’s graduates cannot work in 
their area because of legislative restrictions (teacher training) (Stehlík, 2011)� Sokol 
(2011) appreciates that bachelor’s programs postpone adulthood and the choice of 
profession, whereas Stehlík (2011) is not happy with this effect� Still, Stehlík (2011) 
does not question the two-cycle system itself� He mainly complains that it was 
introduced uncritically and across-the-board� Other authors (Štech, 2011; Šťastná, 
2011) point out that no impact analysis of the two-cycle study implementation has 
been conducted at Czech universities� 

Reactions to the Implementation in Teacher Training Programs
Several countries changed the teacher training model from the concurrent 

model used in one-cycle studies to the consecutive model, although the latter one 
has several disadvantages compared to the preceding concurrent model (Flores, 
2011; Kangro, 2004)�

The Bologna process has an impact on teacher training in the Czech Republic as 
well� According to the Act on Pedagogical Staff (2004), teachers at basic schools and 
teachers of general and vocational subjects taught at secondary schools shall gain 
professional qualifications by completing an accredited master’s study program� 
Before the two-cycle system implementation, teacher students followed five-year 
one-cycle master’s programs� The main criticism of the two-cycle system imple-
mentation concerns the fact that faculties were forced to replace the concurrent 
model of teacher training by the consecutive model (Brebera, 2006; Marková and 
Urbánek, 2008; Vernerová, 2011)�
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There was a considerable effort made mainly by the Faculties of Education Deans 
Association in the Czech Republic to keep five-year master’s study programs� It was, 
however, unsuccessful (except in primary school teacher training programs)� The 
main reasons may be the weak position of the faculties of education among other 
faculties and the pressure of the Ministry of Education to implement two-cycle 
programs everywhere�

Nowadays, when implementation problems increasingly appear in Czech teacher 
programs, the Ministry of Education and the Accreditation Commission consider 
allowing five-year master’s programs� However, faculties of education which would 
like to reintroduce the five-year master’s programs are asked to deliver a detailed 
analysis and evidence supporting the idea that a five-year master’s program is 
better� While such a request seems reasonable, no similar analysis and evidence 
supporting the two-cycle system implementation was given to the faculties of 
education before the implementation itself�

Therefore, going back to the five-year master’s programs seems to be complicated� 
However, in September 2011 the Faculty of Education Deans Association in Slova-
kia and the Czech Republic declared that it supports the five-year one-cycle teacher 
training as an alternative of the current two-cycle system (Vyhlásenie Asociácie 
dekanov, 2011)� The declaration mentions three main arguments: (1) a Bachelor’s 
graduate of a teacher training program is not a qualified teacher according to the 
Act on Pedagogical Staff and can hardly find a job in the educational sector without 
legislative changes, (2) there is just little money for teaching assistants (a possible 
position for holders of a Bachelor’s degree) in the Czech education sector, (3) 
too little space for practical teacher training at schools and international student 
exchange during the study�

evaluation of two-cycle system implementation at the Faculty of 
education at Charles university in Prague

The two-cycle system was introduced at the Faculty of Education at Charles 
University in Prague in the 2006/2007 academic year� 

Even before the two-cycle system, the five-year master’s program was divided 
into two phases� The first phase lasted six semesters and was finalized by com-
prehensive exams in the subjects which the student specialized in� Passing the 
comprehensive exam was necessary to enter the second phase� The second phase 
lasted four semesters and was finalized by comprehensive state exams, typically 
based on all subject courses of the whole five-year study, and by defending a thesis� 
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Despite the existence of the two phases, it was not possible to simply divide the 
five-year master’s program into the two cycles� According to the Act on Pedagogi-
cal Staff (2004), teachers must complete an accredited master’s study program� New 
bachelor’s programs had to be designed so that they (1) made sense as a standalone 
program, without the subsequent master’s program and (2) did not give teacher 
qualifications� Technically, bachelor’s graduates could become so-called teaching 
assistants, but such positions are rarely opened at Czech schools�

The faculty restructured both phases: most courses in education, psychology and 
subject didactics were moved to the two-year subsequent master’s study� Bachelor’s 
study is focused on training in the subjects (such as mathematics, etc�) with no or 
weak connection with training in education, psychology and didactics�

The first two-cycle master’s graduates left the faculty in 2011� In this year we 
conducted an empirical analysis of the opinions of the academic staff and students 
about the two-cycle implementation and its impact on teacher training programs�

Survey Sample
In total, 51 academic staff members from 16 out of 19 departments offering 

teacher training programs at the faculty and 1 member of the Institute of research 
and development of education (a research institute at the faculty which also gives 
lectures in the two-cycle study system) responded to our survey questionnaire� 
Two departments did not participate (Dept� of Psychology and Dept� of Special 
Education) and 1 department (Dept� of Primary Education) had not implemented 
the two-cycle study system and was not asked to participate in our survey� The 
departments with the number of participating staff members are summarized in 
Table 1� 

Table 1. Departments at the faculty with corresponding 
number of academic staff members 

Department Partici-
pants Department Partic-

ipants
Czech Language 6 Department of Education 3
History & History Didactics 5 Art Education 3
Music Education 5 Russian & Language Teaching Meth-

odology
2

Social Sciences & Philosophy 5 Physical Education 2
Biology & Environmental Studies 4 Czech Language 1
Mathematics & Mathematical 
Education 

4 Chemistry & Chemistry Didactics 1
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Department Partici-
pants Department Partic-

ipants
English Language & Literature 3 IT & Technical Education 1
French Language & Literature 3 Institute of Research and Develop-

ment of Education 
1

German Studies 3 Total 52

Most of the academic staff members reported that they had been working at the 
faculty for more than ten years (67�3%, n=35)� Most of them also worked on the 
two-cycle system accreditation (78�8%, n=41)� 

The other group of our respondents comprised students of the current two-cycle 
system� In total, 126 students participated in our survey, 30 bachelor’s students and 
96 master’s students�

Survey Results

Was it a good idea?
The key question given to the academic staff was as follows:

Did you agree with the division of the study into a bachelor’s and subsequent master’s 
study?

The first two columns of Table 2 summarize the answers of the staff: 86�5% 
(n=45) disagreed and only 11�5% (n=6) agreed with the two-cycle system imple-
mentation in 2006� One person (1�9%) did not answer the question� The 6 staff 
members, who agreed with the transition, work at different departments and they 
have been members of the faculty for quite a long time (from 6 to 24 years)� 

Table 2. Academic staff members’ choices between the two-cycle study 
and five-year master’s study at the time of the transition and now

At the time of introduction Now
Do you prefer the two-cycle 

system? abs. freq. rel. freq. (%) abs. freq. rel. freq. (%)

No 45 86�5 45 86�5
Yes 6 11�5 5 9�6
Not available 1 1�9 – –
Neither of them – – 2 3�8
Total 52 100 52 100 
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The reasons for the prevalent negative answer are categorized into the following 
three groups: 

(1)  The biggest group of these staff members (75�6%, n=34) argue that the 
two-cycle system is not “suitable for teacher training” and that training in 
educational science, psychology and subject didactics is not linked with 
subject training from the beginning of the study� 

(2)  Seven staff members (15�6%) mention a general danger for the teaching 
profession, an intentional lowering of requirements for teacher qualifica-
tions and a danger for shortening teacher studies� 

(3)  Three staff members (6�7%) mention other reasons� One member complains 
that there is no research-supported reason for the introduction of the two-
cycle system� One staff member is afraid that the value of the university 
diploma will decrease� One staff member mentions higher administration 
load and less time for preparation for giving courses�

The reasons given by the six staff members who agreed with the implementation 
are that students get an academic degree already after three years and not after five 
years (n=1), students have the possibility to change their field or not to continue 
their study after finishing their bachelor’s study (n=1), higher student mobility 
(n=1) and that our higher school system is now synchronized with other countries 
(n=1)� Two staff members did not give their reasons for agreement� 

Should we go back to the old system?
The above question discussed the introduction of the two-cycle system in 2006� 

Another question for the staff members aimed at the possibility of reversing the 
current state of affairs:

If you could make a decision at this point, whether to keep the structured study (three-
year bachelor’s and subsequent two-year master’s study) or re-accredit the five-years 
master’s study in your discipline, which type of study would you prefer?

The last two columns of Table 2 summarize their answers: 86�5% (n=45) prefer 
the old five-year master’s study and only 9�6% (n=5) would prefer to keep the 
two-cycle study� Two staff members did not make a choice� Evidently, the wish 
to reestablish the old system is very much driven by the staff ’s general opinion 
on the two-cycle system, even though we did emphasize the need for ‘painful’ 
re-accreditation and most of the respondents were people who are active in the 
accreditation process and would probably have to bear the extra administrative 
load�
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Only three out of the six staff members who agreed with the introduction of 
the two-cycle study would like to keep it� Two out of the six would prefer to go 
back to the five-year master and one recommends conducting a detailed analysis 
of the advantages and disadvantages of the systems� Only two out of forty-five 
staff members who disagreed with the two-cycle implementation would prefer to 
keep it�

Student opinions
It is important to compare the academic staff members’ opinions with the 

students’ opinions� We asked the students a question similar to the second one 
asked to the staff:

If you could choose between the structured study (three-year bachelor’s and subsequent 
two-year master’s study) and a five-year master’s study (not split into two phases), which 
type of study would you prefer?

Table 3 summarizes their answers� 

Table 3. Students’ choices between the two-cycle study  
and five-year master’s study

Do you prefer the two-cycle system? abs. 
freq.

rel. freq. 
(%)

No 38 30�2
Yes 85 67�5
Not available 3 2�4
Total 126 100 

Source: Bendl and Voňková (2011) – adjusted�

Most of the students (67�5%, n=85) would keep the two-cycle system� The five-
year master’s system would be preferred only by 30�2% (n=38) of the students� 
Three did not give any answer� 

The main reasons for the prevalent choice of the two-cycle system are getting 
a Bachelor’s degree after three years of study (68�2%, n=58), the possibility of 
changing the field or the school after getting the Bachelor’s degree (21�2%, n=18) 
and the possibility to stop studying after a Bachelor’s degree if there were a reason 
to do that (5�9%, n=5)� 

The students who would prefer the five-year master’s study gave mainly the 
following reasons: compactness of study, more time for both subject courses and 
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teaching practice (34�2%, n=13), more obligations in the two-cycle system such 
as one more admission procedure and writing a bachelor’s thesis (34�2%, n=13) 
and a Bachelor’s degree is not sufficient for those who want to teach in the future 
(13�2%, n=5)� For more details on the students’ choices, see Bendl and Vonkova 
(2011)� 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Academic staff and students at Faculty of Education at Charles University in 
Prague have different preferences: whereas about 90% of the interviewed academic 
staff favors the five-year master’s programs, about 70% of the interviewed students 
prefer the two-cycle system� Still, the students who prefer the five-year master’s 
report similar reasons as the staff� These are mainly that the two-cycle system is not 
suitable for teacher training, subject courses are not sufficiently linked to teaching 
courses (like education, psychology and didactics) and the fact that bachelor’s 
graduates have difficulties finding a job at schools� In addition to the common 
reasons, students also complain that they must work harder in the current two-
cycle system: there is a final comprehensive state exam and a thesis defense at the 
end of both cycles and an admission exam to both bachelor’s and master’s studies� 

The prevalent reason of the student majority that prefers the two-cycle system 
is that they get a Bachelor’s degree� On the other hand, the possibility of finishing 
their studies after the Bachelor’s degree is mentioned just by five of those students� 
This suggests that the division into two cycles is perceived as more or less formal� 

Our results can contribute to possible subsequent changes in teacher training 
programs� There have already been two attempts to re-accredit a five-year master’s 
program, namely at the Faculty of Education of the University of South Bohemia in 
České Budějovice in 2007 and the Faculty of Education at the University of Hradec 
Králové in 2011� In both cases the Accreditation Commission of the Czech Repub-
lic rejected their proposals� However, it is interesting to compare the explanations 
of the two rejections� (Note that the Commission itself is a part of the Ministry of 
Education, but has a certain degree of independence; cf� Memorandum (2010) and 
The Statute of the Accreditation Commission (2004) ).

In the first case in 2007, the Commission saw the proposed five-year master’s 
program as an anti-systemic solution of teacher training in the Czech Republic� 
The Faculty intended to accredit the five-year system parallel to the two-cycle 
system and then compare and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of both 
systems� In the second case in 2011, the Commission’s arguments for the rejection 
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seemed to be milder� The Commission said that the proposed five-year master’s is 
not qualitatively different from the existing two-cycle system and recommended 
conducting a project which would evaluate the impact of the two-cycle system on 
the teacher training� According to the Commission, it should also be considered 
whether to enable an accreditation of five-year master’s program parallel to the 
two-cycle system� In the light of the rejection to run both systems together at 
the University of South Bohemia, a recommendation to evaluate and compare 
the two systems at the University of Hradec Králové seems to be an interesting 
development�

According to some academic staff, the two-cycle system is a threat to the whole 
teacher training system, since it opens a debate about a possibility for teachers with 
a Bachelor’s degree only, which is impossible under the current legislation (e�g�, 
Stehlík, 2011, p� 20)� In public discussion and formal statements (e�g�, a statement of 
the head of the Student Chamber of the Council of Higher Education Institutions, 
statements of some political parties), it has indeed been repeatedly mentioned that 
a three-(or four) year study is sufficient for teachers at the second stage of basic 
school (lower secondary education level) and that it is necessary to change the law 
accordingly� On the other hand, opinions of academic staff responsible for teacher 
training programs are quite different� They are based on a current concept of the 
teacher as an expert, implying longer training� 

Several questions are left for future research� It would be interesting to find out 
how well-prepared bachelor’s and master’s graduates feel for teaching and how 
headmasters feel about the appropriate length of teacher training� 
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What do university teachers think about  
the teaching in ethics and Citizenship in the european 

Higher education Area?� 

Abstract

Ethics and citizenship education has become the focus of considerable debate 
since the construction of the European Higher Education Area� That this should 
be so is interesting, as it is a type of education that forms part of the educational 
mission of the university, as its history plainly demonstrates� Ethics and citizenship 
education cannot be analyzed solely in terms of its pedagogical requirements, the 
competences that it seeks to develop, or the type of students and professionals 
that the world needs today� Its success also requires our exploring what university 
teachers understand by this type of education, the situation it currently finds itself 
in, and how students perceive such an education� This paper presents a case study 
conducted among university teachers of education, philosophy and the humanities 
at several European institutions� 

1. introduction 

The creation of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) corroborates that 
university teaching today is very much seen in terms of skills or competences 
(European Council, 1996; 2007; European University Association, 2007; 2010)� It is 
no longer solely a matter of students acquiring theoretical knowledge and technical 
skills, but also of demonstrating that they are competent in their management and 
application� What is more, there is a rich diversity of competences, among which we 
find those of an ethical, moral and civic nature (González y Wagenaar, 2003)� Ethics 
and citizenship education at university has become a subject of concern, even at 
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the level of university policy-making and management (European Commission, 
1995; OECD, 1997)� Among the many possible ways of analyzing this question, we 
are interested here in examining the thinking of university teachers themselves 
regarding the teaching of ethics and citizenship� 

This dimension is of interest as the thinking of university teachers conditions, in 
good measure, what eventually occurs when teachers and students come together, 
i�e� pedagogical thinking underpins pedagogical practice� The aim of this study 
is to present information that might illustrate what university teachers, working 
in departments of education, philosophy and the humanities at several European 
universities think about certain aspects of ethics and citizenship education at 
university�

2. A theoretical Framework: ethics and citizenship education at 
university 

The classical references examining the idea and mission of the university (Bon-
vecchio, 1980; Wyatt, 1990; Rüegg, 1992) as well as more recent studies (Kerr, 2001; 
Scott, 2006; Laredo, 2007) mention, in one way or another, ethical and citizenship 
education at university� 

This interest shows that we are not dealing with a merely decorative matter, but 
rather one of considerable substance� However, ethics and citizenship education 
can be approached in many ways� In broad terms, these versions can be classified 
in three groups� 

2.1. Three versions of ethics and citizenship education at university 
The first of the versions we wish to refer to is one that states that ethics and 

citizenship education has no place at university� On the other hand, defenders of 
this version, not unreasonably, point out that the line that separates ethics and 
citizenship education from indoctrination is too fine� Writers such as Derek Bok 
warn of the dangers inherent in the thinking of the likes of Henry Giroux who 
argue in favor of critical pedagogy (Bok, 2007; Giroux, 2007)� At most, and in 
the face of any ethical or moral question, this version argues in favor of adopting 
a neutral stance� 

This version cannot be ignored, but its stance presents a number of weaknesses� 
Today, perhaps more than ever, and because of the rise of individualism (Giddens, 
1991; Beck, 1992) and the indifference expressed by all too many young people 
towards political and social institutions (Saha, Print & Edwards, 2007; Duke, 2008), 
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we need a European university that supports the ethical and moral education of 
young professionals as they face the challenges of reality (Steiner, 2004)� 

The second version is one which considers an education in ethics and for 
citizenship as being an education in the great questions that concern us today, 
and which require ethical and civic responses� For this reason, university students 
should develop their moral reasoning to the full (Kohlberg 1981; 1984)� Justice, 
equality, sustainability, equality of the sexes and multiculturalism, among others, 
are therefore suitable subjects for inclusion in ethics and citizenship education 
when seen in this light� Today, it is difficult to find a university that does not include 
these matters in its statute or mission statement� 

However, this might well be an incomplete version of an education in ethics and 
citizenship� The reality of the present day shows that while most students know 
that certain moral and ethical standards are expected of them, they do not always 
display them (Moore, 2008)� 

The third, and final, version is one which considers ethics and citizenship educa-
tion as an education of ethical nature (Lapsley & Clark, 2005; Nucci y Narváez, 
2008) and, as such, it is centered on activating a series of habits and attaining 
certain ethical virtues� In this case, ethics and citizenship education at university 
can be seen as the conquest of certain virtues, which undoubtedly form part of 
a competent behaviour� It is worth stressing once more that the nature of the 
encounters between teachers and students acquires considerable importance, as 
this acquisition requires a certain sense of narrative (MacIntyre, 1984)� An educa-
tion in ethics and for citizenship at university should foster the shaping of solid 
characters that can resist the assaults of the present-day professional and social 
reality that tends, as has been noted by some, to corrupt (Sennet, 1998)� 

3. study 

The study presented here forms part of a research project aimed at examining 
the thinking of university teachers from the fields of education, philosophy and 
the humanities about ethics and citizenship education at university� A total of 
89 teachers took part in the study, of whom 33�7% were male and 66�3% female; 
74�2% worked in university departments of education, 19�1% in the humanities 
and 6�7% in philosophy; 49�4% had fewer than 15 years of teaching experience 
while 50�6% had 15 or more years of experience� The teachers belonged to six 
universities in four European countries, distributed as shown in the following 
table: 
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Table 1. Teachers participating in the study according  
to their university of origin

Total (%)
South European Universities (SEUs) 59 66.3
 Universitat de Barcelona 30 33�7
 Universidade de Lisboa (Portugal) 12 13�5
 Universidade do Minho (Portugal) 9 10�1
 Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro (Portugal) 8 9�0
North European Universities (NEUs) 30 33.7
 University of Humanistic Studies (Holland) 21 23�6
 University of Helsinki (Finland) 9 10�1
Total 89 100�0

Based on the sample of teachers, two groups were created according to the 
geographical location of the universities in which the participants worked� Meth-
odologically, this classification served, on the one hand, to group the opinions of 
the university teachers from similar backgrounds regarding teaching in ethics and 
for citizenship at university; and, on the other, to increase the statistical significance 
and validity of the results� 

Data were collected using a  self-administered, on-line questionnaire from 
among a random selection of the teachers working at the universities listed above� 
The survey comprised both open-ended and closed (Likert-scale) questions� The 
results discussed below correspond to five items which seek to give a response to: 
the role given to the teachers, if indeed they are given one, in ethics and citizenship 
education at university (1); how the teachers think students view the university 
in general and in relation to this type of education (2); whether they believe the 
university in which they work seeks to promote this kind of education, how it 
does so and to what degree (3); the difficulties they encounter in promoting an 
education in ethics (4); and, finally, how they go about implementing teaching of 
this nature (5)� 

In the data presented below, specifically those that compare the NEUs and 
the SEUs, and the factors of gender and teaching experience, the percentage 
figures that are statistically significant at levels of probability corresponding to 
0�05, 0�01 and 0�001 are indicated with one (*), two (**) or three (***) asterisks, 
respectively� All the calculations were conducted using the statistical program 
PASW Statistics 18�0�
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4. results 

In relation to the question as to whether the university should be responsible 
for the ethical education of its students and for providing them with an education 
for citizenship (item 1), we find that the large majority of the teachers believe 
that it should (94�4%)� More specifically, the large majority think that one of the 
missions of the university involves contributing to the full development of the 
student (97�6%), in teaching the ethical codes of each profession (92�9%), and in 
contributing to the building of a more just society (95�2%)� In their responses to 
this last item we found significant differences between the teachers of the SEUs 
(98�2%**) and those of the NEUs (89�7%**); however, the interviewees did not vary 
in their responses to item 2 in terms of gender� If, however, teaching experience 
was taken into consideration, differences were observed: 97�7%* of the teachers 
with 15 or more years of experience stated that university education should include 
instruction in the ethical codes of each profession compared to 87�8%* of their 
colleagues with fewer than 15 years of teaching experience�

In relation to the question examining the teachers’ perspectives of their students’ 
expectations of university (item 2), it should be highlighted that the large majority 
believe their students see the university primarily as a place in which they can 
obtain professional qualifications (92�1%) and in which they can acquire a high 
level of scientific and cultural knowledge (82�0%), as opposed to seeing it as an 
institution with a social dimension and/or one that is committed to the community 
to which it belongs (42�7%) or an institution that is going to educate them in 
ethics and citizenship (34�8%)� Moreover, the teachers with fewer than 15 years of 
teaching experience believe more strongly (54�5%*) that their students perceive 
the university as an institution with a social dimension and/or a commitment to 
the community than their more experienced colleagues (31�1%*)�

However, in relation to this question, the most significant differences occur 
between the teachers of the SEUs and those of the NEUs� Thus, only 18�6%*** of 
the SEU teachers believe that their students are aware that they are to be educated 
in ethics and citizenship, while this figure is 3�5 times higher (66�7%***) among 
the NEU teachers�

In relation to whether the university actually promotes ethics and citizenship 
education for its students (item 3), and the difficulties they encounter in promoting 
this kind of education (item 4), significant differences were found between the 
responses of the teachers of the NEUs and those of the SEU� Thus, while only 
35�6%** of the teachers of the SEUs recognize that an education in ethics and 
citizenship is one of the objectives of their institutions, and that it is included in 
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their statutes (or mission statement), the proportion reaches 76�6%** of the NEU 
teachers� A further difference as regards institutional recognition was found in 
response to the question as to whether ethical and citizenship skills are included 
in university curricula� Here, 73�3%** of the NEU teachers claim that they are 
included, while only 40�7%** of the SEU teachers could make a similar claim� 

Moreover, for the SEU teachers (39�0%*) this is a subject that is discussed but 
not one that is put into practice, compared to 20�0%* of the NEU teachers who 
think similarly� The teachers working at the SEUs (39�0%***) also think that it is 
a personal and controversial matter on which it is difficult to reach an agreement 
as to what kind of moral and civic education should be promoted, a view shared 
by just 6�7%*** of those working in the NEUs� Finally, the teachers of the SEUs 
(54�2%***), compared to 10�0%*** of their NEU counterparts, are the ones more 
likely to consider that, at their universities, education in ethics and citizenship is 
not given the importance it deserves because it has no academic consequences for 
either the teaching staff or the students�

It is also worth stressing the differences between the NEU and SEU teachers 
when assessing whether an ethics and citizenship education promotes university life 
beyond merely academic issues: more than half of the NEU teachers (53�3%*) believe 
this to be the case, compared to just over a third of their SEU counterparts (35�6%*)�

In response to the question as to how the teachers handle the teaching of ethics 
and citizenship with their students (item 5), we find a fairly high degree of com-
mitment to the subject as regards certain aspects� A high percentage of the teachers 

Table 2. Various items highlighting the differences in perceptions 
of teachers at the SEUs and NEUs (degree of agreement) (%)

Mean
Type of University p 

valueSEU NEU
The university should offer its students ethics and 
citizenship education� 

95�2 98�2 89�7 0�081

For the students, university is an institution that is go-
ing to educate them in ethics and citizenship� 

34�8 18�6 66�7 0�000

For the students, university is an institution with a so-
cial dimension and/or commitment to the community 
to which it belongs�

42�7 35�6 56�7 0�049

Ethics and citizenship education is included in the stat-
utes (or mission statements) as an aim to be achieved�

49�4 35�6 76�7 0�001

Ethics and citizenship education is included in the 
university curricula in the form of competences�

51�7 40�3 73�3 0�014
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interviewed (61�9%) claim to incorporate moral and civic skills into their courses, 
as well as elements of the contents of ethics and citizenship education (67�9%)� 
Similarly, a  fairly high proportion claim that they seek to stimulate students’ 
learning in this field (65�5%), be it via dialogue (90�5%), by incorporating and 
examining different points of view on questions of ethics and citizenship (84�5%), 
by promoting such virtues as effort, participation and punctuality (65�5%), or by 
sharing their own points of view with the students on questions of ethics and 
citizenship (58�3%)� In addition, the teachers with 15 or more years of experience 
claim they are more likely to promote dialogic learning in class (97�7%*), and to 
take into account different ethical and moral points of view that might emerge 
(88�4%*)� However, despite the above, the SEU teachers (74�5%*) score higher than 
their NEU counterparts (48�3%*) when it comes to promoting the practice of 
ethical virtues such as effort, respect, punctuality, participation, etc� 

However, overall, these scores fall markedly when the teachers are asked if they 
assess their students’ knowledge (36�9%), skills (36�9%), and attitudes (34�5%) in 
ethics and citizenship� Here, the most significant differences occur between the 
teachers according to their experience� Thus, the teachers with fewer than 15 
years of teaching experience claim to have fewer problems in evaluating students’ 
knowledge (39�0%**) and skills (46�3%**) in ethics and citizenship� 

5. Conclusions

The data reported above allow for drawing a number of interesting conclu-
sions� The first is related to the fact that the majority of those interviewed consider 
university education to constitute an education in ethics and citizenship as well� 
Clearly, the fact that our interviewees work in fields of study closely linked to 

Table 3. Difficulties in promoting an ethics and citizenship 
education among students (degree of agreement) (%)

Mean
Type of university p 

valueSEU NEU
It is a subject that is discussed, but not one that 
is put into practice�

32�6 39�0 20�0 0�049

It is a personal and controversial matter� 28�1 39�0 6�7 0�001
It is a difficult subject to assess� 59�6 64�4 50�0 0�271
It is a subject with no academic consequences� 39�3 54�2 10�0 0�000
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questions of ethics and citizenship may well have affected those findings, but it 
is nevertheless of interest that we have not encountered the first of the versions 
discussed above in the theoretical framework of this paper� 

The second conclusion concerns the conception of ethics and citizenship educa-
tion that the teachers attribute to their students� Despite the fact that they believe 
their students appreciate this form of education in its various forms, the majority 
of the teachers claim that they see university primarily as a place in which to obtain 
professional qualifications� Here, it is worth stressing that the NEU teachers are 
more optimistic than their counterparts at the SEUs, a fact that, as we argue in the 
fourth conclusion, has positive consequences� Yet, be this as it may, in the eyes of the 
teachers, the students expect the university to provide them with professional train-
ing much more than they expect personal training in ethics and citizenship� We 
believe that this finding might be much more marked in other areas of knowledge 
that are not as vocational as those studied here� 

Thirdly, regarding the recognition and promotion of the ethics and citizenship 
education from within the universities themselves, there emerged significant 
differences between the NEUs and SEUs� The teachers at the former claim their 
universities are strongly committed to questions of ethics, whereas their colleagues 
at the SEUs are more pessimistic in this regard� This belief takes into consideration 
the inclusion of an ethical education in the official statutes of the university and 
even its inclusion in the university curricula� In this regard, the universities of the 
north and south of Europe differ notably, and it would be interesting to explore 
why, as the consequences are clearly important� We venture to suggest that the SEUs 
should do more to promote their institutional support for an ethics and citizenship 
education, so as to reach the level of recognition afforded by the NEU teachers� 
As noted in the theoretical discussion, and in relation to the second version of 
an ethical education, making declarations and stating intentions in official and 
academic documents is insufficient� 

Continuing with this line of thinking, a fourth conclusion can be drawn� The 
teachers of the SEUs also seem more pessimistic when it comes to promoting the 
ethical and moral education of their students� Their perception of the possible 
obstacles that might impede the implementation of this education is more marked 
than that of their colleagues at the NEUs� However, it is somewhat surprising that 
the SEU teachers are more likely to promote such virtues as effort, respect, punc-
tuality and participation than are their NEU colleagues� This result, which seems 
to contradict the situation described above, makes us conclude that the need of 
the students enrolled at the NEUs to be exposed to the promotion of these virtues 
is not as great as it is among their SEU peers� 
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The fifth and final conclusion, but by no means the least important, is that the 
assessment of an ethics and citizenship education seems to be one of the teachers’ 
Achilles’ heels� Most of the teachers report that they do not evaluate their students 
on such matters, either because of a lack of training, the difficulty in identifying 
evidence in this field or because of the little academic weight attached to it� Yet, any 
form of education that goes unevaluated is at the very least an incomplete form 
of education, as argued in the third of the versions presented in the theoretical 
framework� To ensure that the subject is afforded the importance it deserves we 
believe that it is necessary to further our understanding of the assessment tools 
available for the ethics and citizenship education at university, and above all, that 
its results are given proper academic weighting� 

The above discussion should be borne in mind, if what is sought is the creation 
of a genuine European university area, as opposed to the juxtaposition of different 
university institutions and systems� However, unlike their SEU counterparts, the 
teachers at the NEUs feel in receipt of greater support from their institutions, and 
also more optimistic as regards what their students expect of university, a fact, as 
we have pointed out, that results in the implementation of ethics and citizenship 
education� This situation that prevails among the NEUs favors the combination of 
the second and third versions outlined in the theoretical framework, a situation 
that, to my way of thinking, should be considered by the SEUs, so that we might 
create the EHEA that Europe in the twenty-first century requires� 
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teachers’ information Competence and use of iCt 
Methods and tools – research report

Abstract

The article presents the results of diagnostic-correlative research of quantitative/
qualitative character, related to information competence in teachers in the scope of 
the application of ICT methods and tools in the context of new trends in technol-
ogy and the accompanying civilizational transformations� The methods of a diag-
nostic survey and statistical methods were applied (poll and narrative interview)� 
A sample of 1160 teachers was examined and it was determined that: 1) the level 
of competence represented by the majority of the respondents can be described 
as satisfactory (in the light of standards – sufficient) to undertake activities for the 
implementation of ICT in professional practice; 2) there is a distinct connection 
(correlation: high, positive) between the level of information competence (findings 
in the cognitive sphere of teaching achievements) and the level of application of 
modern ICT tools (appropriate incentives in practice)�

Keywords: teachers’ information competence, use of ICT methods and tools, 
diagnostic and correlative research

introduction

The reality of the digital era confronts teachers with new challenges as well 
as with ever-increasing demands in the existing requirements oriented towards 
forming some determined areas of ICT competence, by charting relevant directions 
in their professional development, including the area of application of the latest 
ICT trends in educational practice� Contemporary teachers are expected to support 

Eunika Baron-Polańczyk
Poland
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their professional incentives (subject-teaching and general education) with ICT� 
Therefore, the fundamental purpose of the research and by the same token, its main 
problem, whose solution constitutes a focal point, revolves around establishing 
the level of ICT competence as far as application of ICT methods and tools is 
concerned, in the context of the latest trends in technology and the accompanying 
civilizational transformations� The findings make it possible to isolate the features 
of the educational environment in the post-modern world implicated by the sud-
den onset of ICT technology�

theoretical and methodological foundations of the research

From the perspective of pedagogical research methodology, at the conceptual 
stage of the research it was decided that the undertaken research activity would 
assume a diagnostic-correlative form (Ferguson, Takane 2003: 33) of quantitative/
qualitative character (Dróżka 2010: 125), nested mainly in media pedagogy and 
pedeutology�

The main research problem comprises five detailed problems (four of diagnostic 
and one of dependence character)� The first problem (question) deals with the 
recognition of the level of ICT competence in teachers in terms of handling infor-
mation, the second, with the recognition of the level of teachers’ use of modern 
ICT tools, the third, with establishing a connection between the level of teach-
ers’ information competence and its practical implementation, the fourth, with 
determining ICT infrastructure, and the fifth, with the recognition of the extent 
of teachers’ familiarity with, understanding and use of the latest trends in ICT, as 
well as their reflection on the undertaken (or not undertaken) practical incentives 
in the area of ICT application�

Focusing on motivational factors (both internal and external), necessary to 
undertake incentives, problems streamlined the process of description, explana-
tion and interpretation of teachers’ reflections on the types of reasons and argu-
ments which induced them to make use or not of ICT tools in their educational 
practice; their special achievements and failures in the area of administering 
ICT; their motives and reasons for designing (or not designing) their further 
professional development, as well as their expectations in terms of forms and 
techniques of instruction (self-instruction) with the aim of extending their own 
repertoire of ICT-in-education expertise and their expectations towards the pro-
vision of support in order to activate their ICT application in their work� The fifth 
problem refers to the previously framed concept (theoretical model of computer 
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competence in ICT application), and taking into consideration “the latest trends 
in ICT development” in technical/engineering context (Baron-Polańczyk 2011: 
84–92)�

In the attempt to develop a conception of information competence in the use 
and methods of ICT tools, the following was taken into account: 1) theoretical 
assumptions concerning the definition and the structure of the notion competence 
(cf� Czerepaniak-Walczak 2006: 129); 2)  professional competence standards 
determined by educational requirements during teacher training programmes; 
3) standards of teacher preparation in terms of information and communications 
technologies and computer science in relation to every contemporary teacher 
working at any educational stage and guidelines included in the projects propa-
gating information alphabetization: UNESCO – ICT Competency Standards for 
Teachers, American Association of School Libraries, Association of Educational 
Communications and Technology, Society of College, National and University 
Libraries – The Seven Pillars of Information Literacy, Chartered Institute of 
Library and Information Professionals; 4) theoretical foundations concerning 
the application of the latest ICT trends – engineering/technical, pedagogical and 
ethical, legal, social and economic guidelines (Baron-Polańczyk 2011: 15–142)� 
The adopted theoretical foundations underline one of the possible solutions for 
forming and developing teaching competence, take notice of the principles of 
modern teaching and learning embedded within the cognitivist and constructivist 
theory (with particular reference to social-cultural prospects), emphasising one 
of the methods of thinking about the formation of knowledge, i�e� learning about 
ICT methods and tools via ICT� It was also established, according to the guidelines 
of the concept of reflective professionalism (reflective teacher suggested by Schön 
1987), that not so much the application of theoretical knowledge is decisive for 
the success of professional incentives, but rather the capability of a special type 
of reflection, reflection within incentives and reflection on incentives (Gołębniak 
2004: 201–203)�

The research on teachers’ information competence in terms of ICT use was 
nested within diagnostic procedures (Gnitecki 1996: 105), where the method of 
diagnostic survey was applied (Babbie 2004: 268; Nowak 2007: 47) together with 
two techniques: 1) a survey in the form a questionnaire (Pilch, Bauman 2001: 96); 
2) a narrative interview with instructions for discussion (Frankfort-Nachmias, 
Nachmias 2001: 249, 612; Konarzewski 2000: 117)� The research was conducted 
in 2009 at some schools of Zielona Góra and some selected institutions of the 
Lubuskie province as well as some neighbouring provinces, embracing teachers of 
23 subjects� 40 persons were interviewed, i�e� teachers working in Zielona Góra (of 
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four educational stages: 10 persons from every type of institution were selected)� 
2000 questionnaires were distributed, 1160 (58%) of which were subsequently 
collected� Thus, 1160 teachers constituted the research group (the entire sample) 
with the following distribution according to educational stages: 150 (12�9%) in 
early-primary education, 340 (29�3%) in primary education, 267 (23�0%) at lower 
secondary level, 276 (23�8%) at upper-secondary school� Females constituted 
a straight majority – 925 (79�7%) with males representing merely a fifth of the 
entire sample, i�e� 235 (20�3%) teachers� A significant percentage (73�5%), i�e� 852 
teachers, boasted the highest level of professional qualifications at the rank of an 
appointed or a registered teacher�

The results presented in the article are of general character, constituting a selec-
tion of guidelines and conclusions (detailed analyses, comprehensive results and 
their visualisation is available from: Baron-Polańczyk 2011)�

Analysis and interpretation of results

The analysis of the literature on the subject and the gathered empirical material, 
as well as the applied methods and research techniques, including calculations with 
the use of statistical methods, led us to the following conclusions�

The area of ICT competence (1)
The level of teachers’ information competence may be determined as average 

(a half of the examined group) or high (almost a third of all the researched teach-
ers)� This may attest to the generally satisfactory level of preparedness in teachers 
to solve problems related to handling information, or at least sufficient for the 
application of modern tools for solving practical ICT problems� The teachers, 
in their declarations, are able to apply knowledge in order to achieve a preset 
result (such as solving an ICT problem) by effective application of the performed 
activities (retrieving, sorting ,etc�, of information), which may largely manifest 
itself with accuracy in the pre-established outcome, and for many (9�8%) the 
results may even assume a creative and innovative dimension� However, we 
should not forget that the fragmentary competencies included areas which 
require particular attention and care in order to upgrade their levels through 
constant self-improvement�
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The area of ICT application (practical incentives) (2)
The extent to which the teachers make use of modern ICT methods and tools 

may be established as average (exactly a half of the examined persons) or high 
(a third of the analysed group)� The diagnosed state is satisfactory, as almost 
the entire community (97�5%) admit that they undertake practical incentives (at 
the level corresponding to the level of the targeted pupils) in the area of ICT 
application in their educational practice� The high level of teachers’ initiatives 
and their active approach to ICT hardware, software and online instruments, as 
well as multimedia technologies in the educational environment are all naturally 
very reassuring� It may attest to perhaps generally satisfactory teacher training in 
this respect�

The area of connection between ICT competence and usage (3)
The declared self-assessment of information competence is directly reflected in 

educational practice aimed at the implementation of ICT into school environment 
(Table 1; the image of frequency distribution of both variables assumes a similar 
course, close to normal)� Statistical calculations (making use of the chi-squared 
test and Pearson’s coefficient correlation) (Nowaczyk 1995: 98–105; Juszczyk 2004: 
166–171) led us to the formulation of the following statements:

1� The level of the teachers’ use of modern ICT methods and tools is dependent 
on the level of their information competence (p = 1�5605E-244 < α = 0�01; 
for df = 9)�

2� Fifty percent of changeability in the level of practical incentives undertaken 
by the teachers in terms of ICT application may be predicted on the basis of 
the changeability of their information competence (r2 @ 0�50)�

3� The correlative connection between the level of the teachers’ information 
competence and the level of their practical ICT application is high (r @ 0�71); 
the correlation is positive and expresses one-way changes in both considered 
features�

4� Among the numerous analysed diversifying factors, such features as: gender; 
age; teaching experience; level of professional promotion; the taught sub-
ject; locality; the degree of interest in technology and computer science as 
disciplines of knowledge have all revealed statistically pertinent differences 
between the factors and information competence and/or the level of the 
use of ICT tools�

Thus, there is a distinct connection between the level of information competence 
(findings in the cognitive sphere of teaching achievements) and the level of modern 
ICT tool application (appropriate incentives in practice)�
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Table 1. ICT use in the function of information competence

Level 
ICT use

Total1 
very low

2
low

3
medium

4
high

5
very high

In
fo

rm
at

io
n

co
m

pe
te

nc
e

1 very low 6 3 0 0 0 9
2 low 9 49 28 3 0 89
3 medium 11 32 465 78 0 586
4 high 2 5 81 252 21 361
5 very high 1 1 6 52 55 115

Total 29 90 580 385 76 1160

The area of ICT infrastructure (4)
Free access to the computer and Internet connection at home was declared 

by almost the entire examined population (95�9%), and in the workplace by the 
majority of them (81�5%)� Unlimited access to a school computer room in order to 
run classes was declared by over a half of the respondents (58�5%)� In the context 
of the encountered problems and restrictions in the application of ICT equip-
ment in computer rooms, the majority of the teachers indicated the state of ICT 
infrastructure at their school and organization of working procedures as leading 
obstacles (mostly, fully booked computer rooms for the purpose of ICT classes, 
insufficient number of computers and/or computer rooms at school, school time-
table and excessive number of pupils per class)� The remainder of the respondents 
(10%) pointed at obstacles related to the teacher in charge of ICT classes and 
computer room(s) at school or to their own personal attributes, i�e� insufficient 
level of knowledge and skills, deep subjective conviction about irrelevance or even 
pointlessness of ICT application in teaching�

The area of teachers’ knowledge, understanding, incentives and 
attitudes towards the latest trends in ICT (5)

The cloud computing technology (5.1) 
Every sixth teacher declared that he/she was familiar with the notion cloud 

computing� Merely 22 (1�9%) teachers apply this technology in their professional 
practice� Only 14 teachers were able to provide tangible examples of tools and 
technological solutions applied in their practice� Thus, there are justified doubts 
concerning the credibility of these declarations�
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Motives behind applying and not applying ICT (5.2)
Some fundamental reasons why teachers make use of ICT in their educational 

practice are rooted chronologically in: a) the conviction that they make their work 
more efficient and practical (beneficial for teachers themselves); b) the great poten-
tial for making the processes of teaching and learning more efficient and practical 
(profits for the teacher and the pupil); c) the appreciation of ICT as a universal and 
practical instrument applicable to a wide array of educational incentives (positive 
features of digital tools); d) the holistic insight into improving and optimizing 
teachers’ professional practice and pupils’ learning process, as well as into appre-
ciation of technology as a modern, universal and useful instrument, supporting 
diverse, professional and non-professional incentives (in benefits for the teacher, 
the pupil and the attributes of ICT); e) the broad applicability of modern technolo-
gies in stimulating the learning process and in supporting the pupils’ development 
(benefits for the pupil); f) outside conditioning, i�e� the need, compulsion, order or 
duty, in other words, external motivation (zeitgeist, global requirements)�

The main arguments against the application of ICT in educational practice point 
at some restrictions rooted in: a) the lack of appropriate technical and organisa-
tional conditions (inadequate provision and functioning of a given institution); 
b) the lack or insufficient competence to make use of ICT; c) the lack of time 
(time-consuming activities associated with organising and running computer-
aided classes); d) the non-existent internal necessity for tracking and administering 
the latest technological trends in educational practice e) the conviction that this 
problem and the requirement is not directed towards teachers�

The frequency of ICT application (hierarchy of importance) (5.3)
In general understanding of the hierarchy of importance, established accord-

ing to the frequency of the teachers’ use of ICT tools in some selected areas of 
incentives, there is a distinct dominance of three areas� Preparation for classes 
aided by computers was recognized by the teachers as the most important activity� 
Then, they located the use of ICT to seek and create digital information, reveal-
ing that processing information according to their own interests held a degree 
of significance for the respondents� Online communication was ranked as third, 
with the emphasis that electronic mail, discussion lists and groups, chat rooms 
and instant-message communicators were all important for them� Then, (further 
down in the level of importance) leisure time and digital means of recreation were 
selected� In general, the teachers fail to make use of ICT instruments to play and 
entertain� Computer games seem to play little role for teachers, and for many no 
role at all�
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Achievements and failures in the field of ICT (5�4)� The analysis of the teachers’ 
reflective self-assessment in the area of ICT application revealed a very colourful 
and expressive image of represented competence and displayed, or not displayed, 
practical incentives, and as such, it proved that failures in many areas constituted 
a mirror reflection (inverted) of the enumerated successes� Most frequently, 
every third respondent referred to their successes or failures in the area of ICT 
implementation in educational practice, as well as to the processes of design-
ing, constructing and implementing multimedia presentations� When attaching 
considerable significance to professional duties, the teachers often referred to 
achievements and failures in the area of self-development, in the level of compe-
tence (almost a quarter), in this way revealing their awareness of the requirement 
for permanent training and professional self-education within the area of ICT� 
Further afield, achievements and problems of technical or instrumental nature 
were addressed, where the following were pointed out: creating websites, a single, 
selected application of the Microsoft Office package, Microsoft Office applica-
tions in general and specialist software� Many respondents regarded managing 
information as their special achievement or failure in the area of using ICT tools 
and marked the level of presented efficiency, or obstacles in effective information 
search or data acquisition on the Internet� Self-reliance and freedom (or their 
lack) in using digital tools were enumerated as markers of success or failure� It is 
clearly seen that in sentences referring to achievements observations of pedagogi-
cal (taking into account pupils’ educational needs, psychological foundation of 
ICT-aided learning, teaching/learning about ICT and/or via ICT) and axiological 
nature prevail� On the other hand, opinions referring to failures focused more on 
engineering-mechanical areas (concerning software, ICT equipment, Internet 
technology)�

Self-improvement and self-education in the field of ICT (5�5)� The majority of 
the respondents include broadening of the scope of knowledge and skills related 
to ICT application in their plans of professional development� The reasons why the 
teachers plan their subsequent development of their competence in the area are 
rooted in their internal judgment, in the personal need for development (a third of 
them), as well as in tangible benefits for their educational practice (less than a third 
of them)� Every fourth respondent justifies his or her plans with the challenges of 
the 21st century, the requirements of the contemporary world with its changes, i�e� 
external conditioning� For many, a premise of planning the development is rooted 
in access to adequate ICT tools, with their technical and ergonomic advantage or 
an external requirement, as well as in the dictate of administering ICT tools in 
educational practice�
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Amongst many established reasons why the teachers fail to plan the extension 
of their knowledge and skills, there are those arguments that point at the necessity 
of an appropriate, truly satisfactory level of represented competence in ICT (every 
second person) and lack of time (every fifth respondent)� The remainder of the 
respondents enumerate: different intentions and professional objectives (mainly 
retirement), participation in another organised form of training (participation in 
training completing courses) and lack of interest in ICT, financial constraints, or 
even disinclination to learn�

In order to upgrade their own competence in the field of ICT, the teachers would 
most willingly make use of courses and training, preferably short and free of charge, 
mainly those organised by ODN or WDN (teacher training centres) (the majority 
of the respondents), workshops with the emphasis on practical exercises shap-
ing computer abilities (every fourth respondent), as well as contemporary digital 
means, such as multimedia teaching materials and systems of remote education 
by the Internet (every ninth teacher)� Other choices include the following: post-
graduate education, self-study, i�e� independent learning about ICT, conferences, 
seminars and the like, paper publications (books, textbooks, magazines), private 
lessons and consultations guaranteeing individualization of the teaching process�

Expectations in the area of support for the incentives undertaken in favour of ICT 
application (5�6)� The teachers, in order to apply ICT to their work more actively, 
expect some sources of support in their professional environment� They expect sup-
port which is: a) formalised, professional, institutionalised – provided by institutions 
and organs of the education system (schools, teacher training institutions, such as 
ODN, WOM, CKU, higher education institutions and MEN (the Ministry of Educa-
tion), publishing companies etc�); b) non-professional, not formalized and mutual 
– provided by naturally formed groups and particular individuals (ICT teacher and 
other co-workers, family, friends, etc�)� The respondents count on the support of: 
a) instrumental and/or cognitive character (over a half of the respondents); they 
expect specific aid provided in the form of briefing, description, explanation, display 
or demonstration in the area of practical application of ICT in the teaching practice; 
b) financial character (fewer than a half); they expect, e�g�, specific material and 
financial help (on the part of school and its management); direct physical incentive, 
top-down support and, what is more, exclusively within the subject-matter of a given 
subject, as well as footing all the cost of ICT training (by governmental institutions); 
tool support in the form of delivering ready-made teaching materials (from edu-
cational publishing houses)� It is also remarkable that every seventh respondent, 
providing an answer “from nobody” or “by myself”, does not really seek external 
support at all, but relies chiefly on his or her own, individual resources�
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summary

In relation to the forwarded general methodological predictions, we may 
acknowledge that there is a distinct connection between the level of the teachers’ 
information competence in using information and the level of their application of 
modern ICT tools� Since a half of the variance of one variable (ICT application) 
may be predicted on the basis of the variance of the second variable (teaching 
competence), then we are confronted with a pertinent connecting power, high 
correlation between practical incentives and the level of represented knowledge 
and ability� Depending on whether and to what extent teachers have mastered 
the modern sources of information and the art of solving information problems 
(searching, organising, selecting, storage, creating and providing access to digital 
information), the extent of application of modern ICT tools, such as: ICT equip-
ment, software, Internet technologies, multimedia teaching materials, in teachers’ 
educational practice will vary� One of the determinants conditioning positive 
attitudes in the field of the application of modern digital tools for educational 
purposes is included within the appropriateness of the level of competence, which 
is in turn conducive to (especially in the light of contemporary technological 
progress) permanent professional development aimed at the extension of one’s 
knowledge and abilities in terms of the latest ICT trends�
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the Academic e-tteacher in e-Learning 

Abstract

Issues concerning the e-university teacher in the context of e-learning as an 
implemented from-method of education are solved on the basis of literature and 
quality environmental research� Theoretical analysis covers a range of media peda-
gogy and academic pedeutology and quality research the students of postgraduate 
and extra-mural studies participated in� Developed research material revealed that 
there are two perspectives ahead of academic e-teacher: 1) intensive preparation 
for e-learning implementation, especially in extra-mural and postgraduate studies; 
2) satisfying students’ various educational needs with the use of traditional and 
multimedia forms-methods for their preparation for LLL� 

We should also predict that the robot of a university teacher assistant in the 
future will become competition in the higher education market� 

Keywords: academic e-teacher; e-learning; educational robot  

introduction

Universities around the world are increasingly drifting on restlessly waving 
assessments of education and applied knowledge and in realities of ever new 
expectations on the part of students and the fastidious labor market� It seems that 
schools in their established and implemented functions, aiming at new solutions, 
in terms of recourse or population explosion, of the developing information society 
and knowledge-based society, also the economic crisis, rather evolve than find 
themselves at the initial stage of the educational revolution�

The traditional university teacher and the traditional student as an individualist, 
a person eager for professional knowledge, has been moving away in the educa-

Kazimierz Wenta
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tional shadow line already since the sixties of the twentieth century, and the process 
is clearly growing and with great acceleration since the spread of computer technol-
ogy and the Internet� In the first decade of the 21st century and the beginning of 
another in the wake of e-learning, or rather next to it, there appears the academic 
e-teacher, who becomes a completely new guide through the maze of knowledge 
and scientific-cognitive and utilitarian experience�

“E-learning” is seen as an electro-IT form-method of teaching – learning more 
and more with the form-method of study and scientific self-learning� It could be 
concluded, therefore, that in it we have to deal with initiation, valuation and assess-
ment and action in the process of education and self-education, including life-long 
learning, which is supported on the basis of the use of IT technology (Hyla, 2005, 
p� 19)� However, in the discussion and research on the e-teacher, especially on an 
academic e-teacher, specific difficulties are revealed because of the scientific and 
educational literature dealing not only with the person, but also with the robot as 
an IT-informational interactive means of interaction, which is an electronic tool 
and digital program (0, 1)�

The discussion on the academic e-teacher in the context of e-learning is based on 
the analysis of the available obtained sources (literature) and the signaling induced 
sources in the studies among students (interviews) and academic teachers (context 
conversations, context interpretation)� The result of these discussions are the cogni-
tive and practical materials, which, in comparison, among others, with the results 
of research presented at scientific meetings devoted primarily to e-learning, and 
published in the form of a monograph, will bear fruit in the form of preliminary 
findings and practical applications�

the academic e-teacher in the studies of informative self-learning

In the second decade of the 21st century, the status and position of the scientific-
didactic employee of a higher education institution as an academic e-teacher, 
especially in Poland, is still illusory emerging, but it is impossible not to notice the 
positive changes, such as in the context of the demographics, competition in the 
domestic and international education market and the labor market� In the academic 
teaching, especially in the team research, contacts between the teacher and the 
student and the academic scholars from outside the university, joint research with 
the help of electronic information tools give hope, but also fear of weakness, even 
levelling of the important interpersonal relationship� Therefore, in the discussion on 
the informative self-learning addressed to both teachers and students to use even 
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avant-garde research procedures, a need arises to recognize the influence of both 
factors that are favorable and adverse� This is due primarily to the fact that in the 
academic teaching and team research of an international character we are dealing 
with cognitive, motivational, emotional and behavioral procedures, boosted mainly 
by the economic and financial mechanisms, hence the importance of so-called 
research grants� In the teaching and scientific research, declaratively expressed are 
the findings that we are at the stage of revolution, and yet, as in culture, there is 
evidence that we first and foremost encounter evolutionary processes, although 
there are also mutations, finding causative factors in the dynamically developing 
informational-communication technology (Wenta, 2012, pp� 165–178)�

Polish universities occupy a far place in the world university rankings, which 
are distinguished by outstanding achievements in scientific research and academic 
teaching, but also become active players in the globalized manufacturing, services 
market and the performed public functions, because the university authorities, 
including academic teachers, are also the managers in favour of developing the 
human, intellectual and symbolic capital� The capital of the university generally 
can be seen in the field of history, prestige, personality, scientific, didactic, care-
educational values, where a particularly important factor is the economic and tech-
nical-material condition of the university as well as the fate of the graduates� That 
is why most universities tend to be analyzed and evaluated from the perspective of 
intellectual capital, which according to P� Baurdieu however, is subordinated to the 
symbolic capital, which is the final instance of all capitals, such as economic, social, 
cultural, judicial� The reason is that they are specific and relevant to each internal 
and external function and also serve in their most definitive and closed destiny, the 
purpose of conversion of the symbolic capital� Probably only the symbolic capital 
enables governance, including using symbolic violence, and conversion to other 
capitals (Bourdieu, Loic, Wacquant, 2001, p� 106)� This raises the timely question 
of how and to what extent the symbolic capital of a higher education institution 
is created by academic e-teachers, working on e-learning platforms?� The answer 
to this question raises concerns due to the fact that the university e-teacher, in 
principle, does not have terminological connotations, so they can be expressed in 
terms of a metaphorical aspect rather than a functional and deterministic one� This 
is mainly the result of the fact that a classic academic teacher almost simultaneously 
achieves their scientific-research functions with teaching functions, looking out 
to disseminate knowledge and create a favorable climate for the realization of the 
mission of the university and higher education system as a common good� This 
involves active participation of the faculty staff in the processes of self-education 
and informative self-learning because the process of self-education meshes with 
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the process of self-learning, which is characterized by the fact that the intellectual 
work and the varied practical activity intend to ensure that the university teacher, 
according to their abilities and cognitive passions as well as discovery coincidence, 
became a scholar, in themselves and for themselves, enriching also the world of 
science with new proposals and statements, as a self-taught creator – explorer 
(Wenta, 2002, p� 13)�

The academic e-teacher, however, as a teacher and researcher, intensively and 
effectively uses IT tools and informative materials, including the network and is 
among the promoters and leaders of e-learning in higher education� It is true that 
we cannot ignore the concerns of those analysts who believe that the media and 
the electronic means of broadcast shape a society guided by superficial evaluations, 
as moving around in the virtual world requires no intellectual effort or analytical 
thinking, does not force the person to be patient or to concentrate their mind� 
Probably the average person is not today, let alone tomorrow, capable of classify-
ing, understanding, assimilating, and then using a huge mass of information that 
reaches them, especially when it is uncritical reception (Monet, 1999, pp� 108–110), 
but the academic teacher should be aware of this and scientifically-didactically 
counter it� 

In search of a new face of the phenomenon of self-education and informa-
tive self-learning as a process of forming academic e-teachers, a need arises in 
postmodern conditions to pay attention to: 1) the importance of awareness; 2) 
evidence that the material and symbolic reality is partly objective and subjective; 
3) the ontology misconception of what is mental; 4) erroneous judgments about 
the existence of mental states based solely on the observations of human behavior; 
5) the assumption that not everything is knowable, especially when we take into 
account the existing knowledge of the universe and the place that the person 
occupies in it (Searle, 1999, pp� 36–45)�

Interesting are selected responses (from 137 3rd-year pedagogy students of 
Bachelor’s studies and 2nd – year postgraduate students, from two private universi-
ties in Szczecin) to the following question: Why do academic teachers rarely make 
use of e-learning?� Now, the studied subjects state, among others, referring to their 
own experience of studying, that they meet with the staff that during lectures and 
classes rarely or never use computers or multimedia for material projection in 
a giving or exercise version� In general, their arguments for not applying or rare use 
of e-learning by the university personnel include such statements as: the direct con-
tact between the academic teacher and the student is better; the staff have too often a 
modest knowledge of e-learning; academic teachers have no confidence in e –learning; 
the scientific – teaching staff have a fear of unreliable enforcement of mastered skills 
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by the students; the university staff bases on past educational experiences; students 
have limited access to the network; there are difficulties in individualising activities 
in the educational process; there is the fear of something new; difficulties sometimes 
occur in the exchange of knowledge, in fact almost no discussion; a university teacher 
needs more time to prepare for classes on the e-learning platform; etc�

Discouraging subjective barriers, limiting, or even eliminating the considerable 
group of people from the lifelong learning at a distance, even with the use of the 
most subtle forms and methods of e-learning education are, first of all: 1) ludic 
attitude, as the person is in fact set to live among other people; 2) the imitative 
properties, as for several thousand years in this way man gained simple and more 
complex skills (the biogenetic laws); 3) being used to face-to-face contact and 
waiting for personal praise, reprimand, monitoring and evaluation; 4) intellectual 
and practical laziness, as a considerable group of people does not feel the rigor of 
passing time, as demiurge life on the road, let alone talk about info-highways, where 
you can meet primarily virtual people [Wiśniewski, 2002]� 

The academic e-teacher can also be considered in terms of their functions in 
relation to the “robot” and “megaphone”� The difference between these two imple-
mented functions is the timing of the efforts and the associated costs that have to 
be put in the preparatory process and the process of learning� This is due to the 
fact that the student during learning has to use only the information resources 
contained in the data sets that were sent to him/her, and in the course of acquiring 
this information must remain only under the control of the program dosing the 
information� Because according to a specific strategy based on algorithms of intelli-
gent teaching, “exercise books” include both data sets as well as programs that need 
to be carefully prepared� Therefore, efforts on the part of the academic e-teacher are 
related to the preparation of finesse teaching materials� In the educational practice 
in 2006–07 we do not meet with the e-learning offerings related to the seriously 
treated idea of   teaching in the “robot” system type, although theorists have written 
about these kinds of systems in studies concerning computer-assisted teaching� 
On the other hand, once you prepare good content and the appropriate forms of 
education are applied for their implementation, e�g�, in an automatic form, then 
the same realization of training takes place at the symbolically low investment and, 
at the same time, regardless of the number of trained students� It should also be 
noted that the update of taught knowledge as well as the improvement of teaching 
methods used in the “robot” model type are more time-consuming than in the 
“competitive” model, i�e�, a “megaphone” type (Tadeuszewicz, 2007)�

What is true, e-learning in higher education institutions based on the “robot” and 
“megaphone” models was inquired about five years ago, in the meantime, e-learning 
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has intensively developed and a new generation of educational robots has appeared� 
In the Far East and other countries, for example, children are becoming familiar 
with the robot – assistant “Engkey”, which is remotely controlled by English teach-
ers� In the Philippines there are machines with a TV panel, which displays the face 
of a woman gazing around the room and speaking to students� These robots in the 
form of toys or a homoidal version are able to read books and dance to music with 
the movements of the head and shoulders� Created in the Korea Institute of Science 
of Technology, however, are not independent entities, because in reality they are 
controlled remotely by English teachers who can see and hear the reactions of the 
children themselves while remotely controlling robot assistants (Sagong, 2012)�

The students’ opinions about educational robots in higher education vary� 
However, they indicate: 1) not far perspective for specialized robots (70�8%); 2) 
difficulties connected with replacing the academic teacher by the robot (49�7%); 3) 
to make academic activities more attractive (41,� %); 4) lack of their own knowl-
edge about educational robots (41�8%); 5) exploitation costs (34�2%)� Thus, in the 
students’ opinions educational robots seem to be the future innovative intellectual 
tool� 

e-learning as a form/method for subjective university self-learning

The strategy of development of education in Poland, expressed in a government 
document Polska 2025 (Poland 2025)� It aims at long-term, lasting and sustainable 
development [Polska…, p�48]� It results from the fact that “in terms of information 
civilization and knowledge-based economy, knowledge and information – acquired 
as a result of research and transferred in the process of education and training 
– becomes the most important resource of the economy, creating the level of 
socio-economic development and contributing to the improvement of the quality 
of Polish family lives”� Therefore, education is perceived as a form of investment in 
the human capital and, therefore, is a priority for Polska 2025�

The implementation of the strategic goals for the development of education is 
associated with tackling the following requirements: 1) creating public networks 
and private institutions for continual and practical learning; 2) introducing 
distance learning (e-learning) and e-degree; 3) determining the conditions of 
acknowledgment (certification) for obtaining specific professional qualifications, 
in the case of a course completion; 4) implementing accreditation mechanisms for 
the telecommunication forms of education; 5) appointing, as an advisory body, 
the National Council for Continual and Distance (Strategy) Education� Obviously, 
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this also involves a considerable effort of financial and human resources, but a no 
less important role is played by the mental factor of alleged participants in these 
forms of education� 

A number of books and articles in question have been written on the subject 
of e-learning over the past ten years (2002–2012), including the achievements 
of research-teaching meetings� Under the conditions of the functioning of Pol-
ish universities, especially after 2008, it was expected that e-learning will enter 
a new phase, although it has little to do with the activity of the students (and 
teachers – K�W�)� It is supposed to be characterized by intense summaries and 
evaluations of what has been done in the Polish context of e-education, seeing in 
it both advantages and disadvantages, giving the impression that we are dealing 
with a so-called repetition of the basics of e-learning (Zając, 2008, pp� 36–37)� On 
the other hand, there is a strong emphasis on the personalization of e-learning, 
especially in the modular aspect; however, as a result of research into the diagnosis 
of online preferences among students who, even at 100%, although occasionally 
used it, avoided synchronous forms, and especially audio-visual communications� 
Meanwhile, in the opinion of the studied teachers, it is primarily the audio channel 
that is (was) the most useful in solving complex problems of research and teaching 
(Jędryczkowski, 2012, pp� 190–191)� In order to present the idea of   the university 
in the network, i�e�, the expansion of e-learning in order to include the academic 
content, offering something more than, e�g�, lectures, attention is drawn to the 
following reasons: 1) the implementation process results in the variations of the 
human activity in relation to the network; 2) the network user finds the interests 
going beyond utility� Therefore, perceiving in e-learning primarily the education 
usefulness should be treated as extreme minimalism (Myoo, 2012, p� 320)� In terms 
of e-learning, it is also about the use of open educational resources and research, 
as users are able to acquire education and scientific-research knowledge and skills; 
however, they are not subject to the rigors resulting from the so-called certification 
of knowledge� Studies, in reference to the method of analysis of a specific case, lead 
to the conclusion that the operation of an e-learning service, where users can use 
it quite freely, without coercion of learning – studying, reveals the possibility of 
the implementation of life-long learning (Tadeusiewicz, 2012, p � 620)� On the other 
hand, you can also see that the use of, e�g�, LCMS Moodle as a support system for 
distance learning prepares teachers (including university – K�W�), i�e�, they acquire 
competences for distance teaching, they practice methodological procedures 
related to the development of functional programs, online courses, they diagnose 
and evaluate for the teacher and student application – student learning tech-
nologies – studying at a distance, they master the skills in favour of developing an 
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e-learning course, and in the management of such a course (Smyrnova-Trybulska, 
Stach, 2012)� 

From the research on e-learning it is also clear that e-students as the subject 
of university e-teacher interactions expect concrete merit and academic support, 
when they have to learn – study in the network society (Barabash, Wisniewska, 
2012, p� 233)� Generally, the studied students of pedagogy from Szczecin (2012) 
know quite a lot about e-learning, e�g�, that: 1) it is about the use of the Internet 
network (92�3%); 2) they can educate themselves without leaving home (90�5%); 
3) it leads to globalization and gaining new knowledge (66�1%); 4) it is supporting 
the traditional teaching (43�7%); 5) there are cases of ending studies with the help of 
e-learning (29�1%); 6) unfortunately, it is not a commonly found and popular form 
of learning, both among young people and adults (19�3%); 7) I know little about 
e-learning, because personally I have never come across it (16�7%); 8) we also don’t 
have it at our university (11�3%) – selected responses of the students to open-ended 
question�

E-learning as a form-method of distance education in the first decade of the 
21st century and the beginning of another does not fully reveal, especially in Polish 
universities, its dynamic growth as an increasingly common phenomenon in the 
information society� The reasons for this are varied, including, among others, the 
emergence of constant new scientific-research and education functions on the 
part of more and better information technology devices, such as: a new genera-
tion of computers, mobile phones, the Internet, including Wikipedia, and next to 
them, interactive whiteboards, e-paper, e-book, iPads, audiobooks, e-phones, open 
programming� In the opinion of the studied students a rather modest interest in 
e-learning among the university staff is related to the fact that in higher education 
institutions there are few so-called academic e – teachers and they often play the 
roles of hobbyists, but rarely are the promoters of scientific and technical informa-
tion in the academic world� Evidenced by, among others, such student statements 
as: 1) there is little common knowledge about the qualities of e-learning (38�1%); 
2) the classic form of a lecture dominates (34�1%); 3) probably academic teachers 
cannot or do not want to use e-learning (31�3%); 4) academic teachers are not well 
trained to effectively use e-learning (31�3%); 5) academic teachers often cultivate 
academic traditions (29�5%); 6) there is a lingering belief among the academic staff 
that the most important is the direct contact with students (22�7%); 7) there are 
concerns that students will not be conscientiously using the e-learning (20�1%); 8) 
the staff have limited ability to use e-learning (23�3%).
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Conclusion

The analyzed sources acquired and developed during the environmental studies 
among students concerning the academic e-teacher and e-learning allow for for-
mulating the statement that they are phenomena, states of research and education 
which are at the stage of evolutionary development� The academic e-teacher is seen 
as both a metaphor and a potential personal-functional factor of progress on the 
path towards the information society, in terms of active participation in favour of 
the optimum use of e-learning, setting directions leading to learning throughout 
life� 

Making proposals pursuing the idea of   the academic e-teacher as a scholar, or 
at least a candidate for this title, as well as an experienced teacher in the situation 
of a dynamically changing higher education institution, which is responsive to 
societal needs and requirements of the labor market, is situated in the form of the 
following utilitarian conclusions: 1) the improvement among academic teachers of 
informative self-learning, especially in relation to the needs and increasingly new 
opportunities in the field of the development of a given scientific discipline and 
specialty; 2) noticing and rewarding by the university the creative and innovative 
attitudes among academic e-teachers, including the process of creating and using 
e-learning in higher education teaching; 3) encouraging and highlighting students 
actively cooperating with academic e-teachers in the area of   improving the quality 
of study and participation in subjective studies of e-learning; 4) the implementa-
tion of the idea of   lifelong learning including the help of the academic e-teacher 
and creating more and better conditions for the intentional use of e-learning; 
5) developing academic interests in educational robots, even in teachers and 
care-rehabilitation fields of study in order to see the new scientific-cognitive and 
practical proposals, among others, for the diagnosis and evaluation of offers put 
forward by the manufacturers and experts in information technology at various 
levels of education� 
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the Principles of education Described in studying 
education, an introduction to the Key Disciplines  

in education studies, edited by barry Dufour and Will 
Curtis in open university Press in 2011 in the uK

Abstract

This book in an accessible manner examines education disciplines in one handy 
volume� It provides well prepared study activities and extra notes to texts, figures 
and journals of particular education disciplines� In chapter one Barry Dufour 
presents an introduction to the history of education� Next chapter reveals the 
political, economic and social context for changes in contemporary education� 
The third chapter considers the fundamental philosophical ideas beginning 
with Greek philosophers and taking us forward in time to today by looking at the 
influential educational ideas (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� Chapter four depicts the most 
significant areas of the economics of education� The main sociological perspectives 
in education are presented in chapter five� Next chapter presents behavior, learning 
and intelligence as parts of the psychology of education� Comparative education 
through the prism of research is presented in the last chapter� 

Keywords: history of education, politics of education, philosophy of education, 
economics of education, sociology of education, psychology of education and 
comparative education

introduction

The book has a student-friendly text and provides an accessible overview of 
the basic education disciplines� It covers the seven main subject disciplines and 

Arleta Suwalska
Poland
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involves the history of education, politics of education, philosophy of education, 
economics of education, sociology of education, psychology of education and 
comparative education� Each chapter presents a number of key themes and boxes 
that identify key research, studies, and publications� At the end of each chapter 
there are websites, journals and suggested books�

the history of education

In the first chapter Barry Dufour presents an overview of the history of educa-
tion in the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries� In nine key themes the chapter reveals 
the most significant steps for education in the areas of elementary and primary 
education, secondary education, technical and vocational education� The author 
presents higher education: universities, women and education of the last 300 years� 
He pays attention to race, ethnicity and education, social class and inequality in 
education� Moreover, the role of churches and the issue of faith schools today are 
presented in this chapter�

The last key theme presents teaching, learning and the curriculum� In the 19th 
century pupils were taught in ‘overcrowded classrooms, tiered lecture rooms, con-
trolled by iron discipline, taught by strict teachers using chalk and talk.’ The curricu-
lum was very narrow and comprised the three Rs-reading, writing and arithmetic 
(Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� At the end of the century there were different subjects in 
the curriculum for boys and girls (cooking, cleaning, laundry and needlework)� 

In the 20th century there were two important dates: 1904 and 1988 in which 
school curricula were defined for secondary schools� In 1988, obligatory subjects 
were described for all children from 5 to 16 as a part of the Education Reform Act 
(Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� In 1993 Ofsted was created, a semi-privatized inspection 
system, which ‘was a policing and monitoring system concerned with compliance’. 
Ofsted had a negative influence on the styles of teaching and learning due to 
the fact that it made teachers conduct teaching using their professional skills and 
judgement in interpreting how they would deliver the National Curriculum (Dufour, 
Curtis, 2011)�

At the beginning of the new millennium, Blair’s government launched a revised 
National Curriculum with modification of content and the introduction of Citi-
zenship as a new subject. It included a curriculum specification for key stages1-4, 
suggestions about pupil democracy (involvement in the running of the school, school 
councils and skills such as debating) and community engagement (Dufour, Curtis, 
2011)�
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At the end of this chapter the author compared the UK with Finland in the 
context of the position in the world league tables for achievement in schools and 
universities� In the UK the continuing drive by all governments since 1979 to raise 
pupils’ standards of achievement is observed (Dufour, Curtis, 2011), which created 
a competitive market of scores and league tables� One of the educationalists has 
described it as the tyranny of testing and education by numbers (Mansell, 2007). 
On the other hand, in Finland the success of education has been introduced by an 
enormous amount of money spent on schools and universities, with no university 
fees, no school inspection, no league tables, no national testing (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 
No education targets are observed in Finland� Students are not obliged to wear 
uniforms� There is no streaming or selection at schools�

the politics of education

In the second chapter, Clyde Chitty describes the most significant areas of 
focus in the politics of education� Education policy reflects the views of the domi-
nant groups at any particular time. Even decisions about the content of the school 
curriculum are essentially political ones, with central government and opposition 
groups determined to influence what goes on in the classroom (Dufour, Curtis, 
2011)� 

It seems obvious that modern education systems are the fields in which, accord-
ing to Chitty, different social classes and political groups meet and very often clash 
(Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� The scope of varied education outcomes is related to bal-
anced political forces at a particular period of time� After the Second World War 
we cannot come back to the stagnant, class-ridden depressing society of the 1930s 
(Simon, 1991)� The 1944 Education Act was like a cornerstone of the welfare state, 
with secondary education for all pupils, who became an integral part of an educa-
tion system now viewed as a continuous process-ranging from the primary sector to 
further education (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 

Moreover, the author mentioned the Keynesian social democracy introduced by 
David Marquand in the book “The Unprincipled Society: New Demands and Old 
Politics�“ From the mid-1940s until the mid-1970s, most of political class shared 
a tacit governing philosophy, which did not cover the whole spectrum of political 
opinion and did not prevent vigorous party conflict� The Conservative Party and 
Labour Party always differed fiercely about the specific details of policy, particularly 
where education was concerned and on a deeper level, their conceptions of political 
authority and social justice (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 
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The formulation of education policy in the period of the last 30 years was in the 
hands of government ministers, top civil servants, local education authorities and 
select group union leaders. The Keynesian Social Democracy broke down from the 
mid-1970s onwards when the influential role of civil servants and local authorities 
were to fall victim to increasing prime minister power (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� It was 
particularly observed during the period of Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair�

the philosophy of education

The last twenty years of the 20th century and the 21st century witnessed post-
modernity restructuring culture and society� An increase in unpredictability 
and uncertainty, fragmentation and plurality are observed� The western world is 
characterized by concepts such as fast-paced, consumerist, multicultural, globalized, 
free and individualistic. These changes influence education, too� Emergence of an 
educational marketplace with parents shopping around for the best educational 
experience for their children is observed (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 

The last thirty years present a scope of learning which includes a huge increase in 
the numbers continuing into further and higher education onto a far wider range of 
courses. There are greater opportunities for less traditional forms of learning, such 
as home schooling, distance, online and lifelong learning. Changes in society result 
in an assortment of new philosophical questions about curriculum. Can a National 
Curriculum encompass all the interests and needs of its citizens? How far should 
schools representing particular sectional interests have freedom to develop their own 
curricula? What might religious education look like in a society with a plurality of 
religions and increasing secularization? (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 

The proliferation of new technologies gives numerous curriculum opportunities 
and enables pupils to communicate with other pupils in the world� The history of 
education is what good teachers do as part of their daily lives: informed by historical 
and contemporary ideas. Good teachers think in a critical and reflective way about 
professional practices and the purpose and scope of educational activity (Dufour, 
Curtis, 2011)�

the economics of education

The chapter consists of five key themes� In the third key theme Rebecca Allen 
discusses equity in the distribution of education� The author mentions normative 
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economics –the study questions concerning what society should do-principles of 
social justice with efficiency as a goal of resource allocation. Moreover, she claims 
that economists working in education can analyze the distribution of educational 
access and whether educational outcomes are equitable (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)�

In the subchapter Equity as concern for the least advantaged, Allen presents 
a correlation between the child’s ability and household income at the age of 11� She 
argues that children who are able to progress to academic grammar schools will 
always be disproportionately from wealthier families� Furthermore, she takes into 
consideration the fact of purchasing performance on an academic entrance test by 
wealthier families� It can be done in two ways� High income family children can be 
taught in private primary schools or purchase private coaching in the years leading 
up to the test (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)�

Key theme four presents the labour market for teachers� It reveals facts, retention 
of teachers and paying teachers for the performance of their pupils� The three 
features are typical of the UK labour market that the government is acting as 
a monopolist by depressing wages and leaving a shortage of teachers who are willing 
to work at the going rate. Firstly, there is a lack of maths and science teachers� 
Secondly, the government uses perks to attract additional teachers without having 
to raise the pay of existing teachers (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� Thirdly, there is a lack 
of well-qualified teachers due to the fact that people are employed who are not on 
the normal pay scale� The people come from Australia, New Zealand and South 
Africa and do not have the qualified teacher status�

the sociology of education

In this chapter Richard Waller presents six key themes� Firstly, he tries to 
explain the term of the sociology of education� Secondly, he presents a brief 
history of it� In his point of view education is linked to the economy providing 
employment skills, to the class structure in providing social fluidity and movement, 
and to democracy by offering individual fulfillment and opportunity (Dufour, 
Curtis, 2011)�

The industrial and technological progress imposes growing demand for talent 
developed by the education system, and western societies have a democratic ideology 
based on freedom and opportunity. The author sees the link between people’s social 
background and their educational achievement weakening, as all human resources 
are developed to maximize economic productivity (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� Abilities 
and motivation become dominant selection criteria for the best-paid and the 
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most prestigious positions� Moreover, according to Waller society becomes more 
meritrocratic and class origin and destination are getting weaker�

In the subchapter The middle classes and social closure the author quotes Giddens: 
recruitment is based upon demonstration of specialized competence via competitive 
examinations or the possession of diplomas or degrees giving evidence of appropriate 
qualifications. For the author, middle class has no property or wealth to pass to its 
children, so transmitting their privileged position is done through ensuring they 
gain the necessary qualification to stay ahead in the race for social privileges (Dufour, 
Curtis, 2011)�

the psychology of education

In this chapter, Dianna Gallard and Angie Garden try to answer the question 
what is the psychology of education� According to the authors, psychology enables 
to understand human behavior and reveals how motivation and engagement impacts 
on our educational attainment. It helps to explain how both genetic inheritance and 
life context can influence the ways we learn within educational provision available 
to children and young people (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)�

In the subchapter Motivation, self-esteem and classroom relations the authors 
discuss the psychological-theoretical framework presented by Jerome Bruner� In 
Bruner’s opinion learning is an active process in which learners construct new 
ideas or concepts which are based on actual or past knowledge� The learner selects, 
transforms information, constructs hypotheses and makes decisions. According to 
Bruner, self-efficacy, which is a form of self-esteem, influences children’s perceptions 
for their own academic abilities (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� Moreover, there are role 
expectations as a set of norms for teachers and students� We need to strike a balance 
between the teacher’s role in the context of controlling, teaching, authority and 
students’ behavior�

In the subchapter Moving beyond IQ tests, the authors claim that IQ tests are 
significant in predicting academic performance� Moreover, they are useful in 
measuring the domain of intelligence based on mathematical, logical, linguistic 
and special reasoning� In 1983 Howard Gardner, who was a coordinator of Project 
Zero from 1972 to 2000 at Harvard in the USA, defined intelligence as abilities and 
possibilities believed to lie within us� 

He believed that there is a multitude of intelligences, quite independent from 
one another. In Gardner’s ‘multiple intelligence theory’ neuro-biological work is 
related to brain organization, including work with brain damaged patients and gifted 
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children. Furthermore, there is a relationship between intelligences and the different 
cultural context within which we can operate. Gardner distinguished the individual 
differences we may have as humans as socially adaptive (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� 
In an educational setting this implication of having a range of intelligences can 
help professional teachers to construct an educational programme that takes into 
account various intelligences and better job prospects�

Comparative education

The last chapter of the book presents a definition of comparative education, 
the complexities of comparing systems and practices across Europe and the world. 
In key theme 7 Debbie Le Play, the author of the chapter, presents the aspects 
of global education, global learning and citizenship� There is an observable link 
with global citizenship, which is evident especially after the terrorists attacks of 
September 2001 in the USA, of March 2004 in Madrid and of July 2007 in London. 
Countries which are involved in UNESCO try to embody their principles in 
their schools through programmes and initiatives that focus on citizenship (Dufour, 
Curtis, 2011)�

The Ruskin Speech of 1976 presented by James Calaghan in the UK was a so-
called ‘desire’ to find out solutions to educational difficulties� Politicians and educa-
tionalists began to look abroad for solutions to problems related to education� Green 
(1999) describes policy borrowing as a ‘by-product of governments facing common 
problems (Dufour, Curtis, 2011)� Comparativists are involved in the process of 
analyzing the effects of borrowing policy� They check how ideas and approaches in 
education are adopted in one place and then how effectively they are transformed 
into another country�

Conclusion

Nowadays there are amazing educational opportunities not only for pupils but 
also for teachers� We observe the increasing use of communication and information 
technology in each type of school� Teachers can use a range of teaching and learn-
ing styles depending on students’ age� In the political, economic and social context 
the authors try to present government policy and its consequences for education 
in the UK� They pay attention to three fields of research in the psychology of 
education: behavior, learning and intelligence� In the last chapter they present an 
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overview of comparative education, looking at various countries through the prism 
of comparative studies in other countries�
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CV of Professor byung Kwon Cheong 

Professor Byung Kwon Cheong, Ph.D.
Department of Polish Studies
Hankuk University of Foreign Studies
Oedero 81, Mohyun-myun, Yong-in-si, Gyeonggi-do, 449-791 Korea

Tel (Office): +82-31-330-4215
Mobile: +82-10-5145-4189
E-mail: bkchungpl@gmail�com

Education

1968–1975 B�A� in German Studies, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul, 
Korea

           1978 Government examination to study Polish on a governmental scholar-
ship

1978–1983  M�A� in Polish Studies, Political Science, and East European History 
at Freie Universität, Berlin, Germany
Dissertation: “The Russian Image in the Prose by Czesław Miłosz.” 
(This is the first academic dissertation on Polish literature written by 
a Korean�)

           1999 Ph�D� at Uniwersytet Jagiellonski, Krakow, Poland
Dissertation:  “A Concept of Polish Studies at a University in Korea.”
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Positions Held

1987–1997   Inaugural chair of the Department of Polish Studies at Hankuk Uni-
versity of Foreign Studies, Seoul, Korea

1991–1993   Founding director of the East European and Balkan Institute in Seoul, 
Korea

1999–2001   Founding president of the Korean Association of Central, East Euro-
pean and Balkan Studies

2000–2002   Dean of Academic Affairs at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, 
Seoul, Korea

2004–2006   Dean of the Faculty of East European Studies at Hankuk University 
of Foreign Studies, Seoul, Korea

2008–2010   Director of the University Library at Hankuk University of Foreign 
Studies, Seoul, Korea

Honors and Distinctions received

2003   Order of Merit from Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan
2004   Officer’s Merit Cross from the Republic of Poland
2006   Polonicum Award from the  University of Warsaw
2012   Honorary Doctorate from Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan
2012   Honorary Doctorate from the University of Opole 
2012   Medal Merentibus from the Jagiellonian University, Cracow
2012   Silver Medal “Gloria Artis” from the Ministry of National Culture and 

Heritage of the Republic of Poland

When I was pursuing my academic degrees in Polish Studies in the 1970s and 
early 1980s, it was impossible for me to study Polish in Poland� As there were no 
diplomatic relations between Poland and Korea at the time, I decided to pursue my 
studies in Germany instead� When I returned to Korea after my studies, I established 
the Department of Polish Studies at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies (HUFS) 
in 1987� In the initial years, I was not able to invite any professors or lecturers from 
Poland, as Korea and Poland still had not established diplomatic relations� Instead, 
I received assistance from a professor in the Department of Russian Studies who 
was originally from Poland� It was only in 1989 when the Soviet bloc collapsed that 
my students could visit the country they were studying� 
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The situation at the Department of Polish Studies at HUFS has dramatically 
changed since then� Today, there are ten professors, including two from Polish uni-
versities, and a number of lecturers that teach 130 students� As of March 2013, the 
HUFS Department of Polish Studies has produced more than 800 graduates (B�A), 
and 25 students have gone on to complete a Master’s degree in the subject, 15 of 
whom have received their Master’s degree from Polish universities� Furthermore, 
13 students have received Ph�D� degree in the subject, 9 of whom received their 
degrees from Polish universities� Until 2013, 27 Polish professors and lecturers have 
taught at the Department of Polish Studies at HUFS� A significant majority of the 
graduates from the Department of Polish Studies are currently working in areas 
concerning Poland, and a large number of them are working in Poland�

 – prepared by Stanisław Juszczyk



“Partnership around Continuous training of teachers”

The project “Partnership around Continuous Training of Teachers” (PaCTT) 
within the Education and Culture Lifelong Learning Programme Leonardo da 
Vinci has been developed as an outcome of collaboration between Birmingham 
City University (Great Britain), Paris Chamber of Commerce (France), Beira Inte-
rior University (Portugal), Capa Anatolian Teacher Training High School (Turkey), 
National Institute for Training and Career Development in Education (Bulgaria) 
and the University of Žilina (Slovakia)� 

The project has been realized since September 2011 and will last till July 2013 
and it consists of best practice exchange visits, research, mapping of the current 
baseline of provision and dissemination events across Europe� The partnership has 
arisen from the lack of standardised post initial training of teachers across Europe 
and aims to share experience and practice in the continuous professional vocational 
training� It also aims to provide a guide to some of the best practices Europe has 
to offer for training staff within the education sector� 

An e-resource “wiki” which can be accessed at http://leonardo-pactt�wikis-
paces�com is used to manage the project, capture and disseminate the output and 
resources of workshops� In December 2012 the project team presented the results 
at the conference “Professional Learning for the Learning Professions” held by 
the International Professional Development Association (IPDA) in Birmingham� 
Documents “Best Practice Guide” and “CPD Framework Tool” published at wiki 
will be the most important outcomes of the project� 

Zdena Kráľová, Andrea Kubalíková
Slovakia


